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PREFACE
This booh contains the lectures which I gave at Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, during the happy months of 1948-

1949 when I was Charles Ehot Norton Professor of

Poetry at Harvard University I have thought it right to

publish them as they were delivered and not to transform

them The booh will probably suffer from the circum-

stances of its origin and show certain traits which are

undesirable in the pnnted page but inevitable to lecturing,

especially when die audience does not always consist of

the same people and each lecture has to be complete in

itself I must also apologize for speaking on a subject m
which I am m no sense an expert or even a scholar But

the subject seemed to me to have been unjusdy treated

in recent years, and the welcome given to my handling

of it has comforted me m my choice Since the material

presented is essentially “popular,” I have given hardly any

references other than what is necessary for identifying

important texts

Cambndge, Massachusetts

March 10th, 1949

CMB
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I

THE ROMANTIC IMAGINATION

I
f we wish to distinguish a single characteristic which differ-

entiates the English Romantics from the poets of the eight-

eenth century, it is to be found m the importance which they

attached to the imagination and in the special view which they

held of it On this, despite significant differences on points of

detail, Blake, Coleridge, Wordsworth, Shelley, and Keats agree,

and for each it sustains a deeply considered theory of poetry Jn

the eighteendi century imagination was not a cardinal pomt m
poetical ^theory For Pope and Johnson, as for Dryden before

them, it has little importance, and when they mention it, it has

a limited significance They approve of fancy, provided that it is

controlled by what they call “judgement,” and they admire the

apt use of images, by which they mean little more than visual im-

pressions and metaphors But for them what matters most m
poetry is its truth to the emotions, or, as they prefer to say, senti-

ment They wish to speak m general terms for the common ex-

perience of men, not to indulge personal whims m creating new
worlds For them the poet is more an interpreter than a creator,

more concerned with showing the attractions of what we already

know than with expeditions into the unfamiliar and the unseen

They are less interested m the mysteries of life than m its familiar

appearance, and they think that their task is to display this with

as much charm and truth as they can command But for the

Romantics imagination is fundamental, because they think that

without it poetry is impossible

Tins belief in the imagination was part of the contemporary’

belief in die individual self The poets were conscious of a won-
derful capacity to create imaginary’ worlds, and they could not
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believe that this was idle or false On the contrary, they thought

that to curb it was to deny something vitally necessary to their

whole being They thought that it was just this which made them

poets, and that in their exercise of it they could do far better than

other poets who sacrificed it to caution and common sense ^fhey

saw that the power of poetry is strongest when the creative im-

pulse works untrammelled, and they knew that m their own case

this happened when they shaped fleeting visions into concrete

forms and pursued wild thoughts until they captured and mas-

tered them Just as in politics men turned their minds from the

existing order to vast prospects of a reformed humanity, so m the

arts they abandoned the conventional plan of existence for private

adventures which had an inspiring glory As in the Renaissance

poets suddenly found the huge possibilities of the human self and

expressed them in a bold and far-flung art, which is certainly

much more than an imitation of life, so the Romantics, brough

t

to a fuller consciousness of their own powers
,
felt a similar need

to exert these powers in fashioning new worlds of the mind

The Romantic emphasis on the imagination was strengthened

by considerations which are both religious and metaphysical For

a century English philosophy had been dominated by the theories

of Locke He assumed that in perception the mind is wholly pas-

sive, a mere recorder of impressions from without, “a lazy looker-

on on an external world ” His system was well suited to an age of

scienufic speculation which found its representative voice in

Newton The mechanistic explanation which both philosophers

and scientists gave of the world meant that scanty respect was

paid to the human self and especially to its more instinctive,

though not less powerful, convictions Thus both Locke and

New ton found a place for God in their universes, the former on

the ground that “the works of nature m every part of them suffi-

ciently evidence a deity7,” 1 and the latter on the principle that the

great machine of the wrorld implies a mechanic But this was not

at all what the Romantics demanded from religion For them it
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was a question less of reason than of feeling, less of argument

than of experience, and they complained that these mechanistic

explanations were a denial of their innermost convictions So too

with poem' Locke had news on poetry, as he had on most hu-

man activities, but no very high regard for it For him it is a mat-

ter of “wit,” and the task of wit is to combine ideas and "thereby

to make up pleasant pictures and agreeable visions m the fancy
” 2

Wit, m his view, is quite irresponsible and not troubled with

truth or reality The Romantics rejected with contumely a theory

which robbed their work of its essential connection with life

Locke is the target both of Blake and of Coleridge, to whom
he represents a deadly heresy on the nature of existence They

are concerned with more than discrediting his special views on

God and poetry they are hostile to his whole system which sup-

ports those views, and, even worse, robs the human self of im-

portance They reject his conception of the universe and replace

it by their own systems, which deserve the name of “idealist”

because mind is their central point and governing factor But

because they are poets, they insist that the most vital activity of

the mind is the imagination Since for them it is the very source

of spiritual energy, they cannot but believe that it is divine, and

that, when they exercise it, they m some way partake of the ac-

tivity of God Blake says proudly and prophetically

This world of Imagination is the world of Eternity, it is the divine

bosom into which we shall all go after the death of the Vegetated

body This World of Imagination is Infinite and Eternal, whereas the

world of Generation, or Vegetation, is Finite and Temporal There
Exist in that Eternal World the Permanent Realities of Every Thing
which we see reflected m this Vegetable Glass of Nature All Things
are comprehended m their Eternal Forms in the divine body of the

Saviour, the True Vine of Eternity, The Human Imagination 8

For Blake the imagination is nothing less than God as He oper-

ates in the human soul It follows that any act of creation per-
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formed by the imagination is divine and that m the imagination

man’s spiritual nature is fully and finally realized Coleridge

does not speak with so apocalyptic a certainty, but his conclusion

is not very different from Blake’s

The pnmary imagination I hold to be the living Power and pnme
Agent of all human Percepuon, and as a repetition in the finite mind

of the eternal act of creation in the infinite I am 4

It is true that he regards poetry as a product of the secondary

imagination, but since this differs only in degree from the pn-

mary, it remains clear that for Colendge the imagination is of first

importance because it partakes of the creative activity of God
This is a tremendous claim, and it is not confined to Blake

and Colendge It was to some degree held by Wordsworth and

Shelley and Keats Each was confident not only that the imagina-

tion was his most precious possession but that it was somehow

concerned widi a supernatural order Never before had quite

such a claim been made, and from it Romantic poetry denves

much that is most magical m it The danger of so bold an assump-

tion is that the poet may be so absorbed m his own pnvate uni-

verse and m the exploration of its remoter comers that he may be

unable to convey his essential expenence to other men and fail

to convert them to his special creed The Romantics certainly

created worlds of their own, but they succeeded m persuading

others that these were not absurd or merely fanciful Indeed, m
this respect they were closer to earth and the common man than

some of their German contemporaries They have not the respect

for unsatisfied longing as an end in itself or the belief m halluci-

nation and magic which play so large a part in the mind of Bren-

tano, nor have they that nihilistic delight in being detached from

life, of which Novahs writes to Caroline Schlegel

I know that imagination is most attracted by what is most immoral,

most animal, but I also know how like a dream all imagination is,

how it lo\es night, meaninglessness, and solitude®
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This was not what the English Romantics thought They be-

lieved that the imagination stands m some essential relation to

truth and reality, and they were at pains to make their poetry pay

attention to them

In doing this they encountered an old difficulty If a man

gives free play to his imagination, what assurance is there that

what he says is in any sense true"? Can it tell us anything that we

do not know, or is it so removed from ordinary life as to be an

escape from lC The question had been answered in one sense by

Locke when he dealt so cavalierly with poetic wit, and a similar

answer was given by Blake’s revolutionary friend, Tom Paine,

m his Age of Reason

I had some turn, and I believe some talent for poetry, but this I

rather repressed than encouraged as leading too much into the field

of imagination

This is a point of view, and it is not new It is based on the as-

sumption that the creations of the imagination are mere fantasies

and, as such, divorced from life The problem had troubled the

Elizabethans, and Shakespeare shows his acquaintance with it

when he makes Theseus say

The poet’s eye, m a fine frenzy rolling,

Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven,

And, as imagination bodies forth

The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen

Turns them to shapes, and gn es to airy nothing

A local habitation and a name c

This would have won the approval of an Italian philosopher like

Pico della Mirandola, who diought that the imagination is almost

a diseased faculty, and would certainly have welcomed Theseus’

association of the poet with the lunatic and the lover Even those

who did not venture so far as this thought that the creations of

die imagination have litde to do with actual life and provide no
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more than an agreeable escape from it This was Bacon’s view in

The Advancement of Learning

The imagination, being not tied to the laws of matter, may at

pleasure join that which nature hath severed and sever that which

nature hath joined, and so make unlawful matches and divorces of

things

Bacon regards this as a harmless and not unpleasant activity, but

not more Though the Elizabethans excelled almost all other ages

m the creation of imaginary worlds, their gravest thinkers made

no great claim for them and were on the whole content that they

should do no more than give a respite from the cares of ordinary

life

Such a position is plainly unsatisfactory for poets who believe

that the imagination is a divine faculty concerned with the cen-

tral issues of being Indeed, it must be difficult for almost any

poet to think that what he creates is imaginary m the derogatory

sense which Bacon and his like give to the word Poets usually

believe that their creations are somehow concerned with reality,

and this belief sustains them m their work Their approach is

indeed not that of the analytical mmd, but it is none the less

penetrating They assume that poetry deals in some sense with

truth, though this truth may be different from that of science or

philosophy That Shakespeare understood the question is clear

from what Hippolyta says m answer to Theseus’ discourse on the

imagination

But all the story of the night told over,

And all their minds transfigur’d so together,

More witnesseth than fancy’s images,

And grows to something of great constancy,

But, howsoever, strange and admirable 7

Hippolyta has sense enough to see that a poet’s inventions are not

an “airy nothing” but stand in some relation to reality In this she
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presents a view which is in opposition to that of the Platonist

Pico but which has some affinity with that of Guanno, who says

that the statements of poetry are true not literally but symbol-

ically
8 For Hippolyta the creations of the imagination are related

to living experience and reflect some kind of reality

The Romantics face this issue squarely and boldly So far

from thinking that the imagination deals with the non-existent,

they msist that it reveals an important kind of truth They be-

lieve that when it is at work it sees things to which the ordinary

intelligence is blind and that it is intimately connected with a

special insight or perception or intuition Indeed, imagination and

insight are m fact inseparable and form for all practical purposes

a single faculty’ Insight both awakes the imagination to work and

is in turn sharpened by it when it is at work This is the assump-

tion on which the Romantics wrote poetry’ It means that, when

their creative gifts are engaged, they are inspired by their sense of

die mystery’ of things to probe it with a peculiar insight and to

shape their discoveries into imaginative forms Nor is this process

difficult to understand Most of us, when we use our imagina-

tions, are m the first place stirred by some alluring puzzle which

calls for a solution, and m the second place enabled by our own
creations in the mind to see much that was before dark or un-

intelligible As our fancies take coherent shape, we see more
clearly what has puzzled and perplexed us This is what the

Romantics do They combine imagination and truth because their

creations are inspired and controlled by a peculiar insight Cole-

ridge makes the point conclusively when he praises Wordsworth

It was the union of deep feeling with profound thought, the

fine balance of truth m observing, with the imaginative faculty in

modifying the objects observed, and above all the ongmal gift of

spreading the tone, die atmosphere, and with it the depth and height
of die ideal world around forms, incidents, and situanons, of which,
for die common view, custom had bedimmed all the lustre, had dned
up the sparkle and the dew drops e
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So long as the imagination works in this way, it cannot fairly be

accused of being an escape from life or of being no more than an

agreeable relaxation

The perception which works so closely with the imagination

is not of the kind in which Locke believed, and the Romantics

took pams to dispel any misunderstanding on the point Since

what mattered to them was an insight into the nature of things,

they rejected Locke’s limitation of perception to physical objects,

because it robbed the mmd of its most essential function, which is

at the same time to perceive and to create On this Blake speaks

with prophetic scorn

Mental Things are alone Real, what is call’d Corporeal, Nobody

Knows of its Dwelling Place it is m Fallacy, and its Existence an

Imposture Where is the Existence Out of Mmd or Thought? Where

is it but m the Mind of a Fool? 10

Colendge came to a similar conclusion for not very different rea-

sons

If the mmd be not passive, if it be indeed made in God’s image,

and that, too, in the subhmest sense, the Image of the Creator, there

is ground for the suspicion that any system built on the passiveness of

the mmd must be false as a system 11

When they rejected the sensationalist view of an external world,

Blake and Colendge prepared the way to restonng the supremacy

of the spint which had been denied by Locke but was at this

time being propounded by German metaphysicians Blake knew
nothing of them, and his conclusions arose from his own visionary

outlook, which could not believe that matter is in any sense as

real as spirit Colendge had read Kant and Schelhng and found

in them much to support his view’s, but those views were denved

less from them than from his own instinctive conviction that the

world of spint is the only reality Because he wtis first a poet and

only secondly a metaphysician, his conception of a universe of
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spirit came from his intense sense of an inner life and from his

belief that the imagination, working with intuition, is more likely

than the analytical reason to make discoveries on matters which

really concern us

In rejecting Locke’s and Newton’s explanations of the visible

world, the Romantics obeyed an inner call to explore more fully

the world of spirit In different ways each of them believed in an

order of things which is not that which we see and know, and

this was the goal of their passionate search They wished to pene-

trate to an abiding reality, to explore its mysteries, and by this to

understand more clearly what life means and what it is worth

They were convinced that, though visible things are the instru-

ments by which we find this reality, they are not everything and

have indeed little significance unless they are related to some

embracing and sustaining power Nor is it hard to see what this

means Most of us feel that a physical universe is not enough

and demand some scheme which will explain why our beliefs and

convictions are valid and why m an apparently mechanistic order

we have scales of values for which no mechanism can account

Locke and Newton explain what the sensible world is, but not

what it is worth Indeed, in explaining mental judgements by

physical processes they destroy their validity, since the only as-

surance for the truth of our judgements is the existence of an

objective truth which cannot be determined by a causal, sub-

jective process Such systems embody a spirit of negation, because

m trying to explain our belief in the good or the holy or the beau-

nful they succeed only in explaining it away That is why Blake

dismissed atomic physicists and their like as men who try in vain

to destroy the divine light which alone gives meaning to life, and

proclaimed that m its presence their theories cease to count

The Atoms of Democntus
And Newton’s Particles of light

Are sands upon the Red sea shore,

Where Israel’s tents do shine so bnght 12
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The Romantics were concerned with the things of the spirit and

hoped that through imagination and inspired insight they could

both understand them and present them m compelling poetry

It was tins search for an unseen world that awoke the inspira-

tion of the Romantics and made poets of them The power of

their work comes partly from the driving force of their desire to

grasp these ultimate truths, partly from their exaltation when

they thought that they had found them Unlike their German

contemporanes, who were content with the thrills of Sehnsucht,

or longing, and did not care much what the Jenseits

,

or “beyond,”

might be, so long as it was sufficiendy mystenous, the English

Romantics pursued their lines of imaginative enquiry until they

found answers which satisfied them Their aim was to convey the

mystery of tilings through individual manifestations and thereby

to show what it means They appeal not to the logical mind but

to die complete self, to the whole range of intellectual faculties,

senses, and emotions Only individual presentations of imagina-

tive experience can do this In them we see examples of what

cannot be expressed direcdy m words and can be conveyed only

by hmt and suggestion The powers which Wordsworth saw in

nature or Shelley in love are so enormous that we begin to under-

stand them only when they are manifested m single, concrete

examples Then, through the single cases, we apprehend some-

thing of what the poet has seen m vision The essence of the

Romantic imagination is that it fashions shapes which display

these unseen forces at work, and there is no other way to display

them, since they resist analysis and descnption and cannot be pre-

sented except m particular instances

The apprehension of these spiritual issues is quite different

from the scientific understanding of natural laws or the philo-

sophical grasp of general truths Such laws and truths arc

properly stated in abstract words, but spiritual powers must be

introduced through particular examples, because only then do we
see them in their true individuality Indeed, only when the divine

light of the imagination is on them do we begin to understand
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their significance and their appeal That is why Blake is so stem

on the view that art deals with general truths He has none of

Samuel Johnson’s respect for the "grandeur of generality," and

would disagree violently with him when he says, "nothing can

please many and please long, but just representation of general

nature ” Blake thought quite otherwise

To Generalize is to he an Idiot To Particulanze is the Alone Dis-

tinction of Merit General Knowledges are those Knowledges that

Idiots possess 13

What is General Nature? is there Such a Thing? what is General

Knowledge? is there such a Thing? Strictly Speaking All Knowledge

is Particular 14

Blake believed this because he lived in the imagination He knew

that nothing had full significance for him unless it appeared in a

particular form And with this the Romantics in general agreed

Their art aimed at presenting as forcibly as possible the mo-

ments of vision which give to even the vastest issues the coher-

ence and simplicity of single events Even in "Kubla Khan,”

which keeps so many qualities of the dream in which it was bom,
there is a highly individual presentation of a remote and mysteri-

ous experience, which is m fact the central experience of all

creation m its Dionysiac delight and its enraptured ordering of

many elements into an entrancing pattern Coleridge may not

have been fully conscious of what he was domg when he wrote it,

but the expenence which he portrays is of the creative mood m
its purest moments, when boundless possibilities seem to open

before it No wunder he felt that, if he could only realize all the

potentialities of such a moment, he would be like one who has

supped with die gods

And all should cry, Bew’are' Beware'

His flashing eyes, his floating hair'

Weave a circle round him thnce,

And close your eves with holy dread,
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For he on honey-dew hath fed,

And drunk the milk of Paradise

It was m such experience, remote and strange and beyond the

senses, that the Romantics sought for poetry, and they saw that

the only way to convey it to others was m particular instances and

examples

The invisible powers which sustain the universe work

through and in the visible world Only by what we see and hear

and touch can we be brought into relation with them Every poet

has to work with the world of the senses, but for the Romantics

it was the instrument which set their visionary powers m action

It affected them at times m such a way that they seemed to be

earned beyond it into a transcendental order of things, but this

would never have happened if they had not looked on the world

around them with attentive and lovmg eyes One of the advan-

tages which they gamed by dieir deliverance from abstractions

and general truths was a freedom to use their senses and to look

on nature without comentional prepossessions More than this,

diey were all gifted with a high degree of physical sensibility and

sometimes so enthralled by what they saw that it entirely domi-

nated their being This is obviously true of Wordsworth and of

Keats, who brought back to poetry a keenness of eye and of ear

which it had hardh known since Shakespeare But it is no less

true of Blake and Coleridge and Shelley The careful, observing

eje which made Blake a cunning craftsman m lme and colour

was at work in his poetrx It is true that he was seldom content

with mere description of wrhat he saw, but, when he used descrip-

tion for an ultenor purpose to convey some vast mystery, his

words are exact and vivid and make his symbols shine brightly

before the eye Though Coleridge found some of his finest in-

spiration in dreams and trances, he gave to their details a singular

brilliance of outline and character Though Shelley lived among
soaring ideas and impalpable abstractions, he was fully at home
in the \ lsible world, if onl) because it was a mirror of eternity and
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worthy of attention for that reason There are perhaps poets who

live entirely in dreams and hardly notice the familiar scene, but

the Romantics are not of their number Indeed, their strength

comes largely from the way m which they throw a new and magic

light on the common face of nature and lure us to look for some

explanation for the irresistible attraction which it exerts In na-

ture all the Romantic poets found their initial inspiration It was

not everything to them, but they would have been nothing with-

out it, for through it tliev found those exalting moments when

thev passed from sight to vision and pierced, as they thought, to

the secrets of the universe

Though all the Romantic poets believed m an ulterior reality

and based their poetry on it, they found it in different ways and

made different uses of it They varied m the degree of importance

which they attached to the visible world and in their interpreta-

tion of it At one extreme is Blake, who held that the imagination

is a divine power and that everything real comes from it It op-

erates with a given material, which is nature, but Blake believed

that a time would come when nature wall disappear and the spirit

be free to create without it While it is there, man takes his

syanbols from it and uses them to interpret the unseen Blake’s

true home was m vision, m what he saw when he gave full lib-

erty7 to his creative imagination and transformed sense-data

through it For him the imagination uncovers the reality masked

bv visible things The familiar world gives hints which must be

taken and pursued and developed

To see a World m a Gram of Sand

And a Heaven in a Wild Flower,

Hold Infinity in the palm of vour hand

And Etemitv in an hour 1<!

Through visible things Blake reached that transcendent state

which he called "eternity7” and felt free to create new and living

worlds He was not a mystic striving darkly and laboriously to-

wards God, but a visionary who could say of himself
*
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I am in God’s presence night and day,

And he never turns his face away 10

Of all the Romantics, Blake is the most rigorous in his concep-

tion of the imagination He could confidently say, “One Power

alone makes a Poet Imagination, The Divine Vision,” 17 because

for him the imagination creates reality, and this reality is the

divine activity' of the self in its unimpeded energy His attention

is turned towards an ideal, spiritual world, which with all other

selves who obey the imagination he helps to build

Though Blake had a keen eye for the visible world, his spe-

cial concern was with the invisible For him every' living thing

was a symbol of everlastmg powers, and it was these which he

unshed to grasp and to understand Since he was a painter with

a remarkably pictorial habit of mind, he descnbed the invisible in

the language of the visible, and no doubt he really saw it with his

inner vision But what he saw was not, so to speak, an alternative

to the given world, but a spiritual order to which the language of

physical sight can be applied only in metaphor What concerned

him most deeply and drew out his strongest powers was the sense

of a spiritual reality7 at work in all living things For him even

the commonest event might be fraught with lessons and mean-

mgs How much he found can be seen from his "Augunes of

Innocence,” where in epigrammatic, oracular couplets he displays

Ins sense of the intimate relations which exist in reality and bind

the v orlds of sight and of spirit m a single whole His words look

simple enough, but every' word needs attention, as when he pro-

claims

A Robin Red breast in a Cage

Puts all Hea\en in a Rage

Blake’s robin redbreast is itself a spiritual thing, not merely a

visible bird, but the powers which such a bird embodies and

svmbohzes the free spint which delights in song and in all that
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song implies Such a spirit must not be repressed, and any repres-

sion of it is a sin against the divine life of the universe Blake was

a visionary who believed that ordinary things are unsubstantial m
themselves and yet nch as symbols of greater realities He was so

at home m the spirit that he was not troubled by the apparent

solidity of matter He saw something else a world of eternal

values and living spirits

Keats had a more passionate love than Blake for the visible

world and has too often been treated as a man who lived for

sensuous impressions, but he resembled Blake in his conviction

that ultimate reality is to be found only m the imagination What

it meant to him can be seen from some lines in "Sleep and

Poetry” in which he asks why the imagination has lost its old

power and scope

Is there so small a range

In the present strength of manhood, that the high

Imagination cannot freely fly

As she was wont of old? prepare her steeds,

Paw up against the light, and do strange deeds

Upon the clouds? Has she not shown us all?

From the clear space of ether, to the small

Breath of new buds unfolding? From the meaning

Of Jove’s large eye-brow, to the tender greening

Of Apnl meadows?

Keats was still a very young man when he wrote this, and perhaps

his words are not so precise as we might like But it is clear that

lie saw die imagination as a power which both creates and re-

veals, or radier reveals dirough creating Keats accepted the works
of die imagination not merely as existing in their own right, but
as having a relation to ultimate reality' through the light which
they shed on it Tins idea he pursued widi hard thought until he
saw exacdy what it meant, and made it Ins own because it an-

swered a need in Ins creative being

Through the imagination Keats sought an absolute reality to
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winch a door was opened by his appreciation of beauty through

the senses When the objects of sense laid their spell upon him,

he was so stirred and exalted that he felt himself transported to

another world and believed that he could almost grasp the uni-

verse as a whole Sight and touch and smell awoke his imagina-

tion to a sphere of being m which he saw vast issues and was at

home with them Through beauty he felt that he came into the

presence of the ultimately real The more intensely a beautiful

object affected him, the more convinced he was that he had

passed beyond it to something else In Ettdymton he says that

happiness raises our minds to a “fellowship with essence” and

leaves us “alchemized and free of space”

Feel we these things? that moment we have stept

Into a sort of oneness, and our state

Is like a fleeting spmt’s But there are

Richer entanglements, enthralments far

More self-destroying, leading by degrees

To the chief intensity 1P

The beauty of visible things earned Keats into ecstasy, and this

wras the goal of Insdesires, since it explained the extraordinary

hold which objects of sense had on him and justified his wish to

pass betond them to something permanent and universal Keats’

notion of this reality was narrower than Blake’s, and he speaks

specifically as a poet, whereas Blake included in the imagination

all actn mes which create or increase life Moreover, while Blake’s

imagination is actne, Keats suggests that his is largely passive and

that Ins need is to feel the “chief intensity ” But he is close to

Blake in the claims which he makes for the imagination as some-

thing absorbing and exalting w'hich opens the wray to an unseen

spiritual order

Coleridge, too, gate much drought to the imagination and

detoted to it some distinguished chapters of his Biographia

Literant* With him it is not always easj to disentangle theones

which he formed in later life from the assumptions upon w'hich
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he acted almost instinctively before his creative faculties began

to fail At times he seems to be still too aware of the sensationalist

philosophy of his youth From it he inherits a conception of a

world of facts, an “inanimate cold world,” in which “objects, as

objects, are essentially fixed and dead ” But as a poet he tran-

scended this idea, or turned it to an unexpected conclusion Just

because the external world is like this, the poet’s task is to trans-

form it by the imagination Just as "accidents of light and shade”

may transmute “a known and familiar landscape,”
10

so this dead

world may be brought to life by the imagination Coleridge jus-

tified this by a bold paradox

Dare I add that genius must act of the feeling that body is but a

striving to become mind — that is mind m its essence 20

What really counted with him was his own deep trust in the

imagination as something which gives a shape to life What this

meant to him in practice can be seen from the lines m “Dejec-

tion” in which he explains that nature lives only m us and that

it is we who create all that matters m her

Ah' from the soul itself must issue forth

A light, a glory, a fair luminous cloud

Enveloping the Earth —
And from the soul itself must there be sent

A sweet and potent voice, of its own birth,

Of all sweet sounds the life and element'

Colendge does not go so far as Blake in the claims which he

makes for die imagination He is still a litde hampered by the

presence of an external world and feels that m some way he must
conform to it But when his creative genius is at work, it brushes

these hesitations aside and fashions reality from a shapeless, un-

differentiated “given ’’ In the end he believes that meaning is

found for existence dirough die exercise of a creative activity

which is akin to that of God
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Coleridge advanced no very definite view of the ultimate re-

ality which poetry explores If we may judge by "Kubla Khan,”

he seems to have felt, at least m some moods, that the mere act

of creation is itself transcendental and that we need ask for noth-

ing more But perhaps the evidence of "Kubla Khan” should not

be pressed too far Indeed, if we turn to “The Ancient Manner”

and "Chnstabel,” it seems clear that Colendge thought that the

task of poetry is to convey the mystery of life The ambiguous

nature of both poems, with their suggestion of an intermediate

state between dreaming and waking, between living people and

unearthly spmts, gives an idea of the kind of subject which

stirred Colendge’s genius to its boldest flights Whatever he

might think as a philosopher, as a poet he was fascmated by the

notion of unearthly powers at work in the world, and it was then

influence which he sought to catch Of course, he did not mtend

to be taken literally, but we cannot help feeling that his imagina-

tive conception of reality was of something behind human actions

winch is more vivid than the familiar world because of its sharper

contrasts of good and evil and the more purposeful way in which

it moves Tins conception was developed only m poetry, and

even then only in two or three poems Colendge seems to have

been forced to it by a troubled and yet exciting apprehension that

life is ruled bj powers which cannot be fully understood The re-

sult is a poetry more mystenous than that of any other Romantic,

and )et, because it is based on pnmary human emotions, smgu-

larh poignant and intimate

Wordsworth certainly agreed with Colendge in much that

he said about the imagination, especially in the distinction be

tween it and fanc\ For him the imagination was the most im-

portant gift that a poet can have, and his arrangement of his ow'n

poems shows what he meant by it The section w'hich he calls

"Poems of the Imagination” contains poems in which he united

cream e power and a special, visionary insight He agreed with

Colendge that this activity resembles that of God It is the divine

capacity of the child who fashions his own little worlds
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For feeling has to him imparted power

That through the growing faculties of sense

Dodi hhe an agent of die one great Mind

Create, creator and receiver bodi,

Working hut in alliance with the works

Which it beholds 21

The poet keeps this faculty even m maturity, and through it he

is what he is But Wordsworth was fully aware that mere cre-

ation is not enough, that it must be accompanied by a special

insight So he explains that the imagination

Is but another name for absolute power

And clearest insight, amplitude of mind,

And Reason m her most exalted mood 22

Wordsworth did not go so far as the other Romantics m relegat-

ing reason to an inferior position He preferred to give a new
dignity to the word and to insist diat inspired insight is itself ra-

tional

Wordsworth differs from Coleridge m his conception of the

external world He accepts its independent existence and insists

that the imagination must m some sense conform to it Once
again he sees the issue illustrated by childhood

A plastic power

Abode with me, a forming hand, at times

Rebellious, acting in a devious mood,

A local spmt of his own, at war

With general tendencv, but, for the most,

Subservient strictly to external things

With which it communed 2-5

For Wordsworth the imagination must be subservient to the ex-

ternal world, because that world is not dead but living and has
its own soul, which is, at least m the life that we know, distinct
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from the soul of man Man’s task is to enter into communion with

this soul, and indeed he can hardly avoid doing so, since from

birth onward his life is continuously shaped by nature, which

penetrates his being and influences his thoughts Wordsworth

believed diat he helped to bring this soul of nature closer to man,

that he could show

by words

Which speak of nothing more than what we are24

how exquisitely the external world is fitted to the individual

mind, and the individual mind to the external world This, it

must be admitted, was not to Blake’s taste, and he commented

"You shall not bring me down to beheve such fitting and

fitted”
2 ’’ But for Wordsworth this was right Nature was the

source of his inspiration, and he could not deny to it an exist-

ence at least as powerful as man’s But since nature lifted him out

of himself, he sought for a higher state m which its soul and

the soul of man should be united m a single harmony Sometimes

he felt that this happened and that through vision he attained an

understanding of the oneness of things

Though Shelley’s mind moved in a way unlike that of his

fellow Romantics, he was no less attached to the imagination and

gave to it no less a place m his theory of poetry He understood

the creative nature of his work and shows what he thought of it

when in Prometheus Unbaund a Spirit sings of the poet

He will watch from dawn to gloom

The lake-reflected sun illume

The jellou bees in the ivy -bloom,

Nor heed nor see, what things they be,

But from these create he can

Forms more real than living man,

Nurslings of lmmortalitv 1

Shellev saw that though the poet may hardly notice the visible

world, he none the less uses it as material to create independent
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beings which have a superior degree of reality Nor did he stop

at this He saw that reason must somehow be related to the im-

agination, and he decided, in contradistinction to Wordsworth,

that its special task is simply to analyse the given and to act as an

instrument for the imagination, which uses its conclusions to

create a synthetic and harmonious whole He calls poetry "the

expression of the Imagination,” because m it diverse dungs are

brought together in harmonylnstead of being separated through

analysis In this he resembles such thinkers as Bacon and Locke,

but his conclusion is quite different from theirs, since he insists

diat the imagination is man’s highest faculty and through it he

realizes his noblest powers

In his Defence of Poetry Shelley controverted the old dis-

paraging view of the imagination by claiming that the poet has a

special kind of knowledge

He not only beholds intensely the present as it is, and discovers

those laws according to which present things ought to be ordered, but

he beholds the future m the present, and his thoughts are the germs

of the flower and the fruit of latest time A poet participates m
the eternal, the infinite, and the one 20

For Shelley the poet is also a seer, gifted widi a peculiar insight

into the nature of reality And dus reality is a timeless, unchang-

ing, complete order, of winch the familiar world is but a broken

reflection Shelley ton! Plato’s th eory of knowledge and applied

it to beauty For hirrrdie Ideal Forms are a basis not so much of

knowing as of diat exalted insight which is ours m the presence

of beautiful things The poet’s task is to uncover dus absolute

real in its visible examples and to interpret them through it It

is spiritual m the sense that it includes all the higher faculties of

man and gives meaning to Ids transient sensations Shelley tried

to grasp the whole of things in its essential unit\, to show what
is real and what is merely phenomenal, and b\ doing this to dis-

play how the phenomenal depends on the real For him the
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ultimate reahtyjs jhe etern al mind, and tins holds the u niverse

together

This Whole
Of suns, and worlds, and men, and beasts, and flowers,

With all the silent or tempestuous workings

By winch they have been, arc, or cease to be,

Is but a vision, — all that it inherits

Arc motes of a sick eye, bubbles and dreams,

Thought is its cradle, and its grave, nor less

The future and the past arc idle shadows

Of thought’s eternal flight — they have no being

Nought is but that which feels itself to be 27

In thought and feeling, m consciousness and spirit, Shelley found

reality and gave his answer to Prospero’s nihilism He believed

that the task of the imagination is to create shapes by which this

reality can be revealed

The great Romantics, then, agreed that their task was to find

through the imagination some transcendental order which ex-

plains the world of appearances and accounts not merely for the

existence of visible things but for the effect which they have on

us, for the sudden, unpredictable beating of the heart in the

presence of beauty, for the conviction that what then moves us

cannot be a cheat or an illusion, but must derive its authority

from the power which moves the universe For them this reality

could not but be spiritual, and they provide an independent il-

lustration of Hegel’s doctrine that nothing is real but spirit In

so far as they made sweeping statements about the oneness of

things, they were metaphysicians, but, unlike professional meta-

physicians, they trusted not m logic but m insight, not in the

analytical reason but m the delighted, inspired soul which in its

full nature transcends both die mind and the emotions They

were, too, in their own way, religious, m their sense of the holi-

ness of reality and the awe which they felt in its presence But,

so far as their central beliefs were concerned, they were not ortho
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do\ Blake’s religion denied the existence of God apart from men,

Shelley liked to proclaim that he was an atheist, Keats was un-

certain how far to accept the doctrines of Christianity Though

later both Colendge and Wordsworth conformed almost with

enthusiasm, m their most creative days their poetry was founded

on a different faith ^The Romantic movement was a prodigious

attempt to discover the world of spirit through the unaided efforts

of the solitary soul^ It was a special manifestation of that belief

m the worth of the individual which philosophers and politicians

had recently preached to the world

This bold expedition into the unknown, conducted with a

scrupulous sincerity and a passionate faith, was very far from

being an emotional self-indulgence Each of these poets was con-

vinced that he could discover something very important and that

he possessed in poetry a key denied to other men To this task

they were prepared to devote themselves, and in different ways

they paid heavily for it, in happiness, in self-confidence, in the

very strength of their creative powers They were not content to

dream their own dreams and to fashion comforting illusions

Tiey insisted that their creations must be real, not m the narrow

sense that anything of which we can think has some sort of

existence, but in the wide sense that they are examples and em-

bodiments of eternal things which cannot be presented otherwise

than m individual instances Because the Romantics were poets,

they set forth their visions with the wealth diat poetry alone can

give, in the concrete, individual form which makes the universal

vivid and significant to the finite mind They refused to accept

die ideas of odier men on trust or to sacrifice imagination to

argument As Blake says of Los,

I must Create a System or be enslai’d by another Man’s

I will not Reason and Compare mv business is to Create - s

Tie Romantics knew diat dieir business was to create, and
through creation to enlighten the whole sentient and conscious
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self of man, to wake Ins imagination to the reality which lies

behind or in familiar things, to rouse him from the deadening

routine of custom to a consciousness of immeasurable distances

and unfathomable depths, to make him see that mere reason is

not enough and that what he needs is inspired intuition They

take a wider view both of man and of poetry than was taken by

tlieir~ staid and rationarpredecessors of the eighteenth century,

because they believed that it is the whole spiritual nature of man

that counts, and to this they made their challenge and their ap-

peal



II

SONGS OF INNOCENCE
AND EXPERIENCE

I
n 1789, the year of the French Revolution, William Blake

issued his Songs of Innocence as the first volume to be pro-

duced in his new manner of illuminated printing In 1794

he reissued it in the same manner, but with the addition of Songs

of Experience to form a single book This book is noteworthy

among Blake’s works because it is the only volume of poems

which he himself published The Poetical Sketches of 1783 was

published by die Reverend Henry Mathew, no doubt with

Blake’s approval or acquiescence but not with his own loving

care Blake’s other publications were either prophetic books or

prose works, not poetry in the strict sense The fact that Blake

published the Songs as he did shows what importance he at-

tached to them There can be no doubt that he intended them

to be as good as he could make them both in contents and m
appearance The Rossetti manuscnpt shows not only what pains

he took m revising his texts but what self-denial he exerted in

omitting from the book poems which are among the best that he

wrote but which for some reason he did not think suitable for

publication m it A book formed with such care deserves special

attention Blake was thirty-seven when he issued it in its complete

form, and it represents his mature, considered choice of his o\m
poems It is perhaps not surprising that m recent years scholars

have tended to neglect the Songs for the prophetic books, for the

Songs look limpid and translucent, while the prophetic books are

nch in unravelled mysteries and alluring secrets But the Songs
deserve special attention if only because they constitute one of

the most remarkable collections of lvrical poems written in Eng-
lish
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Blake made in practice a distinction between poetry and

prophecy In the first place, lie recognized and maintained a dif-

ference of form In the Songs he uses the traditional metres of

English songs and hymns widiout even repeating the experiment,

made in Poetical Sketches, of lyrical blank verse, in the prophe-

cies, modelling himself on the Bible and Ossian, he uses what is

in fact free verse, and his reasons for this are given in the fore-

word to Jerusalem

When this Verse was first dictated to me, I consider’d a Monoto-

nous Cadence, like that used by Milton and Shakespeare and all

writers of English Blank Verse, derived from the modem bondage of

Rhyming, to be a necessary and indispensible part of Verse But I

soon found that in the mouth of a true Orator such monotony was

not only awkward, but as much a bondage as rhyme itself
1

In the prophecies Blake speaks as an orator and needs an orator’s

freedom m the Songs he sings and needs the regular measures

of song In the second place, Blake’s purpose differs in the Songs

and m the prophecies In the prophecies he had a great message

for his generation, an urgent call to awake from its slothful sleep,

a summons to activity and to that fuller life which comes from

exerting the imagination At the beginning of Milton he displavs

his purpose

Rouze up, O Young Men of the New Age' set your foreheads

against the ignorant Hirelings* For we have Hirelings in the Camp,

the Court and the University, who would, if they could, for ever

depress Mental and prolong Corporeal War 2

This is not the spirit in which Blake begins the Songs of Inno-

cence with a poem significantly called “Introduction”

Piping down the valleys wild,

Piping songs of pleasant glee,

On a cloud I saw a child,

And he laughing said to me
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"Pipe a song about a Lamb 1

”

So I piped with merry chear

"Piper, pipe that song again,”

So I piped lie wept to hear

These are the words of a poet who sings because he must, not of

a prophet whose first wish is to summon his generation to a new

life

The differences of form and intention between the Songs

and the prophetic boohs are paralleled by comparable differences

m the presentation of matenal When he completed the Songs,

Blake had already wntten some of his prophetic boohs and begun

that remarkable system of myths and symbols which gives them

so special a character In the Songs there is almost no trace of

Blake’s mythical figures Though he wrote Trriel and The Book

ofThel at the same time as the Songs of Innocence, their charac-

ters do not appear m the Songs And this is all the more remark-

able since the experience m these prophetic books is ultimately

not very dissimilar from that m the Songs and belongs to the

same important years of Blake's life In the Songs Blake pursued

a more traditional and more lyncal art, because some deep need m
him called for this kind of expression It is therefore dangerous

to tryr to explain the Songs too exactly by the prophetic books

There are undeniable connections between the two, but the

Songs go their owm way m their own spint In them Blake speaks

of himself from a purely personal point of view It is true that

he uses his owm remarkable symbols, but not quite in the same

way as m the prophetic books, and certainly not with the same

desire for a new' mythology to supplement or correct that of the

Bible

It is possible to read the Songs and to be so enchanted bv
them that we do not stop to ask what m fact they mean Such
a procedure has the formidable approval of A E Housman, who
savs of them that ‘‘the meaning is a poor foolish disappointing

thing m comparison wadi the \crses themsehes
” 3 Tins is ol
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course true The mere meaning, extracted from the poems and

paraphrased in lifeless prose, is indeed a poor thing in comparison

with what Blake wrote The poems succeed through the mag-

nificence of their poetry, and no analysis can take its place At

the same time, it is almost impossible to read and enjoy poetry

without knowing what it means, for the good reason that the

meaning is an essential part of the whole and makes an essential

contribution to the delight which the poems give To acquiesce

in ignorance of the meaning is more than can reasonably be

asked of us Human curiosity and the desire to gain as much as

possible from a work of art reject this limited approach and force

us to ask what the subjects of the poems are Nor does this de-

stroy our pleasure m them When we know what Blake means,

we appreciate more fully his capacity for transforming complex

states of mind into pure song and for giving to his most unusual

thoughts an appeal which is somehow both intimate and rap-

turously exciting

That Blake intended his readers to understand what he said

and to pay an intelligent attention to it is clear from his tide-

page, which describes the songs as “showing the two contrary

states of the human soul ” Blake groups his verses under two

mam headings, and there is plainly a great difference of char-

acter between the two parts In so arranging his work, Blake

followed his own maxim that ‘without Contraries is no progres-

sion
” 4 The contrast meant much to him, and w'e neglect it at

the nsh of misunderstanding his intention So emphatic a division

is not to be found in the prophetic books and show's that, w'hen

he chose, Blake could impose a fine architectural order on his

W'ork Perhaps he w'as able to do dus because the material and

manner of the songs fall more easily into a definite shape than

does the various stuff of the prophetic books In the Songs Blake

limits himself to a special section of material w'hich is relatively

clear m its outlines and limits He has distilled his thoughts into

the shape of song, and his appeal is more direct and more lm-
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mediate than it can be m the more complicated technique of

prophecy

The two sections of Blake’s book, the songs of innocence and

the songs of experience, are contrasted elements m a single de-

sign The first part sets out an imaginative vision of the state of

innocence the second shows how life challenges and corrupts

and destroys it What Blake intended by this scheme can be seen

from the motto which he wrote for the book but did not include

in it

The Good are attracted by Men’s perceptions,

And think not for themselves,

Till Expenence teaches them to catch

And to cage the Fames and Elves

And then the Knave begins to snarl

And the Hypocrite to howl,

And all his good Fnends shew their pnvate ends,

And the Eagle is known from the Owl

This little poem shows how the Songs are related to some of the

most persistent elements m Blake’s thought Since for him the

pnmary reality and the only tiling that matters is the active life

of the creative imagination, he has nothing but contempt for

empiricist philosophers who build their systems on sense-percep-

tions instead of on vision Blake believes that the naturally good

are deceived by such dieones and so corrupted by them that they

cease to think for themselves, and restrict those creative forces

which he calls "fames and elves ” When this happens, knaver)

,

hypocrisy, and self-seeking enter into the soul, and the state of

innocence is lost, but for those who have etes to see, the free,

soaring spirit of the eagle is visible in all its difference from the

sleepy, night-ndden owl This is the mam theme of the Songs

In die first part Blake show’s what innocence means, m the sec-

ond how it is corrupted and destroyed
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Blake’s state of innocence, set forth in symbols of pastoral

life akin to those of the Twenty-third Psalm, seems at first sight

to have something in common with what Vaughan, Traherne,

and Wordsworth say in their different ways about the vision of

childhood which is lost in later life, and it is tempting to think

that this is what concerns Blake But lie is concerned with the

loss not so much of actual childhood as of something wider and

less definite For him childhood is both itself and a symbol of a

state of soul which may exist in maturity His subject is the child-

like vision of existence For him all human beings are m some

sense and at some times the children of a divine father, but ex-

perience destroys their innocence and makes them follow spectres

and illusions Blake does not wnte at a distance of time from

memories of what childhood once was, but from an insistent,

present anguish at the ugly contrasts between the childlike and

the experienced conceptions of reality

With a book which deals with so poignant a subject, it is

tempting to look m Blake’s own life for some event or circum-

stances which forced this issue so powerfully on him That he

was deeply troubled by it is clear not merely from the agonized

poems of Songs of Experience but from the prophetic books,

Ttnel and The Book of Thel, which seem to have been written

in 1788 and 1789 In Thel Blake presents a symbolical figure

who lives m an Arcadian state of innocence but finds herself

appalled and helpless before the first appearances of reality, m
Tirtel he makes his chief figure die when he realizes that he has

erred in substituting the deadening rule of law for the free life

of the imagination Both books are, in a sense, concerned with

the tragedy of innocence Just as Thel is unable to endure reality

when she sees it and flies back into eternity, so Har and Heva,

who represent an innocence which has outlived its real strength,

are unable to help Tinel in his great need The problems sug-

gested in these two books are not the same as m the Songs, but

there seems to be a common basis of experience, something

which, even when he was writing the Songs of Innocence, deeply
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troubled Blake and forced him to thmh about this issue in more

than one way

When he composed the Songs of Experience, Blake seems to

have passed dirough a spiritual crisis He, who was m many ways

the healthiest of men, wrote in 1793 "I say I shan’t live for five

years, and if I live one it will be a wonder ” Something had

shaken his trust in himself and m life What this was we can

only guess, and such clues as are available point to a combination

of different causes The trouble was already there in 1 788 when

lie wrote Tme/, but it seems to have grown and to have preyed

more insistently on Ins mind m the following years It did not m
the least interfere with his creative powers Indeed, at this time

he did an astonishing amount of work both as a poet and as an

artist, and most of it is as good as anything that he ever did

afterwards But Blake’s genius was not discouraged by trouble

and anxiety, and that he had these m full measure is beyond

reasonable dispute In the first place, his rapturous hopes m the

French Revolution, expressed m his prophetic book called after

it and written in 1791, were soon replaced by the recognition

that events were taking a course not to lus liking The English

Government was hostile to the Revolution, and Blake’s own
fnends, like Thomas Paine, whom he saved from arrest by a

timely warning in 1792, were in danger What such a disillusion-

ment meant to a visionary like Blake can be seen from his Visions

of the Daughters of Albion, with its passionate denunciations ol

oppression and slavery He was brought down with a terrible

shock from his visions of reformed humanity to a realization of

what political events really were

In the second place, Blake’s domestic life seems at this time

to have passed through a strange phase His excellent wife did

not sa mpathize with his idealistic \ lews of free lo\ e and resoluteh

opposed them To Blake at first this was an unforeseen denial of

the spirit, and it shook him dceplv It seems e\en for a time to

ha\e broken lus trust in himself He found Ins solution soon

enough, and the rest of Ins life was spent in unclouded happiness
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with his wife But what he felt at the moment can be seen from

his strange poem “William Bond,” and especially from three

verses in it

He went to Church in a May morning

Attended by Fairies, one, two and three,

But the Angels of Providence drove them away,

And he return’d home in misery

He went not out to the Field nor Fold,

He went not out to the Village nor Town,

But he came home in a black, black cloud,

And took to his Bed, and there lay down

And an Angel of Providence at his Feet,

And an Angel of Providence at his Head,

And in the midst a Black, Black Cloud,

And in the midst the Sick Man on his Bed

Since by "fames” Blake means the impulses of the creative imagi-

nation, it is clear that m this crisis his inner life has received a

temble blow from “Angels of Providence ” In his language they

are the forces of legality and morahsm m which he saw the most

smister enemies of the free life of the imagination He, who had

put all his trust m this free life, found himself frustrated and

depressed by the forces which he most condemned Partly in

politics, pardy m domestic life, partly no doubt in other matters,

Blake seems to have discovered that his central and most cher-

ished beliefs were not shared by others but were the object of

hatred and persecution At some date in these years the common

world was revealed to him, and he found it more frightening than

he had ever suspected From this discovery the Songs were bom
Blake’s cnsis takes place in a spiritual order of things and in-

volves spiritual values, and for this reason he has to speak of it m
symbols What he descnbes are not actual events as ordinary men

see and understand them, but spiritual events which have to be
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stated symbolically m order that they may be intelligible In the

Songs of Innocence Blake’s symbols are largely drawn from

the Bible, and since he makes use of such familiar figures as the

Good Shepherd and the Lamb of God, there is not much diffi-

culty7 in seeing what he means, but in the Songs of Experience

he often uses symbols of his own making, and Ins meaning is

more elusive Indeed, some poems in this section are fully un-

derstandable only by reference to symbols which Blake uses m
Ins prophetic books, and since the meaning of most symbols tends

to be inconstant, there is always a danger that we may make his

meaning more emphatic or more exact than it is, especially since,

as Blake grew older, he developed his symbols and by placing

them m precise contexts gave them a greater definiteness But m
both kinds of song it is clear diat Blake anticipates those poets

of a hundred years later who forged dieir own symbols m order

to convey what would otherwise be almost inexpressible, smce

no adequate words exist for the unnamed powers of a super-

natural world Blake’s own view of his method can be seen from

a letter to Thomas Butts

Allegory addressed to the Intellectual powers, while it is altogether

hidden from the Corporeal Understanding, is My Definition of the

Most Sublime Poetry c

Since by "Corporeal Understanding” Blake means the perception

of sense-data, and by "Intellectual powers” the imaginative spirit

which is die only 103111)’, it is clear diat in his view poetry is con-

cerned with somednng else dian die phenomenal world, and that

the only means to speak of it is what he calls “allegory’ ” It is

true that elsewhere lie sometimes speaks disparagingly of allegory’,

but that is because he distinguishes betiveen true and false alle-

gorv n For him allegorv in die good sense is not the kind of “one-

one correspondence” which w’e find in Pilgrim’s Progress, but a

system of svmbols which presents events in a spiritual world

In die Songs of Innocence the symbols comev a special land
of existence or state of soul In tins state human beings ha\e the
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same kind of security and assurance as belongs to lambs under a

wise shepherd or to children with loving parents Nor is it un-

true to say that both the shepherd and the father of Blake’s poems

is God It is He who is Himself a lamb and becomes a little child,

who watches over sleeping children and gives his love to chim-

ney-sweepers and little black hoys In the fatherhood of God,

Blake’s characters have equal rights and privileges But by it he

means not quite what orthodox Christians do Blake, despite his

deeply religious nature, did not believe that God exists apart from

man, but says expressly

Man is All Imagination God is Man and exists in us and we in

him Imagination or the Human Eternal Body in Every Man
Imagination is the Divine Body m Every Man 7

For Blake, God and the imagination are one, that is, God is the

creative and spiritual power in man, and apart from man the

idea of God has no meaning When Blake speaks of the divine,

it is with reference to this power and not to any external or in-

dependent godhead So when his songs tell of God’s love and

care, we must think of them as qualities which men themselves

display and m so doing realize their full, divine nature For in-

stance, in “On Another’s Sorrow,” Blake says

Think not thou canst sigh a sigh,

And thy Maker is not by,

Think not thou canst weep a tear,

And thy Maker is not near

O' He gives to us His joy

That our gnef he may destroy,

Till our grief is fled and gone

He doth sit by us and moan

Blake means that every sigh and every tear evoke a response from

our divine nature and through this are cured and turned to joy

Compassion is part of man’s imaginative being, and through it he
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is able to transform existence For Blake, God is the divine es-

sence which exists potentially m ever)7 man and woman

The power and appeal of this belief appear in “The Divine

Image ” The divine image, of course, is man, but man in part of

his complex being and seen from a special point of view Blake

speaks quite literally and means to be taken at his word when

he says

To Mercy, Pity, Peace, and Love

All pray in their distress,

And to these virtues of delight

Return their thankfulness

For Merc)7

, Pity, Peace, and Love

Is God, our father dear,

And Mercy, Pity, Peace, and Love

Is Man, his child and care

For Mercy has a human heart

Pity a human face,

And Love, the human form divine,

And Peace, the human dress

Then every man, of ever
)

7 clime,

That prays in his distress,

Prays to the human form divine,

Love, Mercy, Pity, Peace

And all must love the human form,

In heathen, turk, or jew,

Where Merer 7

,
Love, and Pi tv dwell

There God is dwelling too

The divine qualities which Blake enumerates exist in man and
reveal their divine character through him Though Blake says of

man’s imagination that “it manifests itself in his Works of Art,” 8

he spiead Ins idea of art to include all that he thought most im-
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portant and most living in conduct In mercy, pity, peace, and

love, lie found die creed of brotherhood which is the centre of

his gospel He knew that by itself love may become selfish and

possessive and needs to be redeemed by other, generous qualities

It is m the combination of these that man is God In the state of

innocence, life is governed by these powers, and it is they which

give to it its completeness and security That is why Blake calls

his Songs of Innocence "happy songs” and says that every child

will joy to hear them

In his prophetic books Blake presents something like the state

of innocence m what he calls Beulah, a kind of lower paradise,

inferior indeed to the highest state of the active imagination

which he calls Eden, but superior to the lower states in which

reason inhibits and kills the imagination His Beulah has its own

peculiar charm, as of a world of dream

There is from Great Eternity a mild and pleasant rest

Nam'd Beulah, a soft Moony Universe, feminine, lovely,

Pure, mild and Gentle, given in mercy to those who sleep,

Eternally Created by the Lamb of God around,

On all sides, within and without the Universal Man
The daughters of Beulah follow sleepers in all their dreams,

Creating spaces, lest they fall into Eternal Death 0

When he wrote that, Blake had already decided that Beulah was

not the highest state It is not perfect because there is no effort

or struggle in it as there is in Eden, and a full personality can be

realized only if men leave Beulah for a state less confined and less

secure There can be litde doubt that even when he wrote the

Songs of Innocence, Blake had formed some of these ideas He
saw that though this state of childlike happiness, which he seems

to have enjoyed in his first manhood, is wonderfully charming, it

is not everything, and it cannot last To reach a higher state man

must be tested by experience and suffering This is the link be-

tween the two sections of Blake’s book Experience is not only a
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fact, it is a necessary stage in the cycle of being It may m many

ways be a much lower state than innocence, and this Blake

stresses with great power, but it is none the less necessary The

difference between the two states is reflected in the quality of

Blake’s poetry Sweet and pure though the Songs of Innocence

are, they do not possess or need the compelling passion of the

Songs of Experience In dealing with innocence Blake seems de-

liberately to have set his tone in a quiet key to show what inno-

cence really means in his full scheme of spiritual development

He was careful to exclude from the first part of his book anything

winch might sound a disturbing note or suggest that innocence

is anything but happy That is why he omitted a striking verse

which he wrote m the first version of "A Cradle Song”

O, the cunning wiles that creep

In thy little heart asleep

Mflien thy little heart does wake,

Then the dreadful lightnings break

The illusion of childhood and of the human state which resem-

bles it must he kept free from such intruding suggestions, and

there must be no hint that innocence is not complete and secure

From innocence man passes to experience, and what Blake

means by this can be seen from some lines in The Four Zoas

^Tat is the pnce of Experience? do men but it for a song^5

Or wisdom for a dance m the street? No, it is bought with the

pnce

Of all tint a man hath, his house, his wife, his children

Wisdom is sold in the desolate market where none come to bu\,

And in the wither’d field where the farmer plows for bread in

\ am 10

Blake knew that experience is bought at a bitter pnce, not merely
m such unimportant things as comfort and peace of mind, but
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m the highest spiritual values His Songs of Experience are the

poetry of this process They tell how what we accept in childlike

innocence is tested and proved feeble by actual events, how much
that we have taken for granted is not true of the living world,

how every noble desire may be debased and perverted When he

sings of this process, he is no longer the piper of pleasant glee

but an angry, passionate rebel In "Infant Sorrow” he provides a

counterpart to his "Introduction” and shows that even in the very

beginnings of childhood there is a spirit of unrest and revolt

My mother groan’d 1 my father wept

Into the dangerous world I leapt

Helpless, naked, piping loud

Like a fiend hid m a cloud

Struggling m my father’s hands,

Stnvmg against my swadhng bands,

Bound and weary, I thought best

To sulk upon my mother’s breast

At the start of its existence the human creature feels itself a

prisoner and, after its first efforts to resist, angrily gives up the

struggle

When experience destroys the state of childlike innocence,

it puts many destructive forces in its place To show the extent

of this destruction Blake places in the Songs of Experience cer-

tain poems which give poignant contrasts to other poems which

appear m the Songs of Innocence For instance, in the first

fcv “Nurse’s Song” he tells how children play and are allowed to go

( on playing until the light fades and it is time to go to bed In

this Blake symbolizes the care-free play of the imagination when
*

it is not spoiled by senseless restnctions But in the second

^ “Nurse’s Song” we hear the other side of the matter, when e\-

1* penence has set to work
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When the voices of children are heard on the green

And whisp’nngs are heard in the dale,

When days of my youdi rise fresh in my mind,

My face turns green and pale

Then come home, mv children, the sun is gone down,

And the dews of night arise,

Your spnng and your day are wasted in play,

And your winter and night m disguise

The voice that now speaks is not that of loving care but of sour

age, envious of a happiness which it can no longer share and

eager to point out die menaces and the dangers of the dark It

sees play as a waste of time and cruelly tells the children that

their life is a sham passed m darkness and cold, like one of Blake’s

temble prophetic scenes of desolation, as m The Four Zoas

But from the caves of deepest night, ascending in clouds of mist,

The winter spread his wide black wings across from pole to pole

Gnm frost beneath and temble snow, link’d m a mamage chain,

Began a dismal dance The wands around on pointed rocks

Setded like bats innumerable, ready to fly abroad 11

The first and most fearful dung about experience is that it breaks

the free life of the imagination and substitutes a dark, cold, im-

pnsomng fear, and die result is a deadly blow to the blidie human
spmt

The fear and denial of life which come with experience breed

hypocrisy, and this earns some of Blake’s hardest and harshest

words For him hvpocnsy is as grave a sm as cruelty because it

rises from die same causes, from the refusal to obey the creatn c

spmt of the imagination and from submission to fear and en\\

He marks ns character by proudmg an antithesis to “The Dnine
Image” in ‘The Human Abstract ” In bitter irony he shows how
love, pitv, and mercy can be distorted and used as a coter lor
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base or cowardly motives Speaking through the hypocrites lips,

he goes straight to the heart of the matter by showing how glibly

hypocrisy claims to observe these cardinal virtues

Pity would be no more

If we did not make somebody Poor,

And Mercy no more could be

If all were as happy as we

In this corrupt frame of mind, selfishness and cruelty flourish

and are dignified under false names This process wrecks the

world Harsh rules are imposed on life through what Blake calls

“Mystery,” with its ceremonies and hierarchies and its promise of

“an allegorical abode where existence hath never come
” 12

It

supports those outward forms of religion which Blake regards as

the death of the soul

Soon spreads the dismal shade

Of Mystery over his head,

And the Catterpiller and Fly

Feed on the Mystery

And it bears the fruit of Deceit,

Ruddy and sweet to eat,

And the Raven his nest has made

In its thickest shade

The Gods of the earth and sea

Sought thro’ Nature to find this Tree,

But their search was all in vain

There grows one in the Human Brain 13

So Blake re-creates the myth of the Tree of Knowledge or of Life

This tree, which is fashioned by man’s reason, gives falsehood

instead of truth and death mstead of life

Perhaps the worst thing m experience, as Blake sees it, is

that it destroys love and affection On no point does he speak
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with more passionate conviction He who believes that the full

life demands not merely tolerance but forgiveness and brother-

hood finds that in various ways love is corrupted or condemned

In ‘The Clod and the Pebble” he shows how love naturally seeks

not to please itself or have any care for itself, but in the world

of experience the heart becomes like "a pebble of the brook” and

turns love into a selfish desire for possession

Love seeketh only Self to please,

To bind another to Its delight,

Joys m another’s loss of ease,

And builds a Hell m Heaven’s despite

The withering of the affections begms early, when their elders

repress and frighten children In “Holy Thursday” Blake shows

what this means, how in a rich and fruitful land children live in

misery

And their sun does never shine,

And their fields are bleak and bare,

And their ways are fill’d with thorns

It is eternal winter there

The horror of experience is all die greater because of the con-

trast, explicit or implicit, which Blake suggests between it and

innocence In "The Echoing Green” he tells how the children

are happy and contented at play, but in “The Garden of Love,”

to die same rhythm and widi die same setting, he presents an

ugly antidiesis The green is still there, but on it is a chapel with

Thou shah not” written over die door, and the garden itself has

And I saw it was filled with graves,

And tomb-stones where flowers should be.

And Priests in black gowns were walking dieir rounds.

And binding with briars rm joys and desires
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In the state of expenence, jealousy, cruelty, and hypocrisy forbid

the natural play of the afFections and turn joy into misery

Blake’s tragic appreciation of the restrictions which impnson

and kill the living spirit was no purely personal thing It was his

criticism of society, of the whole trend of contemporary civiliza-

tion His compassionate heart was outraged and wounded by the

sufferings which society inflicts on its humbler members and by

the waste of human material which seems indispensable to the

efficient operation of rules and laws In “London” he gives his

own view of that “chartered liberty” on which his countrymen

pnded themselves, and exposes the indisputable, ugly facts

I wander thro’ each charter’d street,

Near where the charter’d Thames docs flow,

And mark in every face I meet

Marks of weakness, marks of woe

In every cry of every Man,

In ever}7 Infant’s cry of fear,

In every voice, m every ban,

The mind-forg’d manacles I hear

How the Chimney-sweeper’s cry

Ever}' black-ning Church appalls,

And the hapless Soldier’s sigh

Runs m blood down Palace walls

But most thro’ midnight streets I hear

How the youthful Harlot’s curse

Blasts the new bom Infant’s tear,

And blights with plagues the Marriage hearse

The child chimney-sweeper, the soldier, and the harlot are

Blake’s types of the oppressed — characteristic victims of a system

based not on brotherhood but on fear Each in his own way

shows up the shams on which society thrives The chimney-
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sweeper’s condemned life is supported by the churches, the sol-

dier’s death is demanded by the court, and the harlot’s calling is

forced on her by the mamage-laws The contrasts between truth

and pretence, between natural happiness and unnatural repres-

sion, are stressed by Blake in these three examples, and through

them we see the anguish in which he faced the social questions

of his time

The astonishing thing about the Songs of Experience is that,

though they were inspired by violent emotions and have a merci-

less satirical temper, they are in the highest degree lyrical In-

deed, no English poet, except Shakespeare, has written songs of

such lightness and melody Yet Blake’s subjects are not in the

least like Shakespeare’s He wntes not about fundamental mat-

ters like spnng and love and death, but about his own onginal

and complex views on existence, and the miracle is that m pre-

senting themes which might seem to need comment and expla-

nation, he succeeds m creating pure song His words have an

Elizabethan lilt, a music which emphasizes their meaning and

conforms exacdy to it Despite his strong emotions and Ins unfa-

miliar ideas, Blake keeps his form miraculously limpid and melodi-

ous Tins success is partly the result of a highly discriminating art

Blake made many changes m his texts before he was satisfied

until a final version, and these show how well he knew what he

was doing, how clear an idea he had of the result which he

wished to reach But this art was shaped by a creatne impulse so

powerful that it can only be called inspiration Blake indeed be-

lieved that his words were often dictated to him bv some super-

natural power As he wrote to Thomas Butts about a prophetic

hook, "1 may praise it, since I dare not pretend to be any other

than the Secretary, the Authors are in Eternity
” 34

In the strange

workings of the creative mind there is a point at which words
come with such force and intensity that the\ have a more than

human appeal Though the poet ma\ not recene them all at once
but graduallv find, as Blake did, die exact words which he needs
\et these songs are miracles because their creation cinno r be
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explained and because with them we feel ourselves m the pres-

ence of something beyond the control of man
Two examples must suffice to illustrate Blake’s art of song,

and each is equally wonderful The first is "The Sick Rose”

O Rose, thou art sick 1

The invisible worm
That flies in the night,

In the howling storm,

Has found out thy bed

Of crimson joy,

And his dark secret love

Does thy hfe destroy

This illustrates on an astonishing way Blake’s gift for distilling

a complex imaginative idea into a few marvellously telling words

If we ask what the poem means, we can answer that it means

what it says, and that this is perfectly clear It conjures up the

vision of a rose attacked m a stormy night by a destructive worm,

and so Blake depicts it in his accompanying illustration But, as

in all symbolical poems, we can read other meanings mto it and

make its images carry a weight of secondary associations We may

say that it refers to the destruction of love by selfishness, of in-

nocence by experience, of spiritual hfe by spiritual death All

these meanings it can bear, and it is legitimate to make it do so

But the actual poem presents something which is common and

fundamental to all these themes, something which Blake has

distilled so finely from many particular cases that it has their

common, quintessential character And this Blake sees with so

piercing and so concentrated a vision that the poem has its own

independent hfe and needs nothing to supplement it If we wash

to know more about Blake’s views on the issues at which the

poem hints, we may find them m his prose works and prophetic

books But here he is a poet, and his thoughts are purified and

transfigured m song
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My second example is “Ah' Sun-flower 1

”

Ah, Sun-flower' weary of time,

Who countest the steps of the Sun,

Seeking after that sweet golden clime

Where the traveller’s journey is done

Where the Youth pined away with desire,

And the pale Virgin shrouded in snow

Anse from their graves, and aspire

Where my Sun-flower wishes to go

This raises questions similar to those raised by "The Sick Rose
”

Again a complex thought is distilled into two verses, and again

what matters is the imaginative presentation which transports usm
intense, excited delight Here Blake’s theme is not quite so single

as m “The Sick Rose ” He has transposed into this song his cen-

tral ideas and feelings about all young men and young women
who are robbed of their full humanity because they are starved

of love Because of this, the youth pines away with desire and the

pale virgin is shrouded m snow It is the pathos of their earth-

bound state that the song catches and makes significant through

Blake’s deep compassion The central spring of the poem is the

image of the sun-flower The flower which turns its head to fol-

low die sun’s course and is yet rooted m the earth is Blake’s sym-

bol for all men and women whose lives are dominated and spoiled

bv a longing which they can never hope to satisfy, and who are

field down to the eardi despite their desire for release into some
brighter, freer sphere In this poem Blake expresses an idea which
means a great deal to him, but he does not explain or elaborate

it He assumes that Ins poem wall do its work by itself, and lus

reward is that “Ah' Sun-flower” belongs to that very rare and small

class of poems in which inspiration cames wrords to a final en-

chantment

The Songs of Experience are more powerful and more
magical than the Songs of Innocence because they are bom of a
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deep anguish, from a storm in the poet’s soul Blake knows that

one kind of existence is bright with joy and harmony, but he sees

its place taken by another which is dark and sinister and dead

But Blake was not content simply to complain or to criticize He
sought some ultimate synthesis m which innocence might he

wedded to experience, and goodness to knowledge That such a

state is possible he reveals m the first poem of Songs of Experi-

ence, where he speaks with the voice of the bard and summons

the fallen soul of earth to some vast apocalypse

O Earth, O Earth, return 1

Arise from out the dewy grass,

Night is worn,

And the mom
Rises from the slumberous mass

Turn away no more,

Why wilt thou turn away?

The starr)' floor,

The wat’ry shore,

Is giv’n thee nil the break of day

The world is still wrapped m darkness, but the stars which pierce

the night are a sign of other things to come, and the sea of eter-

mtv beats on the narrow shore where mankind lives The ‘hreak

of day” is Blake’s symbol for the new life in which both inno-

cence and experience are transformed, and the soul passes in its

cycle to a fuller, more active life in the creative imagination As

Blake says in a note written on a page of The Four Zoas

Unorgamz’d Innocence An Impossibility

Innocence dwells with Wisdom, but never with Ignorance 10

The true innocence is not after all that of the Songs of Innocence,

but something which has gained knowledge from the ugly lessons

of experience and found an expanding strength in the unfettered
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life of the creative soul Beyond experience Blake foresees this

consummation and hints that it will come, even though he is con-

cerned with the dark hither side of it

Blake knows well that such a consummation will not come

simply from good will or pious aspirations and that the life of the

imagination is possible only through passion and power and en-

ergy That is why he sometimes stresses the great forces which

lie hidden in man and may be terrifying but are none the less

necessary if anything worth while is to happen He sees that the

creatn e activity of the imagination and the transformation of ex-

penence through it are possible only through the release and

exercise of awful powers He chooses his symbols for these pow-

ers m violent and destructive things, as when in his Proverbs of

Hell he says, “The math of the lion is the wisdom of God,” or

"The roaring of lions, the howling of wolves, the raging of the

stormy sea, and the destructive sword, are portions of eternity,

too great for die eye of man ” 17
It was m such elemental forces

diat Blake put his trust for the redemption of mankind, and he

contrasted them favourably with the poor efforts of the human
intelligence “The tigers of wrath are wiser than the horses of

instruction ” The wrath which Blake found in Chnst, his svmbol

of the divine spirit which wall not tolerate restnctions but asserts

itself against established rules, was the means by which he hoped
to unite innocence and experience m some tremendous svnthesis

The poetry of dns desire and of what it meant to Blake can

be seen m “The Tyger ” Here, too, enraptured song conve\s in

essential vision some themes which Blake presents elsewhere in

more detail Tins is the pure poetry of his trust in cosmic forces

The images of “The Tyger” recur in the prophetic books, but in

the poem, detached from any very specific context, thev hn\e a

special strength and freedom The tiger is Blake’s s^ mbol for the

fierce forces m the soul which are needed to break the bonds ol

expenencc The “forests of the night,” in which the ti^er lurks

1re ignorance, repression, and superstition It has been fashioned
bv unknown, supernatural spirits, like Blake's m\ ducal heroes.
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Ore and Los, prodigious smiths who beat out living worlds with

their hammers, and this happened when "the stars threw down

their spears,” that is, m some enormous cosmic crisis when the

universe turned round in its course and began to move from light

to darkness — as Unzen says m The Four Zoas, when he finds

that passion and natural joy have withered under his rule and the

power of the spirit has been weakened

I went not forth I hid myself in black clouds of my wrath,

I call’d the stars around my feet in the night of councils dark,

The stars threw down their spears and fled naked away 18

If we wish to illustrate “The Tyger” from Blake’s other works,

it is easy to do so, and it adds much to our understanding of its

background and its place in Blake’s development But it is first

and last a poem The images are so compelling that for most pur-

poses diey explain themselves, and we have an immediate, over-

whelming impression of an awful power lurking in the darkness

of being and forcing on us questions which pierce to the heart of

life

Tyger 1 Tyger 1 burning bnght

In the forests of the night,

What immortal hand or eye

Could frame thy fearful symmetry'?

In what distant deeps or skies

Burnt the fire of thine eyes?

On what wings dare he aspire?

What the hand dare sieze the fire?

And what shoulder, and what art,

Could twist the sinews of thy heart?

And when thv heart began to beat.

What dread hand? and what dread feet?

What the hammer? what the chain?

In what furnace was thy brain?
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What the anvil'? what dread grasp

Dare its deadly terrors clasp?

When the stars threw down their spears,

And water’d heaven with their tears,

Did he smile his work to see?

Did he who made the Lamb make thee?

Tyger' Tyger' burning bright

In the forests of the night,

What immortal hand or eye,

Dare frame thy fearful symmetry?

Just as early m the Songs of Innocence Blake sets his poem about

the lamb, with its artless question,

Little Lamb, who made thee?

Dost thou know who made thee?

so early m the Songs of Experience Blake sets his poem about

the tiger with its more Lightening and more frightened questions

The lamb and the tiger are symbols for two different states of the

human soul When the lamb is destroyed by experience, the tiger

is needed to restore the world

In the Songs of Innocence and Experience there are only

hints of the final consummation which shall restore men to the

fullness of joy The poems are concerned with an earlier stage

in the struggle and treat of it from a purely poetical standpoint

What Blake gives is the essence of his imaginative thought about

this crisis in himself and m all men When he completed the

whole book in its two parts, he knew that the state of innocence

is not enough, but he had not found his full answer to his doubts

and questions From this uncertainty’ he wrote his miraculous

poctrv Against the negative powers, which he found so menac-
ingly m the ascendant, he set, both in theory and in practice, his

gospel of the imagination Strange as some of his ideas may be to
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us, the poetry comes with an unparalleled force because of the

prodigious release of creative energy which has gone to its mak-

ing The prophet of gigantic catastrophes and celestial reconcilia-

tions was also a poet who knew that poetry alone could make

others share his central experiences In the passion and the ten-

derness of these songs there is something beyond analysis, that

living power of the imagination which was the beginning and the

end of Blake’s activity In A Vision of the Last Judgment he says

‘What,” it will be Question’d, ‘When the Sun nses, do you not

see a round "disk of fire somewhat like a Guinea?” O no, no, I see an

Innumerable company of the Heavenly host crying, “Holy, Holy,

Holy is the Lord God Almighty
” 10

Because Blake pierced beyond the visible world to these eternal

powers and made them his daily company, he was able to give to

his poetry the clarity and the brightness of vision
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•y 7"hen the first signs of the Romantic spirit appeared m
\/\/ tlie eighteenth century, the time-worn theme of the

V V supernatural took a new character and received a new

prominence
j
The fashionable cult of strangeness turned inevi-

tably to this alluring world of the unknown and exploited it with

a reckless carelessness The result is that ghoats and goblins crowd

the Romantic poetry of Germany, and inbngland)the spate of

“Gotlnch” novels spent its none too abundant resources in try-

ing to make the flesh creep with death-pale spectres and clanking

chains The result, it must be admitted, is not very impressive

(Instead of creating real horror and dread, this literature tends to

be factitious and a little silly It fails because it has not mastered

the lessons of the past on how the supernatural should be treated

Instead of making it a subordinate element in a wider scheme, as

Homer and Shakespeare do, the writers concentrate on it to the

exclusion of almost everything else, and this o\er-emphasis spoils'
’

a subject which is effective only when it is taken in small doses
In the second place, they do not really believe in die supernatural

as the great writers of die past did^It is not an authentic chapter

of human experience, but an indulgence, an exercise of ghoulish

fancv, and therefore unconvincing and dull (When the Romantic

moiement came to maturity, dns cult was already largeh dis-

credited There are, it is true, traces of its influence in Shelle\ ’s

love for charnel-houses, jand it is not entirely absent from Keats’

Lamm, but these are no more than legacies from a past genera-

tion (h meant nodnng to Blake or to Wordsworth, lor whom it

" ls at once too unreal and too foolish But with Colendge it was
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different It appealed to him with a special power and was respon-

sible For his finest world})'

In 1797, being then twenty-five years old, Coleridge suddenly

found the full scope of his genius The outburst of creation lasted

for about two years and then began to fail^ but not before he had

written the first part of "Christabel," “The Ancient Manner,”

and “Kubla Khan ” He had already composed good poetry, and

in the long years afterwards he was to compose it agam/But in

1 797 and 1 798 he wrote three poems which no one else could

have wntten and which he himself was never again to equal or

approacljJ)At this time something set all his powers to work and

brought to the surface all the hidden resources of his conscious

and unconscious selfi[The dreamer was able tq/give a concrete

form to his dreams^ the omnivorous reader t<$ fuse the/hetero-

geneous elements of his reading mto magical combinations, and

the cntic to satisfy his own exacting ideas of what a poem ought

to be~Jn his later years Colendge too often wrote with only a

partof himself and was unable to speak from his full experience

or to use the whole range of his powers, but(mto the three great

poems he put all that he had^Why this happened we cannot say

We can do no more than note that here was a young man who

suddenly found a voice new and strange and indisputably his

own But we can at least say what was not responsible for this

is wrong to connect the flowering of Coleridge's genius with

the formation of the opium habit, for though he had begun to

take opium, it was not yet a habit, and as yet he took it only at

intervals to get rest and sleep It certainly does not explain the

prodigious outburst of energy needed to create his unique poems

On the other hand, it is possible that his new acquaintance with

the Wordsworths helped to unloose his hidden strength Cole-

ndge was always a prey to doubts and afterthoughts and ram-

bling speculations, but Wordsworth encouraged and sustained

him and kept him to his task And though Coleridge had a re

markable sensibility to physical nature, it is abundantly clear that

this was enhanced by the quiet and delicate observation of Dor
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othv Wordsworth Nevertheless, the genius was Coleridges own,

and, whatever set it to work, it is the genius that counts (Cole -

ridge s supreme contribution -to poetry was, the three poems, and

of all English Romantic masterpieces they are the most unusual

and the most romantiQ

(All diree poems are concerned with the supernatural “Kubla

Khan,” it is true, is less directly concerned than “Chnstabel” or

‘The Ancient Manner,” but into its wild magnificence the super-

natural has found its way, whether irTtheTTvoman wailing for

her demon-lover” and the “ancestral voices prophesying war,” or

m the magical music of its close when the poet seems to break the

bounds of human kind and become a wild spmt of song) In

“Chnstabel” the whole scheme is based on the supematural^The

evil spmt who haunts the body of Geraldine and tnes to rum
the innocent happiness of Chnstabel is m the true tradition of

vampires, and Colendge infuses a mystenous dread into her In

her we see an embodiment of evil powers from another world and

realize how helpless ordinary human beings are against them It

is the last, and indeed the only, tnumph of the “Gotluck” taste

for the ^VitOmsdsTed by darkness and fear, and it succeeds be-

cause ColendgeTeheves so much m his subject that he relates

it to life and to Kvmgexpenence Both “Kubla Khan” and “Chns-

tabel” are fragments, and wTe can only imagine what diey might

have been ‘The Ancient Manner” is complete In it Colendge
did what he set out to do and showed what Ins powers could be

It too deals witli the supernatural, on a large scale and in a gen-

erous sense^From w'hat divers sources it came mav be read in the

pages of John Livingston Low'es’ The Road to Xanadu, which
shows the strange alchemical process of its creation To that su-

perb work of scholarship there is nothing to add What we ha\c
to consider is not how “The Ancient Manner’ came into e\ist

cnee, but what it is and what i t jneans

(Colendge intended to introduce “The Ancient Mariner ’ with
an essay on the supernatural *)Like so many of his projects, this

was never realized, and though Colendge seems to ha\e lectured

*

J
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on the subject in 1818,
2 we do not know what he said or what

his views were Perhaps it is as well, since when Coleridge began

to theorize on literary matters, he was apt to forget his own prac-

tice or at least to make it out to be more elaborate dian it was

We have therefore to deduce his theory from his practice and to

.look at what he actually did (His first idea came from a Mr John

l Cruikshank, who, according to Wordsworth, had a dream about

\ "a person suffering from a dire curse for the commission of some

* enme” and “a skeleton ship with figures m it
” 3 Coleridge spoke

of this to Wordsworth, who saw that it was a subject well suited

to Coleridge’s genius and would fit into the part allotted to him

m the plan of the Lyrical Ballads Wordsworth was to take the

subjects “chosen from ordinary life,” and Coleridge another class

m which

;

v
"'the incidents and agents were to be, in part at least, supernatural,

and die excellence aimed at was to consist in die interesting of the

affections by the dramatic truth of such emotions, as would naturalh

accompany such situations, supposing diem real 4
.

C On a walk m the Quantock Hills on November 20th, 1797, the

plan of “The Ancient Manner” was formed 3
(Wordsworth con-

tributed not only one or two phrases but die nart played by the

. albatross and the navigation of the ship by dead men 3
)The rest

is the work of Colendge, and on March 23rd, 1798, he brought

the finished text to the Wordsworths at Alfoxden J
In taking the supernatural for his province, Colendge must at

the start have had to face a certain degree of prejudice The sub-

ject was outmoded m the view of good judges, and any attempt

to revive it might be greeted with suspicion On the surface^“The

Ancient Manner” belonged to a class of poetry jyhich provoked

adverse comment Even Hazlitt, who regards it as Colendge s

“most remarkable performance,” adds less kindly that “it is high

German, however, and in it he seems to ‘conceive of poetry but as

a drunken dream, reckless, careless, and heedless, of past, present,

and to come
’ ” 7 Charles Lamb responded with greater sympathy,
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but he too had his doubts about the use of the supernatural and

said “I dislike all the miraculous part of it, but the feelings of

the man under the operation of such scenery dragged me along

like Tom Piper’s magic whistle ’J^Coleridge set himself a diffi-

cult task To succeed in it he must do a great deal more than

reproduce the familiar thrills of horrific literature he must pro-

duce a poetry of the supernatural which should in its own way

be as human and as compelling as Wordsworth’s poetry of every-

day things Colendge saw these difficulties and faced them cou-

rageously (Though his poem has a supernatural subject, its effect

is much more than a thrill of horrorjHe lives up to Ins own pro-

gram and interests the affections by the dramatic truth of what

he tells

*

^Tlie triumph of "The Ancient Manner” is that it presents a'N

senes of incredible events through a method of narration which L

makes them not onl^ convincing and exciting but m some sense

a criticism of life No other poet of the supernatural has quiteJ
done this, atleast on such a scale and with such abundance of au-

thentic poetry In his conquest of the unknown, Colendge went

outside the commonpl&ce thnlls of horror Of course, he evokes

these, and his opening verses, m which the Manner stays the

Wedding-Guest, suggest that at first Colendge followed familiaj:

precedents m appealing to a kind of homfied fear )But as he\

worked at his poem, he widened its scope and created something

much ncher and more human To be sure, he chose his subject

v ell(The weird adventures of his Manner take place not m the

tnte Gothic setting of a mediaeval castle, which Colendge used

once and for all m “Chnstabel,” but on a boundless sea with days

of pitiless sun and soft nights lit by a moon and attendant stars__)

Nor are his “nwjjming persons” of the same breed as his Geral-
^

dine (They anTsptrits of another sort, who may have their home
m some Neo-Platonic heaven, but are transformed by Colendge
into powers who watch over the.good and evil actions of men and
requite them noth appropnate rewards and punishments The •

new setting and the new persons with which Colendge shapes
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the supernatural give to it a new character Instead of conhnmg

himself to an outworn dread of spectres and phantoms, he moves

over a wide range of emotions and touches equally on guilt and

remorse, suffering and relief, hate and forgiveness, grief and joy

NqElias-fHs-qTrntre dimncss-coTTrmordy associated with

f
the supernatural (What lie imagines is indeed weird, bufhe sees

it with so sharp a vision that it lives vividly before our eyesjAj

each point he anticipated the objection that Ins is an outrrioaefl

land of composition, and uodsthc opposite of what his critics ex-

pect

y VjThe first problem for any poet of the supernatural is to relate

' fit to familiar expenencepSo long as it was accepted as part of the

scheme of things, there was no great difficulty m this (No doubt

r Homer's audience accepted the ghost of Odysseus' mother be-

cause they believed in ghosts and saw that they must be like this

\
and behave in tins way But Coleridge could not rely on his read-

\ ers’ feeling at home with his unfamiliar theme He must relate it

j
to something which they knew and understood, something which

touched their hearts and imaginations, and he did this b\ exploit-

ing some of the characteristics of dream
^
Here was something

which would appeal to them and through which they could be

led to appreciate die remoter mysteries which he keeps in reserve

«J0blo doubt Colendge did this because his first impulse to "The

Ancient Manner” came from Mr Cruikshank’s dream, but, once

he saw' this, he made full use of it and shaped his poem in accord-

ance with it Dreams can have a cunously vivid quality which is

often lacking m w'akmg impressions In them uTe have one ev

penence at a time in a very concentrated form, and, since the

cntical self is not at w’ork, the -effect is more powerful and more

haunting than most effects when v'e are awalAlf we remember

dreams at all, w'e remember diem very clearly^^'en though b\

rational standards thejMre quite absurd and have no direct rela-

tion to our waking life They have, too, a povrer of stimng elemen-

tary emotions, suen as fear and desire, in a very direct way,

though w'e do not at the time ask why this happens or understand
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it, but accept it without question as a fact It is enough that the

images of dreams are so penetrated with emdtional significance

that they make a single and absorbing impression Coleridge was

much attracted by their strange power In “Chnstabel” he speaks

of

such perplexity of mind

As dreams too lively leave behind,

and ‘The Ancient Manner” bears the marks of such a liveliness

(On the surface it shows many qualities of dream^It moves m
abrupt stages, each of which has its own single, dominating char-

acter Its visual impressions are remarkably bnlhant and absorb-

ing Its emotional impacts change rapidly, but always come with

an mjusual force, as if die poet were haunted and obsessed by

theimWhen it is all over, it clings to the memory with a peculiar

tenacity, just as on waking it is difficult at first to disentangle

ordinary expenence from influences which still survive from

sleep )

r
In the cnticism of ‘The Ancient Manner” which Wordsworth

added to the edition of Lineal Ballads published in 1800, he

complained that "the events, having no necessary connection, do
not produce each other ” Now no one expects the events of dream
to have the kind of necessary connection which we find in waking
life, and Wordsworth’s cnticism is beside the mark Indeed, he is

less than fair to Colendge, who gives to the world of Ins poem its

own coherence and rules and logic Things move indeed in a

mysterious way, but not without some connecting relations which

may/reasonably be called causal (^A(hen in a fit of lmtation or|

anger the Manner shoots the albatross, he commits a hideous q
enme and is punished by the doom of "hfe-m-death,” which
means that, after being haunted by the presence of his dead com-
rades, he eames a gnawing memory to the end of his days His
shipmates, too, are the victims of the same laws when they are

doomed to death as accomplices m his enme for saving that he
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was right to kill the birdJin such a system it is no less appropriate

that when the Mariner feels love gushing from Ins heart at die

sight of the water-snakes, lie begins to break the first horror of his

spell, and the albatross falls from Ins neck Once we accept die

assumption that it is wrong to kill an albatross, the rest of the

action follows with an inexorable fatalityJit is true that this as-

sumption is perhaps the hardest which ‘The Ancient Manner"

demands of us, but of that Wordsworth was m no position to com-

plain, since it was he who suggested the idea to Colend^e^f

^This imaginary world has its own rules, which are different

from ours and yet touch some familiar chord in us )Nor, when

we read the poem, do we really question their validity (Indeed,

they are more convincing than most events in dreams, and we

somehow admit diat m such a world as Coleridge creates it is

nght that things should happen as they do It is not too difpcult

to accept for the moment the ancient belief that spmts \vatch

over human actions, apdr'once we do this, we see that it is nght

for them to interfere with men and to do extraordinary' things to

them Both ffierfigures on die skeleton ship and the spmts who

guide the Manner on his northward voyage have sufficient real-

ity for us to feel that their actions are appropnate to their charac-

ters and circumstances Nor is it absurd that, when the ship at

last comes home, it sinks, it has passed through adventures too

unearthly for it to have a place in the worlcLof common things )

It andits stneken inmate bear the marks of their ordeal^and it is

no wonder that the Pilot’s boy goes mad at the sight or that the

only person able to withstand their influence is the holy' Hermit)

f
Colendge makes his events so coherent and so close to much that

we know in ourselves that we accept them as valid m their own

world, which is not ultimately very' dissimilar from ours Because

it has this inner coherence, "The Ancient Manner” is not a

phantasmagona of unconnected events but a coherent whole

which, by exploiting our acquaintance with dreams, has its own

causal relations betu'een events and lives m its own nght as

something intelligible and satisfying^
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Coleridge knew that he must make the supernatural convinc-

ing and human In the Blographia Literana, after saying that

such poetry must interest the emotions and have dramatic truth,

he adds that his aim is

to transfer from our inward nature a human interest and a semblance

of truth sufficient to procure for these shadows of imagination that

willing suspension of disbelief for the moment, which constitutes

poetic faith 0

We may connect these words with what Coleridge said in 1818

in a lecture on dreams

In ordinary dreams we do not judge the objects to be real, — we
simply do not determine that they are unreal 10

i

It is clear that Coleridge felt about the creations of his imagina-

tion something similar to what he felt about dreams He assumes

that while we have them we do not question their reality “The

Ancient Manner” lives in its own world as events in dreams do,

and, when we read it, we do not normally ask if its subject is real

or unrealjjBut this is due to a consummate art Each action, and

each situation, is presented in a concrete form m which the de-

tails are selected for their appeal to common expenence Colendge

exercises an imaginative realism (However unnatural his events

may be, they are formed from natural elements, and for this rea-

son we believe m themjWe may even be at home with them
because their constituents are familiar and make a direct, natural

appeal Once we have entered this imaginary world, we do not

feel that it is beyond our comprehension, but respond to it as we
would to actual life J

In other words, thcftigh Colendge begins by appealing to our

expenence of dreams, he so uses it as to present something which
is more solid and more reasonable and more human than the

most haunting dreams He uses the atmosphere of dreams to

accustom us to his special world, and then he proceeds to create
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freely within Ins chosen limits At each step he takes pains to see

that his eery subject is real both for the eye and for the emotions,

that it has both the attraction of visible things and the significance

which belongs to actions of grave import His natural background,

for instance, could have been fashioned only by a man who had

learned about nature from loving observation and shared the

Wordsworths’ devotion to it Amid all these strange happenings

nature remains itself, and its perseverance in its own ways

sometimes comes in ironical contrast to what happens on the ship,

as when, at the moment when the Manner is haunted by the look

in his dead comrades’ eyes, the moon continues her quiet, un-

changing course ^

f

The moving Moon went up the sky,

And no where did abide

Softly she was going up,

And a star or two beside

Even when nature breaks into more violent moods, it is still

itself, and each touch of description makes it more real, as when

Colendge sketches a storm with something of Turner’s delight in

wild effects of sky and cloud ;

^ The upper air burst into life 1

And a hundred fire-flags sheen,

To and fro they were humed about 1

And to and fro, and m and out,

The wan stars danced between

In such scenes there is no indeterminacy of dream Each detail

comes from the known world and gives a firm background to the

supernatural events which accompany it J
(This realistic treatment of the setting is matched by the appeal

which Colendge makes to our emotions in handling his human

persons The Manner and his comrades are hardly^characters in

any dramatic sense They lack lineaments and personality
But
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perhaps this is well, since what touches us m them is the basic

humanity of their sufferings They are more types than differen-

tiated human beings, and for this reason their agonies are simply

and universallyJuiman We feel that wFaTliappens to them

might m similar circumstances happen to anyone, and we re-

spond readily to their pathos and their miser)’ And these Cole-

ridge conveys with a masterly directness He portrays the helpless

agony of thirst in the crew becalmed at sea \

e\ery tongue, through utter drought,

L Was withered at the root,

We could not speak, no more than if

We had been choked with soot

r
When at last the ram comes, and the Manner’s thirst is slaked

J
as he sleeps, Colendge makes no less an appeal to elementary S

human and physical feelings, as with a striking economy of words 1

he shows how this happens and what a wonderful relief it is^ J

My lips were wet, my throat was cold,

My garments all were dank,

Sure I had drunken m my dreams,

And still my body drank

Of course, physical sensations play a large part in dreams, but

Colendge desenbes them as we know them in a waking state, and
the lively way m which be handles them creates a powerful emo-

tional effect )

( What is true of physical sensations in “The Ancient Manner”
is no less true of mental states The Manner passes through an
ordeal so weird and so fearful that it might seem impossible to

niake it real for us We shnnk from asking what such suffenng

means in conditions so unfamiliar and so hideous as those m the

poem To nse to such an occasion and to give a persuasive and
moving account of what the Manner endures demands a power-
ful effort of the imagination Colendge nses to the full claim of
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his subject and by concentrating on elementary human emotions

makes the most of thcm^His Manner is indeed in a fearful plight,

alone on a ship, surrounded by the dead bodies of his comrades,

and Colendge conveys the full implications of his state by draw-

ing attention to Ins sense of utter helplessness and solitude

fS Alone, alone, all, all alone,

Alone on a wide wide sea 1

And never a saint took pity

My soul in agony

That is the authentic anguish of a man who feels himself aban-

doned both by God and man and faced with the emptiness of his

guilty and tormented soul Conversely, when the ship at last

comes to land, the Manner sees angels standing by the dead

bodies and feels an infinite relief The very silence of the celestial

presences fills him with hope and joy

This seraph-band, each waved his hand,

No voice did they impart —
No voice, hut oh 1 the silence sank

Like music on my heart

Colendge understood the extremes of despair and of joy, and he

distilled them mto these bnef moments Because his poem moves

between such extremes it has a certain spaciousness and grandeur

and reflects through its vanations the light and the shadow of

human hfe^

(Colendge expects us to suppose that his situations are real,

and to have some kind of human feelings about them This is no

doubt easy enough when they belong to ordinary expenence, but

when the supernatural takes command it demands a more un-

usual art Then Colendge makes it look as natural as possible

because, however strange it may be, he forms it from elements

which are m themselves familiar The paradoxical nature of the

Manner’s voyage from England to the Southern Pacific, from
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the known to the unknown, from the familiar to the impossible,

is conveyed in a verse which begins with something delightfully

fnendly and then, without ado, breaks into an uncharted, spell-

bound world^,

'’The fair breeze blew, the white foam flew,

The furrow followed free,

We were the first that ever burst

Into that silent sea

/<

There is perhaps nothing fundamentally strange m the silence of

this sea, and yet after the bustle of the waves and the wind it

comes with a magical surprise When dreadful and unnatural

things happen, die same art shows how they would look and what

impression they would make When the albatross first begins to

be avenged, die sea changes its appearance, and homble things

are seen on it

y

C~i

The very deep did rot O Chnst 1

That ever this should be'

Yea, slimy things did crawl with legs

Upon the slimy sea

Though this is seen by a man m the last agonies of thirst and has

some qualities of delirious hallucination, it is poignandy real It

has the right degree of exactness for such an occasion, and it is

well that the "slimy things” are not described more precisely

But when exactness is needed, Coleridge uses it with a masterly

economy When the dead men star and begin to do again m death

what they used to do in hfe^Colendge epitomizes the weird situa-

tion m one highly significant action
J

''’"The body of my brother's son 9

Stood by me, knee to knee

The body and I pulled at one rope,

But he said nought to me
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No wore is needed than these very simple words ^jThe habitual,

perfunctory action, now conducted by a dead man and a living

man together, has an extraordinary horror 1

( Coleridge’s realism is of course much 'more than an art of

circumstantial details It is a special form of poetry, the reflection

of his love for the sensible world and his sensitiveness to its lights

and shades and colours and sounds He possessed to a high degree

that cardinal quality of poetry which he calls “the power of ex-

citing the sympathy of the reader by a faithful adherence to the

truth of nature
’’ 11 And he has more than “faithful adherence

”

He is by no means photographic or merely descriptive His eye

for nature is tor its more subtle charms and less obvious appeals

In his choice of details we can see his affinity with the Words-

worths, but there is much that is indisputably his own, especially

m the richer and more luxurious pleasure which he takes in some

natural things Nature was no mora l teacher for Coleridge, he

preferred to bask in _ its favours and enjoy them without any

ulterior satisfaction that it was doing him good Moreover, he

was bolder than Wordsworth in desenbing scenes which he him-

r-'^self never saw, like the icebergs around the ship or the single

^sudden stride of the tropical pight Wordsworth was perhaps

capable of domg this, but he was too conscientious to try Cole-

ridge, for whom the contents of books had a vivid reality, _was

able to see with the mind’s eye , as if obiects were literally m fron t

of him. More, too, perhaps than Wordsworth, he evokes the

magical associations of sound, whether it be an angel’s song or

the pleasant noise of the sails f

A noise like of a hidden brook

In the leafy month of June,

That to the sleeping woods all night

Smgeth a quiet tune

The Romantics knew how to use their senses, and Coleridge,

despite his love of metaphysical abstractions, was in this respect

a true member of their company He used nature to give colour
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and music, solidity and perspective, to Ins creations, and it is one

of the chief means by which he sustains the enchantment of his

poem
j

j'Alost of us, when we read "The Ancient Mariner,” are con-

tent to respond to its magic and to ash no questions about any

ulterior purpose or symbolical significance that it may have It

lives so fully by its own rules in its own world that it seems im-

pertinent to ash for more And in this attitude Coleridge himself

seems to support us So far from agreeing with the worthy Mrs

Barbauld that his poem has not a sufficient moral, he said that i ts

moral is too emphatically expressed, and so far from allowing that

the action has some secondary meaning, he said that it has no

more than may be found in a tale of the Arabian Nights 12 Worse

even than this, he seems to rule out any attempt to explain his

practice by his theories when he says “For my part, I freely own
that I have no title to the name of poet, according to my own
definition of poetry

” 13 Nor can any justification for a symbolical

purpose be found m what Coleridge says about the kind of poetry

which he was to irate in the Lyrical Ballads The "willing sus-

pension of disbelief’ is hardly a state in which we look for ulterior

meanings and concealed mystenes Even in his later years, Cole-

ndge seems to have been satisfied if readers of “The Ancient

Manner” supposed his situations to be real and responded to their

dramatic truth with appropnate emotions He must have known
that he was successful m doing what he set out to do and that he
had earned out his bargam with Wordsworth It is therefore not

surprising that most readers of "The Ancient Manner” are quite

happy that it should be a story of supernatural events and do not

wash it to be anything else^)

(And yet, though this position is natural and reasonable, we
cannot but feel doubts about it How are we to accommodate a

poem, which is no more than a work of fancy, to all that Cole-

ndge says about the imagination and its relation to truth and
reality? If "The Ancient Manner” is no more than a glittering

fairy-tale, why did Coleridge not take account of this m his many
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elaborate statements about the nature of poetry? It is of course

true that most of these statements were made at a considerable

distance of time from bis wonderful creative years, and that in the

interval he may have changed Ins views or at least have fitted

them not to the poetry which he had written but to that which

he vainly hoped to write Yet it is clear that, even when he wrote

‘The Ancient Mariner,” Coleridge believed in the imagination as

a vehicle of truth Both some of his early poems14 and his own

aqcount of the effect which Wordsworth had on himtr
’ indicate

that, if he had not yet formed Ins full, mature doctrine of the

imagination, he had already made up his mind on some funda-

mental points It is therefore all the more strange if in writing

“The Ancient Manner” Colendge did not put some of his theo-

nesinto practicej
* However much we may enjoy "The Ancient Manner,” we

must surely feel that there are moments when it breaks beyond

illusion and calls to something deep and senous m us It has after

all a moral, and though Mrs Barbauld thought it inadequate

and Colendge too emphatic, it cannot be dismissed^

''He prayeth best, who loveth best

All things both great and small,

For the dear God who loveth us,

He made and loveth all

Now, whatever its faults may be, this states something which is

clearly senous and must be heard It is not enough to treat it as

an archaism, a piece of mediaeval simplicity which Colendge

introduces to complete a poem which has already many oldwvorld

themes and phrases (The importEfnt thing is that Colendge

thought it necessary to include this moral and did not exclude it,

as he did many other vferses, when he revised the poem in later

life Of course, it is true that he was unhappy about it in later

years and would have liked it to be less emphatic This means

not that he disapproved altogether of it, but that he wras not satis-

fied wnth the way m which he had stated it In other wTords, he
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still fel t _tliat the poem needed a moral, and there is no warrant

for thinking that, whatever its form might have been, he intended

its substance to be other than what it is And this is surely of

great importance Coleridge, who thought that the "secondary

imagination,” with which poetry is concerned, is itself concerned

with eternal values, slips into lus poem his notion of the values

which it represents It is an all-embracing theory of love between

living creatures, and that m some way the poem illustrates
)

f If we keep these considerations in mind, we see that there is

much m the poem which is more weighty and more serious than

the actual episodes demand We may begin by asking, as others

have, why there is all this "pother about a bird,” but we end by

seeing diat, whatever the pother may be, it involves grave ques-

tions of right and wrong, of cnme and punishment, and, no mat-

ter how much we enjoy the poetry, we cannot avoid being in some

degree disturbed and troubled by it Now this is surely the effect

which Coleridge wished to produce Through his concrete story

he reaches to wider and vaguer issues, and his poem is symboli-

cal m the sense which he gives to the word

/^A symbol is characterized by a translucence of the special m
the individual, or of the general in the special, or of the universal in

the general, above all by the translucence of the eternal through and

the temporal 16

For Colendge a symbol is something which presents the eternal

m a temporal, individual shape, and since by “eternal,” he means
belonging to the world of absolute values, a symbol’s task is to

present m poetry an instance of a universal truth This is what
"The Ancient Manner” does Its story, presented and ennched
with the appeal of high poetry, passes beyond its immediate pur-

view to something vague and remote and yet intimate and im-

portant

£ln other words, “The Ancient Manner” is a myth It presents
in an unusual and hvelvTorm certain issues until which we are

all farmhar and forces us to look afresh at them It is the advan-
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tage of such a myth that it first dissociates certain ideas and then

gives a new appeal to them by setting them in new associations

By this means it gives a fresh emphasis to much that we know
and takes us to the heart of many matters to which custom has

dulled us By creating an impossible story in impossible condi

tions, "The Ancient Manner” draws attention to neglected or

undiscovered truths And this is what Colendge believed to be

the task of poetry Because through creation the poet reveals the

secrets of the universe, especially in the sphere of absolute values,

he is often forced to work dirough myths They enable him to

rearrange familiar matenal in such a way that we see fundamen-

tal issues m dieir nght proportions and m their true nature be-

cause of the vivid illumination which the imagination gives to

them To be sure, the myth is only one kind among many kinds

of poetry, but it is specially adapted to Coleridge's outlook be-

cause it can deal widi supernatural issues It is an extension of

the use of symbols Just as Blake has special symbols for the many

mysterious powers which he saw at work m the universe, or Shel-

ley for his far-ranging prophecies, so too Colendge has his for the

mystenous issues which excite him In “The Ancient Manner”

he shapes these symbols mto a consistent whole and subordinates

them to a single plan, with the result that hisjoem is in the first

place a story which we enjoy for its own sake, but m the second

place_a-myth about a dark and troubling ensis in the human soul^

^Reduced to its lowest terms in the dry language of abstrac-

tion, “The Ancient Manner” is a tale of enme and punishment

It falls mto seven sections, and each section tells of a new stage

m the process In each, of course, what counts is the imaginative

and poetical effect, the emotional impression which the words

make on us It is this which illuminates the relendess progress

from the commission of a enme to its last results Colendge puts

mto his myth the essential qualities which make enme and pun-

ishment what they are and shows what they mean to the con-

science when it is sharpened and clanfied by the imagination He

goes to the heart of the matter m its universal character, and he
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is able to do this because his myth is so striking that we pay spe-

cial attention to it The first section tells of the actual crime To

us the shooting of a bird may seem a matter of little moment, bu t

Coleridge makes it significant in two ways First, he does not say

why the Manner kills the albatross We might infer that it is m
a mood of annoyance or anger or mere frivolity, but these are

only guesses What matters is precisely the uncertainty of the

Manner’s motives, for this illustrates the essential irrationality of

cnme, which we may explain by motiyes but which is m many

cases due to a simple perversity of the wall Secondly, this cnme
is against nature, against the sanctified relations of guest and

host The bird, which has been hailed in God’s name “as if it had

been a Chnstian soul,” and is entirely fnendly and helpful, is

wantonly and recklessly killed There is no need to argue tha t

Colendge ivas atjhis time_obsessed by Neo-PIatomc ideas of the

brotherhood of all
f
living things Perhaps he was, but it does not

matter What matters is that the Manner breaks a sacred law of

fife In his action we see the essential fnvohty of many cnmes

against humanity and the ordered system of the w'orld, and

we must accept the killing of the albatross as symbolical of

them )

(In the second section the Manner begins to suffer punish-

ment for w'hat he has done, and Colendge transfers to the physi-

cal world the corruption and the helplessness which are the com-

mon attnbutes of guilt The world w’hich faces the Manner after

his cnme is dead mid loathsome The ship has ceased to move
and the sailors are tortured by thirst, w’hile the only moving
things m the hideous scene are the slimy creatures on the sea and
the death-fires w’hich dance at night The immediate results of

cnme are portrayed m the image of a universe dying of thirst and
haunted by menacing phantoms The third section show’s how’ the

guilty soul becomes conscious of w'hat it has done and of its isola-

tion m the w’orld The Manner first begins to realize the conse-

quences of his action for himself when he sees the phantom ship

which decides his doomV
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The Night-mare Life-in-Death was she,

Who thicks man’s blood with cold

The night in which the Manner’s companions die symbolizes the

^
darkhessTtvthe soul when it suddenly finds itselF alone and robbed

of familiar ties In the fourth section this sense of solitude is

elaborated The guilty soul is cut off not merely from human

intercourse but from the consoling friendship of nature which

mocks it with majestic detachment Then a turn comes for the

better When the Mariner, albeit unaware, blesses the water-

snakes, he begins to re-establish relations with the world of the

affections This is not much, and it is by no means the end, but

it opens the way to the future Instead of bemg dead, the spirit

shows some small signs of that love which holds life together^

/The fifth section continues the process of the soul’s revival

The ship begms to move, and celestial spirits stand by the bodies

of the dead men The Manner hears heavenly music in the air

and is comforted by it Before he can be fully healed, he must

establish relations not merely with men but with God, and this,

faintly and feebly, he begins to do When the music flows into his

soul and delights him, he is on the way to recovery But much

awaits him He has still his penance to do, but he is ready for it

In the sixth section the process of heahng seems to be impeded

The Manner is haunted by the presence of his dead comrades

and feels that he is pursued by some fearful power of vengeance

Like one, that on a lonesome road

Doth walk m fear and dread,

And having once turned round walks on,

And turns no more his head,

Because he knows, a fnghtful fiend

Doth close behind him tread

In the figure of the Manner haunted by memones and fears Cole-

ndge gives his special symbol of remorse But because remorse

bnngs repentance and humility', the section closes with the vision
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of angelic forms standing by the dead sailors The forgiveness of

God awaits even the most hard-hearted sinners if they will only

be ready
-

to receive it In the last section the end, such as infs,

comes The guilty man has been shnven and restored to a place

among living men Most of die visible trgces of his crime have

been obliterated, but die punishment of "hfe-m-death” is still at

uork Since he has committed a hideous act, die Manner will

never be the man that he once was He has his special past and

his special doom At times the memory of what he has done is so

insistent that he must speak of ity
Since then, at an uncertain hour,

That agony returns

And till my ghasdy tale is told,

This heart within me bums

The need for confession is to be found in most cnrmnals, and the

Manner’s need to speak is specially appropnate, because by forc-

ing others to listen to him he regams some of that human con-

verse of which his cnme has robbed him Colendge does not tell

the end of the story, but leaves us to suppose that the Manner’s

sense of guilt will end only with his death The poem is a myth
of a guilty soul and marks in clear stages the passage from cnme
through punishment to such redemption as is possible in this

world

\“The Ancient Manner,” then, is a myth of guilt and redemp-

tion, but of course it is also much more Its symbolical purpose is

but one element in a complex design Though Colendge has his

own poetry of a guilty soul, it is not comparable in depth or m
insight with the poetry of some other men who have given the

full powers of their genius to wntmg about cnme and the misery

which it engenders None the less, Coleridge’s introduction of

this theme into “The Ancient Manner” gives to it a new dimen-
sion What might otherwise be no more than an irresponsible

fairy-tale is brought closer to life and to its fundamental issues
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The myth of crime and punishment provides a structure for the

supernatural events which rise from it but often make their appeal

irrespective of it Much of the magic o f "The Ancient Manner"

comes from its_blend of dark and serious issues with the delighted

play of creative enerj?y Coleridge had good reasons for fashion-

ing his poem in this way In the first place, the combination of

different themes responded to his own complex vision of exist-

ence For him life had both its dark and its bright sides, its haunt-

ing responsibilities and its ravishing moments of unsullied de-

light He saw that the two were closely interwoven and that, if

he were to speak with the full 'force of his genius, he must intro-

duce both into his poem In the second place, he saw life riot

analytically but creatively, and he knew that any work of creation

must itself be an extension and an enhancement of life He must

preserve the mystery and the enchantment which he knew m his

finest moments, and for him these came alike from the beauty of

the visible world and the uncharted comers of the human soul

The shadow cast by the Manner’s enme adds by contrast to the

bnlhance of the unearthly world m which it is committed, and

the degree of his guilt and his remorse serves to stress the power

of the angelic beings which watch over humankind The result is

a poem shot with mdescent lights It appeals to us now in this

wav, now in that, and there is no final or single approach to if)

CIn creating "The Ancient Manner” m this way Colendge

obeyed the peculiar and paradoxical nature of his genius ^Jn

himjhe^poet and die metaphysician were uneasily blended ,
and

the creative spmt, which was capable of such rapturous flights,

worked most freely when it was free from metaphysical specula-

tions His diree great poems owe nothing to his study of philoso-

phy or his own conscious theones about the universe But to

attain and enjoy this freedom and to allow his creative gifts to

work unhindered, Colendge needed subjects remote from his

ordinary existence Only when he was free from the topics which

engaged his philosophic cunosity was he able to release all his

imaginative powers That is why his unequalled successes were
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secured with subjects so unusual as those of “Chnstabel” and

“Kubla Khan” and ‘‘The Ancient Manner ” In these poems he

was able to fling the whole of his poetical self into a subject which

had no connection with metaphysical abstractions and to con-

centrate on die particular effects of which lie was a master, but

which would have been ruined if lie had allowed himself to spec-

ulate about them In ‘‘The Ancient Mariner” he does indeed

treat a subject of universal interest, about which philosophers

have had something to say, but he succeeds m making it poetry

just because he keeps at some distance from Ins habits of abstract

thought Once Colendge had set his theme m this strange world,

he was able to gn e to it a special life and to make each element

tell The great ad\ antage of a myth is that it enables a poet to

concentrate on the issues which really concern him and, despite

an apparent remoteness from life, to convey in a vivid form some

fundamental truths which may be fogged or lost in a more literal

treatment ^
We may well ask why, m all his three great poems, Colendge

felt the attraction of the supernatural, and why he used it for

his myth m ‘The Ancient Manner ” We might suppose that if

guilt and punishment were his theme, he could have treated

them more realistically m some subject closer to ordinary expen-

ence and have found some cnme more immediately hideous than

the killing of an albatross But this would not have suited Cole-

ndge What touched bis genius to its finest issues was his sense

of mystery at unknown forces at work m life, and to keep this

mvstery intact he needed some subject which was in itself mys-

terious Like Blake, he saw strange powers behind the visible

world, and he believed that men were moved and directed by

them To show what he really saw m them he needed characters

and circumstances m themselves strange and arresting By intro-

ducing us to a world of dream and fantasy, he suggests how
mysterious is the expenence which concerns him Once he had

found a subject of this kind, his creative imagination set freely to

work and built its own system There was nothing to hamper the
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free play of Ins gifts, and he felt at home in the incredible and

the unknown What Wordsworth found in a world of vision,

Coleridge found m the supernatural It clarified his ideas for him

and enabled him to present in concrete shapes many feelings and

apprehensions which were not less haunting because they were

undefined He was both fascinated by the unknown and in some

sense afraid of it Tins helped lnm to make “The Ancient Man-

ner ” It gave him the thnll of excitement which he needed before

he could concentrate Ins mind on a subject, and through it he

sharpened his vision and purified his mind of many disturbing

and distracting elements
j

I
Like all great poetry, “The Ancient Manner" suggests pros-

pects and possibilities beyond its immediate subject Indeed, it is

a great poem largely because it does this In creating this imagi-

nary world Colendge offers an alternative to familiar existence

which is at the same time an illuminating commentary on it Both

in the main plan of the Manner’s cnme and in die spmtual

forces who battle over him, Colendge emphasizes the state of

man between persecuting honors and enchanting beauties Such

a state was no doubt his own He, whose genius in Hazlitt’s

words “had angelic wings, and fed on manna,” 17 was destined to

know many dark and guilty hours of sloth and regret “The An-

cient Manner” is his greatest poem because he put most of him-

self into it and m it spoke most fully from his inner being The

bnlhant reality which he gives to this invention of his imagina-

tion comes from his prophetic insight into himself He was to

suffer, as few poets have suffered, from the discordant contrast

between reality and dream, between blissful confidence and bit-

ter, broken hopes, between the warmth of human ties and the

cold solitude of the haunted soul It was from some foretaste or

premonition of these contrasts and these struggles that Colendge

made his poem, and they provide its relation to life He was too

modest when he said that all he wished to secure was “that will-

ing suspension of disbelief for the moment which constitutes
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poeticjaith ” His poem createsmot a negative but a positive con-

dition, a state of faitlywmch is,igomplete^andusatisfying'because

it is founded o^re^lities in the living world and in the human
heart



IV

ODE ON INTIMATIONS
OF IMMORTALITY

When Wordsworth arranged his collected poems lor

publication, he placed the Ode entided “Intimations

of Immortality from Recollections of Early Child-

hood” at the end, as if he regarded it as the crown of his work

and his last word on the central problems of his creative life

There is no need to dispute the honour in which by common con-

sent it is held, but it has a special mterest as a personal document

Wordsworth began it at the height of his genius, m the middle

of the splendid ten years between 1797 and 1807, when he had

recovered his balance after the failure of his hopes m the French

Revolution and had not yet begun to suffer from that desiccation

of powers which came with early middle age The poem was

started m the spring of 1802, and by summer the first four stan-

zas seem to have been completed 1 and the mam design conceived,

it was finished from two to four years later
2 The delays m com-

position have made no difference to its unity It is built on a

simple but majestic plan The first four stanzas tell of a spiritual

crisis, of a glory passing from the earth, and end by ashing wh)

this has happened The middle stanzas (v-vm) examine the na-

ture of this glory and explain it by a theory of reminiscence from

a pre-natal existence Then the last three stanzas show that,

though the vision has perished, life has still a meaning and a

value The three parts of the Ode deal in turn with a cnsis, an

explanation, and a consolation, and in all three Wordsworth

speaks of what is most important and most original in his poetry

That Wordsworth believed himself to be attempting an un-

usual task m the Ode is clear from the form which he gave to it
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His usual odes are not like tins, but more formal and more regu-

lar Only here does he build an ode not in repeated stanzas of a

fixed form, and it must be of this that Hazlitt was thinking when

he said of Wordsworth “The Ode and Epode, the Strophe and

the Antistrophe, he laughs to scorn
” 3 In fact, the great Ode is

a development of what the poets of the seventeenth century

called a "Pindanck ” The form, created on a false analogy with

Pindar, fell easily into English poetry because it was ultimately

not very different from those adaptations of the Italian canzone

which Spenser made m Prothalaimon and Milton in Lycxdas It

differs from these not in kind but m degree It has a greater vari-

ety of structure and takes greater risks with the length of its lines,

but otherwise it belongs to the same family When Wordsworth

wrote his Ode, the form was well established It had been used

with accomplished skill by Gray, and, if we do not like to think

that Wordsworth owed anything to Gray, we know that he read

Drvden and may have learned something from the adroit tech-

nique of “Alexander’s Feast ” The ode was thought appropnate

to great occasions and sublime subjects, and m his choice of it

Wordsworth shows how seriously he treated his theme He was

more at home with a stnct and narrow form like that of his “Ode
to Duty,’’ and there are passages in the “immortal ode” which
have less than his usual command of rhythm and ability to make
a line stand by itself, as if he were not quite sure how to use the

liberties at his disposal But these are unimportant The whole
has a capacious sweep, and the form suits the majestic subject

with which Wordsworth deals

The Ode’s unusual form is matched by its unusual language
It is perhaps unfair to charge Wordsworth with departing m it

from his famous principle that poetry should be written “as far

as possible m a selection of language really used by men”, for

the words of the Ode are on the whole such a selection It is not
so much its vocabulary which surprises as what it says and the

" aV in which it says it It shows no trace of that Wordsworthian
quality' of which Coleridge complained to Hazlitt “a something
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corporeal, a matter-of-fact-ness, a clinging to the palpable, or often

to the petty
” * These words are true of much that Wordsworth

wrote even in his best years, but they are not true of the Ode Its

tone is set in what is for him an unusually lofty key, and it is

remarkable that the author of "The Idiot Boy” and ‘We Are

Seven” should have wntten such lines as

The cataracts blow their trumpets from the steep,

No more shall grief of mine the season wrong,

I hear the Echoes through the mountains throng,

The Winds come to me from the fields of sleep

The whole poem is wntten, not indeed at this level of accom-

plishment, but at least m this tone The stately metrical form is

matched by a stately use of words Wordsworth seems to have

decided that his subject was so important that it must be treated

in what was for him an unusual manner, and for it he fashioned

his own high style

Because the Ode lies outside Wordsworth’s usual range, it

does not perhaps always realize its ambitious aims There are

moments when we suspect Wordsworth of trying to say more

than he means, or of losing himself in an unaccustomed and not

always convincing grandeur This was at least what Colendge

thought when he claimed that the seventh stanza is an instance

of "mental bombast” or "thoughts and images too great for the

subject
” c The criticism is hard but not entirely unjust, and it

throws some light on Wordsworth’s mind when he wrote the

Ode In his account of a crisis which he believes himself to have

surmounted, he is determined to stress the positive gams and

refuses to admit defeat At the end he claims that though he has

lost something irreplaceable, he has still something else consoling

and satisfying That undoubtedly he believed But perhaps the

cnsis was more severe than he realized It lay m the centre of his

creative life He, who had known moments of visionary splen-

dour, found that he knew them no more, and that is a loss which
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no poet can take lightly, or, however comforting his consolations

may he, accept in a calm, philosophic spirit But Wordsworth was

so determined not to surrender to circumstances that he made his

Ode more confident than was perhaps warranted by the mood

which first set lnm to work As he passed furdier from his crisis

and worked at his poem, he found a cheerfulness which cannot

have been his when he received Ins first shock Though the com-

pleted Ode tells of a cnsis surmounted, we cannot doubt that the

cnsis was grave and that Wordsworth was severely shaken by it

The gravity of the situation which called the Ode into being

is clear from the first two stanzas If we take them as they stand

without considenng what follows, we see the degree of Words-

wTorth’s dismay Each of them ends on a similar note, the first

sating

Turn wheresoe’er I may,

By night or day,

The things which I have seen I now can see no more,

and the second

But yet I know', where’er I go,

That there hath past away a glory from the earth

There is something close to anguish m these words, and, though
we may forget it as we read the rest of the poem, they warn us at

die outset to treat seriously the situation which Wordsworth de-

scribes, and to listen to every word that he says about it He natu-

rally cannot make his meaning very precise, but has to speak m
image and metaphor What he has lost is variously called “celes-

tial light,” “visionary gleam,” “the glory and the freshness of a

dream ” But despite the lack of exactness, it is clear that Words-
wTonh has lost something very special in his whole approach to

nature and his relations with it On a spnng morning he finds that

something of the greatest importance is missing The familiar
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scene, the tree and die field and the flower at his Feet, which have

played so large a part in his life, are suddenly changed He can-

not but ask

Whither is fled the visionary gleam?

Where is it now, the glory and the dream?

The Ode was conceived in this questioning, troubled mood At

the height of his creative career Wordsworth discovered that

nature, in which he had put an unquestioning trust as the in-

spiration of his poetry, seemed to have abandoned him and de-

prived him of his most cherished strength

When Wordsworth began to compose the Ode, the mam prob-

lem with which it deals was not an entirely new discovery For

some time he had been conscious of the wanmg of his youthful

vision When four years earlier, m 1798, he wrote “Tmtem

Abbey,” he distinguished between the blessed time of his seven-

teenth year

For nature then

To me was all in all,

and the years after it when this all-absorbing vision was lost

That time is past,

And all its aching joys are now no more,

And all its dizzy raptures

‘‘Tmtem Abbey” anticipates the Ode m distinguishing between

two periods in Wordsworth’s life In his youth he throve on a

visionary power which wTorhed through nature, later he found a

living presence which inspired him wnth devotion and was the

“soul of all his moral being ” This difference and this contrast

run through the Ode Wordsw'orth seems, after a period of years,

to have reverted to what he had known for some time and to have

found a new challenge in it At first sight wre might think that
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this reversion to an old theme is characteristic of the way in which

Wordsworth worked He needed time and tranquillity to absorb

his experiences and transform diem into poetry But, when we
look at the circumstances in which the Ode was begun, we sec

that somednng had recently happened to Wordsworth and that

an old problem had developed a new seriousness and insistence

Dorothy Wordsworth records that on March 22nd and 25th,

1802, ‘William worked at the Cuckow poem,” and this is “To

the Cuckoo,” in which Wordswordi tells how he hears die cuckoo

and wonders if it is not more dian a bird, and this wonder rises

from recollections of childhood when the cuckoo opened worlds

of the imagination to him He finds that it still does this, and he

connects the present with the past and discovers that he has not

after all quite lost his visionary' power

0 blessed bird' the eardi we pace

Again appears to be

An unsubstantial faery' place

That is fit home for thee

For the moment Wordswordi regained his old power, and this

gave him joy and confidence But this episode must be connected

with something that happened immediately' after it In the Ode
Wordsworth says

To me alone there came a thought of grief

A timely utterance gave that thought relief,

And I again am strong

We can hardly doubt that Wordsw'orth’s “diought of grief” is

connected with his fear diat nature has somehow lost its magic for

him, and the "timely utterance” is the poem on the rainbow

which he wrote on March 26th, die day after he finished “To
the Cuckoo ” The lines on the rainbow provided Wordsworth
wath a motto for the Ode and are much to the point
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The Child is father of the Man,
And I could wish my days to be

Bound each to each by natural piety

That, after all, is the gist of the doctrine with which Wordsworth

consoles himself m the Ode The conjunction of these two poems

with the Ode, which Wordsworth began on March 27th, the day

after he wrote the lines on the rainbow, suggests two considera-

tions First, it is clear that despite the emphatic statements of

“Tmtem Abbey” Wordsworth had not entirely lost his youthful

vision of nature, but was at intervals revisited by it, as he was

when he heard the cuckoo Secondly, though he had this visita-

tion and was for the moment much exalted by it, it did not save

him from a gnawing anxiety about his relations with nature The

“thought of grief” came to him when he thought that all was well,

and he was able to subdue it only by his trust in nature as a source

of moral strength

In odier words, Wordsworth began the Ode at a time when he

was exercised by two different ideas about nature In the first

place, the fitful returns of his youthful vision made him ask why

they were not more frequent and more secure This made him

anxious and uneasy, and prompted the first stanzas of the Ode In

the second place, he believed that m the moral inspiration of na-

ture he had found something to take the place of his visions, and

this discovery gave to the Ode its positive and consoling charac-

ter Such, no doubt, was his state of mind when he conceived the

oudme of the Ode But we may ask why this issue was forced so

powerfully on Wordsworth m the spring of 1802, since he was

aware of it when he wrote “Tintem Abbey” four years before

No doubt in the interval he found that his visionary gift was not

so dead as he had thought, but still at times returned to him No
doubt, too, he saw more clearly how much comfort was to be

found in his moral conception of nature None the less, some-

thing must have happened to press the issue on him with a new

and inescapable insistence Why was Wordsworth, after feeling
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such delight in the message of the cuckoo, assailed on the very

next day by painful doubts? And why was he so comforted when

m the rambow he saw a sign of the power of natural piety?

In the spnng of 1802 Wordsworth was the victim of an inner

cnsis He was thirty-two years old and found that his inspiration

was not what it had once been, that it did not work so readily

or come in the same way as of old That is no doubt a familiar

enough experience among poets But m Wordsworth’s case the

problem took a special form He built his poetry on nature It

was the source of his creative strength and opened worlds of the

imagination to him It was therefore a matter of anxious concern

when he realized that tins source was in some ways drying up

He had been conscious of this for some time, but he had had his

answer to it Nature might fail him in one way but it still sup-

ported him m another, and he was more than content with that

This he still believed, but he now saw that the problem was more

complex than he had realized and that he must face it fully and

fairly Something had forced the issue on him with a new em-

phasis, and it seems likely that this was his discovery that his cnsis

was not confined to himself but aflhcted Colendge in an even

more poignant manner The two fnends shared their innermost

thoughts so freely with each other and with Dorothy that they

were mdeed three persons with one soul, and it is often hard to

say where the thought of one ends and that of another begins In

1802 the long and dismal afterlife to which Colendge was
doomed had begun its course Soon after finishing the second

part of “Chnstabel” m 1800, he saw that things were going wrong
with him He was listless and depressed Much of his sad state

was due to the failure of his mamage, and his consciousness that

he was tied to a woman who understood nothing of his inner life

was made the more bitter when he fell m love with Sara Hutchin-
son, who had all the qualities which his wife lacked He wrote
freely of his troubles to die Wordsworths, and more than one
entry in Dorothy's journal shows how distressed she and her
brother were by them The root of the trouble was deep and af-
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fected much more dian Coleridge’s happiness He knew that

something catastrophic had happened to him, and he was afraid

that his creative gifts were ruined He put the blame on his lack

of happiness, but he knew that, whatever the cause might be, the

results were grave indeed

In facing his own crisis Wordsworth could not but think about

Coleridge’s Their cases were on the face of it similar, and we may

surmise that even at the beginning of the Ode Wordsworth had

Coleridge in mind In the preceding year Coleridge had written

The Mad Monk, a short, melodramatic piece in Mrs Radchffe’s

spirit But despite its histrionic airs, it is a personal document

which reveals lus own distress of soul It begins with some lines

which are too weighty7 for the remote and unreal subject and

suggest that Coleridge was forced to speak from his heart on a

matter which concerned him deeply

There was a time when earth, and sea, and skies,

The bright green vale, and forest’s dark recess,

With all things, lay before mine eyes

In steady loveliness

But now I feel, on earth’s uneasy scene,

Such sorrows as will never cease, —
I only7 ask for peace,

If I must live to know that such a time has been 1

When Wordsworth began his Ode, he must have had these lines

in mind — lines which seemed to anticipate something deep in

himself — and, whether consciously or unconsciously, he echoed

them m his opening verse

There was a time when meadow, grove, and stream,

The earth, and every common sight,

To me did seem

Apparelled in celestial hght,

The glory and the freshness of a dream
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It is not now as it hath been of yore, —
Turn wheresoe’er I may,

By night or day,

The things which I have seen 1 now can see no more

If he was moved by his sympathetic understanding of Coleridge,

his sympathy was the more powerful because he understood his

fnend’s situation through his knowledge of his own

Wordsworth, then, seems to have begun his Ode because of

some deep trouble which had been brought to the surface by his

affection for Coleridge Coleridges case was mdeed hard, but

Wordsworth saw that it was a counterpart to what he himself

had for some time felt and had recently realized with peculiar

acuteness The problem which concerned both friends was that

of poetical inspiration Each felt that his hold on it was precanous

and asked why this was so Wordsworth faced the problem m the

first three stanzas of the Ode and then abandoned it for at least

two years, Colendge, slower perhaps to start but quicker once he

had started, told of his crisis m the poem which he afterwards

called "Dejection ” The interrelations of this with Wordsworth’s

Ode repay attention Wordsworth began the Ode on March 27th

On the 28th he and Dorothy went to Keswick for a few days,

where Colendge had begun to wnte his poem, and they seem
to have seen parts of it They then went back to Grasmere, and
on Apnl 2 1 st Dorothy wrote m her journal

William and I sauntered a little m the garden Colendge came to

us, and repeated the verses he wrote to Sara I was affected with

them, and m miserable spmts The sunshine, the green fields,

and the fair sky made me sadder, even the little happy, sporting lambs
seemed but sorrowful I went to bed after dinner, could not
sleep

The "verses to Sara” were the first, full version of "Dejection,” c

which Colendge addressed to Sara Hutchinson and m which he
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spoke of some private matters omitted from the printed text of the

poem In the following months Coleridge pruned and altered it

He brought the final version to the Wordsworths on May 6th and

printed it m the Morning Post on October 4th, Wordsworth’s

wedding-day The poem is a cry from Coleridge’s heart to his

most intimate friends, and though he abridged and altered it,

it keeps its essential substance Long before Wordsworth com-

pleted his Ode, Coleridge had given full and powerful voice to

his own crisis, and Wordsworth could not but take heed of it

Wordsworth’s Ode, at least in its eight last stanzas, is a kind of

answer to Coleridge’s “Dejection ” From one angle it may be re-

garded as a poem of comfort and encouragement, but it is much

more than that It is a declaration of belief, mtended to counter-

act the searching doubts and melancholy fears which Words

worth saw in Colendge and had felt to a lesser degree m himself

The two poems are concerned with central problems m the Ro

mantic outlook and show to what different conclusions two men

could come who shared their innermost thoughts, and followed,

as they believed, very similar aims

At die outset we notice a great contrast of temperament be

tween the two poets Both find themselves m somewhat similar

situations, and it is no accident that m the first text which he sent

to Sara Hutchinson Colendge more than once has a conscious

echo of Wordsworth When Wordsworth says

The things which I have seen I now can see no more,

and Colendge says

But oft I seem to feel and evermore I fear

They are not to me now the Things which once they were,

we see that bodi poets share a common crisis But each interprets

it charactenstically in his own way When Colendge examines

himself and speaks with fearful candour of his inner being, he

sees nothing but an empty, lifeless depression
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A gnef without a pang, void, dark, and drear,

A stifled, drowsy, unimpassioned gnef,

Which finds no natural outlet, no relief,

In word, or sigh, or tear

Perhaps at some moment which the Ode has left behind Words-

worth felt something like tins, but he has conquered and sup-

pressed it In the Ode, almost as if m answer to Coleridge, he

stresses his own confidence and the delight which he still takes

in nature, despite his loss of something most valuable

My heart is at your festival,

My head hath its coronal,

The fulness of your bliss, I feel — I feel it all

There was m Wordsworth something tough and bellicose which

Colendge lacked Colendge’s sensitiveness was part of a gentle,

in some ways passive, nature When things went wrong with

him, he did not know what to do and was prone to lament defeat

Wordsworth was made of sterner stuff and sought for a new
scheme of life to replace the old

The difference between the two men is well illustrated by the

different scenes which they describe While Wordsworth speaks

of a fine morning m spring, Colendge speaks of a stormy night

with the moon shining between clouds What should fill him
with inspiring joy leaves him cold

And those thm clouds above, in flakes and bars,

That give away their motion to the stars,

Those stars, that glide behind them or between,

Now sparkling, now bedimmed, but always seen

Yon crescent Moon, as fixed as if it grew

In its own cloudless, starless lake of blue,

I see them all so excellendy fair,

I see, not feel, how beautiful they are 1
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If there was one thing which, more than another, touched Cole-

ridge to poetry, it was the moon He, whose metaphysics Carlyle

rudely described as "bottled moonshine,” knew all the enchant-

ments of the moon and saw in it almost a symbol of the poet's

power to transform the material world into a world of the imagi-

nation In "Chnstabcl” the hidden moon serves to emphasize the

helpless state of the heroine, and in “The Ancient Manner” the

moon increases the mystery of a spint-haunted world Colendge

was drawn to the moon because of the magic half-light with

which it invests the too emphatic forms of dungs It is appropnate

that he should use it to illustrate his dejected state It is no less

appropnate that Wordsworth should speak of a spnng morning

His poetry was inspired not by vague forms and indefinite con-

tours, but by the stimng of light and life, the budding of flowers,

and die sunshine on the meadows While Colendge was at his

best among dimly descried shapes, Wordsworth moved happily

and confidendy among solid forms The contrast shows the more

delicate nature of Colendge’s genius and illustrates why, when

his ensis came, it was more fearful and more final than Words-

worth's

The differences of personality which are illustrated by the

Ode and by “Dejection” are enhanced by differences of oudook

on the task of poetry and the place of the imagination in life

Indeed, these differences show what a variety of oudook was pos-

sible under the apparendy homogeneous body of Romantic doc-

trine In the first place, die double ensis shows how differendy

Colendge and Wordsworth reacted to the external world What-

ever relics of Locke’s universe Colendge may have kept m his

philosophical opinions, as a poet he was an idealist who believed

that the mind fashions the universe for all purposes that real!)

matter His present gnef has come because he feels that he has

lost his power to create through the imagination, that he can no

longer shape expenence into beauty and impose his will on

nature
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0 Lady 1 we receive but what we give,

And in our life alone does Nature live

Ours is her wedding garment, ours her shroud'

Because he has lost his inner joy, he has lost his gift of imagina-

tive creation, and he cannot but lament the circumstances which

are responsible for this

But now afflictions bow me down to earth

Nor care I that they rob me of my mirth,

But oh' each visitation

Suspends what nature gave me at my birth,

My shaping spmt of Imagination

For Coleridge, who believes that the imagination is the primary

instrument of all spiritual and creative activities, this is mdeed a

bitter confession He has lost not only his poetical gift but what

makes life worth living

With Wordsworth it is quite different For him nature exists

independently and needs only to be used and interpreted Even
m the first three stanzas of the Ode, when the memory of his

cnsis is still fresh, Wordsworth sees nature as not merely living

its own life but full of beauty and joy

The Rainbow comes and goes,

And lovely is the Rose,

The Moon doth with delight

Look round her when the heavens are bare,

Waters on a starry night

Are beautiful and fair

As he develops his poem, Wordsworth stresses this independence
and this essential joyfulness of nature Whereas Colendge puts

all Ins trust m his own imagination and is in despair when it fails

lum, Wordsworth continues to believe that nature stands outside
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himself and has still much to give him, if he will only be ready

to receive it

A second point of contrast revealed by the two poems is be-

tween the different ways in which Coleridge and Wordsworth

were inspired to write poetry The creative genius is so wayward

in its comings and goings that it is impossible to say what will

provoke it, but m some poets certain moods provoke it more than

others, and though they cannot be summoned at wall, they can,

when they come, be marked and recorded On his own experience

Coleridge is emphatic For creation he needs joy It may not be

all that he needs, but, so far as it goes, it is indispensable

Joy, virtuous Lady' Joy that ne’er was given,

Save to the pure, and in their purest hour,

Life, and Life’s effluence, cloud at once and shower,

Joy, Lady' is the spmt and the power,

Which wedding Nature to us gives m dower

A new Earth and new Heaven,

Undreamt of by the sensual and the proud

This pure joy is the “strong music in the soul” which enables

Coleridge to create, and this is what he has lost Without it he

feels helpless and miserable Now on this point Wordsworth

might at one time have agreed with him, and indeed m the

opening stanzas of the Ode it looks as if the “glory” which he no

longer finds m nature were indeed his delight m it Of course,

this delight is of a special kind and brings special rewards, but it

is none the less joy, and Wordsworth sees it at work m nature

But, as he develops the Ode, he lmphcidy corrects this notion

and gives his own version of what the creative spmt is When
he, who has known such rapturous hours with nature, looks back

on them, especially as he knew them in childhood, he gives

thanks, not so much for “delight and liberty,”

But for those obstinate questionings

Of sense and outward things,
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Fallings from us, vamshmgs,

Blank misgivings of a Creature

Moving about m worlds not realised,

High instincts before winch our mortal Nature

Did tremble like a guilty Tiling surprised

What stirred Wordsworth’s creative energy was not joy, as Cole-

ndge describes it, but something more complex Nature might

delight him, but it also did something else It woke hidden

powers in him by a process which was not always enjoyable

Though such experiences might at the time be frightening,

in retrospect they became matter for gratitude For Wordsworth,

beauty and awe were closely mingled in any keen appreciation of

natural things, and each contributed to his conception of his task

When he says of his childhood,

Fair seedtime had my soul, and I grew up

Fostered alike by beauty and by fear,

he gives a correct account of his spiritual development If he was

sometimes assailed by fear, it was not a deadening emotion but

something which enriched his nature through the awe with

which it struck him Wordsworth saw that some kinds of fear are

good and that a man does well to be afraid before the mysteries

of life and death How liable he was to such attacks can be seen

from die occasion, soon after he came to Grasmere, when, on
hearing bad news of Coleridge, he went for a walk in John’s

Grove Later in the evening Dorothy found him diere and re-

corded her impressions

He had been surpnzed and terrified by a sudden rushing of winds,

which seemed to bnng earth sky and lake together, as if the whole
were going to enclose him 7

Fear bred surprise, and from surprise Wordsworth derived a spe-

cial exaltation, a sense of enhanced life, a keener vision and a
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greater power to create His childhood had moments of anguish

and terror, and he was more grateful for them than for its hours

of happiness In retrospect, when he wrote the Ode, he saw that

his moments of awful vision were responsible for the best things

which he did or knew In comparison with the strange workings

of Wordsworth’s creative faculty, those of Coleridge were indeed

frail, since they were founded in a joy which he lost early and

never regained

A third point of comparison between Coleridge and Words

worth turns on their conception of the world which the lmagma

tion finds beyond the senses On this point Coleridge does not

say much m "Dejection,” but what he says is to the point He in-

sists that from the soul must issue

A light, a glory, a fair luminous cloud

Enveloping the Earth

We know what he means Through the exercise of the imagina-

tion the “inanimate cold world” is transformed into somednng

real and living The imagination creates reality by absorbing the

given into the world of spirit This is the only reality for Cole-

ridge, but it is not what Wordsworth sought or found There

were moments when by some mystenous and magnificent process

he passed beyond the visible world into some other order of be-

ing, vaster and more wonderful In The Prelude he speaks of

times when

the light of sense

Goes out in flashes that have shewn to us

The invisible world (VI, 600-602)

To this expenence Wordsworth’s poems bear eloquent witness

Instead of examining nature with a close, observant eye and ex-

tracting all that he could from it, he found himself unaccount-

ably transported into another sphere of being, shapeless and

frightening and beyond the reach of exact words He seemed
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then to lose all ties with common life and to be absorbed in some-

thing much wider and more majestic Physical nature ceased to

count for its own sake and became the entry into another world

(The Prehide, VII, 632-634) So m his lines on going through

the Simplon Pass, Wordsworth tells of the overwhelming effect

which the wild scenery made on him and how die different ele-

ments m it

Were all like workings of one mind, the features

Of die same face, blossoms upon one tree,

Characters of the great Apocalypse,

The types and symbols of Eternity,

Of first and last, and midst, and without end (VI, 636-640)

While Coleridge seeks to transform the given world through the

imagination, Wordsworth knows moments when he passes be-

yond it to something else, and he believes that this task is es-

sentially one of die imagination He has known it often enough

in the past, and he believes that it still comes to him, as it came

when he heard die cuckoo and was transported to another world

as in childhood When he speaks of this,Wordsworth thinks not

of Coleridge but of himself This is his special problem and the

central concern of his present crisis

The Ode, then, is a kind of answer to Coleridge's “Dejec-

tion,” or at least to the doubts and anxieties which prompted it

But of course it is much more than this In setting out his positive

beliefs for the comfort of his friend, Wordsworth could not but

dunk about his own case and try to hghten his own burden This

must have been heavy enough He lived not only with but on
nature, and what he pnzed most in it was its capacity to open to

him anodier world through vision It is this which he has lost,

perhaps not entirely, but enough to cause him a deep anxiety It

is idle to ask too closely what Wordsworth means by “the vision-

ary gleam” or “die glory and the dream ” If it were simple, he
would probably have expressed it in simple words, but because
it is complex and unfamiliar, he uses image and symbol We may
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however distinguish three elements in it First, there is Words-

wordi’s conviction that at times he was in another world which

was more real than that of the senses, a world not of sight but

of vision Secondly, his entries into this world were closely con-

nected with his creative and imaginative faculties It was the

justification of his poetry, and lie believed that his acquaintance

with it was due to his imagination, which, in creating, had mo
ments of visionary clairvoyance Thirdly, when he had this ex-

perience, he felt that he had passed outside time into eternity

He was then so unaware of the common tics of life that he had a

timeless exaltation The three notions are closely allied, though

they are distinct enough on analysis Wordsworth saw them as a

single experience and felt a need to explain them

To make his meaning clear, Wordsworth devotes stanzas

v-vm to his special idea of childhood as a time when “the vision

splendid” is normally with us, and to his explanation of this by a

theory that a child has memories, which he gradually loses, of a

blessed state m another world before birth Of course, he has his

own childhood in mind, and, diough in The Prelude he says

litde or nothing along these lines, there is no need to question his

truthfulness Now, on looking back over the years, he sees what

childhood was and finds m it an explanation of his early visions

Indeed, we can almost see why his mind turned to childhood and

children m this way In the Ode he has a single, living child in

mind

Behold the Child among his new-born blisses,

A six years’ Darling of a pigmy size’

See, where ’mid work of his own hand he lies,

Fretted by sallies of his mother’s kisses,

With light upon him from his father’s eyes'

This child is Hardey Colendge, who was bom in 1 796 and could

fairly be desenbed as "a six years’ Darling” in 1802 He seems to

have been a delightfully imaginative little boy, who made an ir-
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resistible appeal to all who knew him Coleridge, in the second

part of "Chnstabel,” speaks of him and his lively play

A little child, a limber elf,

Singing, dancing to itself,

A fair}7 thing with red round cheeks,

That always finds, and never seeks,

Makes such a \ ision to the sight

As fills a father’s eyes with light

In 1 803 Colendge wrote to his friend, Poole

Hartley is a strange strange Boy — "exquisitely wild”! An ut-

ter Visionary' like the Moon among thin Clouds, he moves m a

circle of Light of his own making — he alone, m a Light of his own 8

The child, Hartley, captivated Wordsworth and became one of

the chief figures m the Ode It is his games of make-believe which

are described in the seventh stanza, and he who illustrates Words-

worth’s theory that children trail ‘‘clouds of glory” from another

world In the attention which he pays to Hartley, Wordsworth

again speaks intimately to Colendge For m the first version of

"Dejection,” Colendge complained that his children had become

for him a cause for regret and anxiety which only made his situ

ation more painful

Those little Angel Children (woe is me')

There have been hours when feeling how they bind

And pluck out the Wmg-feadiers of my Mind,

Turning my Error to Necessity,

1 have half-wish’d they never had been bom

In answer to tins, Wordsworth puts forward his belief that in

childhood we see a celestial state which explains much that we
most value in ourselves He seems almost to pick up Colendge’s

complaint and to say diat, instead of children being an occasion

for lamentation, they should be an occasion for joy
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In childhood Wordsworth sees the imagination at work as he

has known it himself in his finest, most creative moments To

explain the presence of this power m childhood and its slow dis-

appearance with the coming of maturity, he advances his account

of recollections from a celestial state before birth In later years

Wordsworth tried to explain away the theory which inspires so

much of die Ode, or at least to minimize its importance

It is far too shadowy a notion to be recommended to faith, as more

than an element m our instincts of immortality I took hold of

the notion of pre-existence as having sufficient foundation in hu-

manity for authonzmg me to make for my purpose the best use of it

I could as a poet0

No doubt when he wrote this, Wordsworth was troubled by the

criticism of some pious souls who argued, correctly enough, diat

the notion of pre-existence has no warrant m Holy Writ No
doubt, too, m later years as he grew more orthodox, he himself

ceased to believe m it, but that he believed it when he wrote the

Ode is surely beyond all question His words speak for their

authenticity

Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting

The Soul that nses with us, our life's Star,

Hath had elsewhere its setting,

And cometh from afar

Not in entire forgetfulness,

And not in utter nakedness,

But trailing clouds of glory do we come

From God, who is our home

Wordsworth was not a man to put ideas into poetry merely be-

cause they were suitable for it, nor was he capable of saying as

a poet what he did not believe as a man When he said a thing,

he did so because he believed it to be true and to need saying

It is impossible to read the Ode without seeing that, when he
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mote it, Wordsworth was convinced of pre-existence and of

recollections from it m childhood

The theory of recollection goes back to Plato, but Words-

worth did not take it from lnm, nor is his application of it Plato's

His sources are Coleridge and Henry Vaughan Coleridge had

played until the idea of pre-existence as an explanation of a feel-

ing that we have in a previous existence done something or been

somewhere He expresses it in a sonnet which he wrote m 1796

on hearing the news of Hartley’s birth

Oft o’er my brain does that strange fancy roll

Which makes the present (while the flash doth last)

Seem a mere semblance of some unknown past,

Mixed with such feelings, as perplex the soul

Self-questioned m her sleep, and some have said

We lived, ere yet this robe of flesh we wore

Wordsworth picked up the idea because it helped him to explain

his own visional)7 moments But of course the actual experience

of which he speaks is different from Coleridge’s It is not an iso-

lated moment but a process in which the visionary power, at its

most powerful in childhood, slowly declines And this decline

was what Wordsworth found in Vaughan’s poem, “The Re-

treate ” Vaughan recalls and regrets the days of his “Angell-

Infancy,” and tells how the vision of celestial tilings has grown
weaker with passing years But this idea, too, changes m Words-
worth’s handling He is concerned with the loss not of imagina-

tion hut of innocence From Colendge Wordsworth took the idea

of pre-existence and from Vaughan that of a slow decline in

celestial powers, and from this combination formed his own
original theory

Wordsworth’s theory of recollection enabled him to put into

a single consistent form the three matters which most concerned
him In the first place, he had known a vision of another world,
and he could not but behe\e that this was both real and divine
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He saw that his moments of intimacy with it were close to some-

thing which he had enjoyed in childhood and which other chil-

dren enjoyed It is this to which he refers when he addresses the

child of his poem and says

Thou, over whom thy Immortality

Broods like the Day, a Master o’er a Slave,

A Presence which is not to be put bv

In the child’s vision of another world Wordsworth saw something

very like his own visions, and he could not but connect the one

with the other Secondly, Wordsworth knew that this visionary

power was closely connected with the imagination and the cre-

ative process Indeed, he hardly distinguishes between the two,

so convinced is he that the act of creation in the highest sense in-

volves a special insight into die nature of things In children he

sees this creative power in its purest form The child fashions his

own little worlds of the mind because he is divinely inspired by

heavenly memones

See, at his feet, some little plan or chart,

Some fragment from his dream of human life.

Shaped bv himself with newly-leamed art

The child’s "whole vocation” seems to be "endless imitation”

because his creative spirit is still unsullied and unhampered

Thirdly, through vision Wordsworth found what he called eter-

nity The idea is too vast for analysis, but we can at least say that

when he felt himself in its presence Wordsworth believed both

that he had transcended his temporal being and that he was at

the heart of reality And this is tvhat he sees m the child

Thou best Philosopher, who yet dost keep

Thy hentage, thou Eye among the blind,

That, deaf and silent, read’st the eternal deep,

Haunted for ever by the eternal mind
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Wordsworth found his explanation of imaginative power m the

capacity of children to create and to imagine and, while doing so,

to have no sense of time or of the limitations of our human state

He wished to explain something very special, and the best way m
which he could make himself clear was to point to the example

of childhood

Wordsworth speaks, as indeed do most apostles of such recol-

lection, as if it took place m time, and our mortal state were pre-

ceded temporally by a celestial state of which we retain memones

No doubt he meant this, but he also meant something else which

is not inconsistent with it The relation of time to the timeless is

not easily put into words, and Wordsworth perhaps did not dis-

tinguish very clearly between a purely temporal process and an-

other process in which we pass from time to the timeless Yet

some passages m the Ode show that he had this m mind and saw

some of its implications He is m fact not so much concerned with

events m time as with a timeless condition which we can attain

even in this life Just as m the Simplon Pass he saw “types and

symbols of eternity,” so m the Ode he still believes that he can

have glimpses of it, if not by himself, at least as it is reflected m
children

Hence in a season of calm weather

Though inland far we be,

Our Souls have sight of that immortal sea

Which brought us hither,

Can in a moment travel thither,

And see the Children sport upon the shore,

And hear the mightv waters rolling evermore

In the visionary experience which Wordsworth once knew so

w'ell and now' know's only rarely and fitfully, he feels that he
passes to eternity, and tins is what his theory expresses That is

whv m December 1814 he wrote to Mrs Clarkson
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The poem rests entirely upon two recollections of childhood, one

that of a splendour in the objects of sense which is passed away, and

the other m an indisposition to bend to the law of death as applying

to our case 10

In fact, the two themes are one Wordsworth believed himself

to be immortal because through the objects of sense he had

known a lofty exaltation m which he passed beyond time

In this way Wordsworth sets forth his crisis The “glory and

the dream” which he has lost is the visionary power which made

his finest poetry Perhaps it still came back to him at intervals,

but he could not be sure of this and placed no hopes m it He
preferred to put his trust in something else and believed that this

was more than an adequate consolation In the last stanza he gives

his solution for his crisis and begins with a declaration of his

trust that nature will still sustain him

And, O, ye Fountains, Meadows, Hills, and Groves,

Forebode not any severing of our loves 1

Yet in my heart of hearts I feel your might,

I only have relinquished one delight

To live beneath your more habitual sway

The “one delight” is the old visionary power, and the
<f

habitual

sway” is that companionship with nature which Wordsworth had

always enjoyed and now believed to be more lasting and less in-

termittent than his visions It had indeed done much for his

poetry In the presence of nature his human emotions were stirred

and enhanced in a peculiar way His feeling for the fellowship

of natural things was so instinctive and so powerful that he was

almost more at home with them than with human beings, and

among human beings he preferred on the whole those who were

closest to nature He believed that life in towns corrupts and

deadens the finer instincts of men and that they find their true

selves onl) m the presence of natural things He, whom Carlyle
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rhetorically described as “a cold, hard, silent, practical man

a man of an immense head and great jaws like a crocodile’s,”

found it hard to release his feelings except with a very few inti-

mate fnends and relations But in the presence of nature his feel-

ings were set free, and he felt no shyness afterwards in writing of

them In him nature awoke especially those emotions of sympathy

and affection which he felt for his sister and his wife and a few

chosen fnends Under his impenetrable extenor he concealed a

real need for giving and receiving affection, and, when he was

among his mountains and trees and flowers, he allowed this to

nse to the surface and evpress itself in poetry

It is because Wordsworth believed that nature inspires the

affections that he ended the Ode in the confidence that he still

has much to comfort and sustain him

Thanks to the human heart by which we five,

Thanks to its tenderness, its joys, and fears,

To me the meanest flower that blows can give

Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears

In analysing his creative powers, Wordsworth distinguished be-

tween his moments of vision and the more endunng effect which

nature had on his affections This, he believed, remained with

him, when die visions had departed He was m his thirties, and

he had setded in the countryside where he felt at home and

which he was to make indissolubly his own In the autumn he
was to marry7 Mar

}
7 Hutchinson and to build that family life

which meant so much to him The quiet tenor of his long later

years presents a notable contrast to Coleridge's broken efforts and
padietically helpless dreams Nor need we doubt that much of

Wordsworth’s happiness came from living close to nature In it

he found a calm and a contentment He had years of work before

him, and, even when his powers began to fail, he was still at

times able to regain some of his old rapture At a first glance
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Wordsworth’s optimism seems to be justified He who had once

put his trust m visions now put it in a religion of nature and

thought that all would he well with him

Yet all was not so well as he hoped Before long it was clear

that the religion of nature was not enough, and Wordsworth

abandoned it for a more orthodox faith When m 1 8 1

8

he wrote

his lines on “An Evening of Extraordinary Splendour and

Beauty” and gave his later, revised version of much that he had

said in the Ode, he had transferred his allegiance to another,

more respectable creed In truth, Wordsworth’s belief m natural

religion began to wane soon after the completion of the Ode Its

decay almost inevitably followed his loss of visionary power

When something snapped m his sensibility to nature and he no

longer knew his old raptures, his whole oudook was affected The

sights which had absorbed his boyhood and then brought him

visions of another world began to move him so little that even

his human affections ceased to be stirred by them When he

wrote the Ode, Wordsworth hoped that nature would continue

fo inspire him No doubt m his own life all was well He was

happy and contented m the habitual round of his routine Nor is

it quite fair to speak, as W B Yeats does, of ‘Wordsworth,

withering into eighty years, honoured and empty-witted
” 11 His

mind u’as vigorous enough, and m his intimate circle he inspired

warmth and security But w'hat mattered most in him was gone

— the creative imagination w'hich earned him beyond the bounds

of space and time into some vast order of things, w'here, in almost

losing his individuality', he saw' in impassioned vision the power

which sustains the universe and gives meaning to life And w’hen

he lost this, it was not long before he lost his secondary but hardh

less remarkable gift of feeling himself so close to nature that in

its presence he was able to understand the tenderer movements

of the human heart and to enter into full sympathy with them
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PROMETHEUS UNBOUND
a mong the Romantic poets, Shelley is peculiar for the hold

/\ which abstract ideas had on him It is of course true that

L 3L thev abound in Wordsworth and may be found m Keats,

but, whereas Wordsworth and Keats derived them from an ac-

cumulation of particular expenences, Shelley seems first to have

formed his ideas and then to have interpreted expenence through

them Among the chief spnngs of his creative activity' were ideas

which most men would find remote and impersonal, but which

had for him a peculiarly vivid appeal He was enough of a phi-

losopher not merely to enjoy ideas for their own sake but to make

them a starting-point for bold speculations in which he found the

thrills of a wild adventure^Whether he derived his notions from

Plato or from Godwin, he was equally enthralled byy them, and

much of his inspiration came from them The result is that his

poetry' moves m its own metaphysical world I t is concerned

hardly with ordinary' things or with living men and women
j
but

with vast conceptions which are indeed related to people and

things but not immediately or in the first place ^Even in Adonais

there is less personal gnef for Keats, whom after all Shelley did

not know’ at all well, than indignant protest against the persecu-

tion of genius and tnumphant confidence in the eternity' of great

arh~Indeed, most of Shelley's longer poems seem to have been

inspired by some great abstract idea which filled him woth a wold

excitement and moved him to express it as fully and as powerfully

as he could Npor him the creations of the mind were more real

than die sensible w>orld, and though dus means that his poetry' is

sometimes almost inhuman m its remoteness, it is none the less

the source of his most characteristic successes
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This is undeniably true of Prometheus Unbound Into no

poem did Shelley put so much of himself or of what he thought

most important He wrote it in what were perhaps the happiest

months of his life, when he had escaped from the trials and frus-

trations of England to the freer air of Italy He was at last able to

give himself up almost without hindrance to that special kind of

imaginative thought which was the centre of his being and to

forget immediate cares m the contemplation of tremendous causes

and radiant ideals In the spring at Rome, among the rums of the

Baths of Caracalla, he found something awaking m himself, and

the result was a poem which presents with an almost intoxicated

excitement the ideas on which he shaped his own life and which

he believed could change the world When he finished Prome-

theus Unbound, in the late summer of 1819, he was twenty-seven

years old, and, though he had had his full share of disappoint-

ments and defeats, he was still at heart the same confident, dog-

matic voung man whose career at Oxford had come to so abrupt

an end eight jears before Though Shelley matured and modified

his xouthful ideas, he was still concerned with the same problems

He was still occupied with nothing less than the whole destiny

of man and still approached it with the far-ranging assurance of

philosophical \outh The germs of Prometheus Unbound may be

found in Queen Mab, but they have grown from didactic rheto-

ric into poetr) — poetry, it is true, of a peculiar kind and not to

e\ervbod\'s taste, but undeniably and always poetry

Such ideas as obsessed Shelley are not easily turned into

poetn Just because they are abstract, they do not lightly fall into

the particular shapes which poetry demands Most philosophical

poets have solved this difficulty m the same way They present

individual characters in an individual setting and convince us

that thev are real and related to the familiar world Having done

this thev are able to make them embody and represent wade is-

sues and show what these issues mean That Shelley was capable

of this is clear from The Cenex, which raises powerful and im-

pelling issues but is none the less a drama about human beings
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But he did not do the same for die ideas which fermented m his

mind m the spnng of 1819, and we can see why This time the

ideas were so important to him that he could not confine diem

in too concrete a form He wished to show how wonderful they

were m their very vagueness and vastness, to present diem with

all the attractions and enchantments which he himself found m
them, to keep their intellectual nature and not to reduce them to

shapes which would rob them of much which was essential to

them Because he enjoyed ideas for their own sake, he could not,

in writing what he believed to be his best poem, depnve them of

the peculiar appeal which, as an imaginative philosopher, he

found m them

Shelley solved dns problem with bold originality^ To make

his ideas vivid and persuasive, he evolved a system of coherent

symbols which would appeal as poetry and yet take away nothing

from the metaphysical character of his subject In him the phi-

losopher and the poet were so closely blended that he saw general

ideas almost as particular objects of devotion, and he felt for

them die kind of regard which Plato felt for his ideal Forms

which are at once universal realities and perfect particulars As

a poet Shelley was able to keep so close a relation with his ideas

that they developed a special individuality' for him, and it is this

which he turned into poetryjHe presented his abstract thoughts

m a myth derived from the Greeks and was diereby able to make
them lively In his Prometheus Bound Aeschylus had -written the

first of three plavs on die conflict between Prometheus, the friend

of man and the pioneer of civilization, and Zeus, the upstart

tvrant of the universe This presents onlv one stage in the con-

flict, and it was fortunate for Shelley that the other two play s are

lost, though we know something about the second, in which
Prometheus was delivered Shelley was able to start at the point

where Aeschylus ends Ins first play, to make use of the myth and
to give to it a new meaning and a new character He dismissed
the solution which he knew Aeschylus to have found, and pre-

sented Ins own high argument on a new plan

n
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Aeschylus provided Shelley with the material for his myth,

but not with very much more By some process not fully known

to us, Aeschylus reconciled Prometheus with Zeus, but Shelley

would have none of this As he says m his Preface, “I was averse

from a catastrophe so feeble as that of reconciling the Champion

with the Oppressor of mankind ” No doubt Aeschylus would

hardly accept this as a fair account of what he did, since his Zeus

is far from being merely the oppressor of mankind and, even if

he were, Greek religious realism would still think that a divine

power should be regarded with humility and awe Once he had

found a suitable vehicle for his ideas, Shelley had to go his own

w7ay just because they w'ere not Greek This he was fully entitled

to do, and he chose his myth well He gave shape to huge modem

issues through a story7 which was familiar enough for his readers

to approach it without such misgivings as they might have felt if

he had imented a new myth, as, for instance, Blake did for his

even bolder speculations From Aeschylus Shelley took the strug-

gle between Prometheus and Zeus He does not recapitulate what

Aeschylus says, hut starts where the Prometheus Bound finishes

Aeschylus proudes an introduction to what Shelley has to say,

but that is entirely his own, and he presents it in his own way,

not through an\ attempt to revive the archaic form of Attic

tragedv hut in a lyncal drama, with a variety of characters and

scenes and songs, in the manner of the Romantic age

There is a profound gulf between the Greek myth and Shel

le\’s use of it For the Greeks the ancient stones about which they

wrote their incomparable poetry w'ere not allegorical or symboli-

cal but concerned with wdiat they believed to be real persons,

whether dwine or human, existing in a real wrorld For Aeschylus

both Zeus and Prometheus exist, and their conflict belongs to

histor\ Of course, he uses their story to present far-reaching

metaplnsical issues, but everv dramatist is entitled to do that, and

it does not detract from the reality of his presentation But w'lth

Shellev it is different (His Prometheus is not a real person in

''whose indmdual existence he belie\es, but a figure vdio symibol-
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izes a great abstract idea)What matters in him is not a personal

destiny but sometlnng universal He is not really a character, and

indeed there are in this sense no characters m Pwmethcus Un-

bound The dramatis ‘personae belong to no actual world, nor

even to a world of the imagination which wears the appearance

of die actual world What matters is not what they are in them-

selves but what they represent They are incarnate ideas, and

perhaps they are not very incarnate but still have some relics of

dieir intellectual origin about diem They are not symbols such

as Blake uses to present visionary expenence, but ideas presented

in visible shape, principles made more attractive through the

lineaments which Shelley gives to them, forces of the human

soul translated to a special setting which makes them more vivid

and more convincing Shelley was at home with abstractions and

able to give to them at least a local habitation and a name

The persons of Prometheus Unbound have Greek or Latin

names which suggest that they possess some kind of individuality

But their reality is not personal, and the names are delusive

Prometheus himself is the embodiment, if diat is not too strong a

word, of something which Shelley gready valued, and is de-

senbed in the Preface as “the type of the highest perfection of

moral and intellectual nature, impelled by the purest and truest ^

motives to the best and noblest ends ” Prometheus is all that/He^

'

stands for the desire m the human soul to create harmony
through reason andJove, and for this he displays an unequalled

courage and endurance He is what Shelley regarded as the

noblest force m the human self, die desire for the good and the

willingness to make any sacrifice for it Prometheus’ ideal nature

is both intellectual and moral and deroted equally to truth and to

goodness^ His companions are the daughters of Ocean — Pan-

tliea, lone, and Asia — who are in effect Faith, Hope, and Love,

those lorces in the soul which inspire and sustain die reason and
set it to work in die best possible wav Pitted against them is

lupiter, who represents the brutal forces in human nature which
obstruct and persecute its noble desires He is in the first place a
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figure of tyranny, of that lust to rule others which uses fear and

superstition to its base ends and produces cruelty and ignorance

But he is more dian this He is the incarnation of all that Shelley

regards as evil, of those destructive forces which take many forms

but all arise from the denial of the good ^The conflict with which

the poem begins is between Prometheus and Jupiter, between the

principle of reason and love and the principle of tyrannous de-

structiveness which hates and harasses the good but is unable to

^ destroy itJ
On this balance of forces Shelley arranges his plot It too is

quite simple The age-long struggle between Prometheus and

Jupiter must come to an end, and for this Shelley adapts a theme

from Aeschylus In Aeschylus Prometheus is eventually delivered

because he reveals a secret, known to him alone, that if Zeus has

a child by Thetis, he will be overthrown by him Shelley disdains

the notion that Prometheus should ever come to terms with Jupi-

ter, and ingeniously makes Prometheus refuse to divulge his se-

cret, which is that Jupiter will inevitably be overthrown by his

son In making this change Shelley was able to accommodate his

mvth to Ins beliefs To him it was both intolerable and impossible

that reason should come to terms with evil It must act on the

highest motives of love for the good, and evil must perish through

its own progeny So Prometheus refuses either to help Jupiter or

to hum him Evil must be defeated by itself, and this happens

when lupiter is overthrown bv his own ofFspnng Shelley takes a

theme from Aeschvlus and gives it an entirely new shape and

meaning consonant widi his own moral ideas

The son who overthrows Jupiter is Demogorgon Shelley

found the name in Spenser and Milton, and his choice of it is

peculiar, if not a little perverse For in these poets Demogorgon is

a pnncip'e of chaos and disorder, who haunts the darkness of the

abv Xo doubt Shellev chose his name because he liked to think

o r him J" some kind of opponent to Milton’s God, a superior

*\3ian who is no less opposed to the supreme power but, being
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less familiar than Satan, lacks Satan’s familiar faults In any case,

Demogorgon has a mysterious and resounding name, and that is

perhaps enough to justify Shelley’s introduction of him He re-

ceives a new character and a new role He is the son whom Jupi-

ter has begotten and who is to overthrow him But we may well

ask what Shelley means to present m him, why he has gone out

of his way to find a character alien to his Greek myth, and what

part Demogorgon plays These questions are not easy to answer

because they concern points on which Shelley had powerful but

not very precise ideas Demogorgon’s part m Prometheus Un-

bound is central, but it requires examination before we see what

it means

In Act III Demogoigon appears before Jupiter, who asks him

his name He answers

Eternity Demand no direr name

Tins does not make things much clearer '‘Eternity'” is too am-

biguous a word to provide an exact clue, and the hint of a “direr

name” suggests that Demogorgon stands for more than at the

moment he is willing to say If we take “eternity7” to mean endless

time, the words must signify that m the course of time evil will

be destroyed, and such an idea would certainly have appealed to

Shelley in Ins youth when he believed m the automatic ameliora-

tion of human life But we may doubt if he still believed in this

when he wrote Prometheus Unbound, and anyhow “eternity” is

not a way to speak of a period of time which, however long, is

none the less finite If, on the other hand, we take “eternity7” to

mean those eternal things which are ahvays present in the full

scheme of being, the words are more to the point In that case,

Shelley suggests that there are indestructible forces in the uni-

verse which will, sooner or later, overcome evil What these

forces are may be seen from Act II, scene 3, when Asia and
Panthea come to a pinnacle of rock among the mountains, and
Panthca savs
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Hither the sound has borne us — to the realm

Of Demogorgon, and the mighty portal,

Like a volcano's meteor-breathing chasm,

Whence the oracular vapour is hurled up

Which lonely men dnnh wandering in their youth.

And call truth, virtue, love, genius, or joy,

That maddening wine of life, whose dregs they drain

To deep intoxication, and uplift

Like Maenads who cry loud, Evoe’ Evoe 1

Demogorgon is m some sense the spirit of life, and especially of

that spiritual energy which is displayed m “truth, virtue, love,

genius, or io\
’ No wonder that it is hard to find, and that Shelley

makes the search for it more mysterious through the voices which

smg to Asia and Panthea of the deep downward path which they

must take to it Indeed, Shelley’s imagery of a journey into the

bowels of the earth hints that this spirit lies at the centre of being

and can be found onl\ b\ devotion and inspiration Asia and

Panthea who arc Lore and Faith, are able to find it because they

hold the lc\s to the mjstery of life

The power which dethrones the principle of evil is the prin-

ciple of life which asserts itself and breaks its imprisoning bonds

In this conception Shelley uses certain ideas cvhich meant much

to him In the first place, he believed that in the end evil is con-

quered because it breeds its own opposite In Act I he shows what

this means As Prometheus hangs in chains on his rock, he is

deepb troubled b\ the images ol cruelty and evil which have

ittacked him He hears Spirits singing, and they comfort him

with the reminder that, though dark forces mav be in the ascend

•mt the human soul is not quenched but remains faithful to its

heroic endear ours

From uwtmembered ages we
GentL guid.s ard guardians be

O r
h< wen-nppres ed mortaht'
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Then the four Spirits sing m turn of soldiers who die for some

high cause on the battlefield, of sailors drowned in saving die

lives of others, of the sage studying at night, and of the poet who

creates "forms more real dian living man ” These are examples

of the living forces which not only refuse to submit to evil but are

even brought into action by opposition to it They illustrate the

"deep intoxication” which men find m Demogorgon’s cave from

the spirit which is the spirit of life because in it life is more active

and more abundant than m any odier manifestation When
Demogorgon dethrones his father, Jupiter, die spirit of life con-

quers the spirit of destruction, to which it largely owes its exist-

ence

In the second place, Shelley had absorbed from Plato the

idea of a world-soul So far from thinking that the sum of things

can be divided into spirit and matter, he held that matter does not

exast and that spirit is the only reality that nature is no less alive

than man and has, like him, a soul For Shellev the earth and

everything in it are alive and directed by an immanent principle

of life That is why the persons of Prometheus Unbound include

not merely embodiments of human forces but natural things like

Earth and Ocean, who speak their own appropriate words and

take part m the action Just as the Greeks saw living spirits in the

physical world and had their gods of earth and sea, so Shelley

believes that everything that exists is alive and manifests the in-

fluence of some central directing power His Demogorgon rises

from this belief He lives at the centre of the w'orld because he is

die principle of the life which extends beyond human beings to

all existing things A power so \ast cannot be defined closelv, it

must be understood through die imagination, and that is why
Shelley stresses its mystery and its invincible strength When
Asia and Pamliea go in search of it, diey hear a Semichorus ol

Spirits singing of a pow'er which draw's all after it, and them-

selves follow die irresistible summons
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There those enchanted eddies play

Of echoes, music tongued, which draw,

By Demogorgon’s mighty law,

With melting rapture, or sweet awe.

All spirits on that secret way,

As inland boats are driven to Ocean

Down streams made strong with mountain-thaw

The “mighty law” which draws the spirit along unknown paths

comes from the living soul of the universe and its commands

cannot but be obeyed

Prometheus Unbound dramatizes the defeat of evil by the

spirit of life Shelley was not shy of so enormous a subject and

was ready with his own solution for the problems which it raises

This is, as we might expect, quite simple evil is subdued through

lore The idea is de\ eloped with elaborate poetry and is responsi-

ble for much that is most attractive in the poem In Act I it is

introduced when Prometheus sees the vision of Christ, the type

of all who suffer for love, hut is hardly able to endure the sight

because of all the cv d that has been committed m Christ’s name

Remit the anguish of that lighted stare,

Close those wan lips, let that thorn-wounded brow

Stream not with blood, it mingles with thy tears*

I~i\ fi\ those tortured orbs in peace and death,

So th\ sic! throes shake not that crucifix,

So those pale fingers play not with thy gore

O, horrible' Th\ name I wall not speak,

It hath become a curse

Prometheus who at this stage is unable to face what Christ’s

sufferings have brought to man, represents the spirit which is

unab'e to understand the true nature of love because of the false

associations attached to it In this scene Shellev puts something

from his o T n c'-penence In his vouth he denounced not only

Chr" umw but Christ, whom in Queen Mab he calls a “mahg
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nant soul ” In Prometheus he has passed beyond that and found

m Christ a type of those who suffer because they love He shows

how Prometheus, who represents human reason at its noblest,

begins by bemg unable to understand what love really is

The hmt thus given is soon developed In the same scene the

First Spirit, which sings of death on the battlefield, closes the

song with the words

And one sound, above, around,

One sound beneath, around, above,

Was moving, ’twas the soul of love

Twas the hope, the prophecy,

Which begins and ends m thee

Other examples of loving sacrifice are presented, and then the

whole Chorus draws the conclusion

In the atmosphere we breathe,

As buds grow red when the snow-storms flee,

From spnng gathering up beneath,

Whose mild wands shake the elder brake,

And the wandenng herdsmen know
That the white-thom soon wall blow

Wisdom, Justice, Love, and Peace,

When they struggle to increase,

Are to us as soft wands be

To shepherd boys, the prophecy

Which begins and ends in thee

The words are addressed to Prometheus, in him the prophecy is

to begin and end, and the prophecy is of love Once human good-

ness is awTare of love and touched by it, marvellous things may
happen, and this is the directing idea of Act I After this, love

aw’ahcs in ^sia, or rather awakes again after manv vears Her
love for Prometheus begins with a dream of him and ends m a

splendid scene m which she sings of the power which carries her
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ofF to the music of unseen spirits And this is the signal and the

occasion for the release of the forces which are to dethrone evil

The moment when Asia realizes her love for Prometheus is the

moment when spirits set forth in chariots drawn by winged horses

to conquer the shy This is the crisis to which Shelley gives an

almost mjstical significance When love and reason are united,

cv il is doomed

In love Shelley finds much more than a power which sets

reason to work When Asia and Panthea question Dcmogorgon

about the go\ emment of the world, though he answers that "the

deep truth is imageless’’ and cannot be told, he adds

For what would it a\ail to bid thee gaze

On the resolving world? What to bid speak

Fate, Time, Occasion, Chance, and Change? To these

All things arc subject but eternal Love

1 his is Shellcv’s revised version of his old belief that everything

is governed In mechanical laws These law's indeed exist, but love

is outside them ind above them It stands in its own category and

is a principle ol action subject to nothing but itself This is of

course much rrore than even Plato attributed to love It is Slid

lev’s mature conception of the loree which lie had once seen at

vvorl in tin physical universe and now saw at work in the realm

of spirit 1 Ins is the ‘ Life of Liie” of which a Voice sings when

Ami prepares to join Prometheus — the central, creating, inspir

ing principle which sustains all life and without which even

i.oodness is not enough It is not surprising that, when Shellcv

wishes to celebrate it he finds hard to express in precise words its

mining for him but, as Tennvson said of him, “seems to go up

and lurM V et this song which is given pride of place at the

mam erms of the poem, has its own mysterious splendour and

‘‘bvvs \ hat Shcllev felt about this vision which provided him

wrb ah that was most important in his philosophy
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Child of Light’ thy limbs are burning

Thro’ the test which seems to hide them,

As the radiant lines of morning

Thro’ the clouds ere they divide them,

And this atmosphere dranest

Shrouds thee wheresoe’er thou shinest

Fair are others, none beholds thee,

But thy \ oice sounds low and tender

Like the fairest, for it folds thee

From the sight, that liquid splendour,

And all feel, yet see thee never,

As I feel now, lost for ever’

When Shelley tried to reduce his most essential convictions to

order, he found that it was almost impossible He could do no

more than hint at a radiance so dazzling that he could hardly

look at it

The material which Shelley put into Prometheus Unbound
requires a special kind of treatment The abstract ideas which

meant so much to him and had for him an almost personal exist-

ence could be presented only in symbols and images On this he

has something to say m his Preface

The imager)' which I have employed wall be found, in many in

stances, to have been drawn from the operations of the human mind,

or from those external actions by which thev are expressed

He goes on to claim the precedents of Dante and Shakespeare

and above all of tbe Greek poets It is east' to illustrate what he

means from many passages m the Prometheus For instance,

when Asia addresses the spring she compares a physical event to

mental events and their manifestations

From all the blasts of heaven thou hast descended

Yes, like a spmt like a thought, which make:.
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Unwonted tears throng to the horn) ejcs

And beatings haunt the desolated heart.

Which should have learnt repose

Tins is in its way comparable to what Homer does when he says

that a ship is "swift as a thought ” But it is difficult not to see

more in Shelley’s claim than this and not to connect his reference
/

to the example of Greek poets with some words which Mary

Shelley records from a manuscript booh of his

In the Greek Shakespeare, Sophocles, we find the image,

$ ocouq eXOovTa <ppov-rtSoq rkavou;

A line of almost unfathomable depth of poetry, yet how simple are

the images in which it is arrayed,

Coming to many ti ays m the wanderings of careful thought 1

What a picture docs this line suggest of the mind as a wilder

new of intncatL piths wide as the universe, which is here made its

Manbol a world within i world, which he, who seeks some knovvl

idgc with respect to what he ought to do, searches throughout, as he

would ccarch the extern ll universe for some valued thing which was

hidden from lum upon the surface -

The line of Sophocles, in which Shelley finds so nch a meaning,

illustrates the other side of the process illustrated by Asia’s speech

Jus f as she compares visible things to invisible, so Sophocles com-

pare^ invisible to visible and thereby gives them a far greater

eogenev and clantv And this is what Shelley himself does Just

^ Snphxtas suggests that the mind of Oedipus is a universe, so

Shellcv presents his own thoughts as a universe It is true that he

attaches great importance to them and expects all men to accept

them but his mediod is none the less what he praises in Sopho-

He guts to his mental world a more or less visible form and

the xne time makes it clear that it is still mental In Prome

t\ LJi 1 i
7 Shellev tned to provide his radiant ideas with a
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particular shape no less radiant In this he set himself a task such

as no other poet of his time did on anything like the same scale,

and his efforts to surmount the difficulties of such an enterprise

are an illuminating commentary on its nature

In the first place, since Shelley embodies abstract ideas in his

figures and events, we are apt to press every detail of what he says

and to relate everything to his mam theme Nor is this always

wrong Many of his details are indeed relevant to his mam themes

in that they increase their poetical appeal Take for instance the

lines which Asia speaks at the end of Act II

My soul is an enchanted boat,

Which, like a sleeping swan, doth float

Upon the silver waves of thy sweet singing,

And thine doth like an angel sit

Beside a helm conducting it,

Whilst all die winds with melody are nnging

It seems to float ever, for ever,

Upon diat many-winding nver,

Between mountains, woods, abysses,

A paradise of wildernesses 1

The theme is die progress of the soul in love, and it is presented

in a highly imaginative way Of course, we must not examine die

details separately as if each stood for some special stage or ele-

ment in the experience, but the whole idea of the enchanted

journey is apt and illuminating The impression of enchanting

music and of irresistible motion is essential to the picture The
intellectual idea has been fused with the images, and the result

is that the idea has a new7 appeal

Shelley, howexer, could not always do this, or at least his

imager) is not always so close to the point There is in Prome-

theus Unbound much descnpUon of natural scenery, and we
might think diat Shelley indulges lus love of it for its own sake,

with the justifiable excuse that it adds to die beauty and the

reality of Ins poem He is hardly to be blamed if not all the details
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are equall) relevant to Ins directing ideas Yet when vve look more

closel), we see that on the whole Shelley does more than this,

that his descriptions arc in fact relevant because they set a tone

or create an atmosphere A good example comes from Act II when

Asia speaks of the dawn

The point of one white star is quivering still

Deep in the orange light of widening mom
Bejond the purple mountains thro’ a chasm

Of wind-divided mist the darker lake

Reflects it now it wanes it gleams again

As the waves fade, and as the burning threads

Of woven cloud unravel m pale air

Tis lost' and thro’ )on peaks of cloudhke snow

The roseate sun light quivers hear I not

The ./Cohan mu<uc of her sea-green plumes

Winnowing the cnmson dawn?

This is a pcrfecth real dawn and may be enjoyed as such, but it

is also symbolical The dawn is in the world and m the soul, and

it has the same character in both To show what it means for the

soul, Shellcv uses the language appropriate to a visible scene, and

we should not attempt to interpret each detail allegorically but

respond to tht whole effect and see what the awakening of the

soul incans

\ second problem which Shelley had to face was that of re

latmg his abvract ideas to human experience and human feelings

For him, of course, the vast causes which obsessed him were the

causes of hurrumtv, and his belief in them was accompanied by

a real compassion for the dark condition of man But since he

lived so much among abstractions and found so celestial a glory in

them mere v as a danger diat his poetry would lose touch with

life and confine itself to a Platonic heaven Nor does Shelley

a'v avs a v o d tins There are moments when his ideas are so

di’pharm- tint they elude us, at least as real experience But at

e 1 er ti^es Shel'ev’s compassion takes control and gives a warm
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humanity to his poetry, and it is interesting to note that when

this happens he tends to abandon symbols and becomes almost

realistic in his presentation of actual facts He does indeed in-

dulge m wide generalities, but he could hardly do otherwise,

since the whole of history is his subject, but his strong convic-

tions male these generalities live His compassion For the per-

secuted and the oppressed inspires some of the finest lines which

he ever wrote, as when Prometheus tells the Fury of the doom

which befalls the vase and the just

Some hunted by foul lies from their heart’s home,

An early-chosen, late-lamented home,

As hooded ounces cling to the dnven hind,

Some linked to corpses m unwholesome cells

Some — Hear I not the multitude laugh loud? —
Impaled in hngenng fire and mighty realms

Float by my feet, like sea-uprooted isles,

Whose sons are kneaded down in common blood

By the red light of their own burning homes

In this passage, and m others like it, Shelley shows the human
feelings implicit in his abstract notions The deliverance of hu-

manity was for him a real and urgent question which aroused his

finest emotions Such passages may stand out with a particular

emphasis in the general texture of the poem and have a different

kind of appeal from the rest, but because Shelley’s human feel-

ings are intimately related to his ideas, the mo kinds of poetry are

not discordant but combined in a single harmony

A third problem which such a poem as the Prohietheus raises

is how much should be put into it Shelley evidently believed that

lie was writing a great philosophical poem and poured into it all

lus most imaginative and danng speculations His mam scheme is

clear and simple, but there are moments when his originality has
led critics to think that he has gone too far and allowed his in-

terest in plulosoplw or science to cam him awa\ from his main
theme A signal case of this is alleged m Act IV when lone and
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are equally relevant to Ins directing ideas Yet when we look more

closely, we see that on the whole Shelley does more than this,

that his descriptions are m fact relevant because they set a tone

or create an atmosphere A good example comes from Act II when

Asia speaks of the dawn

The point of one white star is quivering still

Deep in the orange light of widening mom
Beyond the purple mountains thro’ a chasm

Of wind-divided mist the darker lake

Reflects it now it wanes it gleams again

As the waves fade, and as the burning threads

Of woven cloud unravel in pale air

'Tis lost 1 and thro’ yon peaks of cloudlike snow

The roseate sun-light quivers hear I not

The Aeolian music of her sea-green plumes

Winnowing the cnmson dawn?

This is a perfecdy real dawn and may be enjoyed as such, but it

is also symbolical The dawn is in the world and in the soul, and

it has the same character in both To show what it means for the

soul, Shelley uses the language appropriate to a visible scene, and

we should not attempt to interpret each detail allegorically but

respond to the whole effect and see what the awakening of the

soul means

A second problem which Shelley had to face was that of re-

lating his abstract ideas to human expenence and human feelings

For him, of course, the vast causes which obsessed him were the

causes of humanity, and his belief m them was accompanied by

a real compassion for the dark condition of man But since he

lived so much among abstractions and found so celestial a glory in

them, there was a danger that his poetry would lose touch with

life and confine itself to a Platonic heaven Nor does Shelley

always avoid this There are moments when his ideas are so

diaphanous that they elude us, at least as real expenence But at

other times Shelley's compassion takes control and gives a warm
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humanity to lus poetry, and it is interesting to note that when

this happens he tends to abandon symbols and becomes almost

realistic m lus presentation of actual facts He does indeed in-

dulge m wide generalities, but he could hardly do otherwise,

since die whole of history is his subject, but his strong convic-

tions make these generalities live His compassion for the per-

secuted and the oppressed inspires some of the finest lines which

he ever mote, as when Prometheus tells the Fury of the doom

which befalls the wise and the just

Some hunted by foul lies from their heart’s home,

An early-chosen, late-lamented home,

As hooded ounces cling to the dnven hind,

Some linked to corpses m unwholesome cells

Some — Hear I not the multitude laugh loud? —
Impaled m hngenng fire and mighty realms

Float by my feet, like sea-uprooted isles,

Whose sons are kneaded down in common blood

By the red light of dieir own burning homes

In dus passage, and m odiers like it, Shelley shows die human
feelings implicit m his abstract notions The deliverance of hu-

manity was for him a real and urgent question which aroused his

finest emotions Such passages may stand out with a particular

emphasis m the general texture of the poem and hate a different

kind of appeal from the rest, but because Shelley’s human feel-

ings are intimately related to his ideas, the tt\ o kinds of poetry are

not discordant but combined m a single harmony

A third problem which such a poem as the Prohietheus raises

is how much should be put into it Shellet evidently believed that

he was writing a great philosophical poem and poured into it all

Ins most imaginative and daring speculations His main scheme is

clear and simple, but there are moments when lus originality has

led critics to think that he has gone too far and allowed Ins in-

terest in plnlosopht or science to carry him av at from his main
theme A signal case of this is alleged in Act IV, when lone and
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Panthea see bewildering Forms m a forest, and these are thought

to represent Shelley’s scientific notions One is a crescent chanot,

and its driver is described in detail as having a white face, white

feathers, a white body, and white hair

yet its two eyes are heavens

Of liquid darkness, which the Deity

Within seems pounng

The second is more complex

A sphere, which is as many thousand spheres,

Solid as crystal, yet through all its mass

Flow, as through empty space, music and light

Ten thousand orbs involving and involved,

Purple and azure, white and green and golden,

Sphere within sphere

These two visions are certainly mysterious, and it is something

of a relief to be told that m the first Shelley depicts electricity and

m the second Davy’s theory of the “dance of matter ” If, however,

dns is the whole truth, Shelley has wandered far from his ideal

subject and involved himself m not very relevant topics But this

is not necessarily the complete answer Shelley was interested in

scientific speculations, and no doubt makes use of them here But

he transforms them to suit his own system They concern, m his

view, not matter but spirit He bnngs into his poem not physical

phenomena but spiritual forces at work m the living world For

him even electricity was an activity of the world-soul

On the other hand, the kind of poetry which Shelley wrote

sometimes raised technical problems for which he found no com-

plete solution In the first place, the task of translating abstract

ideas into images is full of traps, and Shelley did not always see

all the dangers One reason for this was that, perhaps despite him-

self, he had certain notions fixed in his mind which warred with

those which are important m his poem A special case is his atti
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tude towards Jupiter In the mam scheme Jupiter is the power

of evil m the world and especially in the human soul How evil

he is Shelley shows by many moving passages on die miser)’

caused to humanity by hatred, ignorance, cruelty, and fear For

such a principle Shelley had nothing hut hostility, but his pres-

entation of it is clouded by something else In his youth he had

claimed diat God is evil, and dns conviction is not quite absent

from Prometheus Unbound At times Jupiter appears to be not an

ultimate and hideous principle of evil but a deity who has to be

fought as a personal enemy Thus, in Act I, Prometheus with-

draws his curse on Jupiter, and in so doing shows his generous

character and foreshadows the ultimate triumph of love His rea-

sons for dns are that the only way to treat an enemy is to forgive

him No doubt Shelley believed that this was right, but he was

wrong to apply this belief to an enemy who is not a person but

die very principle of evil This, as Shelley well knew, should not

and will not be defeated by forgiveness In making his myth

dramatic, Shelley has for die moment forgotten what his Jupiter

really represents, and die result is a confusion in the scheme of

the poem

A second difficulty in Prometheus Unbound is that some-

times it is not clear whedier Shelley speaks literally or symbol-

ically Though most of die action is symbolical, the actual con-

summation which he foresees takes place m the familiar W’orld

Shelley clearly washes to he taken literally when the Spirit of the

Hour foretells the brodierhood of free men, or when Asia de-

scribes the limitless possibilities which are now’ open to human
endeavour But there aie other times when we are uncertain

whether etents which take place on earth are intended to be
taken htcrsllv or not He makes Earth foresee a change in her
actual condition, when there will be everlasting spring, and all

noisome and dangerous dungs will lose their power to harm Nor
is this expressed vaguely, as if it were a hint of a new spirit in

man, hut with a definiteness of detail which suggests an actual

change m plnsical nature, as when the Spirit of the Earth tells
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how she has seen birds eating deadly nightshade without being

harmed Now, if this is symbolical, it fails in its effect, for we

inevitably feel that it is intended to be real It is at least possible

that Shelley intended it to be taken literally and foresaw a change

in the conditions of life, because in his view all physical things

are really spiritual It is not necessary to criticize the validity of

this belief, but it remains true that m presenting a matter of this

kind he should have put his meaning beyond doubt

A third difficulty rises from the nature of Shelley’s subject

and the form m which he presented it No one would expect a

lyrical drama to be as rich in thrills and action as other lands of

drama, but at least we expect it to be m some sense dramatic, to

portray actions which are in themselves exciting and which make

us respond to the expectations and anxieties that belong to drama

In his own way Shelley sometimes does this, but not always In-

deed, the greatest failure m the poem is the scene which might

have been the most dramatic, the actual dethronement of Jupiter

by Demogorgon An event of such wide import and such dra-

matic possibilities might, we may well think, have been enriched

with more than a short colloquy which leads to the immediate

collapse and surrender of Jupiter But it looks as if this method

were forced on Shelley by his metaphysical plan Since Jupiter

must inevitably succumb to the spirit of life, no real conflict is

possible, and his fall must have this undramatic character. All

that Shelley can do is to draw a fine picture of the fate which

awaits Jupiter after his fall, and this is not drama but description

Again, the whole of Act IV is nothing but a senes of magnificent

songs accompanied by no action, and for all dramatic purposes

the action closes with the end of Act III Yet Act IV is necessary

to Shelley’s design if he is to say all that he has in mind about

the vanous spintual forces which govern life Prometheus is so

much a drama of ideas that it has no very great place for action

and the dramatic interest is continually sacnficed to other, more

urgent needs

The events of Prometheus Unhound take place m so rarefied
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and so unfamiliar an atmosphere that we hardly relate them to

historical time or ash when the consummation which Shelley

describes is going to tahe place Indeed, the question might well

hare meant htde to him None the less, it is reasonable to ash

whether Shelley beheied that such a consummation was lihely

or possible In his early years Shelley, under Godwin’s influence,

believed m the perfectibility of man In Queen Mob he assumes

that reason must triumph and that it will bnng wealth and

liberty, abolish hunger and poverty, mahe the earth supply all

human needs, and assuage the sting of death In Prometheus Un-

bound this mechanical process has been discarded, and whether

tilings get better or not depends on the finer forces of human

nature and especially love, as Mary Shelley says m her notes

The prominent feature of Shelley's theory of the destiny of the

human species was, that evil is not inherent m the system of the

creation, but an accident that might be expelled Shelley be-

lieved that mankind had only to will that there should be no evil,

and there would be none 8

""There is no reason to doubt that Maty Shelley reports her hus-

band’s views faithfully, but she leaves the most important ques-

tion unanswered Of course Shelley thought that mankind had

only to will that “there should be no evil,” but did he think this

at all likely -1 In other words, is Prometheus Unbound a prophecy

of something which is likely to happen, or is it a summons to

men to destroy evil by exerting reason and lore- The two in-

terpretations are quite different, and our acceptance of the one

or the other Mill determine our view of Shelley’s purpose in ant-

ing lire poem

The answer is to he found m the closing scene After wild

\ tsions of an increased life and a greater unity between man and
nature, after the songs of Spirits and Hours about the new world

Much awaits men, after the love-duet of the Moon and the Earth

which tol,ens a qrcator harmom m the world soul Shcllea comes
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down again to something more like fact and makes Demogorgon

address Prometheus and deliver a solemn warning He hints that

not only is there no end to evil but that evil is even necessary to

create goodness, and die highest goodness lies in an unending

struggle There can be no doubt about the importance of these

words, coming as they do at the very last and addressed as they

are by the principle of life to the principle of goodness

Gentleness, Virtue, Wisdom, and Endurance,

These are the seals of that most firm assurance

Which bars the pit over Destruction’s strength,

And if, with infirm hand, Eternity,

Mother of many acts and hours, should free

The serpent that would clasp her with his length,

These are the spells by which to re-assume

An empire o’er the disentangled doom

To suffer woes which Hope thinks infinite,

To forgive wrongs darker than death or night,

To defy Power, which seems omnipotent,

To love, and bear, to hope till Hope creates

From its own wreck the thing it contemplates,

Neither to change, nor falter, nor repent,

This, like thy glory, Titan, is to be

Good, great and jovous, beautiful and free,

This is alone Life, Joy, Empire, and Victory

It is true that m the context Shelley suggests that this reappear-

ance of evil is a possibility in a remote future, but the strength

and sincerity of his words leave no doubt that this struggle is

both what he know's m the existing w'orld and what he expects

to continue in it, since through it man achieves the highest per-

fection of which he is capable

Prometheus Unbound is not a prophecy but a challenge It

is concerned not with events m time but w'lth the eternal situa-

tion of man and the universe Shelley w'as always seeking for a
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single abiding reality behind the multiplicity of transient things,

and his mmd turned naturally to the universal and the permanent

whose faint reflections he saw in the phenomenal world For him

poetry was the only way in which to grasp this ultimate reality,

because it must be understood not through the intellect but

through the imagination It follows that in nearly all his poetry,

but above all in Prometheus Unbound, we are brought into close

touch with what Shelley means by the imagination, the inspired

insight into "the very image of life expressed in its eternal truth”

and “those forms which are common to universal nature and

existence
” 4 Because he believed this, Shelley wrote as he did,

not merely refusing to polish his texts, because they represented

for him the uncontammated messages of inspiration, but placing

his mam emphasis on that eternal sphere m which his spirit was

at home Few men share to the full the philosophy which Shelley

made part of his being For most of us the world of abstractions

is duller and dimmer than the visible world, and what is true of

most men is true also of poets Mystics have indeed the gift of

making their transcendental experience real to us through the

intensity' of their vision But Shelley was not a mystic He was

a metaphysician, and that is the secret both of his strength and

of his limitations At times he seems to pass into spheres so rare-

fied that we cannot follow him and to become

The loftiest star of unascended heaven

Pinnacled dim in the intense mane

But that is not so much his fault as ours His triumph is that at

other times, through the enchantment which his poem sets on
us, we are able to explore regions of which he is the discoverer

and almost the onlv denizen, and to know in his compam the

delights of a condition in which the old quarrel of poetrv and
plnlosophv is healed and the pallid abstractions of anahtical

thought take on the glow and the glora of usible things
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ODE ON A GRECIAN URN
a prxl and May 1819 were perhaps the most remarkable

A period of Keats’ creative life, remarkable not so much for

1. the quantity of his work as for its quality In these months

he wrote ‘‘La Belle Dame sans Merci,” the "Ode to Psyche,”

the “Ode to a Nightingale," and the “Ode on a Grecian Urn
”

In these poems he found his true voice and the perfection which

he had been seeking It was an astonishing outburst, and it came

all the more unaccountably since, m the preceding months of

February and March, Keats had written very little In February

he temporarily abandoned Hyperion because, as he wrote to his

brother George, “to tell the truth I have not been m great cue

for waiting lately,”
1 and he left "The Eve of St Mark” unfin-

ished When his inspiration returned m April, it was not a case

of continuing something already begun The great odes were a

new venture unlike anything that Keats had hitherto done, and

he conducted it in a new spirit As he says of the “Ode to Psyche,”

"This I have done leisurely — I think it reads the more nchly

for it and will I hope encourage me to write other things in even

a more peaceable and healthy spirit
” 2

If the “Ode to Psyche”

was the first of the odes to be written, Keats’ hopes were realized

The odes which follow certainly “read the more nchly” for the

care which has gone to their composition and for the selection

and concentration of imaginative expenence in them In them

Keats eames out the prescnption for poetry which he gave to

Shelley* and loads ever)' nft of his subject with ore

This sudden flowenng of genius is of course inexplicable,

but at least it show s how strange are the reactions of the creative

spirit to circumstances In the spnng of 1819 Keats had received
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more than his fair share of blows from fortune He was only

twenty-three years old, and his happiness was menaced from sev-

eral quarters In the preceding June his brother, George, who

had been “more than a brother” to him and his "greatest friend ,” 4

had emigrated with his wife to America In December his other

brother, Thomas, whom he loved no less than George, died On
Christmas Day Keats had indeed become betrothed to Fanny

Bran ne, but, however we may judge her feelings for him and his

feelings for her, it is clear enough that their relations were not a

source of strength and encouragement to him And lastly, the

symptoms of Ins fatal illness, which had appeared in the pre-

ceding September, returned m February and were with him m-

termittendy m the spring and summer of 1819 Though as yet

he had no suspicion of their deadly menace, they cannot but have

depressed his spirits and lowered his vitality In such conditions

Keats might not be expected to start on a new form of poetry' and

to give to it an unprecedented richness Yet this is what hap-

pened, and it is only another example of the unaccountable ways

m which die creative spirit works Perhaps somednng is due to

the famous walk and talk which Keats had with Coleridge on

April 1 ith, when Coleridge spoke, among other topics, of “Night-

ingales, Poetry — on Poetical Sensation — Metaphysics
" 5 Mr

Id W Garrod has persuasively argued diat this talk contained

the first germ of the “Ode to a Nightingale,” 0 and if that is so,

the other odes may indirectly trace their descent from it But the

talk can have done no more than set Keats’ genius to i\orh He
was ready for a new venture, and, once die creative fit began,

he owed little to Coleridge

The “Ode on a Grecian Urn” invites special consideration

among Keats’ odes for two reasons First, it is his maturest, almost

final word on the wsion of Hellas which he first discovered

through Lcmpriere’s Classical Dictionary, Chapman’s Homer
and the Elgin marbles Secondh, alone among the odes it has
been interpreted in quite different wavs It is true that Keats
himself thought that poems should explain diemsehes without
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comment, but m this case he did not succeed m his aim The

"Ode on a Grecian Urn” calls for comment because its meaning

and its purpose have been variously interpreted and variously

judged For this Keats is not entirely responsible Most of us

know the Ode so well that we do not trouble to ask carefully

what it means, and, if we do ask, we try to force its meaning to

fit our own convictions What was perfectly clear to Keats is not

so clear to us because we do not share all his ideas, and m our

conceit we assume that his most pondered conclusions about his

life-work must somehow agree with our own
The tide of the Ode suggests that Keats had in mind a par-

ticular work of Greek art, which he first describes, then inter-

prets But no Greek um has been discovered which corresponds

with that which Keats describes We must look at his words and

see what he had in mind His description is quite clear His um
is of marble, and we may infer that the scenes on it are carved

in relief

with brede

Of marble men and maidens overwrought

These scenes are two and separate The one, described m the first

three stanzas, is of a "mad pursuit,” m which a youth pipes un-

der a tree while another youth pursues a maiden The other

scene is of a sacrificial procession, in which a priest leads a gar-

landed heifer to a “gTeen altar” and is followed by a company

of pious worshippers The two scenes may be complementary,

but they are not united Their spirit and their temper are differ-

ent, and in them Keats anticipates Nietzsche’s famous analysis of

the Greek genius into the Dionysian and the Apollonian ele-

ments, ecstatic excitement and luminous order Now it is clear

that, if Keats descnbes a marble vase, it must be of the neo-Attic

kind which had so wade a vogue in the Greco-Roman world

Marble \ases of the earlier periods are very rare, and it is most

unlikely that Keats ever saw one But the difficulty anses that
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these neo-Attic marble vases portray not two separate scenes, as

do black-figured and red-figured vases of the classical age, but a

single scene which goes round the circumference and makes a

continuous design Keats indeed seems to have known this pecu-

liarity of Greek marble vases and to have touched on it m his

"Ode on Indolence,” when he says of three figures which haunt

him,

They pass’d, like figures on a marble um,

When shifted round to see the other side,

They came again, as when the um once more

Is shifted round, the first seen shades return

The word “return” suggests a circular pattern going round the

vase But tins is not what Keats has in mind in the "Ode on a

Grecian Um ” His marble um has two separate scenes Such an

object cannot have been known to him, and the Um of his Ode

must in some sense be an invention of his fancy

We are fortunate in being able to identify' some of the ele-

ments from which Keats constructed his imaginary' Um His

friend, Charles Wentworth Dilke, told his grandson, Sir Charles

Dilke, that a tracing of a marble um had been made by Keats

Tins survives m Rome m the house on die Piazza di Spagna

where Keats died It was made from a book, published in 1804

by F and P Piranesi, called Les Monuments antiques chi Musee

Napoleon, with engravings by Thomas Piroli The engraving

which Keats copied is of one side of a marble \ase made by the

sculptor Sosibios and still to be seen in the Louvre In the frieze

on this vase the central point is an altar which is approached

from each side by four figures The nearest to the altar on the left

brings or drags a kid Behind it are a woman pla\ing the lyre and
a man playing the flute On the right side are an old man, a \oung
man, and two female figures In general, the scene bears some
resemblance to diat of the sacrifice in the Ode The \ anous fig

ures may ha\c suggested to Keats the “pious folk” who come
from the little towm, and there are undeniably an animal and an
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altar But the resemblances cease at this point The kid is not a

heifer and is not so much led as dragged, its flanks are dressed

with no garlands, it is dragged not by a priest but by a female

with a bow, presumably a goddess, and the altar is not in any

sense green or even rustic, but an architectural construction of

stone or marble Though Keats knew this vase and may have de-

rived some ideas from it, it cannot have been his only source, and

his poem is far from bemg a description of it

A second vase, also m the Louvre, may have performed a

similar service for Keats’ scene of pursuit and revelry It too is

of marble and of the same type as the vase of Sosibios Keats may

have seen a picture of it m G B Piranesi’s book on vases, can-

delabra, and so forth, published in 1778 This vase shows a D10-

nysiac scene of ten figures, and among them are some relevant

to Keats’ Ode — a man playing the flute, a woman with a timbrel,

a nearly naked man laying hold of a woman’s dress as he pursues

her The general temper certainly agrees with Keats’ words

What men or gods are these? What maidens loth?

What mad pursuit? What struggle to escape?

What pipes and timbrels? What wild ecstasy?

The vase also provides sufficient justification for the trees under

which Keats’ flute-player stands, m the pattern of a vine which

surmounts the whole carved company There are, it is true, other

figures of whom Keats says nothing, but the three essential figures

of the flute-player, the lover, and the pursued maiden are present

If Keats derived some elements of his sacrifice from the Sosibios

vase, he may have derived part of his revelry from this other vase

In his ideal Urn he kept the two scenes apart both m design and

m spirit, and created an imaginary work of art which goes beyond

the limitations of the marble vases which he knew from the

illustrations of the Piranesis

If these two neo-Attic marble vases provided Keats with the

first crude material for his imaginary Urn, he treated them with

considerable freedom He retained certain themes which ap-
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pealed to him and discarded the rest Nor is it perhaps foolish to

think that in his selection of themes Keats was guided by his

instinct for Hellenic things away from the Greco-Roman world

to the art of Athens m the fifth century b c If the groups of

figures which he imagines have an affinity' with the designs of

Attic artists of the great age, it is not entirely an accident Keats,

as a famous sonnet shows, was well acquainted with the Elgin

marbles, and it is unlikely that m creating an imaginary work of

Greek art he did not, consciously or unconsciously, owe some-

thing to these relics of "Grecian grandeur ” The balance and the

harmony of their design are beyond the reach of Sosibios or any

other neo-Attic sculptor, and it is tempting to think that Keats,

with his unfailing eye for a beautiful object, was inspired by this

Phidian art to simplify the scenes of revelry7 and sacrifice which

he knew from the Piranesis’ illustrations Indeed, at one point

we can almost see how the process worked Keats says

To what green altar, O mystenous pnest,

Lead’st thou that heifer lowing at the skies -1

On the Sosibios vase there is, as we have seen, no pnest, and the

sacnficial kid can hardly be said to be led or to be lowing Keats

seems to have fused two impressions into one the dragged kid

of the vase and the lowing oxen led by priests on the southern

frieze of the Parthenon For that these oxen are intended to be

lowing is indicated by their upturned heads Keats mav hate

marked this, and then the alchemy of creatne genius transmuted

two visual memones into one perfect effect

The memories which Keats retained of these Greek monu-
ments wrere gradually refined and changed until the\ found their

final form in the "Ode on a Grecian Um ” Mastenous as the

piocess is by which a poet stores lus impressions and slowly ma-
tures them, we can m this case discern some of the steps in Keats’

piogrcss from his first knowledge of these Greel a^orks of art to

bis picscntation m the Ode of themes drawn from them In Bool
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I of Endymion there is an elaborate account of a rustic sacrifice

conducted by a "venerable priest” and attended by shepherds and

country maidens It is possible that Keats misinterpreted the fig-

ure on the right of the altar on the Sosibios vase and thought

that what is really Mercury with his wand was a shepherd with

his crook Be this as it may, the scene of sacrifice was already

lively in Keats’ mind an the spring of 1 8
1 7 In Endymion he gives

to it the crowded activity which he found on the Sosibios vase

and later excluded from the Ode He still operates on a wide

stage with a large number of characters Even so, some of the

details have already begun to be transformed For instance,

though the altar on the Sosibios vase is unadorned, in Endymion

There stood a marble altar, with a tress

Of flowers budded newly (I, 90-91)

A year later the whole picture is greatly simplified m Keats’ mind

In his poetical epistle to J H Reynolds, written m March 1818,

he meditates on the ugly visions which haunt him and thinks of

other more fortunate men who see visions of more charming

scenes, among which is a sacrifice which points forward to the

fourth stanza of the "Ode on a Grecian Urn”

The sacnfice goes on, the pontiff knife

Gleams in the Sun, the milk-white heifer lows,

The pipes go shnllv, the libation flows

In the Ode e\en this has been reduced, and little remains except

the lowing heifer, and even that is not said to be milk-white The

knife and the libation have disappeared, and the pipes are trans-

ferred to the other scene

This other scene has also left traces of its history m Keats’

work The frenzied activity and Dionysiac revel can be seen in

Book IV of Endymion, where the Indian Maid sings of the com-

ing of Bacchus and tells of music and dancing and revelry
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The earnest trumpet spake, and silver thrills

From kissing cymbals made a merry din —

Twas Bacchus and his kin'

Like to a moving vintage down they came,

Crown’d with green lea\ es and faces all on flame,

All madly dancing through the pleasant valley

To scare thee, Melancholv'

When Keats wrote the “Ode on a Grecian Urn,” he seems to have

had at die back of his mind either this passage or its originating

expenence For in Endyimon the revellers are asked

Why ha\ e ye left your bowers desolate,

Your lutes, and gentler fate?

and in the Ode this idea is expanded and enriched and given

a new appeal to the imagination

And, hide town, thy streets for evermore

Will silent be, and not a soul to tell

Whv thou arc desolate, can e’er return

That such a reminiscence is almost unconscious can be seen from

Keats’ transference of the idea from a scene of retclry to Ins new

scene of solemn sacrifice His treatment of it illustrates how cer-

tain conceptions were associated in his mmd and, after lying

untouched in it, emerged together m new relations Another

small point m die Ode shows howr Keats adtances from his earlier

i lsion to something more austere, and then feels that he has gone

too far and retraces part of the wav In the Ode there is no word
of Bacchus who plays so In civ a part in End -

)
niton, and the scene

of pursuit has a less defined character But at one place Keats

had second thoughts which suggest a suspicion that he had re-

fined too much In the manuscript of the first stanza we read

What love? What dance? What struggle to escape?

but in the printed text this has been changed to
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Wliat mad pursuit? What struggle to escape?

The change intensifies the impression of revelry and brings the

Ode closer again to the song of the Indian Maid

In the wild scene on his Urn, Keats gives a special prom-

inence to a lover in pursuit of a maiden The beginnings of this

idea may perhaps be found in the second vase of which wre have

spoken, but the idea gathered force in Keats' mind, and what

was originally a man pulling at a woman’s dress became for him

a man in amorous pursuit Perhaps this picture was helped by

scenes of Bacchic revelry depicted on Greek marbles which Keats

saw m the British Museum But the idea, once formed, matured

and developed and took different shapes In the early poem, “I

stood tip-toe,” Keats recalls some ancient stones, especially one

Telling us bow fair, trembling Syrinx fled

Arcadian Pan, with such a fearful dread

Poor Nymph, — poor Pan

Soon afterwards, in “Sleep and Poetry,” Keats returns to this

idea of pursuit when he muses on what imaginary nymphs can

do for him and says

Another wall entice me, on and on

Through almond blossoms and nch cinnamon,

Till in the bosom of a leafy world

We rest in silence, like two gems upcurl'd

In the recesses of a pearly shell

However shy Keats may have been as a lover in actual life, he

countered his modesty with dreams of wild pursuit, until in the

Ode he pictures his ideal bold lover on the verge of kissing the

maiden whom he chases

The mam figures whom Keats imagines on the Urn had been

treasured by him from the time when he first made his acquaint-

ance with Greek \ases through the publications of the Piranesis
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The "Ode on a Grecian Urn” gives his final selection from this

material and organizes Ins various themes into a single poem

Keats imposes a pattern on the whole which has escaped the no-

tice of most critics and led to false judgements on his achieve-

ment There is a tendency to think that the poem contains a

single static idea, and that it does no more than amplify and

illustrate this So Robert Bridges says

The thought as enounced m the first stanza is the supremacy of

ideal art over Nature, because of its unchanging expression of perfec-

uon, and this is true and beautiful, but its amplification in the poem

is unprogressive, monotonous, and scatter’d, the attention being call’d

to fresh details without result which gi\ es an effect of po\ erty in

spite of the beauty' 7

In oilier words, Bridges saw no development m the poem but

merely the amplification of a theme stated at the start We might

well complain that tins theme is not m fact stated at the start, but

even if it were, could we honestly say that there is nothing but

amplification? Are all the stanzas concerned with the same idea

as the first’? And is diere really no change of tone, no introduction

of new ideas? When we read the poem, we surely hare the im-

pression that it does more than amplify a single theme, and,

when we look closely at it, we see that this impression is justified

The “Ode on a Grecian Urn” is built on a neat and recogniz-

able plan in three parts introduction, mam subject, and con-

clusion The first stanza gives the introduction, die second, third,

and fourth stanzas the mam subject, and die fifth the conclusion

The introduction presents die Urn in its mystery' and shows what
questions it poses to the poet The mam subject consists of die

seems on the Urn, not as a casual obserrer might notice them,
but as Keats sees them with die full force of lus lmagmatne in-

sight into the metaphysical problems which diet rane and their

hint of another life different from that winch we ordirarih know
1 he conclusion relues the experience gained from d-e Um to its
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special order of reality and answers the questions which the poem

has raised The poem has what Aristotle would call a beginning,

a middle, and an end, it asks questions and answers them, it

evokes a special state of mind and relates this to ordinary life, it

moves from eager curiosity to delighted amazement, exalted rap

ture, and devout solemnity, it closes on a note akin to revelation

and summarizes its message m words of astonishmg, paradoxical

clarity This ideal world of the imagination is given an unex-

pected strength by the comparison made between it and love as

Keats actually knows it

That leaves a heart high-sorrowful and cloy’d,

A burning forehead, and a parching tongue

The poem has more than a direct line of development, it has

its contrasts of height and depth, and the richness which these

add to it

The structure of the "Ode on a Grecian Um” has a close

parallel in that of its contemporary, the “Ode to a Nightingale
”

The "Ode to a Nightingale,” with its eight stanzas, is longer,

but has the same kind of plan and development The first verse

provides the introduction, m which the poet, feeling like one

numbed or drugged, hears the nightingale singmg of summer

No comment is made, and, though no explicit questions are

asked, the contrast between the lethargy of the poet and the rap-

turous song of the bird is itself a question and provokes what

follows In the second to seventh verses, Keats develops the mam
subject, which is the effect of the nightingale’s song on him He
wishes in turn to fade away with the bird, to dissolve and forget

his fever ind his fret, to cease upon the midnight, and then he

rises to a more positive theme He sees that the bird’s song be-

longs to a timeless order of things, and the climax comes at the

end of the se\enth stanza with its recognition that song like this

is be\ond the grasp of death The eighth stanza brings the con-

clusion, in which Keats returns to reality and relates his enrap-
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luring experience to it, recognizing that he cannot for long share

the ecstasy of the bird’s song He has come bach to where he

started, but something has happened which makes him unsure

of himself, ashing whether he is awake or asleep Yet the implicit

questions of the first stanza have been answered Keats has under-

stood the bird’s rapture and entered into it, and he sees more

clearly than before the ambiguous nature of his relations to all

such experiences And, )ust as in the "Ode on a Grecian Um”
Keats deepens the significance of his poem by his contrasts be-

tween ideal beauty and actual life, so in the "Ode to a Nightin-

gale” he passes from his contemplation of the bird’s unaging hap-

piness to a world in which beauty perishes In these two poems

Keats created a pattern which allowed his poetry to develop the

full implications of a subject and yet to keep the clean outlines

of a work of art

At each stage of the "Ode on a Grecian Um” Keats trans-

mutes into poetn' thoughts to which he had gnen prolonged

attention and which are very much his own The first verse sets

out a situation, not indeed directly as m the "Ode to a Nightin-

gale,” but more mysteriously and more provokmglv The open-

ing lines are a challenge to our attention

Thou still unravish’d bride of quietness,

Thou foster-child of silence and slow ume

In calling the Um an "unravish’d bnde of quietness,” Keats goes

to the heart of the experience which concerns him In a noisy,

changing w'orld here is something bevond sound and bevond

change The note for the poem is set at the start bv these danng
words We are brought at once into an order of things remote

from our usual lues The poet asks that we should see the Um
in all the mvsterv of its unchanging silence Nor is this all He
chooses his words with careful precision The Um is an “un
rawsh’d bride” because it stands in a special, sacred relation to

a special kind of existence and 1 eeps this relation immaculate and
intact 1 he Um is a concrete svmbol of some \ast realm which
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can be reached only through a knowledge of individual objects

which share and reflect its character

The Um is also the "foster-child of silence and slow time
”

It is not their actual child, because they have not created it But

they have kept and preserved it, and that is why it is called their

"foster-child
”
Keats felt strongly the appeal of the uncalendared

past and saw m the Um a repository of the wisdom of the ages

But he saw more than that It is not for nothing that he couples

silence with slow time In this line he concentrates a thought

which meant much to him and to which he had given fuller ex-

pression elsewhere It concerns what he calls "ethereal things
”

In a letter to Bailey, written on March 13th, 1818, Keats ad-

vances the view that

every mental pursuit takes its reality and worth from the ardour

of the pursuer — being m itself a nothing — Ethereal things may at

least be thus real, divided under three heads — Things real — things

semireal — and no things 8

In other words, ediereal things are real because they mean so

much to us and because we pursue them so ardently We may

well conclude, though Keats does not say so in this letter, diat

things which have been pursued and loved through many genera-

tions are more than usually "ethereal
” And that Keats believed

this is clear from a passage m Book III of Endymion, m which,

after attacking those people who are unable to see the true splen-

dours of existence, Keats states his own case for them So far from

being unreal, he says in effect, they are remote and sublime

realities, sought with effort and attained only by patient devotion

Are then regalities all gilded masks?

No, there are throned seats unscalable

But b) a patient wing, a constant spell,

Or b\ ethereal things that, unconfin’d,

Can make a ladder of the eternal wind,

And poise about in cloud) thunder-tents

To watch the abvsm-birth of elements
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The phrase "ethereal things” occurs here as m the letter to Bailey

and shows that Keats is still thinking about the same problem

They are, as we now see, not the end but the means to some

remoter and subhmer end, to those “throned seats” which are

despised by many but mean everything to Keats

The relevance of this passage m Endyimon to the “Ode on a

Grecian Urn” is manifest Just as in the Ode Keats passes be}ond

the music and the lovers, who are surely "ethereal things,” to

something else, so m Endyimon he sees that through his cult of

such dungs he comes to something else and feels at one with the

secret powers of nature But this passage has more m common

with the Ode For Keats goes on to say something which contains

die germ of what was to become the Ode

Aye, ’bove the withering of old-hpp’d Fate

A diousand Powers keep religious state,

In water, fiery realm, and airy bourne,

And, silent as a consecrated um.
Hold spherey sessions for a season due

There are, he says, beyond the reach of fate, some things which

deserve a religious respect and devotion and belong to the essen-

tial elements of die world These dungs are "silent as a conse-

crated urn ” They do not speak directly to us, but, like an um,
have a message which we feci to be holy There are times marked

m die natural order of die universe — "spherey sessions” — when
these powers keep state, and it is then that we must get into touch

with diem and see what they have to reveal That, m rude para-

phrase, is the meaning of Keats’ lines in Book III of Endyimon,

and they lake us to die heart of die "Ode on a Grecian Um”
Hie Urn is die “foster-child of silence’ not mereh because it is

itself dumb, but because it is related to dus rmstenous hierarchy

of supernatural powers winch arc hidden until we leam hov to

enter into their presence Alrcad\ at this date Keats had found
in the idei of an urn a swnbol for something central to Ins out-

look A little later, in a letter written to his brodier Geo r2e, on
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March 19th, 1819, Keats shows that this symbol was still active

in his mind He speaks of his detachment from active interests

and says

Neither Poetry, nor Ambition, nor Love have any alertness of

countenance as they pass by me they seem rather like three figures

on a Greek vase — a Man and two women whom no one but myself

could distinguish m their disguisement 0

The symbol of the urn begins by standing for some remote, sub-

lime reality, and then becomes more definite and more intimate,

as Keats uses it to mark a peculiar aspect of his experience

The first stanza of the Ode sets out the situation with which

Keats begins The Um is an “ethereal dung” which raises and

invites questions At the start the questions do not look very diffi-

cult, but, as Keats develops his theme, we see that they have a

special point He does not wish to know who the figures on the

Urn are, but what they are, and what they mean In the next

three stanzas he shows how much there is in these questions and

m what relation they stand to his themes of quietness and silence

Silence is emphasized at the start of the second stanza, when

Keats challenges our curiosity by a paradox expressed with a sim-

plicity which makes it all the more striking

Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard

Are sweeter, therefore, ye soft pipes, play on,

Not to the sensual ear, but, more endear’d,

Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone

This unheard music, this melody of silence, is what Keats finds

m the flute-player on the Um, and the passage from Endymton
pro\es that this is no ingenious trope The music which we do

not hear but only imagine is sweeter than any music actually

heard because it is the ideal of what music ought to be, the kind

of music which we may conceive in fancy' but which wall never

stnke the “sensual ear ” In all the arts men reach towards such an
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idea] and know that, though they cannot ever attain it, it provides

a standard and a criterion for what art they have That is why

Keats is within his rights when he develops the idea and says

And, happy melodist, unweaned,

For ever piping songs for e\ er new

The ideal song beyond all existing songs has an eternal freshness

because it is not actual song but the essence of song presupposed

in any music which we make or hear

The truth is that m his conception of this unheard music

Keats expresses with great force something which lies close to the

centre of all truly creative experience Great as was his physical

sensibility7 and his appreciation of everything that came through

Ins senses, he knew m the very moment of enjoying it that it was

not everything and not enough Anything so vivid and vet so

transient must be related to some larger realitv which, being per-

manent and complete, gives a satisfying basis to it We may legit-

imately call this reality' an ideal world, if by that we mean an

order of things which gives substance and significance to the gifts

of the senses And that Keats believed this is clear from the lines

quoted from Book III of Evdymion His ideal world was not a

scheme of abstractions but a source of living powers bevond the

senses, and therefore silent, but more real than the most entranc-

ing gifts of the senses through the devotion which it commands
and the assurance with which he believes that it endures for ever

Nor is this belief irrational Great art cannot but suggest some-

thing bevond its immediate or even its remoter meanings an in-

definable ‘‘other,’ which is the most important thing it has to

give In our apprehension and eniovment of this, we almost for

get the details of an actual work of art and pass bevond them
into i state which mav be called silence because it speaks not to

the ear hut to the spirit If we feel this m reading poetrv, we can
imagine how much mote 1 eenlv Keats felt it in writing In his

mspned moments of composition he sought to give e-'p’-esenon in
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audible and musical words to that other indefinite and yet more

powerful music which makes poetry what it is

Keats’ notion of silence is combined with his notion of time,

which indeed receives fuller attention, as if it were even more

important, and so perhaps it is The paradox of all art is that it

gives permanence to fleeting moments and fixes them m an un-

changing form With this idea Keats is in part concerned His

ideal Um embodies it Preserved and sanctified by time, it keeps

its original freshness and appeal Nor is its permanence cold and

inhuman The work of art has its own life, which is more vivid

than the actual life on which Keats touches m the third stanza

The paradox of the Um, as of all true works of art, is that it

transcends time by making a single moment last for ever and so

become timeless Nor is this due simply to the material m which

the artist works The timelessness of his achievement is a true

reflection of something known to artists when they work at the

highest pitch of inspiration The three stanzas m which Keats

tells of the timeless moments depicted on the Um anse from his

own knowledge of what creation is In the act of creation, when

all faculties are harmoniously at work together, time does not so

much stand still as vanish The artist is not conscious of it be-

cause he is caught in an activity so absorbing that it is complete

in itself, with no sense of before and after It is this experience

which gnes a special power to Keats’ stanzas about the figures on

the Um The pursuit and the sacrifice have a peculiar appeal, as

Keats presents them, because they embody this sense of timeless

rapture Badges was nght up to a point when he said that the

“Ode on a Grecian Um” deals wnth “the supremacy of ideal art

o\er nature, because of its unchanging expression of perfection
’’

But the Ode deals wnth more than that It show's the meaning

to human beings of the mood in which such an art comes into

existence, and takes us betond the actual w'ork of art to the crea-

tne wsion which has made it and gives life to it

The main subject of the “Ode on a Grecian Um” is the

cream e ecstasx which the artist perpetuates in a masterpiece
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In the three middle stanzas, Keats shows the full meaning of

the hints which he has thrown out at the beginning He has

up to a point answered the questions posed at the end of the first

stanza The "leaf-fnng'd legend” which haunts about the shape

of the Urn is seen to be something very special and wonderful,

and yet ultimately not unfamiliar But Keats is not content to

leave his subject at that He feels compelled to reach some con-

clusion, to male explicit what this experience means Just as m
the "Ode to a Nightingale” he closes by showing the relation of

the bird’s rapture to his own life, so in the "Ode on a Grecian

Urn” he tries to express the meaning of this timeless rapture to

beings who live in lime This is the purpose of the last stanza

Addressing the Urn, Keats says

Thou, silent form, dost tease us out of thought

As doth eternity

This does not mean that the question of the timeless raised by

the Urn is a philosophical problem beyond Keats’ reach No
doubt it was, and he would have been the first to admit it But

he is not thinking of that He means that works of art like the Urn
seduce us from the ordinary lde of thought into the extraordinary,

life of the imagination We must relate the words of the Ode to

those in Keats’ epistle to Revnolds m which he rejects philosophy

Oh, never will the pme,
High reason, and the lose of good and ill.

Be mv award' Things cannot to the will

Be settled, hut they tease us out of thought

1 lore Keats expresses his unwillingness to lease Ins own specie 1

approach to experience through the imagination for something
hkc philosophy, and Ins refusal is based on the belief that the

m\stcr\ of things cannot he mastered hi an act of will hut forces

us ‘out of thought,’ tint is, from ordinary wa\s of dunl ing into

die ippioach ol the imagination B\ thought he means the dis-
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cursive, puzzled, analytical activity of tire intellect The words m
the Ode represent a similar view The Urn belongs to an order of

things which is beyond such thought It is as remote as the eter-

nity which in its timeless existence it represents Nor is it only

outside thought It is also outside the ordinary emotions, and

that is why its story is a “cold pastoral ” Though m the picture

of the empty town there is a momentary hint of pathos at its deso-

lation, this is only a hint and is intended to remind us that our

ordinary existence is different from that of the Um The desola-

tion is transcended in the absence of any human being to speak

of or to feel it

and not a soul to tell

Why thou art desolate, can e’er return

In the last resort, art reaches beyond the emotions to something

impersonal and absolute

In this it would be wrong to detect a note of complaint Keats

does not resent the fact that the Urn stops him from thinking

or bears no relation to his ordinary existence On the contrary,

the reality of the timeless world attainable through art is a com-

fort and a solace not merely to him but to future men and

w omen

When old age shall this generation waste,

Thou shalt remain, in midst of other woe
Than ours, a fnend to man

We ha\e already some inkling of what Keats means In the per-

fect enjoyment of scenes like those on the Um, we have indeed

a sense of security and happiness But he is not content to leave it

at that The Um has its final message, which sums up the mean-

ing of its existence and completes the poem in the last two fa-

mous lines Views on these lines ha\e been various If for Robert

Bndges tliey redeem an otherwise not very distinguished w'ork,

for Quiller-Couch the\ are “an uneducated conclusion," and for
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Mr T S Eliot "a serious blemish on a beautiful poem ” Apart

from these differences of taste, which are after all only differ-

ences of taste, there are more serious differences of interpretation

What do the lines mean, and what is their relevance to the rest

of the poem
1

?

At the start there is a textual difficulty In his Oxford text,

Mr Garrod pnnts the lines m the familiar form

Beauty is truth, truth beauty, — that is all

Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know

In support of tins, the editor can claim not only Keats’ own auto-

graph but the transcripts made by his friends, Brown
,
Wood-

house, and Dilhe The text pnnted in Amials of the Fine Arts

in January 1820 is substantially the same, though it makes "That

is all" begin a new7 sentence after a full stop This is formidable

authority, but when the poem appeared m the \olume which

Keats published m June 1820, there w7as an important difference

The w7ords "Beauty is truth, truth beauty” are placed in lmcrted

commas, while what follow's is not These differences of text ha\ e

led to two interpretations The one, based on the manuscript and

the transcripts, assumes dial the whole two lines arc the message

of the Um, die other assumes that only fne words constitute the

message, which Keats himself then endorses and approies in \erv

emphatic language The first i lew presents no difficult! so far

as Keats’ opinions, as expressed elsewhere, are concerned, the

second is at variance with much that he sa\ s about the importance

of human activities and relations If this is Ins deliberate conclu-

sion, he sets lnmsclf up as a more ruthless aesthete than he eitr

admits m Ins letters

Now it is quite cleai that the text of the 182c lolume must
leprcsent Keats’ final choice of how the words should be pnnted
He would not ln\e added the imerted commas if lie had not

felt them to he neces^n But it does not follow tint this te' t has
he on correcih interpreted nor need we admit that the last wo rds
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cursive, puzzled, analytical activity of the intellect The words m
the Ode represent a similar view The Urn belongs to an order of

things which is beyond such thought It is as remote as the eter-

nity which in its timeless existence it represents Nor is it only

outside thought It is also outside the ordinary emotions, and

that is why its story is a "cold pastoral ” Though m the picture

of the empty town there is a momentary hint of pathos at its deso-

lation, this is only a hint and is intended to remind us that our

ordinary existence is different from that of the Urn The desola-

tion is transcended in the absence of any human being to speak

of or to feel it

and not a soul to tell

Why thou art desolate, can e’er return

In the last resort, art reaches beyond the emotions to something

impersonal and absolute

In this it would be wrong to detect a note of complaint Keats

does not resent the fact that the Urn stops him from thinking

or bears no relation to his ordinary existence On the contrary,

the reality of the timeless world attainable through art is a com-

fort and a solace not merely to him but to future men and

women

When old age shall this generation waste,

Thou shalt remain, in midst of other woe
Than ours, a fnend to man

We have already some inkling of what Keats means In the per-

fect enjoyment of scenes like those on the Um, we have indeed

a sense of security and happiness But he is not content to leave it

at that The Um has its final message, which sums up the mean-

ing of its existence and completes the poem m the last two fa

mous lines Views on these lines have been various If for Robert

Bndges they redeem an otherwise not very distinguished work,

for Quiller-Couch they are "an uneducated conclusion,” and for
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Mr T S Eliot "a serious blemish on a beautiful poem ” Apart

from these differences of taste, which are after all only differ-

ences of taste, there are more serious differences of interpretation

What do the lines mean, and what is their relevance to the rest

of the poeml*

At the start there is a textual difficulty In his Oxford text,

Mr Garrod pnnts the lines m the familiar form

Beauty is truth, truth beauty, — that is all

Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know

In support of this, the editor can claim not only Keats’ own auto-

graph but the transcripts made by his friends, Brown, Wood-

house, and Dilke The text printed in Annals of the Vine Arts

m January 1820 is substantially the same, though it makes "That

is all” begin a new sentence after a full stop This is formidable

authority, but when die poem appeared in die volume which

Keats published in June 1820, there was an important difference

The words "Beauty is truth, truth beauty” are placed in inverted

commas, while what follows is not These differences of text have

led to two interpretations The one, based on the manuscript and

the transcripts, assumes that the whole two lmes are the message

of the Um, the other assumes that only five words constitute the

message, which Keats himself then endorses and approves in very

emphatic language The first view presents no difficulty so far

as Keats’ opmions, as expressed elsewhere, are concerned, the

second is at variance with much that he says about the importance

of human activities and relations If this is his deliberate conclu-

sion, he sets himself up as a more ruthless aesthete than he ever

admits in his letters

Now it is quite clear that the text of the 1820 volume must
represent Keats’ final choice of how the words should be printed

He would not have added the inverted commas if he had not
felt them to be necessary’ But it does not follow that this text has
been correctlv interpreted, nor need we admit that the last words
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are Keats’ independent comment on the message of the Um For

it is surely clear that in these words it is not Keats but the Um
who speaks This follows from the use of the word “ye ” Keats

does not usually address his readers in this way, and it is incon-

ceivable that he should so address them when in the preceding

line he has spoken of “odier woe than ours ” If he had meant to

speak for himself, he would have said not "ye” but “we ” We
may therefore dismiss the view that these last words are Keats’

comment on the Urn’s message They are part of that message,

and in a sense the Urn’s own comment on something more im-

personal and universal They amplify the doctrine that
,f

beauty

is truth, truth beauty,” which is placed m mverted commas be-

cause it is a kmd of text or motto or challenge, a piece of doctrine

implicit m all art and therefore different from the Urn’s own

words which follow and emphasize it The poem, which has been

concerned with the Um, ends with a lesson which all artists have

to learn and to which it gives its special commendation

The meaning of this message is beyond dispute Mr Garrod

rightly paraphrases it, “there is nodiing real but the beautiful and

nothing beautiful but the real ” Keats uses “truth,” as others do,

to mean “reality ” He then adds, through the Um, that this is

the only knowledge that we possess and that we need no other

It is the Um that speaks, and it speaks for a unique kind of ex-

perience, of which it states the central essence The words which

Keats gives to the Um are denved from his own meditations on

the nature of his art He knew that this art was not everything,

but so far as it concerned him, he was quite consistent about it

Five passages from his letters show how the problem obsessed him

and to what conclusions he came

November 22nd, 1817, to Benjamin Bailey

I am certain of nothing but of the holiness of the Heart’s affec-

uons and the truth of Imagination — What the Imagination seizes as

Beauty must be truth — whether it existed before or not

December 21st, 1817, to George and Thomas Keats

The excellence of e\ery art is its intensity, capable of making all
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disagreeables evaporate, from their being in close relationship with

Beauty and Truth

January 30th, 1818, to John Taylor (of Endynuon)

When I wrote it it was a regular stepping of the Imagination to-

wards a Truth

May 3rd, 1818, to J H Reynolds

Axioms m philosophy are not axioms until they are proved upon

our pulses

December 1818, to George and Georgiana Keats

1 never can feel certain of any truth but from a clear perception

of its Beauty

These passages were all written before the “Ode on a Grecian

Urn” and show how deeply Keats was concerned with the rela-

tions of truth and beauty, and how he developed his own theory

about them

This theory may be expressed in something like the following

form Truth is another name for ultimate reality, and is discov-

ered not by the reasoning mind but by the imagination The
imagination has a special insight into the true nature of things,

and Keats accepts its discoveries because they agree with his

senses, resolve disagreeable discords, and overwhelm him by their

intensity He is convinced that anything so discovered is true in

a sense that the conclusions of philosophy are not Keats calls this

reality “beauty” because of its overpowering and all-absorbing

effect on him In fact, he substitutes the discovery of beauty

dirough the imagination for the discovery' of facts through the

reason, and asserts that it is a more satisfactory and more certain

way of piercing to the heart of things, since inspired insight sees

more than abstract ratiocination ever can Keats’ concern is with

the imagination in a special sense, and he is not far from Cole-

ridge m his view of it For him it does much more than imagine

in the ordinary sense, it is an insight so fine that it sees what is

concealed from most men and understands things m their full
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range and significance and character The rationale of poetry is

that through the imagination it finds something so compelling in

its intensity that it is at once both beautiful and real The theory

which Keats puts forward piecemeal in his letters receives its

final form m the last lines of the “Ode on a Grecian Urn
”

This is not a complete philosophy of life, nor did Keats intend

it to be It is a theory of art, a doctrine intended to explain his

own creative experience He was increasingly conscious that art

is not everything, and m his last two years he became more un

easy about the detachment from life which his work imposed on

him In “The Fall of Hyperion” Moneta suggests that the poet

is but a "dreaming thing” and must hold a lower place than

those who are moved by human suffering When he wrote the

“Ode on a Grecian Um,” Keats had not gone so far as to think

that the truth which he sought through the imagination was a

dream It was still a very important truth for him as a poet — hut

only as a poet The Ode is his last word on a special activity and

a special experience Within its limits it has its own view of life,

and that is what Keats expresses The belief that “Beauty is truth,

truth beauty” is true for the artist while he is concerned with his

art It is no less true that, while he is at work, this is all that he

knows for certain and all that he needs to know for the proper

pursuit of his special task Unless he believes this, he is m danger

of ruining his art The “Ode on a Grecian Um” tells what great

art means to those who create it, while they create it, and, so long

as this doctrine is not applied beyond its proper confines, it is not

only clear but true
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DON JUAN

I
n the history of the English Romantics, Byron has a peculiar

place From a European point of view, he is the chief exponent

and most renowned figure of the whole movement, the man

who summed upm himself its essential qualities and by his inspir-

ing example imposed them on the civilized world From the usual

English point of new, he is hardly a Romantic at all, but a sur-

nval from the eighteenth century and an enemy of much that

the true Romantics thought most holy His European reputation

was already great m his lifetime and has not been seriously shaken

since Just as Goethe regarded him as "the greatest genius of the

century” and said "He is not antique and not modem, he is like

the present day,” so Mazzini said "He gave a European role to

English poetry He led the genius of England on a pilgrimage

through Europe
”

Tins reputation was matched by an influence no less remark-

able There was hardly a country whose leading poets m the

thirties and forties of the nineteenth century were not m some

sense Byromc, in their rejection of established systems, their ag-

gressive self-assertion, their love of liberty, and their cult of love

When Russian poetry found its first full strength about 1820,

Byron was its chief model and its most powerful inspiration To
him Pushkin owed not only the ideas and the form of such poems

as The Prisoner of the Caucasus and Poltava, but intended his

Evgeny Onegin to be a Russian counterpart of Don Juan, and if

there was ever a case of nature imitating art, it can be seen m the

startling resemblances between Lermontov and the Byromc he-

roes From Byron, Lermontov learned to speak of himself as he

reallv was, m his strange contradictions of affection and hatred,
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of delight and boredom, of sentiment and irony, of love of society

and love of solitude Throughout Europe poets looked to Byron

because he had given voice to something which they recognized

and prized in themselves Of course, his fame was all the greater

because he was thought to be a victim of English hypocrisy and

because he died heroically lor the liberation of Greece But that

was fortuitous What mattered was that he put into poetry some

thing that belonged to many men in his time, and that he was a

pioneer of a new oudook and a new art He set his mark on a

whole generation, and his fame rang from one end of Europe to

another

In Ins own country Byron’s reputation has been quite differ

ent In his lifetime he was not admired by his reverend seniors

Wordsworth not only thought his style very slovenly, but re-

garded him as “a monster a Man of Genius whose heart is

perverted
” 1 Though Coleridge did not scruple to enlist Byron’s

support in getting his plays acted, he had no high opinion of his

work and thought his later poetry “Satanic
” 2 Even Keats, who

was much less prejudiced than Wordsworth and Coleridge, dis-

missed Don Juan as “Lord Byron’s last flash poem,” 3 and was

outraged by its descnption of a storm at sea

This gives me the most homd idea of human nature, that a man

like Bvron should have exhausted all the pleasures of the world so

compleatly that there was nothing left for him but to laugh and gloat

over the most solemn and heart rending [scenes! of human misery
*

Blake was less violent and seems to have felt some tenderness for

Byron because he was a rebel and an outcast That is perhaps

why, in 1822, he dedicated The Ghost of Abel “To Lord Byron

in the Wilderness ” Yet he too felt that something was wrong

\\ ith Byron, that he was an emng, if not a lost, soul, and that he

had surrendered to the false lures of naturalism The Ghost of

Abel is an answer to Byron’s Cam and shows how far apart the

two poets were in their convictions In return, Byron felt no

regard for the poets who criticized him He thought Wordsworth
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a bore, and says so more than once m Don Juan Apart from

“Chnstabel,’’ he had a low opinion of Coleridge’s work, and

thought the man himself "a shabby fellow
” c Nor did Shelley s

advocacy of Keats persuade Byron to think well of him Some of

Byron’s remarks in his letters about Keats are too indecent to be

printed, and though he recanted somewhat after Keats’ death, his

epitaph on him shows no more than a contemptuous pity

T is strange the mind, that very her}7 particle,

Should let itself be snuffed out by an article 0

Of Blake, Byron says nothing, and the probability is that he

never heard of him

In both die European and the English views of Byron there

is a mixture of trudi and error Goethe, Mazzini, Pushkin, and

others were nght to see in Byron the representative of a new age

When the French Revolution broke die equilibrium on which

the civilization of the eighteenth century had rested, a new type

of man came into existence, and Byron was the supreme exam-

ple of it in his rejection of established ties, his cult of the self, his

love of adventure, and his ironical distrust of his own emotions

and beliefs He was an aristocratic rebel when aristocrats were

leaders of new movements and new ideas, m him the poet became

a man of action because the creative spirit, long discouraged and

constricted, found that words alone were not enough for it and

that it must display itself in generous gesture and gallant nsh

At the same time, Byron’s Continental admirers did not dis-

tinguish the false from the true in his work or his personality

They were so fascinated by his early poems that they continued to

pnze them even when he had begun to compose m a different

and more truly creative spirit The dream-worlds of escape m his

early romances answered a dissatisfaction in many men, who
accepted as great poetry what was m fact often false or feeble

Until he left England for the second and last time, Byron lacked

the experience which alone could make his subjects convincing,

and though he dallied with Romantic notions, he did not realh
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believe m them and for that reason was not master of them Much

of Byron’s earlier poetry is deficient both m art and in truth It

did indeed open new prospects, and it is extraordinary what the

passionate sincerity of a great genius like Pushkin could make of

them But many others were so entranced by Byron’s poses that

they were content to write a poetry of pose, and it is this, more

than anything else, which is so disturbing m much that was

written in Latin countries during the Romantic age The Byromc

affectations were ubiquitous, but they are usually neither at-

tractive nor convincing, and even when they are embodied m a

man of real talent, they remain an obstacle to our full enjoyment

of his work

Byron’s English critics misjudged him m a different way If

Wordsworth and Coleridge were so shocked by his morals that

they were blind to the merits of his poetry, the same cannot be

said of Keats Keats condemned Byron because their conceptions

of poetry were different, and the chief difference lay m their op-

posite views of the part to be played by the imagination In Sep-

tember 1819, Keats wrote to his brother George

You speak of Lord Byron and me — There is this great difference

between us He descnbes what he sees — I describe what I imagine

Mine is the hardest task You see the immense difference 7

This is a fair comment, and Keats was not the only man to make

it In dedicating The Ghost of Abel to Byron, Blake says

What doest thou here, Elijah? Can a Poet doubt the Visions of

Jeho\ah? Nature has no Outline, but Imagination has Nature has

no Tune, but Imagination has Nature has no supernatural and dis

solves Imaginabon is Eternity 8

In Blake’s view, Byron’s error is to follow' nature instead of the

imagination With this Byron would not have quarrelled For, as

he wrote in his first letter on Bowles’s Strictures on Pope
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It is the fashion of the day to lay great stress upon what they call

"imagination” and “invention,” the two commonest of qualities an

lush peasant with a little whisky in his head will imagine and invent

more than would furnish forth a modern poem 0

On the central article of the Romantic creed, the importance of

the imagination, Byron was regarded as a heretic by such good

judges as Keats and Blake, and he would not have denied the

accusation It is not surprising that among his contemporaries he

was treated as an undesirable alien in the world of English poetry

But he worked by different standards and would not have been

troubled by such criticisms In rejecting the imagination he

obeyed a deep conviction, and this rejection inspired his best

work and won him a special place among the poets of his time

In this chorus of disapproval there is one distinguished ex-

ception Shelley liked Byron as a man and admired him as a poet

It is true that the two men were drawn together by circumstances

They belonged to the same social class and had alike come into

conflict with it and suffered from it But there was no call for

Shelley to admire Byron's poetry unless he really thought it

good, and that, with some reservations, he smcerely did Shelley

met Byron soon after he had left England and begun to discover

where his real gifts lay Even so, Shelley distinguished between

the better and the worse poems When Byron showed him The
Deformed Transformed, Shelley saw where the faults lay and
said so frankly But when Byron began Don Jnan, Shelley gave

unqualified praise He saw “the power and the beauty and the

wit” of the poem and admired the portraiture of human nature

‘laid on with the eternal colours of the feelings of humanity ” 10

At a time when poets and critics alike poured abuse on Don Jnan
as slovenly and immoral, Shelley saw that it was the great poem
which Byron alone could write, and that it was the sincere re-

flection of his complex nature and alive with human feelings

Don Juan is Byron's masterpiece because into it he put the

whole of his real self and nothing of the false self which he had
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manufactured for his earlier poems And just because it is true

to experience, the technique is entirely adequate and cannot be

blamed for carelessness In it Byron speaks not m a slack version

of the grand manner, but with the nch ebullience of his conver-

sation and his incomparable letters He uses the whole living

language as he himself knew it and spoke it It is wonderfully

natural and unaffected, and the tone of the words responds with

perfect ease to Byron’s wayward moods If he derived his form

from Pulci’s Morgante Maggiore, he showed excellent judgement

m doing so For Pulci has something of Byron’s careless gaiety

and of his ability to temper senousness with mockery The ottava

nma with its easy progress is well adapted to story-telling, and

the clinching couplet in each stanza gives excellent opportunities

for epigram such as were denied by the Spenserian stanzas of

Clnlde Harold The easy flowing stanzas suit Byron’s different

effects, and though they lack polished art, they are a perfect

vehicle for what he has to say They are so flexible that in them

Byron's carelessness does not matter and indeed becomes a virtue,

since it is part of his conversational manner All kinds of elements

pass easily into this style It is equally suited to lyncal description

and scurrilous satire, to sustained narrative and personal out

bursts, to stately declamation and slapdash slang The brilliantly

ingenious rhymes keep it fresh and lively, and the sprightly, un-

inhibited movement of the stanzas is in perfect accord with the

darts and flashes of Byron’s mind

In Don Juan Byron speaks as freely and as candidly about

himself as Wordsworth does in The Prelude Of course, Don

Juan is cast in the form of objective narrative and deals with

imaginary incidents, but what holds it together and provides its

amazing vitality is Byron’s personality, and the contrast with

Wordsworth’s self-portrait show's how far apart the two men were

Their differences of taste and of temperament are matched by

their differences of outlook on the nature of poetry When Words-

worth concened the idea of The Prelude, he was entirely absorbed

in his Romantic creed and believed that his w'as a dedicated task
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which must be fulfilled through communion until nature In his

earlier work Byron had assumed some of the airs appropriate to

such a creed without feeling its mystical appeal But when he

wrote Don Juan, lie wished to do something different He de-

cided that he must tell the truth m the hope of making men bet-

ter He was not surprised that Don Juan shocked a large number

of people, but he held that he himself was not to blame As he

wrote to Murray

I maintain drat it is the most moral of poems, but if people won’t

discover the moral, that is their fault, not mine 11

His purpose was to expose the hypocrisy and the corruption of

the high society which he knew so well, and m his hero to depict

a vicious and unpnncipled character, and lead him through those

ranks of society, whose high external accomplishments cover and

cloak internal and secret wees 12

Byron knew his subject from the inside, and, though his moral

earnestness may sound impertinent to those who think that they

are better men than he, there is no doubt of his sincerity He
wished to expose a disgraceful sham by telling the full truth

about it

In other words, Byron turned from his own kind of Romantic

escape to satirical realism At the outset nothing could be more

alien to the senous Romantic spirit, the essence of which was to

concentrate on some mystenous comer of existence and to ex-

tract the utmost possible from it In writing Don Juan, Byron

was no doubt moved by more than one reason In the first place,

he seems to have seen that his early art was not worthy of his

real capacity, and he washed to replace it by something lvhich

satisfied die artist m him In the second place, he wras outraged by
the behaviour of English society, which had first petted and
idolized him and then turned malignantly on him He felt that
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such behaviour deserved punishment, and he knew how to m
flict it In the third place, he was compounded of so many ele

ments that he had, sooner or later, to find a poetry which should

contain them all His earlier work reflected something in himself,

especially his discontent and his longing for some dramatic splen-

dour of circumstance and character But in him the dreamer and

the solitary were countered by the wit and the man of the world,

and these could not be kept permanently out of his work His

creative spint moved not on a single, straight line like that of

Wordsworth or Shelley, but by devious and circuitous paths

But when he wrote Don Juan, he had found his direction He

wished to tell the truth as he saw it with all the paradoxes and

contradictions of his nature The result is an extremely personal

document m which the whole of Byron is contained The exag-

gerations and the fantasy of the story only serve to bnng into

prominence and set m a clear perspective lus individual views

of existence and Ins conflicting feelings about it

Byron differs from the authentic Romantics not merely in his

low estimate of the imagination but in the peculiar quality and

power of his wit Indeed, his wit rises largely from his loss of

belief in the imagination Once he ceased to believe m the reality

or the relevance of his wilder inventions, he turned on himself

and laughed All these fine ideas, he seems to say, are rather

ridiculous we have only to look at them in practice to see what

thev mean and how unlike the reality is to the dream Of course,

such a point of view was a natural product of the high society m
which B)ron had lived The world of the Regency pursued its

pleasures in an atmosphere of malice and mockery, and Byron

had his fair share of both But there was something else deep in

his nature His emotions and his intelligence were at war, and

through wot he found some sort of reconciliation between them

If one side of him w'as given to wild dreams, another side saw

that these could not be realized, and he resolved the discord with

mocker) Indeed, the conflict uxis deeper than this Even his emo-

tions were at war with one another, and he w'ould pass by sudden
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leaps from love to hatred and from admiration to contempt He
was a true child of his age in the uncertainty of his temperament

and its wayward responses to experience But since he was ex-

tremely intelligent and observant, he did not deceive himself into

thinking that all his responses were right He marked their in-

consistencies and treated them with ironical disdain as part of our

human imperfection At the outset Don Juan is a criticism of the

Romantic outlook because it says that human beings may have

beautiful dreams but fail to live up to them

In embarking on this realistic and satirical task, Byron was

careful not to exaggerate on certain matters which concerned him

He saw that though he had largely outlived his wilder notions or

seen their limitations m actual life, they still counted for some-

thing and could not altogether be rejected His aim was to put

them m a true settmg, to show both their strength and their

weakness, to assess them at their right worth So his poem moves,

as it were, on two lines On the one hand he gives an abundance

of delightful poetry to some subjects which the Romantics would

approve and which still appealed to him On the other hand he

stresses with wit and irony the defects and contradictions and pre-

tences which belong to these subjects His acid temper works on

his matenal and destroys anything false or pretentious m it, with

the result that his Romantic longings are countered by a searching

irony and are not allowed to claim too much for themselves If

the special successes of Wordsworth and Shelley were possible

because humour never raised its head in the sacred places of their

imagination, Byron’s success comes from the opposite cause, that

dirough humour he gave a new dimension and a greater truth to

his creations His poetry comes closer to the common man be-

cause it is more mixed and more complex than was allowed by his

great contemporaries m their austere devotion to ideal worlds

Byron’s dual approach to his subject is reflected in a manner-

ism which is extremely common m Don Juan He will begin to

discourse seriously of a subject and speak nobly and finely about

it, onlv to end with some calculated anticlimax, which makes us
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think that alter all he does not care very much about what he has

said We almost feel that he has tncked us by making us respond

to a senous topic, only to say that there is nothing in it But this

is not a correct analysis of what Byron does When he treats of

love or nature or liberty in this way, it is not because he has seen

through them or washes us to think that he has The moods of

admiration and of mockery exist concurrendy m him and are

merged in his outlook As a poet he feels the one strongly and

writes about it wrth all his powers, but as a man of the world he

sees that other men may ridicule him, and he forestalls them by

getting in the first laugh His mockery is pardy protective, pardy

the expression of a sincere conviction that few things m life are

what they appear to be and that most things, however noble m
some aspects, are ridiculous in odiers Byron makes no attempt to

harmonize the tw'o points of view, but is content that life should

be like this Nor can we say that he is wrong Laughter is en-

tided to have its way where it will, and nothing is ultimately the

less serious because in some moods and in some times we make

fun of it

Byron differed from his Romantic contemporaries in the com

plex character of his response to experience In his earlier poetry'

he had tried to look at things from almost a single point of view,

but in Don Juan he abandoned this and exploited the whole

range of Ins feelings Whereas the other Romantics tended to

follow a single principle in their approach to hfp, Byron followed

his owti w'ayward, changing moods Just as the Romantics were in

their own way perfcctR true to themselves, so wras Byron in his,

but his nature was more complicated than theirs and could not

be confined to a single channel If he lacks their simplicity and

die special power which comes with it, he makes up tor this by

the range of his tastes and the wonderful variety of his responses

Of course, the result is that he misses the peculiar intensity of the

great Romantics, but he makes much of many themes which are

be\ond their reach, and gives in Don Jttan a panorama of con

temporan life which is much richer than anything they could
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have produced Those who saw in Don Juan the epic of the age

were not entirely wrong It touches many facets of actual life and

gives an appropriate poetry to each Byron had an omnivorous

taste for experience and tried most things that came his way The

result is that Ins great poem provides a vivid and searching com-

mentary on the contemporary scene

Though Byron abandoned the Romantic view of the imagina-

tion and practised a new realistic art, he did not altogether aban-

don some themes and ideas which meant much to the Romantics

He seems rather to have applied his critical mind to their favour-

ite topics and to have kept only what he thought to be real and

true If he had no sense of a transcendental order behind reality,

he did not forsake all the subjects in which his contemporaries

looked for it Rather, he felt that matters like nature and love

were sufficient m themselves to inspire poetry, and that he need

not look beyond them for somethmg else Though he had little

interest in the work of Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Keats, and

had a genuine admiration for Dryden and Pope, he was in fact a

child of his time, and his poetical powers were brought into action

not by the refined sentiment and economical fancy of the Augus-

tans, but by wild and vaulting ideas which came from the French

Revolution If m some ways he looks like a counter-revolutionary

who tned to confine poetry m its old discipline, he is actually

closer to Rousseau and Chateaubnand than to Pope and Johnson

The new age had formed in him tastes which he could not aban-

don and which dictated the course of his life He was more typical

of his time than either Wordsworth or Shelley, for while their

outlooks were limited by their pnvate philosophies, Byron ab-

sorbed the life around him and expressed what thousands of his

contemporanes felt Indeed, so wide was his understanding that

he is a poet not merely of England but of all Europe

Byron’s position with regard to the other Romantics can be

seen m his attitude towards nature He loved it beyond question,

and was perhaps happiest when he was alone with it But his

conception of nature lacked the mystery' which Wordsworth,
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Coleridge, and Keats found m it Or rather, he found a different

mystery, more immediate and more homely, which absorbed his

being and engaged his powers without openmg doors into some

unknown world In his own way perhaps he had a religion of

nature, and we need not disbelieve him when he says

My altars are the mountains and the Ocean,

Earth — air — stars, — all that springs from the great Whole,

Who hath produced, and will receive the Soul (III, civ, 6-8)

But though Byron might hold such a belief, it was not what in-

spired his poetry of nature His genius was set to work not by a

sense of immanent divinity but simply by what he saw and by

the appeal which it had for him He marked the appearances of

nature with an observing eye, and he was delightfully free of

conventional prepossessions about what he ought to look for and

like in it He had been brought up in the English country, and in

early manhood he had travelled m Greece His knowledge of

nature was different from Wordsworth’s, and m some ways wider

He certainly responded to it m a different way While Words-

worth sought vision or moral inspiration, Byron took nature as he

found it and appreciated much that Wordsworth missed His

poetry of nature is instinctive and immediate, free from theory or

ultenor mtention He liked it, and that was enough for him But

because he liked it as much as he did, he differed from his prede-

cessors of the eighteenth century who saw it through a haze of

literary associations and preferred it m its sentimental aspects

Byron knew7
it as it is and wrote abundantly about it

Byron of course often speaks of nature’s more attractive as-

pects, and it is characteristic of Don Jnan that some of its best

passages of description are taken from Greece and the Aegean,

from the land and the sea wdiich Byron loved because m them he

had escaped from ties and responsibilities which harassed him

If he wTOte some of his finest cantos at Ravenna when he was
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under the spell of La Guiccioli, lus memory turned bach to his

first voyage in Greece and to the days when, alone with a few

fnends and the simple Suliotes, whose natural nobility won his

admiration, he had not yet tasted of success and failure Now
Greece was again m his mind because of the revolt against the

Turks, and before long he was to obey her irresistible summons

In the interval he put into Don Juan scenes which come from his

first delight m Greek lands, sunlit and solitary and washed by

an azure sea The island to which Juan swims as a castaway is

authentically Greek m its roughness and its wildness no less than

m its moments of magical calm

It was a wild and breaker-beaten coast,

With cliffs above, and a broad sandy shore,

Guarded by shoals and rocks as by an host,

With here and there a creek, whose aspect wore

A better welcome to the tempest-tost,

And rarely ceased the haughty billow’s roar,

Save on the dead long summer days, which make

The outstretched Ocean glitter hke a lake (II, clxxvii')

The description is truthful and accurate Tins is just what many
Greek islands look to the visitor, and Byron shows his sterhng

sense when he sketches the scene as he himself has known it

There was no need to make more of it, and the straightforward

description has its own full poetry Each detail is given with a

sure eye to its significance, and the scene lives not merely for the

sight hut for the imagination

Byron of course had more enchanting memories of Greece

than this In no country does the evening come with more un-

expected splendours, when the whole landscape changes from
colour to colour and the light reflected from the sea gives a lim-

pid purity to the outlines of the mountains and to the inlets of

water which pierce them It is this incomparable beauty’ which
Bynun uses as an appropriate setting for his y’oung lovers
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It was the cooling hour, just when the rounded

Red sun sinks down behind the azure hill,

Which then seems as if the whole earth it hounded,

Circling all Nature, hushed, and dim, and still,

With the far mountain crescent half surrounded

On one side, and the deep sea calm and chill

Upon the other, and the rosy sky

With one star sparkling through it like an eye (II, ciaxxiii)

The ancient Greek poets were not concerned to praise the beau-

ties of their country with words so precise as these, but Byron,

bred in a northern clime where colours are dimmer and outlines

less clear, catches the brilliant hues of the Greek evening, when

the red sun, the azure hills, and the rosy sky unite to form a per-

fect harmony The scene, as he paints it, has a peculiar charm

because he writes from loving memory and recalls what this

miraculous land once meant to him He does not look for a soul

in nature, but in its company he is entirely absorbed and happy

It is the setting for moments in which his spirit has been at peace

and all his attention caught in the delight of visible things He

pays nature more notice than the Greek poets ever did, but he

owes something to them in his feeling for it as a background to

human life—even more than a background, for nature provides

the frame in which we live and shapes our feelings to suit it

If Byron's greatest love was for Greece, his love for the Eng-

lish landscape was hardly less powerful, and in this too he went

Ins own wa\ and found his own kind of poetry In Canto XIII

he desenbes a Norman abbey, which is of course Newstcad,

where he spent his childhood When he waote these lines, he had

not seen Newstcad for eight years, and he was never to sec it

again But time and separation have not dimmed his memory,

the\ hate rather sharpened and refined it Byron, exiled in Italy,

recalls this characteristically English scene in its tranquil beauty

and gracious ease He catches the charm of an old English coun

tr\ hou^e in surroundings where nature has been tamed but onh
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to become more truly itself He, who knew the sunlit splendour

of the Aegean, felt also the appeal of quiet waters and liked to

recall the lake near his own home

Before die mansion lav a lucid Lake,

Broad as transparent, deep, and freshly fed

Bv a river, which its softened way did take

In currents through the calmer water spread

Around die wildfowl nesded in the brake

And sedges, brooding in their liquid bed

The woods sloped downwards to its bnnk, and stood

With their green faces fixed upon the flood (XIII, lvii)

This is perhaps nature as a country gendeman of the Regency

might admire it m his own domain, but it has its own charm and

beaut)', and Byron’s account reflects his typically English pleas-

ure m nature as it works for the comfort of man

Because he had no gospel of nature and did not seek any

special revelation thiough it, Byron was able to face its cruel and

inhuman aspects as most of the Romantics could not It is true

that in "Ruth” Wordsworth suggests that a childhood spent in

the violent climate of Georgia may not be entirely beneficent to

the character, but he shied away from the painful topic and

found m the quiet hills of Cumberland and Westmorland a na-

ture which suited his theories It is also true that m his last

years Keats began to be troubled by the savage side of nature

and the system by which life exists by preying on other life,

but he did not survive long enough to develop his doubts With
Byron it is different He sees nature as it is and is not afraid of

dwelling on its sinister side He does so without comment and
without complaint, but he knows what he is talking about For

instance, the storm m Don Juan stands in marked contrast to the

storm in "The Ancient Manner ” While Coleridge catches the

allunng magic of a wild moon and dancing stars, Byron dwells

on die sullen, brooding atmosphere before the storm comes
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’T was twilight, and the sunless day went down

Over the waste of waters, like a veil,

Which, if withdrawn, would but disclose the frown

Of one whose hate is masked but to assail

Thus to their hopeless eyes the night was shown,

And grimly darkled o’er the faces pale,

And the dim desolate deep twelve days had Fear

Been their famihaT, and now Death was here (II, xllx)

The helplessness of man before nature was a subject from which

the Romantics shrank, but Byron saw it and spoke sincerely about

it, and his words come with a sudden fresh breath at a time when

nature was too often seen only m its gentler moods

Byron’s keen eye for the world about him took him beyond

nature to human dwellings and great towns, and he was one of

the first poets to feel the magic of modem London It had been

the scene of Ins glittering triumph, and he was well acquainted

with the haunts where society took its pleasures, but it meant

more than that to him He liked its bustle and its crowds, its lights

and noise and stupendous air of life, its dirt and its magnificence

His view of London may be contrasted wuth Wordsworth’s

Wordsworth had his moment of vision, when from Westminster

Bndge he saw7 the Thames and the giant city m the calm of the

early morning

silent, bare,

Ships towers, domes, theatres, and temples he

Open unto the fields, and to the sky,

All bright and ghttenng in the smokeless air

That shows how even in a great city Wordsworth’s genius could

be inspired to its finest rapture, but none the less what inspires

him is not the bustle of the city but its temporary quiet For a

moment in London he feels as if he were among the silence of his

lonek hills B\ron looks at a similar sight and finds something

quite different
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A mighty mass of buck, and smoke, and shipping,

Dirty and dusky, hut as wide as eye

Could reach, with here and there a sail just skipping

In sight, then lost amidst the forestry

Of masts, a wilderness of steeples peeping

On tiptoe through their sea-coal canopy,

A huge, dun Cupola, like a foolscap crown

On a fool’s head — and there is London Town' (X, Lxxxn)

Byron sees in London what most men see in it, but with a more

observant and more malicious eye His is a realistic art of topo-

graphical poetry Instead of looking for some manifestation of the

ideal in the actual, he is quite content with the actual and says

what he thinks about it

Byron created what was m effect a new poetry of the visible

world, bodi in country and m towns, by the variety of his re-

sponses to it Where he began, other poets have continued, until

we are now familiar with a poetry of cities and suburbs as well as

of all kinds of countryside His triumph was to pass beyond his

early love of pathless woods and lonely shores to more common
and familiar scenes, and to prove that they too have their fascina-

tion His conception of the world m which we live grew from his

delighted observation of it, but this observation was itself shaped

by the new outlook which belonged to his generation and lay

behind all its poetry' Byron differs from the other Romantics in

his interpretation of nature and his lack of interest m any ulterior

significance to be found in it, but he agrees with them in think-

ing that it is a primary subject of poetry and plays a large part in

human life

A second Romantic subject to which Byron gave great atten-

tion is love In this he was far more adventurous than Words-
worth and more experienced than Keats If he had an equal m
the importance which he attached to love, it was Shelley, but
Shelley’s view of it was quite different For Shelley love is a

union of souls, foreordained in some celestial scheme of predesti-

nation, and guided by the powers which move the universe Byron
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saw nothing in such speculations He lacked Shelley’s gift of

thinking that every woman with whom he fell in love was an

incarnation of heavenly virtues Nor is it clear that Byron ever

fell completely m love with anyone He needed the support and

the society of women, he liked to be admired and petted and com-

forted by them, he found that with them he could unburden his

troubles But of the several women whom he is thought to have

loved, there is hardly one for whom he felt an absorbing and

dominating passion Perhaps the strongest affection which he

knew was for his half-sister, Augusta, and for that he had to pay

m scandal and calumnv, with the result that he came to believe

that the noblest devotions are doomed to come to a violent or an

ignoble end His other chief devotion was for La Guiccioh She

awoke his political ambitions and made him a man of action, and

there is no doubt of his affection for her But even in the happy

\cars which lie spent with her, he yearned for something else,

complete and innocent He seems indeed to have been haunted

b\ two dreams One was of some woman older than himself who

would gne to him the affectionate care of which his stem, strong

minded mother was incapable, the other was of an ideal first love,

tender and natural, and not at all like what he had felt for Lady

Caroline Lamb When he dealt wath love in Don Juan, Byron,

despite his realism, could not but describe something which he

had nc\er actualK knowTi, an ideal condition which he was al

wa\s seeking but never found

The low of an older woman for a young man is sketched in

lulia’s low for Juan Despite the elements of mockery and farce

which enlnen the episode, Bvron puts into luha’s passion his

ideal of what such a thing should be Her husband means nothing

to her and she pines both to give and to receive affection In her

own ua\ Tie fights against a passion which she thinks wrong, but

Juan is eager for her, and lus proposals are more than she can

resist So Bvron, in his most engaging manner, sums up her sur

render
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A little still she strove, and much repented,

And whispering “I wall ne’er consent” — consented

(I, own, 7-8)

For Juan it is perhaps no more than an exciting experience, the

first ad\ enture m an amorous career, but for Julia it is different

She lias staked everything on an act which she feels to be wrong

and yet desires with all her being, and in die end she fails What

most concerns Byron and draws out his best poetry is the pathos

of her failure, the tragic dilemma of a woman who gives her

whole nature to somednng which is not really for her It is his

imaginative sympathy which gives such power to the letter which

Julia mites to Juan, and especially to those words in it which

record her defeat and her unwilling and imperfect acceptance

of it

You wall proceed in pleasure, and m pnde,

Beloved and loving many, all is o’er

For me on earth, except some years to hide

My shame and sorrow deep in my heart’s core

These I could bear, but cannot cast aside

The passion which still rages as before, —
And so farewell — forgive me, love me — No,

That w'ord is idle now' — but let it go (I, cxcv)

This is of course a poetry of sentiment, but of genuine and noble

sentiment which is none the less fine because it nses not from

actual experience but from longing for an ideal It is not sur-

prising that when, a few years later, Pushkin wrote Evgeny One-
gin and made his heroine, Tatyana, waate a declaration of love to

a vain and insensitive man, he should have learned something

from Byron’s tenderness and understanding

Byron’s other haunting obsession, of an ideal, first love, is

presented m the love of Juan and Haid£e on a Greek island

Haidde is a child of nature m the sense that she has not been cor-
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rupted by society but follows her instincts without questioning

their worth or their consequences She has a noble heart and a

noble style, as befit one who is m her own small w'orld an impor

tant person She presents an implicit contrast to the young aristo-

cratic English women who pursued Byron when he was m fash-

ion She begins by saving Juan from death, and, because she has

nursed him, falls in love with him Such a love comes suddenly

and naturally and needs no explanation Nor has the moralist m
Byron anything to say against it, since it is entirely sincere and

single-minded He is content to contrast Haidee’s trustful sur-

render with the false protests of constancy made by more sophisti

cated young women This love finds and fulfils itself in natural

surroundings which show how natural it too is

They were alone, but not alone as they

Who shut in chambers think it loneliness,

The silent Ocean, and the starlight bay,

The twilight glow', which momently grew less,

The voiceless sands, and dropping caves, that lay

Around them, made them to each other press,

As if there were no life beneath the sky

Save theirs, and that their life could never die

(II, CLXXXvni)

Tins mav be a dream, but it is a dream enhanced by authentic

emotions and an ideal of what first love ought to be It may be

closer to actual life than Shelley’s Platonic visions, but it is more

trulv Romantic than any love-poetry written by Wordsworth or

Keats

In these two love-affairs, with all their ideal quality, Byron

docs not forget his critical self He, who felt the claim of such

passions and wrote his finest poetry about them, was well aware

that there was another side to the question, and he shows this in

more than one way In the first place, each love leads to disaster

Julia goes to a convent, and Haidee dies of grief Byron may

dream of ideal love and show what a woman may feel for a man,
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but he knows that the woman will pay for it and that the world

will not be indulgent to her Society, whether in the form of

Julia’s husband or of Haidde’s father, will exact its punishment

Under his cynical extenor, Byron was tender-hearted and chival-

rous, and his two ideal love-affairs reveal how well he understood

the woman’s point of view In the second place, Byron tabes a

lower new of men than of women, and seems to think that men

are incapable of real constancy and devotion Juan is certainly

much attracted by Julia, and he is truly in love with Haid£e

But in both cases, when the end comes, he takes it lightly After

Julia he goes away on his voyage without much thought of her,

and after Haid6e he uses Ins natural charms to improve his

worldly position As his career proceeds, he leams to exploit more

fully Ins physical advantages, and Byron descnbes with a sharp

insight his motives when he yields to the demands of the Em-
press Catherine of Russia

He, on the other hand, if not in love,

Fell into that no less impenous passion,

Self-love — which, when some sort of thing above

Ourselves, a singer, dancer, much in fashion,

Or Duchess — Princess — Empress, "deigns to prove"

C’T is Pope’s phrase) a great longing, though a rash one,

For one especial person out of many,

Makes us believe ourselves as good as any (IX, Lxvm)

Though Byron felt the claims of ideal love and longed for it, he
believed that it is inevitably frustrated by society and spoiled by
the corrupt instincts of men He shows how life blunts a man’s
finer feelmgs and obliterates even his memories of the purest

love He tempers his Romantic ideal with realistic considerations,

but die result is that the ideal remains as alluring as before

In his treatment of nature and of love, Byron shows what he
gained from the common oudook of his age and what affinities he
had with Ins Romantic contemporaries But deeper perhaps than
his interest m these two subjects was something else which lay at
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the centre of his being and determined much that was best m
him Byron was representative of his generation in his belief in

individual liberty and his hatred of tyranny and constraint,

whether exercised by individuals or by societies He wished at all

costs to realize his powers, to be truly and fully himself, not to

compromise with convention or to hide behind cant While Blake

wished for an unimpeded freedom m the activity of the imagma

tion, Byron wished for something similar in the familiar w'orld

For him, as for some of his contemporaries, the failure of the

French Revolution was a challenge to put its ideals into action,

and chief of these was the belief m personal liberty and in the

importance of the individual man More fortunate than Pushkin

or Lermontov, who felt the same urgent need but were prevented

by circumstances from realizing it, Byron found a wray to say

what he pleased and to do wdiat he liked If he sometimes fol-

lowed mere whims and impulses, if some of his ambitions were

no more than affectations, lie was not without guiding principles,

and Ins death at Missolonghi show’s that he was not an actor but

a soldier, a man of affairs, and a master of men Despite all his

self mockers, he knew that he had a star and that he must follow'

it, that there was something m himself which must be translated

into fact and that he must be true to it No doubt his conception

of liberty was more mstinctne than intellectual, and he did not

see what difficulties and contradictions it contained It was an

ideal, a dming power, a summons to make the best of certain

possibilities in himself Much more than Wordsworth and Cole

ridge, who after their first enthusiasm for the French Revolution

surrendered to caution and scepticism, more even than Keats,

whose lo\e of libert\ was hardly developed to its full range, Byron

wished to be free and insisted that other men must be free too

This ideal B\ron shared with Shellev, but though he shared

Shelley’s passion, he did not share his vision of an ideal future,

he was content to do his best for the moment bv attacking tvrants

yvherexer they existed and pleading the cause of oppressed hu

nanny Not that he was pessimistic about the future lit could
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not believe that men would for long tolerate the senseless restric-

tions to which they were subjected He wished to stir them to

revolt, to make them get rid of their monarchs, and he says

frankly

For I will teach, if possible, the stones

To rise against Earth’s tyrants Never let it

Be said that we still truckle unto thrones, —

But ve — our children’s children* think how we

Showed what things were before the World was free*

(VIII, cxxxv, 4-8)

Byron was on the side of liberty’ against the Holy Alliance and the

government of George IV He was not afraid to attack so popular

a hero as the Duke of Wellington as the "best of cut-throats”, he

covered Brougham with abuse, his treatment of the European

monarchs is delightfully contemptuous

Shut up the bald-coot bully Alexander*

Ship off the Holy Three to Senegal,

Teach them that “sauce for goose is sauce for gander,”

And ask them how they like to be m thrall?

(XIV, lxxxiii, 1-4)

At a time when his countrymen were proclaiming their cham-

pionship and love of liberty, Byron accused them of being its

most violent enemies England, on whom such great hopes were

once placed, has now betrayed them

How all the nations deem her their worst foe,

That worst than worst of foes, the once adored

False fnend, who held out Freedom to Mankind,

But now would chain them — to the very mind

(X, lxvii, 5-8)

In Bvron the ideals of 1789 were sull a living force He saw that

the free fulfilment of the human self would be possible only
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when the powerful obstacles of thrones and courts were removed,

and that the crudest of tyrannies is that which seeks to enslave

the mind

In the great appeals for liberty which ring through Don Juan,

and in the attacks which Byron makes on its enemies, we can see

the fundamental purpose of the poem Byron set out to tell the

truth, but his news were determined by a powerful and positive

belief m the worth of individual man He resembled Blake in his

condemnation of senseless cruelty and of the hypocrisy which it

breeds for its support He was appalled by the habits of high

society which daimed to do one thing and did another, and hid

its vices under good manners and high-sounding principles It

etoked his sharpest irony

Oh for a forty-parson power to chant

Thy praise, Hypocns) 1 Oh for a hymn
Loud as the virtues thou dost loudly vaunt,

Not practise’ Oh for trump of Cherubim 1 (X, xxxrv, 1-4)

He hoped tint by telling the truth he would awake the world to

the cnls which blighted its happiness, and expose its respected

social s\stem as a corrupt and corrupting sham On the positive

side, what he liked was the free play of the affections as he de-

picted it in his ideal love scenes and in the care-free happiness of

his Grcel island Much more than any other poet of the time, he

had a keen appreciation of the natural man and thought his ordi-

nary pleasures right and worthy of protection He might not agree

with the moral code of his age and his country, but he had his

own \alues Abote all, he thought that truthfulness is a para

mount dutt, and that only through it can mankind be liberated

from mans ucih and degrading bonds

Though Don Juan stands almost alone among poems of the

Romantic age, it be’ongs to it and is in its own way a true product

uf it Though Bt ron rejected the Romantic belief in the imagina

non he t as true to the Romantic outlook m his devotion to an

ideal o
f man which mat hate been no more than a dream, but
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none the less kept his devotion despite the ordeal of facts and

his own corroding scepticism He knew how difficult this ideal

was to realize and what powerful obstacles it met m the corrup-

tion of society and the contradictions of human nature He made

many discoveries, seldom creditable, about himself and other

men, and that is why at times he seems cynical and disillusioned

Disillusioned perhaps he was, m the sense that he had few hopes

that all his dreams would come true, but cynical he was not, at

least about the matters which lay nearest to his heart It was not

their worth which he questioned, but die possibility of translating

them into fact Of course, he rejected any suggestion that he

treated his task seriously, and no one could accuse him of being

solemn But serious he is, not merely when he speaks direcdy

about his convictions, but when he presents them with irony and

mockery He made a bold attempt to put the whole of himself

into Don Juan, and die result is something quite outside the range

of his great contemporaries The alternations of his moods are

matched by the extraordinary range of his subjects There seems

to be almost no topic on which he has not got something inter-

esting or witty or penetrating to say The story is only half the

poem, the other half is a racy commentary on life and manners

Don Juan is the record of a remarkable personality, a poet and

a man of action, a dreamer and a wit, a great lover and a great

hater, a man with many airs of the eighteenth century and yet

wholly of the nineteenth, a Whig noble and a revolutionary demo-
crat The paradoxes of his nature are fully reflected m Don Juan,
which is itself both a romantic epic and a realistic satire, and it

owes the wide range and abundant -wealth of its poetry to the fact

that Byron had in himself many Romantic longings, but tested

them by truth and reality and remamed faithful only to those

which meant so much to him that he could not live without them
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and diat tire crudest of tyrannies is that which seeks to enslave
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condemnation of senseless cruelty and of the hypocrisy which it

breeds for its support He was appalled by the habits of high

society which claimed to do one thing and did another, and hid

its vices under good manners and high-sounding principles It
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had a keen appreciation of the natural man and thought his ordi-

nary pleasures right and worthy of protection He might not agree

with the moral code of his age and his country, but he had his

own values Above all, he thought that truthfulness is a para-

mount duty, and that only through it can mankind be liberated

from many ugly and degrading bonds

Though Don Juan stands almost alone among poems of the

Romantic age, it belongs to it and is in its own way a true product

of it Though Byron rejected the Romantic belief in the imagina-

tion, he was true to the Romantic outlook m his devotion to an

ideal of man which may have been no more than a dream, but
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none the less kept his devotion despite the ordeal of facts and

his own corroding scepticism He knew how difficult this ideal

was to realize and what powerful obstacles it met in the corrup-

tion of society and die contradictions of human nature He made

many discoveries, seldom creditable, about himself and other

men, and that is why at times he seems cynical and disillusioned

Disillusioned perhaps he was, m the sense that he had few hopes

that all his dreams would come true, but cynical he was not, at

least about the matters which lay nearest to his heart It was not

their worth which he questioned, but die possibility of translating

them into fact Of course, he rejected any suggestion that he

treated his task seriously, and no one could accuse him of being

solemn But senous he is, not merely when he speaks directly

about his convictions, but when he presents them with irony and

mocker)7 He made a hold attempt to put the whole of himself
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to he almost no topic on which he has not got something inter-

esting or witty or penetrating to say The story is only half the

poem, the other half is a racy commentary on life and manners
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a man of action, a dreamer and a wit, a great lover and a great
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EDGAR ALLAN POE

E
dgar Allan Poe died nearly a hundred years ago,

1 and

when we honour his centenary, we shall pay the tnbute

due to a writer whose work has sufficiently survived the

corrosion of time to have a place m the literature of the world

But Poe’s centenary has a more special significance than this For

peihaps the most extraordinary thing about him is what has hap-

pened to him in the hundred years since his death, the myth

which has been created about him, the influence which he has

had in many countries of both the Old and the New World, his

transfiguration into a symbol of that kind of genius which after

a life of misery and frustration wins imperishable fame With

Poe we have to deal less with a man than with a legend, less with

an actual performance than with a theory, less with the poetry

which he actually wrote than with what he wished to write or

might have wntten As a writer of prose he has an assured place

What he did for the short story, whether in horror or adventure

or detection, is complete, and his own, and needs no defence But

with his poetry' it is different It has been judged more variously

than that of any other poet whose reputation has survived equally

long At one extreme Poe has been regarded as the most creative

and most original writer of the nineteenth century', at the other

extreme as a minor figure who may have had interesting ideas

but failed to realize them and left no achievement of unquestion

able worth The paradoxical nature of Poe’s reputation is an ap-

propriate comment on his work He deserves both praise and

blame, and since he liked to my'Stify', hetfearillot, from whatever

afterworld he inhabits, complain of what has happened to him

Of his enormous fame there is no doubt The justprv .
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French poetry m the nineteenth century bears full witness to it

I t is true, that Baudelaire, who discovered and in some ways m-

vented Poe, paid more attention to die talcs than to the poetry,

but for die poetry he had an almost unqualified reverence It was

for him “quelque chose de profond et miroitant comme le r&ve,

de mystdneux et parfait comme le cristal
” 2 To it he paid a hom-

age, by imitating it, which lie paid to very few poets There are

echoes of Poe, which Baudelaire gladly admitted, m Le Flaw-

beau vivant3 and HeautonUniorumevos * and there are others

hardly less striking elsewhere Where Baudelaire led the way,

Mjallarme followed
,
when he translated the poems into his own

inimitable prose For him Poe was ‘‘the spiritual prince of the

age," the master whose example was an inspiration and whose

every poemwasa-flawless diamond r' Mallarm4’s sonnet, Le Toiu-

beau d’Edgar Poe, written for the unveiling of Poe’s monument at

Baltimore m 1876, is one of the most magnificent tributes ever

paid by one poet to another, and shows the reverence which Mal-

larm£ had for Poe’s achievement

Tel qu’en lui-meme enfin l’dternit£ le change,

Le pofete suscite avec un glaive nu

Un si&cle dpouvantd de n’avoir pas connu

Que la mort tnomphait dans cette voix Strange

Once Mallarmd had spoken in these terms, his authority earned

such weight that Poe’s worth was settled beyond question for

most French poets They accepted him as the forerunner and

master of most that was best m contemporary poetry

The cult of Poe which began in France spread far and wide

On one side of die world, it has had a special prominence in Latin

America, where its influence can be seen equally in the Uru-

guayan Julio Herrera y Reissig,
0 the Colombian Jos£ Asuncidn

Silva,7 and the Nicaraguan Rub6n Dario 8 Nor are these minor
figures in an unimportant world, they have added something

permanent to poetry, and their influence has passed far beyond
their own countries On the other side of the world, Poe has
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played a part in Russia When Russian poetry revived so bnl

liantly at the beginning of this century, the distinguished Sym-

bolist, Konstantin Balmont, translated Poe’s complete works and

founded for him a reputation which has survived the Revolution

and the rejection of the West Even m 1940 the Soviet poet,

Semen Kirsanov, in a volume mainly concerned with such social

themes as the new Constitution and the Moscow subway, in-

cluded a translation of "Annabel Lee ” 0 Whatever Anglo-Saxons

may say, Poe’s reputation is securely founded in countries where

English is not spoken
~~ '~~

It is easy to dismiss Poe’s European and Latin American fame

as an error due to an inability to appreciate English poetry at its

proper worth It is of course true that no foreigners can under-

stand a poet so well as his own countrymen can, and the parallel

of Byron may be adduced to show how wrongly English poets

may be judged by those who are not fully acquainted with the

English language But few Englishmen will deny that Byron is

a considerable poet, who had much of interest to say But can

the same be claimed for Poe? Did he do anything that had not

already been done better by Coleridge or Keats? Has he really

added to creative experience, exceptm a small, not very important

section of it? Others, again, argue that Poe’s reputation is due

not to his poetry but to his life, because Baudelaire and Mallarm6

believed that a poet must be at war with his age, and found m
Poe a supreme example of this In Poe’s struggle with his contem-

poranes, Mallarm6 saw a heroic story and held it much to Poe’s

credit

Eux, comme un vil sursaut d’hydre oyant jadis l’ange

Donner un sens plus pur aux mots de la tnbu

Proclamferent tr&s haut le sortilege bu
Dans le Hot sans honneur de quelque noir melange

There is no doubt that for Baudelaire and Mallarme Poe’s life

had a peculiar appeal and confirmed their belief that he was a

great poet But this was no more than an additional assurance for
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something which they already believed, a confirmatory testimony

to his indubitable greatness Nor is it his life which has made

Poe’s reputation in Latin America and Russia Beyond it and any

appeal which it may mahe there is the poetry, and that is what

is admired and imitated

Poe’s astonishing reputation is founded both on his theory of

poetry and on lus practice of it While the theory excites poets to

new ventures, the practice is an encouragement to them, and m
any consideration of Poe the two must be taken together The

theory is not difficult, and most of its tenets can be found m The
Poetic Principle, which Poe delivered as a lecture at Lowell and

at Providence in December 1848 It may be supplemented by

essays, such as The Rationale of Verse and The Philosophy of

Composition, and by various remarks in reviews and articles

Poe’s theories are simple and lucid However much he liked mys-

tery m poetry and fiction, he did not like it m that kind of prose

which is meant to expound and explain 10 He liked to set out a

theory as a self-evident proposition and to draw far-reaching con-

clusions m what looks like a chain of indisputable arguments

Indeed, his whole manner of argument has a much more French

than English air, and it is not surprising that French writers have

been impressed by it If at times he is almost too logical to be en-

tirely persuasive, that is because he is himself so convmced of his

theories that he fails to see what difficulties others may find in

them

Poe’s theory of poetry is based on a simple proposition He
sees the human self as divided neatly into intellect, conscience,

and soul The first is conremed with truth , the second noth duty',

and the third with beauty In poetry the third alone is in ques-

tion From this important consequences follow Since poetry is

die product jE-ttie ^onl and a means to the discover^of beauty,

i t has nothing to do with ei ther truth or morals In an age when
poets liked to instruct and improve, Poe spoke up tor beauty Tt

nas. this m.the first
-p
lace that wnn the admi ration of Baudelaire

and Mallarmd Appalled by the way in which poets like Victor
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Hugo expended their talents on didactic and ethical themes,

they longed to create a poetry which should be poetry and noth

mg else They defined their goal as the Beautiful and assumed

that it excluded anything which merely imparted information or

sought to make men better They may have exaggerated the de

gree in which didactic and ethical elements should be kept out

of poetry, but they were inspired by a passionate desire to make

their work do its proper task Poe indeed was less severe than

they, since he admitted that truth and morals "may serve inciden-

tally, m various ways, the general purposes of the work
” 11 Nor

was Poe so unique a pioneer as the French poets thought When
he stated that poetry is primarily concerned with beauty, Keats

had already said something of the kind, and Rossetti was soon to

pick up his doctrine and give it a new application But because

Poe said it so emphatically and gave it so unequivocal a form ,
he

deserves the credit which he got from Baudelaire and Mallarmd

Poe does not stop at this Since m his scheme poetry is m-

spired by beauty, and theflove of beauty is an activity of the soul,

it is important to mark what he means by the soul as distinct from

the intellect and the conscience On this point Poe is no less era

pliatic For him the soul is the immortal part of man which su r-

vives beyond the present into life after death In his doctrine the

thirst for beauty

belongs to the immortality of Man It is no mere appreciation of

the Beauty before us — but a wild effort to reach the Beauty above

Inspired bv an ecstatic prescience of the glones beyond the grave, we

struggle, bv multiform combinations among the things and thoughts

of Time, to attain a portion of that Loveliness whose verv elements

perhaps, appertain to eternity alone 12

Now this is a thorough-going doctrine On the one hand it has

affinities with certain beliefs of the English Romantics Just as

Wordsworth believed that poetry is partly inspired by memories

of a celestial existence before birth, or Shelley that it is dictated
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by powers from an ideal world, so Poe assumes that it is neces-

sarily connected with what he calls supernal loveliness But,

though his theory is based on assumptions similar to those of

Wordsworth and Shelley, it leads to different results For them

the poet is still concerned with the phenomenal world, though he

may see it in die light of an everlasting morning or as a visible

image of eternity, but for Poe die phenomenal world hardly

counts, since the only reality is the supernal, and poetry’s task is

to catch ghmpses of it Poe’s dieory of poetry takes it further from

tKe earth than either Wordswordi’s or Shelley’s, and illustrates

how rigid he is m pursuing his views to dieir full conclusions

This outlook, as much as his concentration on beauty, drew

the French poets to Poe Equally for Baudelaire and for Mallarmd

it was some other world diat really mattered This was the home

of Baudelaire’s Ideal Beauty, and was symbolized by Mallarmd

m the image of the azure sky Both believed that their task was to

catch ghmpses of this eternal absolute and to express diem m a

way which men could understand They would agree with Poe

that beauty is recognized through “an elevating excitement of the

Soul” n and that, when this happens, we ask for nothmg more

Because, like Poe, they believed in supernal beauty, Baudelaire

and Mallarm6 were, like him, haunted by it, even to their own
distress and anguish Baudelaire contrasted his moments of vision

with the impotent and irritated state of “spleen” which was nor-

mal to him, and Mallarme complained that, because he was un-

able to express the absolute, he lived m sterility When they dis-

covered Poe, these poets were right in claiming that he clarified

ideas which already existed m their own minds u He offered a

simple answer to their questions and comforted them in their

assurance that their own troubled search for beauty was nghdv
directed to an unseen world

Poe’s theory of poetry agrees with his practice of it and may
be treated as a truthful account of what he thought himself to be
doing Indeed, since he composed The Poetic Principle m the
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last year of his life, the theories advanced m it may be taken as

his mature views on his own task He certainly owes much to

Coleridge, and_ indeed most of his ideas are not ultimately his

own Wliat is his own is his selection of ideas and.h is combin a-

tion of them in to a new and rigorous theory His ars goetica is m
its own way the last word on the Romantic outlook What others

had left inchoate and tentative, Poe organized into a consistent

dogma The Romantics sought for another world, hut left its

oudmes and its characters vague. Poe knew what it was and

idlentihedit wi th die world beyond the grave The Romantics had

agreed that poetry was in some sense concerned with beauty,
Poe

asserted that it was concerned with nothing else, and that this

beauty was to be found through the search for supernal reality

The Romantics used the given world as. a means of entry into an

other order of things . Poe thought nothing of this world and

tried to concentrate entirely on another known only in hints and

suggestions In Poe the Romantic theory of poetry reached, a

climax By reducing it to his own kind of order, he limited the

scope of poetry and made it conform to his own narrow ideas

What his beliefs meant to Poe is clear from his early poetry

Even m youth he was haunted by the idea of another, more

splendid world, the thought of which enthralled and exalted him

This idea permeates “Israfel,’
> where Poe has chosen for his sym-

bol an angel from the Koran “whose heart-strings are a lute and

who has the sweetest voice of all God’s creations
” For Poe, Isra-

fel is the ideal singer whom he himself would like to resemble

He contrasts the ecstasy of songs m heaven with~the brokerTand

imperfect songs of earth, and surmises that if he were m heaven

lie could do no more than repeat mere e.choes of celestial music

Yes, Heaven is thine, but this

Is a world of sweets and sours.

Our flowers are merely— flowers,

And the shadow of thy perfect bliss

Is the sunshine of ours
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If I could dwell

Where Israfel

Hath dwelt, and he where I,_

He might not sing so wildly well

A mortal melody,

While a bolder note than this might swell

From my lyre within the shy

Poe symbolized his ideal of song m the figure of Israfel In es-

sence, perhaps, he was not yen' different from Shelley and Keats
,""

who found their ideals of song in the skylark and the nightingale

But Poe gave a more restricted and more literal meaning to~his

symbol For him real song actually existsjnjieaven, and onlyTn

heaven can it be found

From his notion of ideal song, Poe advances to his view that

poetry is necessarily sad He knows that poetry and music melt

mto tears, and he argues that on such occasions we weep

through a certain, petulant, impatient sorrow at our inability to grasp

wow wholly, here on earth, at once and forever, those divine and

rapturous joys, of which through the poem, or through the music, we
attain to but brief and indeterminate glimpses 15

Now this is a new view of poetry, and not everyone will accept

it Poe assumes in the first place that the tears which poetry

evokes are a sign of real sadness, and m the second place that

this sadness is to he explained by the broken character of human
experience and by our longing for a supernal world Both as-

sumptions are highly questionable, and it is interesting to note

that on this point neither Baudelaire nor Mallarmd goes the

whole wav withPoe For Baudelaire the principle of beauts' is

beyond the emotions

Et jamais je ne pleure et jamais je ne ns
,

30

while for Mallarme die ideal mocks Ins efforts by its remoteness

and its impersonal character
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De l’dtemel azur la scrcine ironic 17

On this point Poe speaks from his own special experience The

powers which break down a poet’s inner barriers and release his

creative powers are many and various, but among them grief is

certainly one Like Tasso and Leopardi, Poe found that grief set

them to work, and, since it arose from a profound dissatisfaction

and a longing for another existence, he assumed that other poets

resembled him and that all poetry is written m this way

Through melancholy Poe found his entrance into another

kind of existence and believed that he was close to that other

world for which he longed When he set out to describe the con-

ditions m which his poetical powers began to work, he saw it as

a sort of anguish, a troubled state between dreaming and waking,

a haunted, dark frame of mind, whose only inhabitants were

creatures of fear and dread When he knew this inner anarchy,

Poe found that his powers were liberated and that his desire for

another world became more vivid and more insistent In “Dream

land” he depicts this strange condition and gives his impression

of the disorder which prevails in it

Bottomless vales and boundless floods,

And chasms, and caves, and Titan woods,

With forms that no man can discover

For the dews that dnp all over,

Mountains toppling evermore

Into seas without a shore,

Seas that restlessly aspire,

Surging, unto skies of fire,

Lakes that endlessly outspread

Their lone waters — lone and dead, —
Their still waters — stall and chdly

With the snows of the lolling lily

This world lies

Out of Space — out of Time,
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and it is possible that Poe owes bis idea of it to Coleridge's Limbo,

which is

not a Place

Yet name it so, — where Time and weary Space

Fettered from flight, with night-mare sense of fleeing,

Stave for their last crepuscular half-being 18

But, though both Poe and.Coleridge seem to have passed through

a similar condition and known the chaos of a state which is nei-

ther fact nor vision but something ambiguous and intermediate,

Poe differs from Coleridge m the conclusions which he draws

from it For Coleridge, Limbo is a symbol for that was ting inertia

m which he spent so much of his Iife/But for Poe it is the very
condition which sets his crea tive powers to work To pass from

his ordinary life to the vision of a supernal world, he has to tra-

verse this state of destruction, for it alone breaks down the wall

of his habits and sets his faculties free

This condition is dominated by the thought of death Poe

desired death as a release from his troubles and as an entry to

another world where all imperfections would be mended But his

hope of it was not confident or joyous, but dark and melancholy

It had for him the dread fascination of the incalculable and the

unknown The mere thought of it excited the melancholy which

meant so much to him, and it is not surprising that he viewed it

wrth aw'e and fear In "The City in the Sea” he presents the myth
of his feelings He imagmes a w'orld of death m which there is

no living thing, but a weird, sepulchral magnificence This is the

appeal which death has for him, and he feels to the full die aw'ful

enchantment of this absolute not-being

Resignedly beneath the sky

The melancholy waters he

So blend the turrets and shadows there

That all seem pendulous xn air,

Wide from a proud ttnver in the town

Death looks gigantically down
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Tins is the reflection of Poe’s enthralling anguish, of his convic

tion that to gain his desires he must be annihilated through gnef

and suffering But beyond this anguish is something else, and Poe

imagines that this enormous waste will be transformed through a

vast catastrophe

But lo, a stir is in the air 1

The wave — there is a movement there'

As if the towers had thrust aside,

In slightly sinking, the dull tide —
As if their tops had feebly given '

A void within the filmy Heaven

The waves have now a redder glow —
The hours are breathing faint and low —
And when, amid no earthly moans,

Down, down that town shall settle hence,

Hell, nsmg from a thousand thrones,

Shall do it reverence

From his present miser)' Poe sought for a deliverance which was

no less than a complete destruction of himself and his circum

stances, to be followed by a new existence m another world He

assumed that this would come and that life had no meaning ex-

cept in the anticipation of it He enlarged the melancholy in

which he could best write into a scheme of existence, and gave to

it a concrete form in which some universal catastrophe would

destroy life as a prelude to its rebirth

If “Dream-land” and “The City in the Sea” are myths for

the state of mind in which Poe composed poetry, such a state

needed a direction and a determining impulse towards that super

nal world which w'as the goal of his longing This he found m
lo\e In his theory, the aspiration for “supernal beauty” is largely

manifested m love, and he says

Lo\e — the true, the divine Eros — the Uranian, as distinguished

from the Dionsean Venus — is unquestionably the purest and truest

of all poetical themes 19
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Why Poe thought this is clear enough He believed that love like

that of which he speaks is ultimately for a soul, and that souls

exist m a pure state only m heaven Love on earth is a foretaste

of this divine love, but no more That is why Poe’s strange mar-

riage was what it was When he married Virginia Clemm m
1836, she was only a child, and a child she seems to have re-

mained until her death in 1847 Little is known of her, and she

plays a much smaller part in Poe’s biography than her eccentnc

and charming mother It is wrong to assume that Poe had no real

love for her why else did he marry her, and why was he so

broken when she died? Nor is much gained by applying to Poe’s

marriage the methods of the new psychology and assuming that

he married her because he and she were physically and psy-

chologically under-developed What matters are his conscious

thoughts about her, his actual feelings and motives In fact, Poe

seems to have married Virginia just because he held unusual be-

liefs about love and saw m her not so much a mortal woman as an

immortal soul whose full existence would be realized m Paradise,

and who m this life gave hints and forecasts of her celestial being

When she died, Poe was, as a man, deeply grieved, but, as a

poet, he was fulfilling his destiny In the depths of his nature he

desired not so much a union with a living wife as a union of souls

m anticipation of what would come m the celestial world which

fascinated and haunted him When Virginia died, she did what

Poe must have foreseen and even in some sense desired, foT m it

his central beliefs were realized

That something of this kind is true receives support from the

fact that Poe wrote no love-poetry in the ordinary sense of the

word, that is, poetry addressed to a living person as a living per-

son His nearest approach to it is the famous poem 'To Helen,”

which he wrote when he was still a boy, and even this speaks to

an ideal rather than a real woman, to a goddess from another

world who impresses him with her holiness
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Lo' in yon brilliant window-niche

How statue-like I see thee stand'

The agate lamp within thy hand,

Ah' Psyche, from the regions which

Are Holy Land'

In later years Poe said that this was addressed to his “first purely

ideal love,” Helen Scullard, though here she seems to be less a

real being than an ideal But there is no doubt that Poe attached

importance to the poem and took pains to make his intention

clear He rewrote his first version, and when he substituted "bnl-

liant window-niche” for “little window-niche,” and “The agate

lamp within thy hand” for “The folded scroll within thy hand,”

he stressed the divine radiance which he found in his beloved,

whom he associates with Greece and the Greek word for “soul
”

Even m youth Poe’s devotion was given to celestial love and was

concerned wnth another world

This other world took a clearer and more remarkable shape

as Poe’s strange logic drove him to conclude that only through

death can love be fully realized If poetry nses from our frus-

trated longing for another world, so love-poetry above all must be

concerned not with living women as we know them here, but

with the spints of those whom we have known and lost or with

whom we have only a partial and fleeting acquaintance in

dreams In this Poe indulged the fascination which he felt for

death and his belief that gnef is a positive and creative power

He was no doubt quite sincere when he said that “the death of a

beautiful woman is unquestionably the most poetical topic in the

world
” *° He could imagine no sadder event, and for this reason

it allured him Through such a topic his powers were set to work,

and m dealing with it he sometimes attained to his own land of

pathos In ‘To One in Paradise” he tells of a woman whom he

has lo\ed and lost and with whose death his life has ceased to

have any meaning, but for this he finds consolations in the

glimpses which he has of her spirit and m the sense that she is

still somehow -with him
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For, alas’ alas' with me
The light of Life is o’er’

“No more— no more — no more —

”

(Such language holds the solemn sea

To the sands upon the shore)

"Shall bloom the thunder-blasted tree,

Or the stricken eagle soar’”

And all my days are trances,

And all my nightly dreams

Are where thy dark eye glances,

And where thy footstep gleams —

In what ethereal dances,

By what eternal streams'

Though Poe has not yet reached his final conclusions about love

and death, grief already unveils something of the unknown to

him and allows him to look with broken glimpses mto it

"To One in Paradise” is based on dreams, not on fact, but

Poe’s dreams were soon enough translated into fact when his

wife died, and it is difficult not to connect her death with the

composition of “Annabel Lee ” Poe wrote this at the end of his

life, and it surely reflects, however indirectly, his own feelings

The individual events have been transformed mto something

more m accord with Poe’s views of an ideal reality The dead

child-wife is now someone whom he has known from childhood

m some mysterious realm which is certainly not Baltimore, and

this love, even in this world, was complete and perfect with the

completeness and the perfection of childhood’s affections Poe

places it in a distant, almost legendary past, and this gives to it a

mysterious and supernatural air

It was many and many a year ago,

In a kingdom by the sea,

That a maiden there lived whom you may know
By the name of Annabel Lee,

And this maiden she lived with no other thought

Than to love and be loved bv me
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The story unfolds, and it has litde immediate relation to common

life Annabel Lee dies because the seraphs m heaven covet her

and send a chilling wind to hill her The love, which is severed

by death, can never be broken, and die poet’s soul will always be

close to hers, not merely in the memory of her, but m her pres-

ence

For the moon never beams, without bnngmg me dreams

Of the beautiful Annabel Lee,

And the stars never rise, but I see the bright eyes

Of the beautiful Annabel Lee,

And so, all the mght-tide, I lie down by the side

Of mv darling — my darling — my life and my bride,

In the sepulchre diere by the sea,

In her tomb by the sounding sea

This poem is far from being a record of fact, but it is a record of

day-dream and inspired longing Poe may well have had such

thoughts when his wife died, and this was the way m which he

dramatized them, making them more real through the relations

which he establishes between her death and the world of his

dreams and desires

In “For Annie” Poe takes his subject another step forward

He mav indeed be addressing his dear friend, Annie Richmond

but tbe experience which he imagines surely owes something to

Virginia’s death The subject is nothing less than the awakening

after a last illness into the peace of Paradise, where the poet finds

at last what lore really is He begins by telling of the sense of

infinite relief and deliverance which is his on bem<? nd of life’s

troubles

Thank Hea\en ! the crisis —
The danger is past,

And the lingering illness

Is o\er at last —
And the fe\er called “Living”

Is conquered at last
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This illness, which is Poe’s name for life, is portrayed m forcible

imager)r

,
with a keen eye for illuminating parallels Poe describes

m turn the terrible throbbing, the sickness and pain and nausea,

the burning fever, and above all the terrible durst Now at last

this thirst is assuaged as he drinks

Of a water that Bows,

With a lullaby sound,

From a spring but a very few

Feet under ground —
From a cavern not vet

)
7 far

Dowm under ground

The soul has found peace, and Poe imagines what this means, as

he enjoys the sweet fragrance of flowers and knows that all his

struggles are ended and that his heart is bright widi his beloved’s

love for him In dns poem Poe tried to give clearer expression to

the vision which sustained him, to his special ideal of a love

which is fulfilled only after death He succeeds at least m con-

veying both his horror of life as a tormenting disease and the won-

derful relief which he feels when it is over

The expenence which Poe put mto verse was determined by

the harassing circumstances of his life, which turned him away

from its depressing squalor to a world of dream Unlike Cole-

ridge, to whom he owed much, he did not create independent

worlds of the imagination, but wrote obliquely about himself and

his own destiny In his devotion to a supernal world, he earned

the Romantic desire for a “Beyond” to a new limit No other Ro-

mantic was so thorough as he in the rejection of the phenomenal

world, or so literal about the goal of his desires For him the other

world exists only after death, and his poetry is largely directed

to it However much Keats may sigh for “easeful death” or Shel-

ley wish that death may steal on him like sleep, neither of them
forgot or hated die visible world or regarded death as a final con-

summation of their powers With Poe it is different His inability

to control his life made him long to escape from it, and he 1m-
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agined a region where all his powers would be free and his love

satisfied For him the ideal which makes sense of the fragmentary

and painful actual was not to be found in this life, and he was

forced to look for it beyond the grave In him the man and artist

were one The artist needed harmony and perfection and sought

them through art, while the man needed them no less and sought

to create a system m which all failures and imperfections would

be transcended at the last

Poe saw that the special character of his outlook demanded a

special technique to translate it into poetry With his usual ap-

pearance of logic, he decided that since the subject was mysten-

ous, so must the treatment of it be He expresses his views m some

words which he wrote on Tennyson

The indefinite is an element in die true I know that

indefimtiveness is an element of the true music — I mean the true

musical expression Give to it any undue decision — imbue it with any

determinate tone — and you depnve it, at once, of its ethereal, its

ideal, its intrinsic and cssenual character You dispel its luxury of

dream You dissohe the atmosphere of the mystic upon which it

floats
21

What Poe admired in Tennyson, he sought to practise on a larger

scale himself This was his doctnne, and it comes from Coleridge,

who says diat the soul ought to reserve deep feelings “for objects

which their very sublimity renders indefinite no less than their

indefiniteness renders them sublime ” But Poe again goes beyond

his master The objects which Colendge classes as “indefinite”

and “sublime” are great philosophical ideas such as “form, life,

the reason, and the law of conscience, freedom, immortality,

God ” Colendge follow's Kant in thinking that such issues are be-

yond the reach of reason, but he assumes that they are not beyond

the reach of the imagination Poe was not interested in such sub-

jects, and his idea of the indefinite and the need for it differs

trom Coleridge’s He assumes that since his knowledge of the

supernal world is indefinite, his presentation of it must be equally
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so This is a dangerous assumption, and it led Poe to some curious

results

The method which Poe adopts to secure this end is his own,

though others have taken it from him He sometimes tries to make

words appeal entirely or almos t entirely through their sound, and

in so doing anticipates modem attempts to invent a language of

"trans-sense ” On the whole, he limits this process to proper

names which create an unearthly atmosphere and suggest that

we are no longer in the familiar world A striking example of this

is m "Ulalurne ” Poe sets the scene m a landscape of his own in-

vention to which he jgives names appropriate simply because of

their sound It would be useless to ask more about them, and we
accept at their sound-value the “dim tarn of Auber,” the "misty

mid region of Weir,” and the volcano "Mount Yaanek ” So too

we must accept the more adventurous word which is inscribed on

a tomb

And I said “What is wntten, sweet sister,

On the door of this legended tomb?”

She replied “Ulalurne — Ulalume —
Tis the vault of thy lost Ulalurne 1

”

Ulalume isjhe name of some dead person, and that is about all

we can say The name is presumably intended to reflect Poe's

sense of loss
, and it is possible that he meant it to suggest some

connection with the Latin word ululare It creates an effect, and

perhaps we should ask no more from it

At times Poe also uses a familiar, intelligible word in a way
which almost defies understanding In "Ulalume” he begins by

saying

The skies they were ashen and sober,

The leaves they were cnsped and sere —
The leaves they were withenng and sere,

It was night m the lonesome October

Of my most immemorial year
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Tlie setting is clear enough and, for Poe, almost precise, but what

does he mean by “most immemorial year"? The meaning_o£^im-

memonal” is "old beynnchmemorv.” and since this is purely nega-

tive, it does not admit degrees of comparison Of course, it is

possible that, in defiance of linguistic usage, Poe is trying to sug-

gest an infinitely remote past But is it not also possible that he is

trying to do something else, to give to “immemorial” a new mean-

ing, which, according to his precepts, is indefinite and amounts

to some such significance as “deep in the memory”? 22 Again, we

may take the first verse of ‘To Helen”

Helen, thy beauty is to me
Like those Nicean barks of yore,

That gendy, o’er a perfumed sea,

The weary, way-worn wanderer bore

To his own native shore

Here the word m question is “Nicean ” What does Poe intend to

suggest by 1b5 He is almost certamly speaking of the return of

Ulysses to Ithaca, and for some obscure reason says that he was

home not by Phaeacian barks but by Nicean The ancient world

had several places called Nicaea, and, though it is possible by

some stretch of scholarship to connect one or the other of them

with Ulysses, the results are not convincing Nor does it seem

likely that Poe had some wanderer other than Ulysses m mmd,

for no known wanderer is connected with Nicaea, nor is the most

important place called Nicaea near the sea Poe seems to have

preferred “Nicean” to “Phaeacian” for its sound and the vague

echoes which the sound wakes Perhaps in it he intended a hint

of the Greek word meaning “victory,” and meant to indicate

the triumphal character of the hero’s return Or perhaps he sim-

pl\ liked the word, and there is no more to be said about it

Poe’s belief diat vagueness is essential to poetry gave to his

work its most characteristic quahtv No doubt through it he

hoped to hypnotize his readers into a trance, and for this reason
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he uses words as an incantation In most poetry there is an ele-

ment of incantation, and in Romantic poetry there is plenty of it

But Poe uses it m a special way For him the associative and

evocative qualities of words are more important than their mean-

ing and act almost independently of it His words have a mean-

ing, but it is much less emphatic than the echoes which they start

through dieir sound Indeed, his words seem sometimes to act

apart from their meaning or to leave it behind This is true not

merely of some of his ptoper names but of some passages which

are perfectly intelligible and yet reach beyond statement to a

purely emotional result Take, for instance, the end of "The

Bells”

Keeping time, time, time,

In a sort of Runic rhyme,

To the throbbing of the bells —
Of the bells, bells, bells —
To the sobbing of the bells,

Keeping time, time, Ume,

As he knells, knells, knells,

In a happy Runic rhyme,

To the rolling of the bells —
Of the bells, bells, bells —
To the tolling of the bells,

Of the bells, bells, bells, bells,

Bells, bells, bells —
To the moaning and the groaning of the bells

In this there is a single, violent, repeated effect, which obliterates

anything else that the intervening words may say It is a monoto-

nous clang which so overwhelms us that we cease even to think

of bells ringing Perhaps Poe intended this and unshed to pass

beyond bells to something more mysterious But even so he hardly

succeeds, since m the end he creates not mystery but stupefaction

Poe’s kind of incantation is different from what, for instance,

Colendge does at the end of "Kubla Khan ” Coleridge is not m-
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deed too worried about the intelligible meaning of what he says,

but he creates a state of ecstasy m which sight and hearing and

consciousness are alike enchanted This is not what Poe does

Take, for example, “The Raven ” Whether we believe or dis-

believe Poe’s statement that he composed it with "the precision

and ngid consequence of a mathematical problem,” 23
it is clear

that he intended it to be an incantation which conjures up some

mysterious dread In a way it does this, but never m the highest

degree It has moments which, despite their strangeness, leave us

perplexed and uncertain how to respond to them It does not force

the intellect to take a full part m the appreciation of it, and for

this reason we are in two minds about it The actual, intelligible

story appeals in one way, the musical effect m another It is quite

possible that Poe was aware of this and justified it by his theory

that poetry7 is an activity not of the intellect but of the soul Yet

though this may explain his practice, it fails to take account of

the ordinary7 workings of the consciousness which mingles its feel-

ings with thought and expects to exercise both when it is con-

fronted with a poem

In his search for mystery, Poe undervalued sense and failed

to see that meaning and effect must be united in a single, com-

plete impression He may indeed have set himself a task which

was beyond his powers and perhaps beyond the powers of any

man To catch only the mystery, to speak only of fitful gleams of

another world, is indeed a difficult task Nor, to be fair to Poe,

did he think that he had been successful In his Preface to the

Collection of 1845, he says

E\ents not to be controlled have prevented me from making, at any

time, any senous effort in what, under happier circumstances, would

have been the field of my choice

The storx of Poe’s life is too familiar to need recapitulation He
was alwa\s dogged by po\erty and forced by it to tasks which

drained his creative energy Poverty drove him to dnnk, and
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dnnh to poverty, and it is not surprising that he could not give

to poetry the concentration which it needs Indeed, considering

what he did in prose, it is remarkable that he wrote as much good

poetry as he did But it is dangerous to explain the failure of a

poet’s art by Ins failure m life Other poets more poverty-stricken

and more dissolute than Poe have surpassed him m actual

achievement, and we must look elsewhere when we ask why so

little of his poetry really succeeds in conveying the mystery which

he claimed to find m existence

Of course, it may simply be the case that Poe lacked a truly

creative gift, that his actual ability to write poetry was not equal

to the ideal which he set himself There is certainly some truth in

this Poe has his excellent moments, but he seldom sustams them

through a whole poem But a more powerful cause of his relative

failure seems to be that his theory of poetry accentuated certain

weaknesses in his natural equipment for it He lived in dreams

and desires and wished to write of them, yet not only was he

himself content to keep them vague, but his theory justified him

in doing so The result is that instead of usmg images which dis-

play his themes vividly and concretely, he remains misty and

indefinite Too often his mam mood is of an indeterminate, mel-

ancholy longing, which may have a transitory charm but is not

the stuff from which great poetry is made Moreover, just as Poe

sought an escape from life m dnnk and deceptions, so m his po-

etry he pays a heavy pnce for his lack of grip on reality His po-

etry has not enough authentically mature expenence to make it

really powerful and persuasive It exploits something which is

certainly human and worthy of exploitation, but by some trick

of character or fortune Poe seems never to have extracted all that

he might have even from his own special field

Still, Poe is none the less an important figure in the history

of the Romantic movement, because he earned to an extreme con-

clusion certain ideas and aspirations which others pressed less

rigorously The "Beyond,” which he sought so eagerly, was un-

deniably a “Beyond,” not something hidden m the known world
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Both in his successes and his failures, in the unquestionable in-

sight of his theories and the ambiguity of some of his practice, he

was a thorough Romantic, always in search of another world The

nearest parallel to him is Gerard de Nerval, whose life had a

similarly tragic character and who also loved a woman more in

dreams than in life Nerval’s great sonnets, it must be admitted,

are finer than anything that Poe ever WTOte, but they are only a

small part of his work, and he never equalled them elsewhere

Romanticism nursed m itself a dangerous disease By setting its

strongest hopes on some supernal order of things, in the end it

broke the bonds which kept the poet to earth, and by doing this

made poetry itself unnecessary If all that matters is the final

vision, and if this world is an ugly sham, there is no need for

the poet to put his experience into words He can more happily

live among dreams and neglect his art Perhaps Poe did some-

thing of the kind Perhaps he knew some moments which so far

transcended words that he kept silent about them Or perhaps,

after all, though he desired such moments wadi all his being, he

nc\er knew them, and his life in the spirit was as frustrated as

his life in the flesh And with that uncertainty w'e must leave him
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dello and said farewell to his youthful admiration for Shelley

Tennyson and Browning became the protagonists of English po

etry, and the Romantic generation passed into history

Such indeed was the general picture, but the Romantic spint

was not dead and was before long to make a new appearance in

the Pre-Raphaelites In different ways the two Rossettis, Swin

bume, and Morris had drunk deep from the Romantic well and

felt more sympathy for Keats and Coleridge than for the genera-

tion which immediately preceded their own They were not hos

tile to Tennyson and Browning, but their spiritual needs were

satisfied neither by the grave sentiment of the one nor by the

realism and the didacticism of the other Unlike these two poets,

they were in revolt against their age and needed a special gospel

They sought a life ncher than contemporary conditions seemed

able to give, and they found it m the construction of imaginary

worlds If they owred much to a vision of an ideal past, whether m
Italy or Greece or the Middle Ages, their special debt wfas to great

literature and great painting They found a selection from human

experience at an exalted level and tried to live up to it They

behe\ed that by absorbing the spirit of great art they would find

an intenser \1s10n and a less confused approach to the present

Like Keats, they rebelled against the scientific spint, and, like

Colendge, they savoured the lure of the remote and the un

familiar In their search for an ideal which should be an exten-

sion of expenence and at the same time throw light on many

neglected aspects of actual life, they continued in reduced cir-

cumstances the work of the great Romantics

The Pre-Raphaelites were the conscious inheritors of the Ro

mantic outlook, but they adapted it to new needs and, in so doing,

narrowed it When we turn to them, we feel that w'C are in a

more circumscribed w'orld and that poetry, to save itself, has had

to make considerable sacrifices Nor is this due merely to an in-

feriority of talent It may well be true that none of the Pre

Raphaebtes has the sweep of the great Romantics, but their work

was limited b\ other factors First, though they were poets of
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revolt, they revolted not against a scheme of society m the hope

of replacing it by something better, but against the whole spirit

of an urban and industrial world They were poets of escape not

into a bright future but into happy day-dream and exalted fancy

At the very start they admitted defeat, and even Moms, most

delightful and most courageous of reformers, was m his poetry

an advocate of Bight into a world which never existed on earth

and was the more attractive for that reason The Pre-Raphaelites

lacked the adventurous curiosity of the Romantics, and the result

is a contraction of confidence and energy Secondly, the different

imaginary worlds which they fashioned for their consolation were

on the whole built less from an immediate experience of life than

from art and literature They thus lacked the vigour which comes

from direct contact with the living scene They gave their atten-

tion to the masterpieces of the past, and this made their work in

some degree derivative They transcended this by the intensity of

their devotion and the strength of their personal vision, but their

work is none the less narrower than the best work of the Roman-

tics Thirdly, whereas the Romantics, in their behef in a world

beyond the senses, made little attempt to define it exactly or to

know precisely its nature, the Pre-Raphaelites tned to find out

what it was, to see within what limits its manifestations appeared,

and to relate it to some coherent plan The result was a lack of

that cloudy magnificence which permeates the work of the Ro-

mantics, and its replacement by something which is perhaps

easier and more intelligible but is also less magical and less allur-

ing Though the Pre-Raphaelites revolted against realism, they

were touched by it to the extent that they wished even their

wildest longings to be directed to some definable goal

The most imposing figure of the Pre-Raphaelites was Dante
Gabnel Rossetti In his own circle his position was paramount
He was the master, whose work was an inspiration to others and
whose criticisms were gratefully and dutifully accepted Alike to

his sister, Christina, and to his fnend, Swinburne, he was the

most eminent poet of die time, and he left indelible marks on
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their work He meant little to Tennyson or Browning or Arnold,

and, though his poetry found admirers from the start, he did not

enter into his full renown until after his death The reasons for

this are not far to seek Rossetti differed from the other great

Victonans not merely in his foreign origin but m his uncom

promising doctnne of what poetry ought to be For them the poet

had duties to society and must not only delight but instruct and

improve, but as William Michael Rossetti said, “in all poetic

literature anything of a didactic, hortatory, or expressly ethical

quality was alien from my brother’s liking
” 1

Rossetti was as un-

usual a figure m England as Baudelaire was in France Just as

Baudelaire set his cult of Ideal Beauty against such eminent fig

ures as Victor Hugo, who too often treated poetry as an mstru

ment of propaganda, so Rossetti concentrated on the beautiful

and gave himself to its service In this he was undoubtedly

strengthened by the example of Keats, for whom he had an al

most unqualified admiration He accepted Keats not with reserva

tions as Tennyson and Swinburne did, but with his whole heart

as a man who sought beauty and nothing else This wras an im

perfect view of Keats, but it was what Rossetti believed, and he

justified his own practice by it Such an ideal was not to the usual

Victorian taste, and Rossetti went his own way in pursuit of it

In an age of uncertain technique, he was a ngorous technician

and an exacting critic both of his own and of others’ work re

hgious passions left him cold, and such religion as he had was

instinetne and intermittent, though he was brought up in an

electncallv political atmosphere, he never took any interest in

politics and though he lived through years in which science as

sumed an c\er increasing importance, he followed Blake and

Keats in wishing “Confusion to the memory of New'ton

Though Rossetti was inspired by Keats in his devotion to po

un, his actual field of creation lav elsewhere His ballads owe

something to Colendge, and his more realistic poems to Brown

ing but the essential qualm of his work must be understood in

relation to bis Italian ongins and especially to his love for that
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poetry which preceded Dante and found its culmination m him

Though modem European poetry came into existence when the

love-songs of Provence moved to Sicily in the time of Frederick

II, and though what poets then wrote set the lines on which po-

etry was to move until almost our own time, at its beginning this

poetry had a special and mdeed startling character It was in-

spired and shaped by die ideal of courtly love In the language of

feudal homage, poets sang of their mistresses m an allusive man-

ner which suggested the union of physical love to some divine

devotion This was preeminendy a poetry of love, and of a special

kind of love, m which a human passion both keeps its earthly

strength and is transcended by its attachment to a celestial order

The service of a living lady passes mto the service of God and of

an ideal w'orld Rossetti learned of this poetry from his father He
studied it with a scholar’s care and translated it with an extraor-

dinary accomplishment His literary art might owe something

to Keats, but its roots were m mediaeval Italy He w'as in some

sense a troubadour bom out of due time, a child of that early

Italian world which found m the cult of ideal love a satisfy-

ing field for its energies and w'as not afraid to speak freely

about the flesh because somehow' it w'as the visible image of the

soul

Rossetti’s cult of beauty' may be traced to this Italian poetry

He assumed the existence of an ideal world and sought to find it

through beautiful things He w'as a kind of Platonist both by

nature and by education In the Italian Middle Ages he found a

way of life w'hich he recognized as his own because it answ'ered

his innermost needs And in this sense he w'as a Romantic, differ-

ent indeed from his English predecessors in the special concen-

tration of his genius on a limited goal, but like them m his as-

sumption diat the ideal w'orld makes sense of the actual and is to

be sought through it Rossetti’s pursuit of the ideal w'as his

metaphysics, his gospel, his scheme of life, and his hope of salva-

tion To it he gave his powerful intellect and his no less powerful

senses He never wavered m his devotion to it, and it w'as the
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punty of this devotion, no less than his own commanding gifts,

which gave him a predominant place in his own circle In his life

he paid a heavy price for it His tragic marriage, his troubling

and troubled passions, his last years of broken health and haunt-

ing hallucinations all arose direcdy from his inflexible outlook

For him anything that contributed to the creation of beauty was

right, and to this he sacrificed his health, his happiness, and some

thing of what lesser men might call his honour

In such a career any document which throws light on its de-

termining principles has a special interest, and such Rossetti has

left m the hundred and three sonnets of The House of Life The

title, drawn from astrology, suggests that these were intended to

reveal Rossetti’s complete view of life, and, though this is to claim

too much, they occupy a special place in his work and provide a

centre to which his other poems can be related The House of

Life occupied Rossetti at intervals through almost his whole ca-

reer The earliest sonnet m it, "Retro me, Sathana,” was written

in 1847, when he was nineteen years old, and the latest, "True

Woman,” m 1881, a year before his death In The House of Life

Rossetti presented Ins innermost convictions on almost all matters

which reall\ concerned him The range of themes is not large,

but in Ins de\oted cult of beauty Rossetti restneted himself to a

comparatnely narrow field, and his strength lay less in range

than m intensity What matters is that these sonnets reveal a

lnghl\ unusual personality in those moments when he abandoned

narratne-poetr) for communion with himself and spoke of what

la\ nearest his heart More even than in his lyrical poems, Ros-

setti gnes m the sonnets his most considered and most intimate

conclusions about his life and his life-work

The House of Life is not, strictly speaking, what Rossetti calls

it, a sonnet sequence It differs not merely from those Elizabethan

senes of sonnets, b\ Shakespeare or Drayton or Daniel, in which

a kind of stbrv, whether real or fictitious, is presented, but also

from the sonnet sequences in which some Victonan poets re

corded a cnsi< m their lues, as did Elizabeth Barrett in Sonnets
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from the Portuguese, Christina Rossetti in Later Life, and Wil-

frid Blunt m Esther Rossetti’s sonnets reflect not a crisis but a

lifetime, and through them lie tells what Ins most enthralling

discoveries have been Although they are based on actual experi-

ence, and it may in some cases be possible to trace them to their

source, there is no need to do this, and it is almost an irrelevant

task, since Rossetti transmutes particular occasions into moments

of universal interest and is concerned only with their lasting and

essential appeal The sonnets are arranged not according to some

chronology, whether real or imaginary, but according to subject,

and the subjects are divided mto two mam parts, which Rossetti

calls "Youth and Change” and “Change and Fate ” The first is

almost entirely concerned with love, the second with a variety of

matters which rise from Rossetti’s outlook and the issues which

it forces upon him The House of Life is a unity because it re-

flects a consistent and closely knit personality and shows its prog-

ress along a clearly marked path It needs no story to hold it

together, and, because it has no story, it is all the more impressive

as a personal record

Rossetti had clear views on the nature and the function of a

sonnet For him it is an independent unit which presents as fully

as possible a single exalting experience

A Sonnet is a moment’s monument, —
Memonal from the Soul's eternity

To one dead deathless hour

So, when he arranges his sonnets in a senes, it is not with the

intention of making them mere parts of a whole Each sonnet is

complete and fulfils its own task Nor is it concerned with com-

mon or trivial subjects It is reserved for moments of cnsis,

whether to celebrate some rapturous moment or to lament some

dark catastrophe And more than this, inside its unity it has a

twofold function It concerns the soul, but it must also place the

soul in relation to whatever powers govern it
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A Sonnet is a com its face reveals

The soul, — its converse, to what Power 'tis due —
Whether for tribute to the august appeals

Of Life, or dower in Love’s high retinue,

It serve, or, ’mid the dark wharf’s cavernous breath,

In Charon’s palm it pay the toll to Death

Rossetti believed that a sonnet must do more than unlock the

heart it must treat of those moments when through some intense

experience he sees himself in relation to supernal powers and

realizes that, before the mysteries of love or life or death, he can

best express himself in this special kind of poetry which con

centrates on some distilled thought or passion and pours all its

strength into a narrow vessel

Having decided to put his most intimate thoughts into son

nets, Rossetti proceeded to apply with rigour some of his most

considered conv ictions about the composition of poetry He gave

much thought to technique and formulated clear views of it In

the first place, he said that poetry must be “intense ” The word,

which he ma\ have got from Keats, passed into common currenc)

and provided excellent jokes against the votaries of the Aesthetic

Movement in the eighties and nineties, but for Rossetti it had a

real meaning It meant a full concentration on every theme, and

implied that a ngorous discrimination must govern the composi

tion of a poem I le developed his thesis when he said

It seems to me that all poetry, to be really enduring, is bound to be

amusing as anv other class of literature, and I do not think that

enough amusement to keep it alive can ever be got out of incidents

not amounting to events 1

Bv amusing” Rossetti means “lively” — the positive quality

which redeems from dullness and triviality In his view a poet

should choose not minor, unimportant incidents, but events

which are in themselves attraenve or exciting Rossetti applied

this doctrine in The House of Life Its subjects are the perennial
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subjects of poetry, the high moments when a man feels that his

whole being is engaged by some enthralling occurrence Such

matters must be treated "intensely,” that is, with a full awareness

of their worth and a desire to make ever)' word contribute fully

to the total result Such an ambition rules out on the one side the

spacious ease of Tennyson, widi its tendency to make much of

incidents which are in themselves trivial, and on the other side

the crowded, tumultuous sweep of Browning, with his lack of

care for individual words and his many lapses from a truly po-

etical mood But Rossetti gained other advantages than these In

his concern widi ideal beauty7
,
he acted m almost a religious

spirit, to which his special kind of intensity was well suited It

reflected the special quality and strength of his feelings as he

looked at visible dunes and saw in diem a manifestation of the

ideal

This conception of poetry7 explains some marked characteris-

tics of Rossetti’s styde m The House of Life He was a slow

worker, who envied Swinburne’s gift of rapid composition and

said of himself

I he on the couch, the racked and tortured medium, never per-

mitted an instant’s surcease of agony until the thing on hand is fin-

ished 4

Even when “the thing on hand” was finished, Rossetti did not

leave it alone, but was continually turning back to it and chang-

ing it This method of writing emphasized what Rossetti be-

lieved diat a poem must be charged with as much meaning as

possible He would use dictionaries of rhymes and of syaionyans

to get the words which he wanted, and of course the result is

elaborate and self-conscious At first sight his sonnets may seem
rather too burdened with meaning, too stiff, and too slow m their

movement Part of dns effect comes from their vocabulary7
, to

which Rossetti’s taste for resounding words of Latin origin gives

a more than Miltonic weight Yet these words are necessary7 for
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the majesty at which he aims and are part of his protest against

the artificial simplicity of some Victorian poetry Nor arc his

Latin words usually pompous or alien He combines them with

short words of Anglo-Saxon breed in such lines as

Blazed the momentous memorable fire

or

As the cloud-foaming firmamental blue,

and the result is both English and his own Rossetti needed an

unusual vocabulary because his subject itself was highly unusual

In approaching matters remote from the common world, he had

to stress their almost hieratic character No doubt this manner

was largely natural to him, but he enhanced it through his dc

liberate, slow’ art and emphasized its strangeness He had some

thing uncommon to say, and for him this was the right way to

sa) it

The same elaboration can be seen in the way in which Ros

setti fashions a sentence I Iis space is limited to the fourteen lines

of a sonnet, and into this he puts as much as he can To keep his

architectural structure, he will combine several themes into a

single sentence The result is that he is often difficult to under

stand at a first reading, and that, even when we understand him,

he seems to be trying to do too much This manner has a mar

moreal, Latin quality, reminiscent in some w'ays of Horaces

Odes It might well be argued that a language which has so few

inflexions as English should not be modelled on an inflected

language like Latin, and perhaps in the last resort Rossetti tried

to do too much with his sentences Yet wc can see w'hy he com

posed as he did Since a sonnet is "a moment’s monument, it

must p
resent as much as possible of such a moment, and present

it in a monumental form The various elements of an experience

mu«t be fused into a single whole, and, if this demands some

excels of sxntax, it cannot be helped The result at its best is
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certainly grave and senous and rich in sound and meaning, and

this is what Rossetti thought poetry ought to be

In the second place, Rossetti thought that poetry must be

pictorial and explained what he meant

Picture and poem must bear the same relation to each other as

beauty m man and woman, the point of meeting where the two are

most identical is the supreme perfection c

If for painting this means that the subject of a picture must have

a literary or poetical appeal, for poetry it means that a poem must

have an appeal to the eye as well as to the ear and the understand-

ing For Rossetti poetical experience is complete only when it is

presented through images which convey pictonally what is be-

lt ond die power of abstract words to convey m its full nature No
doubt he thought this because he was a painter and because his

imaginative vision passed readdy into concrete, pictorial shapes

He unshed to do m poetry what he did m painting, to achieve

through the medium of words an effect comparable to what he

achieved through hne and colour This is of course quite different

from making poetry' imitate painting by an objective description

of visible objects Rossetti was no Parnassian He sought m poetry

the same end as m painting, but he knew that the two arts have

different methods and materials In both he hinted at concealed

beauties, and in poetry' he used visual effects to make them more
vivid Through images he transforms thoughts and feelings into

solid shapes For instance, in “The Hill Summit” he tells how
towards evening he climbs a hill, and this careful account of what
looks hke an actual occasion has a symbolical purpose The arrival

at the hill-top is his own arrival at middle age He keeps his sym-

bols clear and consistent and creates by' visual means the atmos-

phere of such a situation with its imaginative appeal to him

And now that I have climbed and won this height,

I must tread downward through the sloping shade

And travel the bewildered tracks till night
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Yet for this hour I still may here be stayed

And see the gold air and the silver fade

And the last bird fly into the last light

Tins is how Rossetti, at a turning-point of his life, pauses while

he looks bach to the past and forward to the future The situation

needs no comment from him, since it is complete in itself and be

longs to common experience

Unlike much of Rossetti’s work, the sonnets of The House of

Life deal with events which take place largely in the mind He

might of course have conveyed their character by describing their

external symptoms, and at times he does so But to limit himself

to such a method would be to leave unsaid much that means a

good deal to him Indeed, though Rossetti introduces natural

scenes, it is usually as a prelude to something else He sets his

figures m their visible surroundings, and then advances from the

sight of them to their significance Thus he begins "Youths

Spring-Tribute”

On this sweet bank your head thnee sweet and dear

I lay, and spread your hair on either side,

And see the newborn woodflowers bashful-eyed

Look through the golden tresses here and there

This is more than a background, it prepares the way for a situ

ation m which the poet feels the spring both m nature and in

himself and hears a summons to love The physical setting is

transcended as it becomes the symbol for a spiritual condition So

too m "Silent Noon” Rossetti begins by describing himself and

his beloved at noon in the silence of the king-cups and the cow

parsley But this external situation is the visible image of the

flawless peace which he and his beloved feel

Deep m the sun-searched growths the dragon-flv

Hangs like a blue thread loosened from the sky —
So this winged hour is dropt to us from abo\ e
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Oh 1 clasp we to our hearts, for deathless dower,

This close-companioned inarticulate hour

When twofold silence was the song of love

In the visible scene Rossetti sees hints of the spiritual state which

is bom from it and is so much a part of it that, when he seems to

do no more than describe, he is also speaking in symbols

Rossetti used this technique for his cult of the beautiful Like

the great Romantics, he was glad to lose himself in some ulterior

scheme of things, to penetrate beyond the familiar world to se-

crets and mysteries, to find that even the most casual phenomena

hold the key to unknown places of the spirit Some sight might

so captivate his senses and his intelligence, so excite and exalt

him, that he was forced out of his habitual ways of thought into

flights of imagination and moments of clairvoyant vision When
he defined the twofold task of the poet, he knew' that his creative

duty was to present both the immediate experience which en-

gaged him and the remoter mystery which lurked m it In re-

sponding to such calls his whole being was transformed This was

the most enthralling thing that he knew, and in “Soul’s Beauty”

he spoke of it with religious reverence

Under the arch of Life, where love and death,

Terror and mystery, guard her shrine, I saw

Beauty enthroned, and though her gaze struck awe,

I drew it in as simply as a breath

He believed that he was chosen by nature to absorb the influences

of beautiful things, but he found them m the actual world He
did not share Baudelaire’s conception of a remote ideal with its

hatred of movement and its detachment both from laughter and

from tears But like Baudelaire, he knew how wayward and un-

predictable the appearances of beauty are It may be a single law

which binds sea and sky and woman, but it is unaccountable in

its comings and goings, as it lures men after it and exacts a life-

long service from them
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This is that Lady Beauty, in whose praise

Thy voice and hand shake still, — long known to thee

By flying hair and fluttering hem, — the heat

Following her daily of thy heart and feet,

How passionately and irretrievably,

In what fond flight, how many ways and days 1

Though Rossetti moves from one beautiful sight to another and

is enslaved by each m turn, he believes that behmd them all is

the same celestial power, which irresistibly draws him and gives

a direction and a pattern to his existence

The pursuit of beauty was Rossetti’s predominant passion and

provides the mam theme of The House of Life The subject de-

velops and expands and opens new prospects, but it remains his

constant concern It is inevitably connected with love Rossetti’s

Southern blood freed him from most Victorian and English re-

straints, and his inevitable response to beautiful sights made him

a ready victim to the beauty of women In his first poem, “Love

Enthroned,” he speaks of the appeal which hope, fame, youth,

and life make to him, but he goes on to say that love is more im-

portant than any of them

Love’s throne was not with these, but far above

All passionate wind of welcome and farewell

He sat in breathless bowers they dream not of,

Though Truth foreknow Love’s heart, and Hope foretell,

And Fame be for Love’s sake desirable,

And Youth be dear, and Life be sweet to Love

For Rossetti love has a paramount position because it brings him

mto contact with beauty in the most direct and most absorbing

way In his outlook we naturally expect to find the influence of

Dante, and there are certainly traces of it Just as Dante in the

Vitci Nuova makes love a principle of life and goodness, so does

Rossetti, though of course his conception of goodness is not at

all like Dante’s But here the resemblance ends While Dante
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sees m love a divine power which brings man nearer to God,

Rossetti is content that it should bnng him nearer to beauty He
may be religious m his devotion to an ideal and m his sense of

anodier, superior order of being, but he is not Christian like

Dante Perhaps he has more m common with Dante’s predeces-

sors, who were franker about the bodily claims of love and denied

that it could or should be merely ideal Rossetti is a Platonist m
so far as he believes that love wakes the soul to enchanting visions

and stirring enterprises, but he has nothing of the true Platonist’s

contempt for the flesh Behind him lay centuries of Mediterra-

nean life m which love, exalted to a very special cult, had been

victorious over attempts to reduce it to an ethical discipline or to

confine it to sanctified wedlock To Rossetti love was a necessity

both of the body and of the soul, and it satisfied the soul largely

because it satisfied the body Through it all his faculties were set

to work, and he lived in that exalted awareness of the beautiful

which was the spring of his creative being

Many English poets have sung of love and have had new
things to say of it At one extreme are those, like Donne, who are

not shy of speaking of its physical aspects, and find m it some-

thing alluring and fierce and exciting Such poets do not attempt

to glorify it or to claim that it belongs to anything but the body

At the other extreme are those like Shelley for whom love is the

quintessence of ethereal flame, a union of souls in some unearthly

sphere of harmony But few have resembled Rossetti in his fusion

of both elements and m his ability to make the best of both

worlds, of the flesh and the spirit If he was denounced by George

Buchanan for his fleshlmess, odiers have found him deplorably

idealistic and remote from actuality Both counts are unfair

Though Rossetti often describes physical beauty and its effect on
him, though he is sometimes startlingly candid, he is never

coarse He redeems and transforms bodily passions by his sense

of a spiritual world to which he penetrates through them, and by
the exalted mood which is always his even when he is enrap-

tured by his mistress’s hair or eyes or body Conversely, he never
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loses himself, as Shelley does, in an atmosphere so rarefied that

it seems to have no relation to any familiar world Rossetti knew

that there is one beauty of the flesh and another beauty of the

spirit, but he believed that in the end both are united m a single

harmony and that each fulfils and glorifies the other If he sought

for the unseen beauty which lies in visible things, he knew that

such glimpses of it as are permitted to men are to be found in this

earth through the flesh which is the garment of the soul

Rossetti’s oudook gives a special quality to his poetry of love

It is never wild or ecstatic, and though it beats with powerful

emotions, it keeps them m control and does not allow them to

upset the prevailing balance In his approach to love Rossetti is

as grave as any of his early Italians, and his gravity is uniformly

sustained In his poetry there are always evidences of that “funda

mental bramwork” which he claimed to be necessary for poetry
8

His is a highly premeditated art, because he was able to exploit

creative impulses only after a considerable struggle with himself

and his emotions He had first to extract all that he could from

them, put them in order and see them in their nght perspective,

then relate them to his ideal of beauty and interpret their par

ticular manifestations through some wider idea or more compre-

hensive vision With him even physical passion is disciplined to

this end, and Rossetti’s poetry of it, outspoken as it often is, is

always redeemed by the conviction that passion m itself is not

enough but must be treated as a means to discover something

beyond it

The result is that even in those poems which most shocked

Rossetti’s contemporaries, the poetry passes beyond physical appe-

tite to something exalting As Rossetti meditated on his experi-

ence and related it to his own kind of metaphysics, he gave to it

a new character and new depths Take, for instance, “Nuptial

Sleep,” which Rossetti omitted from certain editions of The

House of Life because some readers found in it “an unpleasant

excess of realism
” 7 The octet presents the actual situation with

Rossetti’s usual truthfulness but what counts is the pre\ ailing
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mood, and this is certainly much more than physical satiety

Even so, it is only an introduction to what follows, and should

not be treated as if it contained the whole substance of the poem

In the sestet Rossetti passes to something else, to the sense of

wonder and restored life which the situation brings, and in the

magnificent image m which he portrays this, he conveys its essen-

tial mystery, its hints of a half-revealed world beyond the present

occasion

Sleep sank them lower than the tide of dreams,

And their dreams watched them sink, and slid away

Slowly their souls swam up again, through gleams

Of watered light and dull drowned waifs of day,

Till from some wonder of new woods and streams

He woke, and wondered more for there she lay

The search for beauty, which began in physical sensations, has

passed to something else which illuminates them and gives them

a new character

The truth is that, when Rossetti fell m love, he felt himself

in the presence of something so wonderful that he could not un-

derstand it or feel anything but awe before it For him the women
whom he loved were not so much human beings as visible mani-

festations of eternal beauty, embodiments of spiritual perfection,

starr)7 creatures of grace and tenderness He found it almost im-

possible to believe that he, who was none of these things, could

be so inexplicably privileged It was as if the secrets of the uni-

verse were suddenly revealed to him m a flashing splendour and
be was allowed to consort with bemgs from a celestial world

Before such a revelation he felt his inability to grasp all that was
shown to him, and he saw how much more it meant than he
could say

Not I myself know all my love for thee

How should I reach so far, who cannot weigh

To-morrow’s dower by gage of yesterday"?
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Shall birth and death, and all dark names that be

As doors and windows bared to some loud sea,

Lash deaf mine ears and blind my face with spray,

And shall my sense pierce love, — the last relay

And ultimate outpost of eternity?

With an idealism entirely natural and sincere, Rossetti saw m his

beloved not merely her visible self but great impersonal powers

which move the world He believed that his particular love was

an individual manifestation of something sublime and eternal

and universal This vision he saw not as a philosopher but as a

poet, and he gave his powers to showing what enchantment it put

on him

Sometimes thou seem'st not as thyself alone,

But as the meaning of all things that are,

A breathless wonder, shadowing forth afar

Some heavenly solstice hushed and halcyon.

Whose unstirred lips are music’s visible tone,

Whose eyes the sun-gate of the soul unbar,

Being of its furthest fires oracular, —
The evident heart of all life sown and mown

In moments like this Rossetti felt that he had pierced beyond the

visible to the invisible and had begun to fathom its secrets

Through love Rossetti found the ideal beauty which gave

direction to his life’s work The story of his actual career has its

painful and humiliating chapters, but it has litde relevance to

the interpretation of his poetry In this we see him at his best,

and most truly bimself, for it presents all that he took most sen-

ously His poetry7 moves m a world not of fact but of imagination

Through the chequered events of his life he found something

permanent and satisfying But absorbing and exalting as his

scheme was, it could not always be maintained at its highest level,

and even m his most glorious moments Rossetti felt its insecurity

and feared for its collapse He was fully aware of the gulf be
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tween the ideal and the actual, between the high rapture when

he found beauty and the black, bleak moments when he was

alone with himself and empty and afraid

What of the heart without her :
1 Nay, poor heart,

Of thee what word remains ere speech be stallT*

A wayfarer by barren ways and chill,

Steep ways and weary, without her thou art,

Where the long cloud, the long wood’s counterpart,

Sheds double darkness up the labouring hill

Even when he was most in love, Rossetti might fear that it could

not last and that he would before long be robbed of everything

that mattered most to him For him the loss of love was much
more than a personal sorrow, it meant that he was cut off from

the main aim of his existence and from the vision which sus-

tained him It is not surprising that, when he thought of this,

he was assailed by something close to despair and turned his

thoughts to death

O love, my love' if I no more should see

Thyself, nor on the earth the shadow of thee,

Nor image of thine eyes m any spnng, —
How then should sound upon Life’s darkening slope,

The ground-whirl of the perished leaves of Hope,

The wind of Death’s imperishable wing?

Rossetti’s ideal beauty was a fugitive and inconstant power, and

he knew that at times it would abandon him and leave him alone

with his fears

This uncertainty was the flaw in Rossetti’s scheme of things

Beauty was his goal, and love the means by which he found it,

but he had no assurance that love would always be his and that

he would not suffer from defeat or frustration or some failure m
himself to give all that he could or should He might of course

still find solace and inspiration m beautiful things and be moved
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by them to write poetry But this was a second-best course Phys-

ical nature and dramatic events meant much to him and provided

him with excellent material for his art, but they touched only the

fringes of his creative self and not its centre His most character-

istic and most authentic art was inspired by love, and he could

not be sure that it would always be his Of course, all poets are

in a high degree dependent on the whims of inspiration, but

with Rossetti the problem was more serious Love gave him not

only inspiration but his whole philosophy, since through it he

found beauty It was only natural that at times he should ques-

tion his system of life and doubt if he had chosen the right way

At the outset of his career he saw the problem and shaped it into

the three sonnets of "The Choice ” With impartial justice he

speaks m turn with the voices of the voluptuary, the religious

ascetic, and the enquiring thinker He comes to no exphcit con-

clusion and makes no declared choice between the three hves

Each case is treated with an imaginative insight into its claims

The first catches the glamour of love and wine, the second the

appeal of a life dedicated to self-denial in the hope of celestial

reward, the third the driving optimism of thought which is never

satisfied but always looks for more horizons beyond the known

There was something of each element m Rossetti He knew the

absorbing lure of women and wine, he had his moments of dark

humiliation, when the world and its glories seemed to be noth-

ing, he knew the resdess ambitions of the creative mmd Ideally,

perhaps, all three might be included and transcended m the cult

of the beautiful, but in practice this was not possible, and it is

not surprising that Rossetti wondered which course he ought to

pursue In effect he rejects the first and the second and gives his

approval to the third He puts it last, and with it alone he ends

on a note of confident effort

Nay, come up hither From this wave-washed mound
Unto the furthest flood-hnm look with me,

Then reach on with thy thought till it be drown’d
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Miles and miles distant though the last line be,

And though thy soul sail leagues and leagues beyond, —
Still, leagues beyond those leagues, there is more sea

No doubt a courageous hope of this kind sustained Rossetti

through many hours of defeat, but he did not always hold to it,

and there were times when it was of little help to him

In shaping his life so deliberately to an end which suited

many elements in his nature, Rossetti did not take full account

of other elements which were discordant and intractable For all

his neglect of conventions, he was not able to nd himself of a very

human sense of guilt Artist and aesthete as he was, he was not

beyond considerations of good and evil Of course, he never seri-

ously doubted that the pursuit of beauty was good, but he did

doubt whether he had always been as eager and as energetic in

it as he might have been He, who knew so well the glory and

the glitter of life, knew also at times its other side and was deeply

distressed by his own shortcomings In “The Sun’s Shame” he

speaks of the discords and shams and failures of the world, of

power and success given to the corrupt or the feeble, of love un-

requited and lives ruined by poverty, but, though he is indignant

agamst these flaws and faults, he knows that he himself is m no
way superior to those whom he condemns, and ends with a con-

fession of his own inadequacy

Beholding these things, I behold no less

The blushing mom and blushing eve confess

The shame that loads the intolerable day

Rossetti was perfectly honest with himself and saw that in an

imperfect world he too had his share of imperfections

The most persistent and most painful remorse which assailed

Rossetti was that he had not given all that he might have to his

chosen work He was so purely an artist that in the last resort

devotion to art was his standard of behaviour, and he judged him-
self by it Lost opportunities and failures due to sloth or cowardice
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haunted him as they haunt other men and brought sharp pangs

of regret and repentance

Look in my face, my name is Might-have-been,

I am also called No-More, Too-Late, Farewell

He knew that there is no final protection against such feelings

and that, though he might for the moment find peace, it would

be only for the moment, and the cruel presences would again

harry him He brooded over them and asked what they meant

The religious faith of his childhood came back to him and in-

tensified his sense of guilt, as he wondered how his failures would

be judged m the afterworld when they would be seen m their

naked reality He felt that he, who had possessed remarkable

gifts, had so neglected and squandered them that he had ruined

himself and would nghdy be denounced by all his murdered

selves

I do not see them here, but after death

God knows I know the faces I shall see,

Each one a murdered self, with low last breath

“I am thyself, — what hast thou done to me?"

“And I — and I — thyself,” (lo 1 each one saith,)

“And thou thyself to all eternity’”

Just as Baudelaire found that, in his devotion to an ideal beauty,

he himself fell woefully below his standards, so too did Rossetti

Though he indulged himself m many ways and had no great

respect for established morality, he had his own moral system,

which was part of his whole system of life, and it was no less

exacting than other more traditional codes

This was the price which Rossetti had to pay for his con-

victions No doubt, as his powers began to fail, such moments

became more frequent and more harassing But he would not

have been himself without them, and they give a special depth
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to his poetry They provide a contrast to his ecstatic flights and

enable us to see against what difficulties he contended in his

struggle to find an ideal world They make him appreciate the

ideal all the more keenly when he has glimpses of it and knows

that his efforts have not been in vain, that he has in part lived

up to his standards They introduce a note of anguish into what

might otherwise be rather remote and impersonal Nor m the end

did Rossetti allow himself to be defeated by them Like all men
of strong emotions and exacting ambitions, he had his dark hours

of depression and defeat, and they were all the darker because

he felt that he himself was to blame for them But his outlook

was not pessimistic After all, he had his sublime rewards and

knew that they more than compensated for anything that he

might suffer He was fully justified when he closed Tlie House

of Life with a sonnet which is indeed far from jubilant, but which

displays his courageous persistence in his task To this he had

given everything, and m the end he might well ask if it had been

worth while

When vain desire at last and vain regret

Go hand m hand to death, and all is vain,

What shall assuage the unforgotten pain

And teach the unforgetful to forget'?

He looks forward to another world and asks if he wall find peace

m it or perhaps even joy Beyond the present he hopes for a con-

solation, a chance that something will survive and reward him,

and in this he puts his final trust

Ah 1 let none other alien spell soe’er

But only the one Hope’s one name be there, —
Not less nor more, hut even that word alone

Though Rossetti does not explicitly say so, it is legitimate to infer

that the hope which sustains him is that after death his longing
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for love, and for beauty through love, will be realized, and that

at last he will know in perfection what he has hitherto known

uncertainly and fragmentanly

The House of Life presents what was most powerful in Ros

setti’s creative being These sonnets stand apart m his work be

cause they reflect something which is not common at any time

and which Rossetti possessed m a high degree He pursued the

beautiful more vigorously and more consistently than Ruskin or

Pater, and his aestheticism was a much sterner discipline than

Wilde could have endured There is something noble and lm

pressive in this dedication of a life to an ideal end, and m this

determination to follow an exacting gospel without fear of con-

sequence Though Rossetti lacks the sweep and the scope of the

great Romantics, though at tames he seems remote or exotic too

enclosed m his special oudook and too careless of the world about

him, he stands m the true Romantic tradition because of his be-

lief m the mystery of life His place is secure because in his

pursuit of the beautiful he gave all his powers to an ideal which

he valued beyond everything else and felt in his inner bemg to

be sacred If at times he thought that he had failed, he mastered

his doubts through his command of his art and his unfailing sin-

cerity with himself, and his confessions of weaknesses give to his

poetry another dimension which adds gready to its strength and

brings him closer to us
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ATALANTA IN CALYDON

I

t is undeniably strange that at least three eminent English

poets should have tried to reproduce m their own language

the form of Greek tragedy At first sight no literary form is

more remote than tins stiff, archaic art with its interchanges of

long speeches or single complete lines, its choral songs breaking

across the dramatic action, its stylized narratives spoken by anony-

mous messengers, its abundance of homely maxims, its attach-

ment to the unities of tame and place But such is the power of

Greek poetry that men so different as Milton, Arnold, and Swin-

burne each wished to pay to it the affectionate tribute of noble

rivalry For Milton the three Attic tragedians were “unequall’d

yet by any, and the best rule to all who endeavour to write

Tragedy ” Arnold is less dogmatic, but his motives are not dis-

similar when he writes in the Preface to Merope

I have long had the strongest desire to try to obtain through

the medium of a living, familiar language, a fuller and more intense

feeling of that beauty which, even when apprehended through the

medium of a dead language, so powerfully affected me

This natural desire is strengthened by the challenge which the

stnct form of Greek tragedy makes to a poet He has to secure

his individual effects through means established already with a

high degree of convention, to adapt his tone to a majestic and

austere outlook, and to show his mastery both of dramatic and of

lvncal utterance Even the oddities of the form have their own
appeal and stir the poet to see how far the exuberant English

spmt can be submitted to Hellenic discipline and restraint

In Swinburne’s case these reasons for imitating Greek trag-
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edy were strengthened by something else Like the other Pre

Raphaehtes, he found much of his inspiration m works of art

from the past In them he admired a liveliness and a dignity

which were less common m contemporary life, and through his

remarkable gift for absorbing the poetry of many climes and

times, he found an extension of his experience and indeed of his

personality Just as Rossetti owed much to the early Italian poets,

so Swinburne owed even more to Elizabethan England and to

classical Greece In these worlds of noble gestures and princely

words he felt at home, and from them he derived much that was

best in his poetry7 If his love of the past was partly an escape

from life, it was also an ennchment of it For through the past

Swinburne built up his own outlook, and m it he found the mod

els of beauty7 and conduct which were the centre of his system

Above all he sought an essential poetry, an indefinable essence,

which he knew when he read the works of the great masters and

which he sought to reproduce in his own books Beyond the

shapes into which past poets had cast their imaginative thoughts,

Swinburne saw something more important and more real, the

living spirit which works in words and makes poetry what it is

He found this m many places and tried to reproduce it in many

forms, but of all his sources of inspiration perhaps the strongest

was ancient Greece His love for it was early7 and lasting, and

from it he wrote at least one undisputed masterpiece

Swinburne published Atalanta in Calydon in 1865 He was

not yet thirty7 years old, and he was m the full flood of his crea

tive powers Living as he did by devoted loyalties, and able as he

was to absorb the manners of the masters whom he adored, he

could not but wash to reproduce in English something of what

he had gamed in his passionate love of Greek poetry7 He had

an unbounded admiration for Aeschylus, knew most of his plays

by heart, and thought the Oresteia “on the whole the greatest

spiritual work of man ” His admiration for Sophocles u7as hardlv

less great, and though all through his life he despised Euripides

for his sophistrv and his scepticism and claimed that he had Jo
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wett’s authority for doing so,
1 he knew his plays well and liked

parts of them more than he admitted Just as his love for Eliz-

abethan tragedy moved Swinburne to write The Queen Mother

and Rosamond in i860, so his love for Greek tragedy irresistibly

drove him to wnte Atalanta in Calydon It was his tribute to

Aeschylus and Sophocles, his attempt to reproduce die poetical

spirit which he found in them He was not discouraged by the

example of Arnold’s Merope, published in 1858 Though he ad-

mired the characterization of Polyphontes, he felt, as he wrote

to Lady Trevelyan, that “die clothes are well enough, but where

has the body gone?’’
2 Moreover, it was at this time that he met

Walter Savage Landor, and Landor’s love of the ancient world

and cult of a classical style won Swinburne's enthusiasm He read

passages of Atalanta to Landor and dedicated it to his memory
after his death In such circumstances he turned away from his

Elizabethan and French models and looked back to the Greeks

The story of the Calydoman boar-hunt and the doom of

Meleager was a splendid choice It was a favourite with the

Greeks both in their poetry and m their visual arts Aeschylus

wrote an Atalanta, Sophocles and Eunpides each mote a Melea-

ger Almost nothing survives from the first, a few lmes from the

second, and some sixty lines from the third So far as the ancient

tragedians were concerned, they left the field clear for Swin-

burne He knew that they approved the subject, but he was not

hampered by their treatment of it Nor had the sands of Egypt
yet given up the fifth poem of Bacchyhdes, which tells the story

with unfailing grace and moments of magical beauty Swinburne
used more than one source He certainly knew the prose abstract

of the story m the Bihhotheca of Apollodorus, but, as we might •

expect, it was the poets who inspired and guided him He derived

his ideas from a few lmes m the Libation-Bearers of Aeschylus,

from die speech of Phoenix m Book IX of the Iliad, and, more
surpnsmgly, since he hardly ever spoke in praise of Ovid, from
some three hundred lines in Book VIII of the Metamorphoses
To Aeschylus Swinburne probably owed his first interest in the
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story of the fatal brand which marks the limits of Meleager’s life

and bnngs his death when his mother bums it, in Homer he

may have found a sketch for his Althaea, the mother who kills

her son because he has killed her brothers

But die mam outline and die chief episodes of Atalanta tn

Calydon come from Ovid Swinburne expands and adds and al-

ters, and his whole approach and spirit are different, but the plan

is Ovid’s From him come the heroes who take part m the boar-

hunt, the account of the boar's lair which Swinburne elaborates

into a glittering speech by a Messenger, the details of the slaying,

and the fight which follows it From Ovid comes above all the

conception of the virgin huntress, Atalanta, and of Meleager’s

love for her with its tragic consequences Ovid tells his tale with

much dash and spirit and courdy brilliance, but with litde tragic

emotion or apprehension of great issues at stake Yet m this ver-

sion of die old story, Swinburne found what he needed Behind

Ovid’s wit and elegance he saw a stem Greek story, and in re-

creating this in English he passed beyond the Roman adaptation

to something like a Greek original His creative insight enabled

him to see what the story really was and to present it again In

this task scholarship has justified him For die story which Ovid

tells, with its emphasis on Meleager’s tragic love for Atalanta,

probably comes from Euripides, whom Swinburne despised but

who was at least a Greek

Swinburne did not adhere to the form of Greek tragedy with

any servile pedantry Atalanta in Calydon is half as long again

as the longest Greek play Swinburne’s exuberance needed a

under scope than an ancient tragedian was allowed, and he

. nghdy took it Though m some ways, notably m the stichomy-

thia or conversations m single complete lines and m his Messen-

gers’ speeches, he adheres to the old form, in other ways he breaks

away from it His choral songs have not the formality of their

Greek prototypes, and are not usually composed in regular

strophes and antistrophes The result is that they soar with a

wilder flight than the more correct choral songs of Arnold More-
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over, they are rhymed, a liberty which Arnold did not dare to

take, but Swinburne was not a man lightly to forsake rhyme, and

it might be argued that through it he conveys some of the variety

and spnghthness which are possible in Greek quantitative verse

but impossible in English unless rhyme comes to the rescue

Finally, the great lamentations which come towards the close of

the poem, when four characters and the Chorus are on the stage

together, are outside the Greek canon which allowed no more

than three characters to appear togedier, for the good reason that

the playwright had only three actors at Ins disposal Yet the spirit

and the purpose of these lamentations are undeniably Greek

They create a musical effect like that at the end of the Persians

or the Eumemdes What Aeschylus did with actual song, Swin-

burne does with the music of words Though he sometimes de-

serted the strict form of Greek tragedy, he had good reasons for

doing so

Though the form of Atalanta is not always or strictly Greek,

its subject and spirit are Swmbume had so absorbed the Greek

outlook that he was able to create a tragedy which m almost all

essential points would be acceptable to Aeschylus and Sophocles

The tragic outlook which he displays is profoundly and inescapa-

bly Greek Swinburne owes nothing even to Shakespeare in his

approach to his subject and his handling of it His plot is tragic

in the most exacting, the most Sophoclean, sense The harmoni-

ous order of life has been disturbed Artemis, insulted by Oeneus’

neglect of her, sends the Calydonian boar to ravage his lands, and
to hunt the boar comes Atalanta, with whom Meleager falls m
love So the tragic situation nses with its elements of conflict and
infatuation Meleager kills his uncles when they affront Atalanta,

and from this comes the tragic choice Meleager’s mother, Al-

thaea, has to choose between her love for her son and her love

for her brothers In such a choice any decision brings disaster

if she forgives her son, she dishonours her brothers, if she honours
her brothers, she must kill her son whom she admires and loves

She decides to kill her son, and this means not only his death
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but her own, since after his death she cannot endure to live

Swinburne has chosen a plot which contains the most funda-

mental and most essential elements of Greek tragedy The choice

which Althaea makes resembles that which confronts Deianira

in The Women of Trachis, when she has to choose between

accepting a rival m her home and using illicit magic to win back

her husband She chooses the second and kills both him and her-

self The plot of Atalanta is equally final, equally tragic The only

consolation for the catastrophe is that the gods’ wall is done and

men are taught a lesson in humility

In making Althaea come to her decision, Swinburne shows

how well he understood the deeper currents of the Greek soul

She is tom between intolerable alternatives, and she decides that

loyalty to her brothers is more important than love for her son

In presenting her anguish and her decision, Swnnbume makes

use of a famous and disputed passage m Sophocles’ Antigone,

where Antigone says that she would not have broken the law for

anyone but a brother, not for a son or a husband Behind this

apparently inhuman and sophistical argument lies a deep Greek

conviction that identity of blood through common parents is a

closer and more binding tie than marriage or motherhood A1

thaea carries Antigone’s argument to its fatal conclusion She

feels that she is less near to her son than to her brothers, that he

is half of another’s Besh, while they are wholly blood of her blood

and have the first claim on her There are places in the world

w'here this is still believed, and Swinburne, with his imaginative

insight into the ways of Greek thought and his own profound

sense of family ties, was entirely justified in using it Althaea’s

decision may be primitive and irrational, but it is real and it is

Greek She is driven to it by her instinctive sense of loyalty and

acts in frenzied haste She rises to the height of a truly tragic

heroine when she feels fierce forces working m her and sees the

Fates in the gateway of the palace spinning her own doom and

her son's
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Fire in the roofs, and on the lintels fire

Lo ye, who stand and weave, between the doors,

There, and blood drips from hand and thread, and stains

Threshold and raiment and me passing in

Flecked with the sudden sanguine drops of death

Once Althaea begins to kindle the fatal brand and so to bnng

death to her son, she sees die full horror of her action But she

does not relent She is the victim of doom The Fates have worked

their wall on her, and she never speaks again

Althaea’s tragic decision rises from a situation in which har-

mony and order have been broken by what the Greeks would

regard as dangerous and improper assertions of the human spirit

Meleager dies because he has insulted his mother’s brothers by

giving die body of the slam boar to Atalanta, and he does this

because he loves her Into this Swinburne has woven two Greek

conceptions The first is that love is an extremely dangerous

power The Greek poets often dwell on this, and Swinburne

agrees with them In his play die incalculable, reckless, pitiless

power of love is at work Althaea is quick to speak of it to the

Chorus and warns Meleager of its consequences, contrasting its

wild spirit with the modesty which befits men The Chorus sings

of the ambiguous character of love

Thou art swift and subde and blind as a flame of fire,

Before thee the laughter, behind thee the tears of desire,

And twain go forth beside thee, a man with a maid,

Her eyes are the eyes of a bnde whom dehght makes afraid,

As the breath in the buds that stir is her bndal breath

And Fate is the name of her, and his name is Death

It is because he is infatuated by love that Meleager gives the

boar’s body to Atalanta Just as in the Women of Traclus Hera-

cles’ love for Iole leads to hideous disaster, so in Atalanta Melea-

ger’s love for Atalanta breaks the harmony of life and leads to his
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doom Love creates the tragic situation and produces the ensis

when Althaea, following her primeval instincts, decides that her

son must die

With this Greek notion Swinburne combines another His

Atalanta is by Greek standards an unwomanly woman Her cult

of virginity, her lack of common ties and affections, her avoidance

of wedlock and of motherhood, and her participation in activities

properly reserved to men, put her outside the ordinary ranks of

women and suggest that she is consumed by a reckless pnde It

is not for women to break the rules of their sex in this way Just

as the virginal Hippolytus refuses honours to Aphrodite and ere

ates a situation which leads to Phaedra’s death and his own, so

Atalanta, by not acceptmg her proper lot, brings disorder and

disaster Althaea speaks as an ordinary Greek woman when she

tells Meleager

A woman armed makes war upon herself,

Unwomanhke, and treads down use and wont

And the sweet common honour that she hath

She already distrusts and condemns Atalanta, and her feelings

are the more bitter because she is jealous of her son’s affection

for this foreign woman So, when Althaea is faced with the

choice of dishonounng her brothers or killing her son, the

thought of Atalanta is vivid m her mind and hardens her heart

She cannot endure to think that, when Meleager killed her

brothers, Atalanta rejoiced

She the strange woman, she the flower, the sword,

Red from spilt blood, a mortal flower to men,

Adorable, detestable — even she

Saw with strange eyes and with strange lips rejoiced,

Seeing these mine own slain of mine own, and me
Made miserable abo\e all miseries made

In Swinburne's tragic scheme, Atalanta is the instrument of doom

because she pursues her owm will against the rules of men
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Though Swinburne follows his Greek models in building his

tragedy on a theological or ethical scheme, dns does not in any

way interfere with the free play of his poetry any more than it

would m Aeschylus or Sophocles The gods may act as they do,

but that places no obligation on the poet to make less attractive

those characters who fight against the divine will Just as Soph-

ocles throws his full imaginative power into the creation of Ajax

who defies Athene, so Swinburne does his best to make his char-

acters enjoy all the poetry' which he can give them If Althaea

goes too far in preferring her brodiers to her son, the deep call of

her blood is presented m noble, human words If Meleager is

blinded by his love for Atalanta, there is nothing ignoble in this

love, and Swinburne is well within his nghts when he makes

Meleager address his last words to Atalanta and win our final

sympathy before he dies If Atalanta is condemned by Althaea

and spreads doom around her, yet she has her own beauty and

appeal, the charm of her woodland innocence and strength

She is holier than all holy days or things,

The spnnkled water or fume of perfect fire,

Chaste, dedicated to pure prayers, and filled

With higher thoughts than heaven, a maiden clean,

Pure iron, fashioned for a sword, and man
She loves not, what should one such do with lover1

The poetry' clothes the theological scheme and gives it truth and
life The characters may not be human bemgs in the short space

allotted to them, but they have the reality' which belongs to any

true creation of the poetic mind
Greek tragedy demands more than a situation and a crisis

Sooner or later it raises questions about man’s relations with the

gods and gives to the gods, directly or indirectly, some part in its

action Swinburne was not likely' to shirk this obligation Indeed,

it held dangerous attractions for him His hatred of pnests and of

organized religion had been strengthened by his recent associa-

tion with Landor and was one of the most abiding elements in
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his system of beliefs The Atalanta presented him with a difficult

choice He could either present the Olympian gods and goddesses

as creatures of light and beauty as he had presented them in his

"Hymn to Proserpine” to the detnment of their Christian suc-

cessors, or he could use them as targets for his own anti-religious

ideas Each alternative must have had its attractions and its dis-

advantages for him, but on the whole the second prevailed There

are, it is true, moments in Atalanta when the vision of Olympian

gods infuses the poetry with light and happiness, but they are

rare Individually the gods may appear in attractive guise, but col-

lectively they are harsh and sinister, and we cannot but feel that

at times Swinburnes feelings towards them are determined by a

theology later than that of Olympus Vague, anonymous divini-

ties cast their shadows on the action, and their presence is never

quite withdrawal We may well ask what Swinburne meant by

this treatment of the gods, and what he secured by it

There are moments m Greek tragedy, even m the devout

Sophocles, w'hen m the stress of anguish or despair characters

break into denunciations of divine indifference or cruelty So

wffien Swnnbume’s characters do the same, he may claim august

precedent We cannot complain when Althaea, after proclaiming

the need of obedience to the gods, shows no very high opinion

of their morality'

But the gods love not justice more than fate,

And smite the nghteous and the violent mouth,

And mi\ with insolent blood the reverent man’s

And bruise the holier as the lying lips

This is certainlv no more than some characters of Euripides say,

and not much more than Sophocles’ Jocasta and Philoctetes say

in the agony of fear or doubt But more difficult to justify is the

way in which Swinburne uses the Chorus to state views which

are beyond dispute his own and not justified by Greek example

It is not surprising that the third song of the Chorus shocked
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many of Swinburne’s contemporaries, and that both Christina

Rossetti as a Christian and Bishop Thirlwall as a scholar took

exception to the Chorus which denounces

The supreme evil, God,

and proclaims

All we are against thee, against thee, O God most high

Greek poetry provides no justification for such outbursts Perhaps

Eunpides \\ ould have liked to say something of the kind, but he

would hardly have been allowed to give such words to a chorus in

the theatre of Dionysus Though Sophocles may say that all the

sufferings of Heracles and Deianira come from Zeus, that is not

denunciation but acceptance Swinburne goes much further than

a Greek dramatist would have dared, when he extends the license

allowed to a single character to the impersonal Chorus which

speaks almost with his own lips His emotions ran away with him,

and it is not surprising that he has been criticized

None the less, these outbursts occur only in one place, and

the Chorus itself denies them before the end of the song Nor
have they any real relation to the plan of the poem Indeed, in

planning the action, Swinburne follows a more respectable and

more Hellenic theology Althaea lays down the rules when she

tells Meleager that if man obeys the laws of the gods, all wall be

as well as can be expected in this life

Be man at one with equal-minded gods,

So shall he prosper, not through laws tom up,

Violated rule and a new face of things

But this observance of the law is violated first by Atalanta’s un-

womanly behaviour, then by Meleager’s reckless devotion to her

The law is not so much moral law as embodied use and wont,

established habit and respected rules, the harmonious frame in
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have they any real relation to the plan of the poem Indeed, in
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tells Meleager that if man obeys the laws of the gods, all will be
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The law is not so much moral law as embodied use and wont,
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which man can best live It is this harmony which is broken, and,

being broken, produces the tragic situation and the tragic crisis

That is why Swinburne’s great antiphonies of lament towards

the close of the play end with emphatic words from the Chorus,

which speaks here with a special authority

The gods guard over us

With sword and with rod,

Weaving shadow to cover us,

Heaping the sod,

That law may fulfil herself wholly, to darken man's face before God

This is a perfectly Greek idea It lies behind much work of Soph-

ocles, and at times even Euripides pays his tribute to it

The skill with which Swinburne reproduces Greek ideas

would not m itself be enough to create a poem Indeed, the more

faithful a modem poet is to an ancient outlook when he copies

its form, the greater is the danger that his work wall be no more

than a -pastiche But Atalanta is no pastiche It is poetry which

catches even those who know no Greek and are not much inter-

ested m Greek ideas And much of this success comes from the

fact that Swmbume was able to put into it some things which

he enjoyed in his own experience and not through his admiration

for other poets Most characteristic is the delight which he takes

m sky and sea, m wide landscapes and natural forces like sun

and wind and ram In the presence of these Swmbume felt his

blood tingle and his senses awaken It was therefore nght that

he should introduce them into his poem When the Chorus sings

its first song, it praises the coming of spring and gives voice to

the most delightful and most powerful emotions of which Swin-

burne was capable, his delight m the renewal of life and m the

enlarged consciousness which comes with it

And time remembered is grief forgotten,

And frosts are slam and flowers begotten,

And in green underwood and cover

Blossom by blossom the spnng begins
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The same love of the open air inspires the marvellous line with

which Meleager mahes his first appearance

0 sweet new heaven and air without a star,

and Swinburne again mahes Meleager reflect his own healthiest

tastes when he tells of the voyage of the Argo

when the sail

First caught between stretched ropes the roaring west,

And all our oars smote eastward, and the wind

First flung round faces of seafanng men
White splendid snow-flahes of the sundenng foam

The same love of adventure in lonely places among the powers

of nature gives reality to Atalanta’s account of her life

Me the utmost pine and foodess frost of woods

That talk with many wands and gods, the hours

Re-nsen, and white divisions of the dawn,

Springs diousand-tongued with the intermitting reed

And streams that murmur of the mother snow—
Me these allure, and know me

This is the essential voice of Swanbume, lover of wald places, the

wind, and the cold

No less characteristic are those passages where Swinburne

wntes from the heart about human, especially domestic, affec-

tions His range is not very wade, but within his limits he has a

special charm and tenderness Though in later life he became

sentimental when he wrote about children, m Atalanta he more
than once touches with truth and insight on what childhood

means between modier and son or between sister and brother

This is of course necessary to his plot, which turns on the con-

flict between Althaea’s love for her son and love for her brothers,

hut Swanbume nses to it wath noble ease There is a special
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beauty in the way in which Althaea still thinks of her son, the

great hero Meleager, as a child, and remembers not his present

prowess but his childhood

But always also a flower of three suns old,

The small one thing that lying drew down my life

To lie with thee and feed thee, a child and weak,

Mine, a delight to no man, sweet to me

Hardly less true is the way m which Althaea, tom between con

flictmg affections, decides for her brothers because she has such

vivid memories of what they did for her when she was a child

For tins man dead walked with me, child by child,

And made a weak staff for my feebler feet

With his own tender wrist and hand, and held

And led me softly and shewed me gold and steel

And shining shapes of mirror and bright crown

And all things fair, and threw light spears, and brought

Young hounds to huddle at my feet and thrust

Tame heads against my little maiden breasts

And please me with great eyes

There is no imitation, nothing second-hand, m this, but a real

force of experience and personal feeling Swinburne gives life to

his old story by making it the vehicle for emotions which mean

a great deal to him and are entirely authentic

The great qualities of Atahnta are characteristic of Swin-

burne at his best, in his love of brave actions and his tender at-

tachment to the sanctities of home These mspire his best poetrv

and provide the core of his drama In choosing his myth he

showed a sure insight, for it was well suited to his personal tastes

In Althaea he had a theme which appealed to his understanding

of deep affections and primitive loyalties In the Calydonian boar-

hunt, in the heroic Meleager, m

Arcadian Atalanta snowy-souled.
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he had subjects very near his heart They gave him an opportu-

nity to show Ins love of physical prowess and adventurous spirits

His hero and heroine, Meleager and Atalanta, the warrior lover

and the virgin huntress, stand apart m their unhkeness to other

men and women In their truth to themselves they belong to that

class of simple, direct people whom Swinburne liked both in

literature and in life The poetry of Atalanta is as good as it is

because the story appealed to something deeper in Swinburne

than his admiration for the Greek tragedians That is why Ata-

lanta is not an imitation but stands in its own right as a true work

of art

In other words, it is the poetry that counts, and the poetry is

of a very unusual kind When we first read Atalanta, we may
hardly notice die plot or the thought behind it, so overwhelming

is the effect of the words, so strange die impression which they

make Whatever we may think of Swinburne’s use of language,

there is no doubt of its power We may resist it, as Browning did

when he called Atalanta “a fuzz of words,” but even such a com-

ment is a kind of tribute to the poet’s originality Here Swinburne

found an entirely original and individual style What had been

foreshadowed m Chastelard and in the earlier pieces of Poems
and Ballads appeared now m npe abundance This is the Swin-

bumian style which was to affect many writers and not least

Swinburne himself when he retired to Putney and pursued mto
old age die style which he had formed in his first manhood
Though the germs of his later mannerisms are present in Atalanta,

they are not troublesome His style is emphatically a manner,

but a high, adventurous, and exciting manner which combines

the confidence of youth with the judgement of maturity

On closer inspection this language reveals many unsuspected

qualities It bears no relation to that of Keats, whom Swinburne
imitated in his early “Hyperion ” It shows no affinities to Moms
or Rossetti such as we find m Poems and Ballads It is common
form to say that it is based on the Old Testament, and there are

certainly moments in the third choral ode when the Chorus de-
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nounces God m language reminiscent of Isaiah or Ezekiel But

these are only a part of the whole Swinburne's receptive and

imitative capacity shows itself in other debts There are times

when he harks back to his Ehzabedian manner, as when Althaea

says

Lo, I talk wild and windy words, and fall

From my clear wits, and seem of mine own self

Dethroned, dispraised, disseated

There are other times when Swinburne breaks into sonorous

Latin words in the manner of Milton and speaks of a child who

moaned

With inarticulate mouth inseparate words,

or of the boar breaking out of its lair,

fiery with evasive eyes

And bnsthng with intolerable hair

There are many translations of Greek idioms which sound strange

m English, and there are adaptations of them which go beyond

mere translation, as when Oeneus addresses Atalanta with a more

than Sophoclean decorum

O flower of Tegea, maiden, fleetest foot

And holiest head of women

There is a Greek simplicity in the use of certain images like

Night, a black hound, follows the white fawn day,

or

Love, a thwart sea-wind full of rain and foam
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Many different elements may be found in Atalanta, but they are

only elements The language presents a singular unity of tone and

character, and the marks of a strong, selective, personal taste It

is indeed so individual and m some ways so unprecedented that

we cannot but ask why Swinburne fashioned it as he did

Swinburne needed a striking manner to give life to his an-

tique theme Just as Milton evolved his most advanced effects of

language and metre for Samson Agomstes

,

so Swinburne felt the

need of a great effort to give life to Atalanta Not only was he

dealmg with a remote world he was restricted to a narrow scope

in which every word must tell And more than this to give a full

poetry to the stiff conventions of Greek drama, he had to keep

his language unusually lively and exhilarating Otherwise the

form would stifle the words, as it tends to do m Arnold’s Merope

So the first effect at which Swinburne aims, consciously or un-

consciously, is surprise His language provokes unexpected shocks

He bnngs together things which are not usually associated and

yet are nghdy associated by him So when his Huntsman ad-

dresses the dawn,

O fair-faced sun, killing the stars and dews

And dreams and desolation of the night,

stars, dews, dreams, and desolation do not belong to a single order

of things, and their combination is stardmg, but Swinburne
means to startle, to make us look with fresh eyes at the sunrise

and see what it means to him and his Huntsman Again, in the

second choral song, he writes

Before the beginning of years

There came to the making of man
Time, with a gift of tears,

Gnef, with a glass that ran

The critics have complained that he would have been wiser to

write
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Grief, with a gift of tears,

Time, with a glass that ran

But Swinburne did not do this It is too obvious He wishes to

surprise, to say something unexpected, and he is justified because

it is perfectly true that time brings tears and that grief devours

our days He rises beyond the commonplace to something else,

and his way of doing it is to use words and ideas m unexpected

combinations, so that we keep awake and move from shock to

delighted shock

To make his surprises tell, Swinburne has his own kinds of

emphasis Chief among these is a tendency to repeat lvords or

ideas or sounds within a short space By so doing he stresses the

significance of what his characters say and gives an additional

force to it At times he picks up a single word and repeats it, as

when Althaea says

for all

There comes one sun and one wind blows till night,

But when night comes the wand sinks and the sun

The words "sun” and “night” are repeated with solemn emphasis

and the result is that the imagery, which might otherwise not

be very distinguished, has an impressive gravity So, too, an idea

may be prolonged, even though different words are used to do it,

as m

Light sharper than the frequent flames of day

That daily fill it with the fiery dawn

The impression of piercing light is sustained through the six dif-

ferent words which refer to it and stress it Sometimes, the repeti-

tion is merely of sound, as in

She bore the goodliest sword in all the world,
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and then the emphasis is less on meaning than on emotional and

evocative effects The sound common to 'Tore” and "sword” and

"world” gives weight to the line and dignifies the occasion of

which it speaks

Sound plays an extremely important part in Swinburne’s po-

etry He had a special taste for certain sounds like T,” and it is no

accident that among his favourite words are “fire,” “light,”

“bnght,” "shine,” "desire,” "high,” "sky ” He had an equal taste

for the uncorrupted long “e” as in “dream” and “sleep ” This was

his way of combatmg the tendency of English vowels to degen-

erate into a dead monotony But it was also more fundamental

to his art Sound counted with him more than sight His visual

imager)7 is not abundant and not very distinguished He does not

resemble his Pre-Raphaelite friends m their love of minute de-

tails Even when a landscape clearly delights him, he sketches it

in broad vague lines, as when his Chorus imagmes the wild place

wh,ere the boar is killed

O that I now, I too were

By deep wells and water-floods,

Streams of ancient hills, and where

All the wan green places bear

Blossoms cleaving to the sod

Natural sights moved Swinburne not to make a picture of them

but to stress mental associations which they awoke in him Thus
he has no dearer word of praise than "bnght ” He applies it not

only to eyes and faces but, more strangely, to "the brown bnght

nightingale ” The nightingale may be brown to the eye, but to

the heart and the imagination she is "bnght” because of the

echoes which the mere idea of her evokes Swinburne strains past

the visible world to a world of poetry which lives by its own nght

and bas its own bnlhance, and in his desire to catch its radiance

he uses words which are necessanly inexact but create the special

effect which he values
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A style so formed has a peculiar quality In some ways it reads

like a translation from a foreign tongue, though it is no tongue

known to man And tins strangeness is essential to it It gives that

distance between the poet and his subject which Swinburne

needs He had to avoid the domestic elegance which was becom-

ing the current speech of Victorian verse and had recently made a

popular appearance m Enoch Arden The origins of Swinburnes

language may be traced m his reading of foreign tongues, but

his use of it was something special It helps him to keep his

readers continually startled and delighted by each new combina-

tion of words It succeeds because Swinburne’s genius for words

enabled him to keep them fresh and lively This was his way of

creating a grand style, and though his language is very different

from Milton’s, it has at least this m common it is a highly artifi-

cial creation, with its own rules and manners, its own character

and resonance The words are real words, drawn from the rich

accumulations of English poetry, but they are so used that they

have an air of remoteness, even of unreality Swinburne’s style is

both strange and extremely personal In some ways it is limited

There are many sounds which he never exploited, many habits of

speech which meant nothing to him With the passing of years

these limitations were to become more obvious, but m Atalanta

they are an advantage They suit the Greek story and its distance

from modem experience The story is perfecdy alive, but it lives

among words which have the dignity7 and the unfamihanty of an

ancient tongue

There is something stranger than this grand manner m Swin-

burne’s use of words He did not m the least think that the mean-

ing of words does not matter Every sentence that he writes has

a perfectly intelligible meanmg The Atalanta can even be trans-

lated into Greek verse, not indeed easily, but without any great

loss to the sense But we cannot read it without feelmg that the

auditor
)
7 value of the words is somehow separate from their intel-

lectual value We enjoy the sounds without always troubling too

much about what they mean, without perhaps following the
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structure of a sentence or seeing its relevance to the dramatic

action Though the plot of Atalanta is thrilling and tragic, it is so

somehow in spite of the words, which suggest a different kind of

excitement from that which the mere story evokes It does not

awake emotions in the way that a play of Sophocles does it gives

quite a different kmd of pleasure, in which we respond not to a

vanety of human feelings hut to a smgle, overmastering magic

It is therefore natural to compare Swinburne’s effects with those

of music, especially in his choral odes, where the words smg so

sweedy and so boldly that we are lulled mto enchantment and

forget to look for their intelligible meanmg The result is peculiar

The meanmg is there in abundance The play is constructed with

hard thought, but it touches us at two levels, the one almost

purely musical, the odier largely intellectual The music and the

meanmg are not merged mto a smgle impression When we have

responded to the sound and to die evocative quality of the words,

we look for the meaning, but the two activities seldom coincide

Take, for instance, the lines spoken by the dying Meleager to his

mother

But thou, O mother,

The dreamer of dreams,

Wilt thou bnng forth another

To feel the sun’s beams
When I move among shadows a shadow, and wail by impassable

streams?

The words are straight to the point Althaea is indeed a dreamer
of dreams And the sentiment is undeniably Greek in its sense of

the shadowy hfe which belongs to the dead The lines are no less

undeniably poetry of a high order They haunt the memory, and
long familiarity with them does not dim their splendour But are

diey tragic or even human? Does the emotion in them have any
close connection with the emotions of a dying man? I doubt it I

feel rather that they are poetry of a special kmd, in which the

actual experience is left behind and replaced by something dis-
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tilled from it, by the special sweetness which lurks m all truly

tragic poetry and is here separated from the fuller emotions which

create it It is too sweet to be distressing, and yet it is none the

less poetry

Writing m 1877, twelve years after the publication of Ata-

hnta, Walter Pater made his famous pronouncement that "All art

aspires constantly to the condition of music
”
There is no reason

to think that he had Swinburne m mind, but his words are curi-

ously apposite to the language of Atalanta Pater approached

poetry from an unusual standpoint and judged it partly by the

qualities which he found m common between it and the other

arts The exalted, aesthetic state which he regarded as the proper

end of the arts was, m his view, most purely exemplified in music

In poetry he valued the final effect which it creates, and he found

that, when he had this, the intellectual and even the emotional

content were of secondary importance What mattered was the

stncdy poetical result in which both meaning and emotion are

transcended in delight Pater was the forerunner of the Aesthetic

Movement, its prophet and its master His views had something

in common with those of the French Symbolists, especially Mal-

larm4
,
who used the analogy of music to justify the reduction of

poetry to an art of echoes and hints and suggestions It is perhaps

not fanciful to think that in his own way Swinburne believed

something of the same kind He had a most uncommon sensibility

to poetry, and his instinctive flair taught him to look for those

indefinable effects which he beyond meaning and beyond emo-

tion m the essential and authentic delight which comes from

inspired words In his own poetry he provided this delight at the

cost of much else which we usually seek m poetry Atalanta is

the fruit of this belief The evocative quality' of its words is much

more powerful than either their intellectual significance or the

emotional condition which they imply but somehow leave be-

hind

We may perhaps explain this peculiar quality' of Swinburne s

work by saying that m him the Romantic search for an ideal
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world was directed towards an ultimate poetry which is indeed

realized m words, but can almost be conceived as existing inde-

pendently of them In his attachment to Greece and Elizabethan

England and mediaeval France, he loved not so much a way of

life or a way of thought as some evanescent and elusive fragrance

which he found in their poetry In lus own mind he was able to

separate this from the forms m which it is contained, and he saw

that, however different these forms might be from each other, the

essential quality7 was somehow the same It was this which en-

abled him m his criticism to enjoy the poetry of those whose opin-

ions he repudiated with scorn Though for instance Christina

Rossetti’s rehgion was abhorrent to him, and though he thought

Keats flabby and unmanly, in neither case did he fail to admire

the poetry7 which they wrote He sought poetry7 and nothing else,

and he could not but separate its essence from the intellectual and

emotional associations m which it usually appears In his own
work he followed this conviction, and that is why7 Atalanta is

what it is Dante Gabnel Rossetti sought an Ideal Beauty through

love, Swinburne sought the essence of poetry It was perhaps a

dangerous tiling to do, and it may not only have limited his scope

but have caused the contraction of his powers m later years But

in his time it was natural that he should do this Like others of

his generation, he had a Romantic yearning for a "bey7ond,” but

for him the "beyond” was the essential expenence of poetry7 and

nothing else

This attitude does not create the highest kind of poetry7 In

Sophocles or Dante or Shakespeare the meaning of words and
their emotional power are perfectly blended with their evocative

magic, and the result is a smgle impression in which each element

gams from the others But what Swinburne gives is undeniably

poetry7 and nodnng else, and it was the nght kind of poetry7 for

him to write He trained himself less on life than on books, and
lie lacked that kmd of creative temperament which lives on its

own resources and has a peculiarly individual vision of existence

His human range ivas limited, and though it inspired his best
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work, he could not but supplement it with what he gained from

poetry not his own In his love of poetry he knew that what

pleased him most, what seemed essential and indispensable, lay

m certain musical efFects of sound which give those mysterious,

magical hints that are poetry’s central function Swinburne was

not a Symbolist, but he resembled the Symbolists m his concen-

tration on this special aspect of his art The events which he de-

picts in his drama make a special kind of appeal, not intellectual

nor even emotional, but purely poetical They belong to a world

of the imagination in which experience is refined and distilled

and passes into a “condition of music
”



XI

CHRISTINA ROSSETTI

One of the paradoxes of the Romantic spirit is that though

nearly all its chief exponents were deeply concerned

with an ideal and spiritual world, none of them found it

in the Christian conception of God It is true that Coleridge and

Wordsworth became orthodox members of the Church of Eng-

land, but their poetry owed little to it and gained nothing by it

Nor is this hard to understand They were concerned with a

peculiarly private and individual search for a reality beyond the

senses They followed their own intuitions as far as they possibly

could, and inevitably they found not the common goal of Chris-

tian faith, but orders of being which answered their own unusual

needs and were related to their unprecedented speculations

What is true of the Romantics is on the whole true of their Pre-

Raphaelite successors Though Swinburne might write poems
which seem to breathe an impeccable faith, they are no more than

exerases m an archaic manner, and he maintained into old age

his hostility to priests and creeds Though William Moms hun-

gered for the Middle Ages, it was for their craftsmanship and
their chivalry, not for their theology or their mysticism Though
Dante Gabnel Rossetti had his intermittent moments of instinc-

tive belief, they arose too often from some crisis m his health or

his fortunes and were not habitual to him Even his beautiful

Ave” is exceptional m his work, and he had qualms about in-

cluding it m his collected poems The Pre-Raphaelite poets left

Christianity alone and pursued their own schemes of salvation

Wt among these powerful and turbulent personalities there

moved with shy assurance and self-effacing modesty a woman
who was at least their equal m the art of words and whose out-
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look was very different from theirs Christina Rossetti has a place

not far from the highest among English religious poets She

learned her art from the Pre-Raphaelites and has many affinities

with them, but she turned her genius to a different end and won

her own special triumphs

Christina Rossetti formed her beliefs in childhood and clung

tenaciously to them until her death Her leanings were not

towards Keble and Pusey but towards the old-fashioned High

Church, which still kept some of the grace and the gendeness of

the seventeenth century Though neither of her brothers shared

her faith, she remained on terms of unbroken affection with

them, and was well rewarded by the identity of her convictions

with those of her mother and her sister Maria When Maria died,

Christina entered the Anglican Sisterhood of All Saints, and a

large part of her last years was passed m devotional duties and

exercises Her beliefs shaped the course of her life and gave her

a curious position in her own circle She was m her own way a

notable member of the Pre-Raphaelite company The fame of her

poetry preceded that of her brother’s, and there is no reason to

think that she was displeased when Swinburne, with less than

his usual felicity m compliment, saluted her as “the Jael who led

their host to victory
"
She seems not to have passed adverse judge-

ment on any act or word of her brother Gabriel, nor did she com-

mit to paper any anxiety or misgiving which she may have felt

about him In her devoted austerity and saindy detachment she

went her own way and followed her own ideals, but she was

none the less a true child of her generation and her circumstances

In her we see a truly Romantic temperament, trained to look for

beauty m mystenous realms of expenence, and able to find it

without any strain or forcing of herself She might have been a

purely secular poet, so great were her gifts for the interpretation

of strange comers of life and fancy But her taste for this world

was countered by a belief in God, and this broke into her life

and gave to her work a new direction and a special distinction

Christina's poetry reveals an almost dual personality One side
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of her was Pre-Raphaelite, fond of pictorial effects and unusual

images, capable of telling a story with a proper sense of its dra-

matic possibilities, and, what was rarer in her circle, with a certain

whimsical humour and playful fancy She was often enough con-

tent to withdraw into fancies and dreams and to find a full satis-

faction m the world of her imagination The publication of

Gobhn Market
,
and Other Poems in 1862 shows how naturally

and how well she practised a Pre-Raphaelite art without surren-

dering any of her originality The charming poem which gives

its title to the booh is an authentic feat of the creative imagina-

tion, an extension of experience into an unknown world which

she has invented and made real It shows perhaps some traces of

influence from Coleridge and Hood and Alhngham, but they are

few and unimportant Christina speaks in her own voice and m
her own way Her command of a rippling metre and the fresh

conversational simplicity of her language, so unlike her brother’s

elaborate majesty, reveal a talent which has fully found itself and

translated mto its own idiom the vague ideals of her friends She

advances at one step mto her own special sphere and finds her

way with confident ease “Gobhn Market” lives of its own right

m its own world as an ingenious and brilliant creation It is less

a criticism of life than an addition to it No doubt things do not

happen like this, but it would be exciting if they did, and we are

almost persuaded by the coherence of Christinas invention that

m some conditions they do

“Goblin Market” is Pre-Raphaelite in the predominance

which it gives to a charming pictorial element Though Christina

spent much of her time m London and still more in contempla-

tion of an unseen world, she had a keen eye for physical things

and shared her brother’s belief that poetry must to a large degree

be pictorial She differs from him m not making her word-pictures

symbols of something else, being content to exploit them for their

own sake They reflect her love for the humbler and less exciting

denizens of the animal world, for mice and wombats and other

small furry creatures The curious little beings whom the girls,
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Laura and Lizzie, meet in the market-place, have an impish

oddity They are not elves or gnomes, but goblins, as much
animal as human m shape and more animal than human in char-

acter

One had a cat’s face,

One whisked a tail,

One tramped at a rat’s pace,

One crawled like a snail,

One like a wombat prowled obtuse and furry,

One like a ratel tumbled hurry skurry

Despite their undoubtedly alluring ways, the goblins are rather

sinister bemgs, strange, wild htde creatures, who move with a

ferocious energy and make uncouth, bestial noises

Laughed every goblin

When they spied her peeping

Came towards her hobbling,

Flying, running, leaping.

Puffing and blowing.

Chuckling, clapping, crowing,

Clucking and gobbling,

Mopping and mowing,

Full of airs and graces,

Pulling wry faces,

Demure gnmaces

No doubt the goblins come ultimately from fairy-tales which

Christina heard in childhood They have certainly some of the

heartless independence and irresponsibility which belong by right

to gnomes and elves and their land But Christina has imposed

her own rules on them They are more alive than the figures of

fairy-tale and seem to have an appropriate place m the common

world Christina's creative vision makes them live their own lives

m accordance with their unusual character

"Goblin Market” represents one side of Christina's character,
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the side which fitted easily into the Pre-Raphaelite circle and was

honoured by it But she had another side, grave and serious and

intimately bound with her inner life Even in ‘‘Goblin Market”

there is an undercurrent of tins seriousness, and though she her-

self said that she did not ‘‘mean anything profound by this fairy-

tale,” it has its little moral that it is dangerous to play with the

unknown and that human beings who so do pay lor it Behind

and beyond her charming fancies, dominating and correcting and

at last subduing them, was her religious faith which looked for a

divine consummation m another world and demanded a self-

denying devotion in this Christina was not a mystic nor a vision-

ary She was a devout member of the Church of England who
recited its creeds and earned out its duties When others ex-

plained or equivocated or cnticized, she obeyed and conformed

and believed For her the Scriptures were the Word of God, and

she accepted them without qualm or question In an orthodox age

she practised religion as countless others did, and never sought to

be unusual even in the smallest respect In her unquestioning

faith she needed no metaphysics to explain what was to her self-

evident truth, nor was the Bible to her a book to be read with a

searching eye for inner meanings She was completely orthodox

But she was also a poet of genius, and she brought to her religion

a concentration and an intensity which only a poet could bring

Her faith was the centre of her life, and to it she gave her pas-

sionate allegiance, her ruthless self-examination, and her unre-

mitting candour

The two sides of Chnstma’s nature account for the twofold

character of her poetry On the one side is her poetry of imagina-

tion and fancy, whether in long pieces like “Goblin Market” and

The Pnnce’s Progress,” or in short pieces in which, with an un-

common charm and delicacy, she sketches some situation which
has touched her heart or appealed to her love of the living scene

On the other side are her many devotional pieces, not indeed

always of equal ment, and sometimes rather perfunctory, but at

their best unsurpassed for their sureness of touch and their pas-
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sionate sincerity Nor were the two sides always kept separate

Indeed, some of her most characteristic poems are those in which

she allows her conscientious attachment to the sacred texts to be

enlivened by her love of decorative details Though she drew her

idea of the invisible world from the Song of Songs and Revela-

tion, she was not afraid to make the most of what they provided

and to give to it some little turn of her own She picks up the

time-honoured images and uses them again with a new delicacy

She sketches the celestial landscape in broad but vivid lines, as

though she were afraid of inventing too much, but could not alto-

gether refrain from allowing some freedom to her imagination m
trying to see what the other world is really like And through her

pictorial creation we see her deep longing

As I he dreaming,

It nses, that land,

There nses before me
Its green golden strand,

With the bowing cedars

And the shining sand,

It sparkles and flashes

Like a shaken brand

She sees this land nch with gems and bnght with birds golden-

winged and silver-winged She uses the details which the Bible

provides, but her fancy takes command and presents them with

new lights and a new appeal

Chnstina indeed believed so literally m the myths of her

religion that she could not at times refrain from presenting them

m this way This was what they meant to her, and so m all de-

voutness she interpreted them When she thinks of an angel, she

allows herself no wild flights of fancy, but none the less creates

something which recalls her brother’s picture Ecce Anctlla Do-

mini or those early Florentine and Sienese paintings on which

he drew for his models
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She holds a lily m her hand,

Where long ranks of Angels stand

A silver lily for her wand

All her hair falls sweeping down,

Her hair that is a golden brown,

A crown beneath her golden crown

So too, with a more adventurous and more imaginative spint,

Chnstma conjures up the scene of die Nativity as if it had hap-

pened not in Palestine but in her own Northern clime and had

possessed the legendary characteristics of an English Christmas

In the bleak mid-winter

Frosty wind made moan,

Earth stood hard as iron,

Water like a stone,

Snow had fallen, snow on snow,

Snow on snow,

In the bleak mid-winter

Long ago

Like Pieter Brueghel, Chnstma translates the circumstances of

the first Chnstmas to conditions which are familiar to her m
many vivid associations, and by this she ennches the significance

of her traditional theme

In such cases Chnstma found no difficulty in putting both

sides of her self mto her poetry, m reconciling her religious be-

liefs with her fanciful, Pre-Raphaelite art The art ennches the

presentation of the beliefs and makes them more actual Some-

times she took greater nsks and gave a greater license to her in-

vention A preeminent example of this is “Eve,” in which Chns-

tma tells of the heart-rendmg moment when Eve sits by Abel’s

dead body and sees what her ongmal transgression has cost the

world For Chnstma the Fall of Man was a fearful reality, not
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to be shirked or explained away, but a permanent source of shame

and sorrow Into Eve she puts her own deep feelings about the

Fall, in Eve her own sense of sin is concentrated and magnified

The Mother of Mankind is the prototype of all sinners and car-

ries the burden of the guilt which will belong to all her descend

ants So the poem begins with a majestic music m which the dark

horror of the Fall is expressed in words which show the full mean-

ing of sin’s entry into the world As Eve watches over Abel's dead

body, she laments what has happened and knows that she must

bear the blame for it

While I sit at the door,

Sick to gaze within,

Aline eye weepeth sore

For sorrow and sin

As a tree my sin stands

To darken all lands,

Death is the fruit it bore

How have Eden bowers grown

Without Adam to bend therm1

How have Eden flowers blown,

Squandenng their sweet breath,

Without me to tend them?

The Tree of Life was ours,

Tree twelvefold-fruited,

Most lofty tree that flowers,

Alost deeply rooted

I chose the Tree of Death

The story lives again because of the passionate conviction which

Christina puts into it, and becomes a symbol of all men and

women who understand that the evil of the world is their own

fault

Then, as Christina develops her poem, she introduces another

note, sweeter and more fanciful and in full accord with her deli-
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cate, human sensibility She indulges her love of birds and ani-

mals, as she makes both forget their joys when they hear Eve’s

lamentations

The mouse paused m Ins walk

And dropped Ins wheaten stalk,

Grave cattle wagged their heads

In rumination,

The eagle gave a cry

From his cloud station

Larks on thyme beds

Forbore to mount or sing,

Bees dropped upon the wing,

The raven perched on high

Forgot his radon,

The comes in their rock,

A feeble nadon,

Quaked sympathedcal,

The mocking-bird left off to mock,

Huge camels knelt as if

In deprecadon,

The kind hart’s tears were falling.

Chattered die wistful stork,

Dove-voices with a dying fall

Cooed desoladon,

Answering grief by grief

This comes from the playful, fanciful side of Chnsdna’s charac-

ter, die side which loved living things and made an early appear-

ance when, as a little girl, she surprised a Mrs Potter by saying,

The cat looks very sedate ” In her delighted appreciadon of

birds and animals she has almost forgotten the graver thoughts

with which she began the poem, and has allowed herself to create

a scene in the childhood of the world when human beings were

sdll close to animals Then, with a sudden turn, she resumes her

senous note Among the gentle creatures who are sorrv for E\e
diere is one ugly excepdon
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to be shirked or explained away, but a permanent source of shame

and sorrow Into Eve she puts her own deep feelings about the

Fall, in Eve her own sense of sin is concentrated and magnified

The Another of Mankind is the prototype of all sinners and car-

ries the burden of the guilt which will belong to all her descend

ants So the poem begins with a majestic music m which the dark

horror of the Fall is expressed in words which show the full mean-

ing of sin’s entry into the world As Eve watches over Abel’s dead

body, she laments what has happened and knows that she must

bear the blame for it

While I sit at the door,

Sick to gaze within,

Mine eye weepeth sore

For sorrow and sin

As a tree my sin stands

To darken all lands,

Death is the fruit it bore

How have Eden bowers grown

Without Adam to bend them?

How have Eden flowers blown,

Squandenng their sweet breath,

Without me to tend them?

The Tree of Life was ours,

Tree twelvefold-fruited,

Most lofty tree that flowers,

Most deeply rooted

I chose the Tree of Death

The story lives again because of the passionate conviction which

Christina puts into it, and becomes a symbol of all men and

women who understand that the evil of the world is their own

fault

Then, as Christina develops her poem, she introduces another

note, sweeter and more fanciful and in full accord with her deh-
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cate, human sensibility She indulges her love of birds and ani-

mals, as she makes both forget their joys when they hear Eve’s

lamentations

The mouse paused in his walk

And dropped his wheaten stalk,

Grave cattle wagged their heads

In rumination,

The eagle gave a cry

From his cloud station

Larks on thyme beds

Forbore to mount or sing,

Bees dropped upon the wing,

The raven perched on high

Forgot his ration,

The comes m their rock,

A feeble nation,

Quaked sympathetical,

The mocking-bird left off to mock,

Huge camels knelt as if

In deprecation,

The kind hart’s tears were falling,

Chattered the wistful stork,

Dove-voices with a dying fall

Cooed desolation,

Answering grief by gnef

This comes from the playful, fanciful side of Christina's charac-

ter, the side which loved living things and made an early appear-

ance when, as a litde girl, she surprised a Mrs Potter by saying,

“The cat looks very sedate ” In her delighted appreciation of

birds and animals she has almost forgotten the graver thoughts

with which she began the poem, and has allowed herself to create

a scene m the childhood of the world when human beings were

still close to animals Then, with a sudden turn, she resumes her

senous note Among the gentle creatures w’ho are sorrv for Eve
there is one ugly exception
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Only the serpent in the dust,

Wriggling and crawling,

Grinned an evil grin and thrust

His tongue out with its fork

We are brought back not quite to the original theme, but to

something no less grave, to the principle of malice and cruelty

m the world Christina builds her poem m three parts, and each

has its own appropriate tone The result is a little masterpiece in

which the Pre-Raphaelite love of odd and captivating details is

blended with something deeply senous and disturbing

The balance between the two sides of her nature, which

Christina maintains in “Eve,” was always precanous and apt to

be upset when her religion asserted itself against her love of this

world If she had to make a choice between the claims of the

world and the claims of God, there was never any doubt what it

would be Of course, such a choice was not always forced upon

her, and she was often free to make the best of both worlds with-

out any unquiet of conscience But twice m her life she had to

face a terrible choice She had her full share of human affections

and felt a woman’s need to lavish them on someone whom she

loved She twice fell in love and was twice betrothed, but she

married neither James Colhnson nor Charles Cayley Ostensibly,

she did not marry Colhnson because, despite considerable shilly-

shallying, he was a Roman Catholic, and Cayley because he was

an agnostic That such differences of belief were for her insuper-

able obstacles we cannot doubt She could never have entered

into perfect intimacy with a man whose faith she did not share

It is true that she soon ceased to care for Collinson, but her love

for Cayley lasted for more than twenty years, and she was with

him when he died Yet surely this refusal to marry, impassable

though the differences of belief were to her conscious mind,

rose from something very deep m her nature, something which

made her shnnk from the claims of the flesh It was more than an

unusual fastidiousness, more even than a desire to keep herself
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unspotted from the world It was a deep conviction that she was

dedicated to God and that any concession to the body would be

an act of disloyalty to Him Her religion imposed duties so im-

perative that she could not compromise with them, but, more

than that, it made even marriage an impossibility Love she knew

and exercised until all the strength of her gentle, devoted nature,

but deep m her something turned her away from any call which

summoned her to give to a human being what must be kept for

God

The episodes of Colhnson and Cayley show how violent a

conflict started in Christina when she set the claims of her

womanhood against those of her sanctity Of this conflict she

was painfully aware, though she hoped to be able to solve it by

self-discipline and self-denial But beyond her control, m her

innermost self, strange forces awoke, which might at first sight

seem to have no close relation to the actual issue These inspired

her poetry when she was m love and gave to it an unexpected

character It was as if her unconscious self took command and

forced her to present m almost dramatic form her most intimate

feelings What she writes is not a direct account of her conscious

thoughts, but dreams and longmgs which did not normally break

into her hfe but lay locked m unexplored comers of her soul At

such times her art passed far beyond the conscious invention of

"Goblin Market” to mventions which for the moment she almost

believed to be true, so strongly did they affect her, and so much
did they mean to her Through these creations of her imagination

she released forces which stirred in her inmost being, and by re-

leasing them she revealed important truths about herself Her
genius took command of her and made her write poems which her

conscious self would have repudiated as false records of her feel-

ings, but which none the less reflected her true self This was the

work of imagination, which at such times took on a truly Roman-
tic character and created worlds which have a special strength

from the insight which has gone to their making
The paradoxical character of Christmas genius when she
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was m love can be seen from the poems which she then wrote

None of her poems to Colhnson reflects joy or hope On the con-

trary, at the height of her love for him she wrote some of her most

poignant lines on the imminence and the pathos of death In her

the idea of love turned inexorably to the idea of death, and m this

association we can surely see her instinctive shrinking from the

surrender which love demands Two of her most famous poems

come from this time, and in each Christina is obsessed by thoughts

of death In “Remember” she asks her beloved to remember her

when she is dead, because that is all that he will be able to do for

her Then, with characteristic humility, she assures him that even

this is not necessary and that all she asks is that he himself

should not be unhappy

Yet if you should forget me for a while

And afterwards remember, do not gneve

For if the darkness and corruption leave

A vestige of the thoughts that once I had,

Better by far you should forget and smile

Than that you should remember and be sad

In the wonderful “Song” which is a kind of counterpart to this

sonnet, Christina foresees what death will mean to her and won-

ders if perhaps she also will forget the past

I shall not see the shadows,

I shall not feel the ram,

I shall not hear the nightingale

Sing on as if in pam,

And dreaming through the twilight

That doth not nse nor set,

Haply I may remember,

And haply may forget

In Christina love released a melancholy desire for death, and for

a kind of death not closely connected with her usual ideas of an

after-world It is an intermediate condition between sleeping and
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waking, a half-conscious state in which memories are dim and

even the strongest affections fade into faint shadows Even before

her love for Collmson was at an end, Christina mote a little poem

to show what it really meant to her

Oh roses for the flush of youth,

And laurel for the perfect pnme,

But pluck an ivy branch for me
Grown old before my time

Oh violets for the grave of youth,

And bay for those dead m their prime,

Give me die withered leaves I chose

Before in the old tame

She felt that the claims of love were not for her, that her way of

life was unsuited to it, and that she must go back to her old denials

and refusals

Yet though Chnstma accepted and almost courted defeat in

her love for Collmson, she could not put the thought of it en-

tirely away from her mind In the years after its close she often

wrote of love, and there can be little doubt diat part of her still

longed for love and delighted to imagine what it might be This

was another side of her Romantic transformation of experience,

her creation of an imaginary world m which some of her desires

would be fulfilled In 1857 she mote “A Birthday,” with its

rapturous anticipation of her beloved coming to her It is a true

product of her Pre-Raphaelite circumstances in its choice of

decorative details, but it rises from something deep in her nature,

which she might not acknowledge to be valid but which shows
her secret, hardly conscious hopes

My heart is bke a singing bird

Whose nest is in a watered shoot

My heart is like an apple-tree

Whose boughs are bent with thickset fruit.
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My heart is like a rainbow shell

That paddles m a halcyon sea,

My heart is gladder than all these

Because my love is come to me

For a moment some bright memory or alluring fancy welled up

m her and inspired her to write in this spirit, when to the outer

world she presented a cloistral calm and detachment She forgot

her celestial calling and strict duties and lost herself m an en-

chanting dream

If Christina learned in imagination the joys of love, m life

she felt its wounds, and at times we can see what her sacrifices

cost her In "Echo,” with its longing for something known and

lost until it can be sought only m dreams, we see what a depriva-

tion she suffered m her innermost being and how she sought to

find consolation m summoning her lost love back

Yet come to me in dreams, that I may hve

My very hfe again though cold m death

Come back to me m dreams, that I may give

Pulse for pulse, breath for breath

Speak low, lean low,

As long ago, my love, how long ago

Rigorous though Christmas denial of love was, it was not strong

enough to curb all her womanly and human instincts She fought

against them and kept them m iron control, but, left alone with

her genius, she could not from time to time prevent them from

bursting into an almost heart-rending poetry, which is all the

more powerful because it rises not from controlled thoughts but

from longings which force themselves on her despite all her

efforts to check them It is not surprising that, being the victim

of such a struggle, she sometimes felt that it was too much for

her and that she could not endure it any longer At such times

she would long for release and find no magic even in the spring
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I wish I were dead, my foe,

My friend, I wish I were dead,

With a stone at my tired feet

And a stone at my tired head

In the pleasant April days

Half the world will stir and sing,

But half the world will slug and rot

For all the sap of Spring

In these words there is more than a passing mood there is a deep

basis of experience, of misery in a defeat which has been hard for

Christina to endure

MTen she fell in love with Charles Cayley, Christina was a

woman of thirty What it meant to her can be seen from the four-

teen sonnets of Manna Innominata, and no one can doubt the

unselfish punty of her devotion These are poems of exalted love,

hut of a love which cannot be fully realized It has its wonderful

moments, but it is bound to end in defeat And that this repre-

sents Chnstma’s feelings in her long love for Cayley is clear from

the poems which she wrote when it was at its height At the very

start she seems to have seen that something was wrong and that

her deepest desires could not be fulfilled In this mood she wrote

a poem which she characteristically calls “Mirage”

The hope I dreamed of was a dream,

Was but a dream, and now I wake,

Exceedmg comfortless, and worn, and old,

For a dream’s sake

I hang my harp upon a tree,

A weeping wallow in a lake,

I hang my silenced harp there, waning and snapt

For a dream’s sake
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Lie still, lie still, my breaking heart,

My silent heart, he still and break

Life, and the world, and mine own self, are changed

For a dream’s sake

The love which began m this spirit was not likely to lead to any

success in tins world, and it is clear that m her heart of hearts

Chnstina shrank from marriage to Cayley as she had shrunk from

it to Colhnson

Christmas poems to Cayley are more direct than those to

Colhnson Cayley was the most absent-minded and unworldly of

men, a scholar sunk m books and incapable of dealing with the

most ordinary duties of common life No doubt Chnstina longed

to look after him and care for him, and in her demure way she

liked to play with him and make gentle fun of him Yet even into

this something more senous makes its way In “A Sketch” she

starts with affectionate banter, as if Cayley were some uncouth

bird or furry animal with short sight and clumsy habits

The blindest buzzard that I know

Does not wear wings to spread and star,

Nor does my special mole wear fur,

And grub among the roots below

He sports a tail indeed, but then

It’s to a coat he’s man with men
His quill is cut to a pen

Then, having begun in this air)' spirit, Chnstina becomes more

senous and sees in Cayley’s shortness of sight something more

than a physical defect It mirrors his inability to know her as she

really is He cannot see what lies in front of him or read its ob-

vious lessons So with a deepening tone and with her own spe-

cial pathos, she chides him gently for his blindness

My blindest buzzard that I know,

My special mole, when will you see?

Oh no, you must not look at me,

There’s nothing hid for me to show
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I might show facts as plain as day

But, since your eyes are blind, you’d say,

“Where? What?” and turn away

Despite her real love for Cayley and her affectionate playfulness

with him, Christina felt that he could not really understand her,

but moved blindly m anodier world than hers Once again she

shrank from the final sacrifice of love because she believed that,

if she were to make it, she would lose something inestimably

valuable m herself

Just as her love for Colhnson awoke strange unconscious

spnngs of poetry' in Christina, so did her love for Cayley In per-

fect innocence she would write poems which are to all appearance

dramatic lyrics about imaginary situations, but which none the

less show unmistakable traces of her own feelings and sufferings

In the famous song at the end of “The Prince's Progress,” she

once again connects love with death and in die figure of the dead

princess weaves a mydi of her own lost chances More strikingly

m ‘Twice” she dramatizes her sacrifice in a poem about a woman
whom her lover has treated with callous carelessness Though
there is not the slightest reason to dnnk that Cayley ever behaved

like this, or that Christina believed him to have done so, this

poem is none the less revealing for the light which it sheds on her

feelings No woman could write with this terrible directness if

she did not to some degree know the experience which she de-

scribes Speaking with calculated understatement m the first

person, as if she identified herself with the woman of her poem,

Chnstma tells the story of love betrayed, of a heart taken up and

scanned and told to wait

As you set it down it broke —
Broke, but I did not wince,

I smiled at the speech you spoke,

At your judgment that I heard

But I have not often smiled

Since then, nor questioned since,

Nor cared for corn-flowers void,

Nor sung with the singing bird
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Behind the dramatic cover we see the real experience This is the

spirit in which Christina, largely despite herself, took her defeat

She was woman enough to feel that life had done her an injury,

and, though she must not complain, she could not refrain from

speaking mdirecdy about it Then she turns from complaint to

submission, and m words which rise sincerely from her own case,

she tells how she now gives her heart to God

I take my heart in my hand —
I shall not die, but live —

Before Thy face I stand,

I, for Thou callest such

All that I have I bring,

All that I am I give,

Smile Thou and I shall sing,

But shall not question much

So Christina dramatizes her own story and shows the process

which bnngs her through suffering to God
The conflict in Christina between the woman and the saint

was hers almost till the end, though with the passing of years her

religion became more absorbmg and more insistent and allowed

her only at intervals to indulge her more human feelmgs How
strong these were can be seen from more than one poem m which

she forgets for the moment her divine calling and laments the

emptiness and failure of her life In her religious hours she be-

lieved that the world was as nothing, and then suddenly it would

assert its claims, and she would regret her lost chances and her

vanishing dreams She would indeed accept her fate, but not

altogether willingly and not without regret Though she knew

that the world passes away and that mortal things wither and die,

she loved them too well to be insensitive to their destruction In

tones of agonizing sweetness she smgs of her anxieties and fears,

and in the same moment knows that regret is useless
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To think that this meaningless thing was ever a rose,

Scentless, colourless, tins!

Will it ever he thus (who knows?)

Thus with our bliss,

If we wait till the close?

Though we care not to wait for the end, there comes the end,

Sooner, later, at last,

Which nothing can mar, nothing mend
An end locked fast,

Bent we cannot re-bend

Though Christina steels herself to the truth as she sees it, we
cannot but detect an undercurrent of anguished regret at the

passing of what she loves

Against these regrets and these misgivings, Christina’s other

self set its faith and its intermittent hopes If love could not be

realized in this world, there was still the hope that it might be in

another, and this was her consolation If she could not give her-

self to a man, she must give herself to God, and in doing this she

trusted that m the end her earthly love would be fulfilled m
heaven This trust enabled her to survive the partings made by

death and hfe When she thought of this, her anguish faded, and

with a calm contentment she believed that all would be well, that

her sacrifices would be rewarded by something far better than

anything m this world

To meet, worth living for,

Worth dying for, to meet.

To meet, worth parting for,

Bitter forgot in sweet

To meet, worth parting before,

Never to part more

but if she was to von this reward, she must give herself all the

more fully to her faith She must face all the trials and sorrows of
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a dedicated life and not complain, though the road "winds uphill

all the way,” and though she feels herself "cold alone on the

wold ” For though she might not ever see the ultimate vision this

side of the grave, she never doubted its reality, but believed that

it might be granted even to her The thought of it was so awe-

inspiring that she shrank from it, but in her heart it sustained

and strengthened her

Marvel of marvels, if I myself shall behold

With mine own eyes my King m His city of gold

Christina knew the full cost that a life of devotion demands, and

she gave herself ungrudgingly to all its tasks and duties

This poetry of the soul’s search for God and its struggles

towards perfection is written in a language of remarkable sim-

plicity7 The more senous Christina is, the less she adorns her

verse Her images became rarer and more traditional, and the

words are the unpretentious words of every day But each word

expresses exactly what she feels, and her sense of rhythm is so

subtle that even in her darkest moments she can break into pure

song She vanes her effects with consummate skill, and though

she often writes m a very quiet key, her touch is so sure that

ever
)
7 movement tells, and her constant changes of tone produce

endless delightful surpnses Few poets have her gift of beginning

a poem with the most homely and humble words or of using

phrases which are consciously tnte or commonplace, only to nse

to some sudden burst and thereby to show that even in the drab-

best conditions there are possibilities of dazzling splendour Her

sonnet "In Progress” illustrates this subtle art, and though it

claims to be written about another person, it is a true account of

Chnstina herself as those who knew her saw her

Ten years ago it seemed impossible

That she should ever grow so calm as this,

With self-remembrance in her warmest kiss

And dim dned eyes like an exhausted well
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Slow-speaking when she has some fact to tell,

Silent with long-unbroken silences,

Centred m self yet not unpleased to please,

Gravely monotonous like a passing bell

Mindful of drudging daily common things,

Patient at pastime, patient at her work,

Weaned perhaps but strenuous certainly

Sometimes I fancy7 we may one day see

Her head shoot forth seven stars from where they lurk

And her eyes lightnings and her shoulders wings

Each phrase seems to have been reduced to the lowest possible

emphasis and to keep rigorously to an unpretentious account of

humdrum facts, but in every7 sentence there is a special charm and

strength, until the end comes with an astonishing glory7 of light

and flame

The same fusion of matter and form can be seen in Christinas

use of metre She was not a great inventor of metres, but she

made many variations inside existing forms, and shaped each to

some special need of her imaginative moods She is equally at

home wadi the sonnet and the song, with staid iambics and the

more lively anapaests and dactyls She has a remarkable gift for

varying the speed of a line partly by punctuation, partly by stress-

ing the important words Her results are so natural that we hardly

notice what control of her craft she has every'thmg seems to fall

so easily into its right place and to reflect so exactly what she feels

Take, for instance, “What would I give”

What would I give for a heart of flesh to warm me through,O O 7

Instead of tins heart of stone ice-cold whatever I do !

Hard and cold and small, of all hearts the worst of all

What would I give for words, if only words would come 1

But now m its misery my spirit has fallen dumb
O merrv friends, go your wav, I have never a word to say
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What would I give for tears 1 not smiles but scalding tears,

To wash the black mark clean, and to thaw the frost of years,

To wash the stain ingrain, and to make me clean again

The tremendous impact of this poem comes from many causes,

but not least from the mastery of the metrical scheme The inter-

nal rhyme m the third line of each stanza conveys with appalling

force the chilling drop in the poet’s spirit, the change from ago-

nized dismay to something frozen and dark and insoluble The

rhythm responds with extraordinary sensitiveness to the move-

ments of Christina's mood, and shows how at the centre of hei

anguish is a single gnawing grief

Tins poetry has a remarkable concentration Everything seems

to be directed towards a central point and related to it Once a

subject has been started, diere is not much development m its

treatment, and the element of surprise is kept for small effects

inside a narrow compass It is characteristic of Christina that she

loves a kind of rondel in which a phrase is repeated several times,

and this device gives a great compactness and concentration Sc

in what was almost her last poem, Christina expresses her con-

viction that she will soon have the rest for which her broken

body and humble spirit yearn

Sleeping at last, the trouble and tumult over,

Sleeping at last, the struggle and horror past,

Cold and white, out of sight of friend and of lover,

Sleeping at last

No more a tired heart downcast or overcast,

No more pangs that wnng or shifting fears that hover,

Sleeping at last in a dreamless sleep locked fast.

Fast asleep Singing birds in their leafy cover

Cannot wake her, nor shake her the gusty blast

Under the purple thyme and the purple clover

Sleeping at last
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The beating repetitions and the internal rhymes give an impres-

sion of something all-absorbing and final, something which is so

single and overwhelming that it is best displayed by this strict

economy of words The other phrases seem to be variations on the

insistent, central theme and to elaborate its implications without

m any way interfering with its predominance

Christinas life of devotion had many trials and sorrows She

had moments when she felt that it was too hard for her and that,

despite all her efforts, it was almost more than she could bear She

knew as well as anyone the seeming perversity of the Divine Will,

which treats too often Its servants with what looks like wilful

harshness Just as Saint Teresa, m her aristocratic independence,

would chide her Creator for His treatment of her, so Christina,

humbler but not less frank, complains of the weariness of well-

doing

I would have gone, God bade me stay

I would have worked, God bade me rest

He broke my will from day to day,

He read my yearnings unexpressed,

And said them nay

Now I would stay, God bids me go

Now I would rest, God bids me work

He breaks my heart tost to and fro,

My soul is wrung with doubts that lurk

And vex it so

Then Christina ivould think that she had gone too far and would

abase herself, feeling that any reward which might await her

would still be too great and that she must not expect it or even

pray for it

Give me the lowest place or if for me
That low'est place too high, make one more low

Where I may sit and see

My God and love Thee so
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Her way was hard, and she made it harder by the extreme scru-

pulosity of her conscience No demand was too severe, no stand-

ard too high for her

Yet she had her rewards, fitful perhaps and tantalizing and

certainly rare, but none the less, when they came, wonderfully

assuring and comforting In her long search for God she had

moments when she felt that she was in His presence and that He
spoke to her soul Without this she would surely have lapsed into

despair, through tins her doubts were dispelled and her fears

turned to hopes With characteristic humility she believed that

such moments came when she least deserved them, so neglectful

had she been of her first duties Then in a radiant moment she

would find herself comforted by a divine voice and know that all

was well

I have not sought Thee, I have not found Thee,

I have not thirsted for Thee

And now cold billows of death surround me,

Buffeting billows of death astound me, —
Wilt Thou look upon, unit Thou see

Thy penshing me?

"Yea, I have sought thee, yea, I have found thee,

Yea, I have thirsted for thee,

Yea, long ago with love’s bands I bound thee

Now the EverlasUng Arms surround thee, —
Through death’s darkness I look and see

And clasp thee to Me ”

This life, so tried by sacrifice and sickness, by denial of so much

that Christina valued and yet valued not at the highest price, was

after all to be rewarded by the one thing for which she looked

Her last years, tormented by cancer and darkened by the deaths

of those whom she loved, were also the time of her surest faith

and strongest confidence in the inestimable felicity which awaits

the chosen She was still a great poet, still a mistress of passionate
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and melancholy song But this song was now given almost to a

single end, and her old love of the living world had ceased to

count

Christina Rossetti presents in a remarkable manner the case

of a poet whose naturally Romantic tendencies were turned into

a different channel by the intensity' of her religious faith But for

it she might have continued to write in the spirit of “Goblin

Market” and have illustrated many delightful comers of con-

sciousness by her ingenious and sprightly art But this spirit was

in conflict until her devotion to God and her search for salvation

From this conflict and the sacrifices which it entailed, she wrote

a different kind of poetry7

,
deeply personal and intimate and often

painful, in which she dramatized her secret feelings in passionate

song Tins too was a kind of Romantic art, an escape from her

actual troubles and at the same time a comment on them, by

which she was able to penetrate many hidden comers of her

consciousness and to present them in compelling, concrete forms

Indeed, it was dns conflict between her human self and her

divine calling which created her most characteristic poetry But

her purely religious work owed little to it In this she might some-

times allow herself a small flight of decorative fancy7
,
but as a

whole the subject was too serious for her to stray far from what

orthodox
)
7 told her to be true Her achievement suggests that

though the Romantic spirit is concerned with another world, this

other world is not that of common faith It is what the poet finds

and fashions for himself, not what has been sought and sanctified

by millions of men and women So when she spoke of it, though

she might indeed feel an anguished longing for it, Christina did

not try to create it for herself but conformed to traditional ideas

of it In the end she passed beyond the Romantic spirit by the

intensity7 of her faith, and in so doing showed a weakness m that

spirit which seems to have no peace for this kind of vision

Painful though her conflict often was, Christina solved it to

her own satisfaction When she passed beyond her early fancies

and beyond even her poems of unsatisfied love, she found some-
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thing else more absorbing and more inspiring Nor did her poetry

lose by this The eternity for which she hungered brought all her

emotions into play and enabled her to give a final, irresistible

power to her words Because she disciplined herself so sternly to

the tasks of religion, she kept a singularly direct approach to many

kinds of experience and assessed their worth with uncompromis-

ing candour She had her own peculiar insight into the mystery

of things, and it was all the keener because it was supported by

the full resources of her rich nature Her faith, with its passionate

honesty and its extremely personal emotions, was the fulfilment

of her devoted and tender soul In the end she is a great religious

poet, because religion called out in her all that was essentially and

most truly herself Only m God could she find a finally satisfying

object for the abounding love which was the mainspring of her

life and character
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THE ROMANTIC ACHIEVEMENT

T
he word “Romantic” has been used so often and for so

many purposes that it is impossible to confine it to any

single meaning, still less to attempt a new definition of it

Let it suffice that it is applied to a phase of English poetry which

began m 1789 with Blake’s Songs of Innocence and ended with

the deaths of*Keats and Shelley This at least fixes a historical

period, and there is no great quarrel about calling it the “Roman-

tic ageTTh it fi\e major poets, Blake, Coleridge, Wordsworth,

Shelley, and Keats, despite many differences, agreed on one vital

point that the creative imagination is closely connected with a

peculiar insight into an unseen order behind visible things This

belief gave a special character to their work and determined their

mam contributions to the theory and practice of poetry But both

within this period and afterwards there were other poets whose

conception of the imagination was not quite this, and who,

though they may have much m common with the great Five, are

not m agreement with them on this essential point On the one

side, Byron, while sharing many of their subjects and tastes,

denied the importance of the imagination and did not believe in

any transcendental order On the other side, Poe, emng as it were

by excess, thought that the imagination is so concerned with a

Beyond that it has little connection with the actual world Be-

tween these extremes other poets, notably the Pre-Raphaelites,

sought to find a mean, but none of them accepted the full Roman-
tic view Dante Gabnel Rossetti certainly looked for another

world, but, since he defined it as beauty and sought it through

love, he narrowed its scope and limited his own achie\ement

Swinburne hardly believed in any Beyond, except what he found
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hi the essence of poetry, and made no attempt to define what this

meant to him Christina Rossetti, despite certain affinities with

Coleridge and Keats, passed beyond them when she gave her

devotion to the celestial world of Christian faith and showed that

the indefinite notions of a Beyond, which meant so much to the

great Five, were incompatible with her precise and literal beliefs

The history of Romantic poetry m England falls into two

sections In one, a bold original oudook is developed and prac-

tised, in the other, it is criticized or exaggerated or limited or, in

the last resort, abandoned On the one hand, there is a straight

line of development, on the other hand, there are variations and

divagations and secessions But both sections belong to a single

movement which rises from a prevailing mood of longing for

something more complete and more satisfying than the familiar

world Such a mood, of course, is not in the least new or uncom-

mon, but m the Romantic period and afterwards it dominated

many creative mmds and had an enormous influence on poetry

Tins was a truly European phenomenon France, Germany, Rus-

sia, and Spam all show it, but almost alone in England is the

poetry which nses from it connected with a visionary insight into

a superior order of being There is hardly a trace of this in Hugo

or Heine or Lermontov or Espronceda They have their full share

of Romantic longing, but almost nothing of Romantic vision In-

deed, almost the only Continental poets who resemble the great

Five are the German, Fnednch Holderlm, and the Russian,

Fedor Tyutchev Holderhn sought to find through a living Ger-

many the lost vision of the Greek gods, and Tyutchev, who had

something like Wordsworth’s capacity for responding to the un-

regarded appeal of natural things, saw behind them another world

of powers and dangers and conflicts But these are exceptions,

and, apart from them, the five English poets did something to

which there is no parallel in their age Their work was indeed of

a peculiar kind, and it is a remarkable chance that they should

have agreed on so original a doctrine But just because they were

so original and so devoted to their special aims, they provoked
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modifications of their views, and what other poets did to adapt or

alter them is an interesting comment on their work

An outlook so intense and m some ways so exacting as that of

the great Five could not fail to he fraught with dangers Like all

creeds which insist on some central article of belief, the belief m
the imagination ran the risk that its adherents would pervert the

intentions of the founders It was poised on a perilous compro-

mise It insisted passionately on the imagination, but demanded

that it should be related to truth and reality This was an admir-

able ambition, but it was all too easily frustrated, for the good

reason that it might run counter to the mood of dissatisfaction

and longing on which the whole position was based Not all poets

were as fortunate as Wordsworth and Keats m finding that their

discontents could be cured by contact with the nature which lay

at their doors, or that, by following their instinctive love of visible

things, they could find themselves m the presence of what they

called “eternity” Others were content to dream dreams on the

chance that they might some day prove to be true, but they did

not really care very much whether this happened or not Of this

number, Poe is a notable example In him the impulse to escape

was so powerful that he surrendered to it and did not care what

relations his dreams might have to the common world The result

is that his poetry touches actuality at too few points and even then

m a tentative, shrinking way His work has still the attraction

which belongs to youthful desires, but, despite its varied accom-

plishment, it never quite moves us as a record of mature experi-

ence and is a criticism of life only m the sense that it is a rejec-

tion of it Poe’s ultimate failure is a comment on the Romantic

position, which makes it possible for a man to be so absorbed in

die Beyond that he pays little attention to the here and now In

contrast to Poe are diose other poets who spoiled their work m an

opposite way, by assuming the airs of usionanes although thev

had no visions It was all too easy to enjoy irresponsible fancies for

their own sake and to persuade oneself that it did not matter what

was said, prouded that it was new and exciting This is almost
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what happened to Byron in his earlier years, when his poetry was

built not on recognition of truth about himself, but on what he

would hive the world to think about him What was had enough

in Byron was worse m less gifted men, and the nineteenth cen-

tury provides too many examples of poets who cared less for the

revelation of truth through the imagination than for cutting an

interesting figure in the public eye That is why the minor figures

of the Romantic age are so dull, for m the end nothing is less

attractive than pose

The evil could go deeper than this, and some of its more sinis-

ter manifestations account for the bad name which the Romantic

spirit has m some quarters today Dreams are one thing, and pose

is another, but worse than either is the state of illusion or self-

deception to which the imagination may drag a man if it is not

handled with self-knowledge and self-cnticism In such a state he

believes what he wishes and does not ask if it is really true or

not He may delude himself about facts and substitute his pnvate

version of them for the reality, or he may delude himself about

values and persuade himself that his own wayward or corrupt

tastes are a real cntenon of worth Because the Romantic outlook

sets so high a value on the individual self, it runs the risk of allow-

ing men to live m their pnvate universes without paying sufficient

attention to what happens outside them In this condition they

make their own laws and try to apply them to the common world

This may not prevent them from producing accomplished works

of art, but these will be none the less perverted There are mo-

ments, and indeed more than moments, when Victor Hugo

allows himself this self-indulgence, with the result that we do not

know how senously to take him It was this tendency, too, which

spoiled much work of the nineties The Aesthetic gospel, as

Wilde propounded it, not only denied that truth is desirable in

itself, but attempted to glonfy certain things which mankind has

condemned What is wrong, for instance, with Salome is not

merely that its rhetoric rings false, but that some of the assump-

tions on which it is built are abhorrent The Romantic spint miy
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be a dangerous poison when it is allowed to work too freely, and

it is not surprising that “Romantic” is used as a term of condemna-

tion for actions and thoughts m which an accepted scheme of

values is perverted or replaced by others ultimately repellent

Of course, this criticism has little relevance to the great Romantic

poets of England, but the danger is real and must not be over-

looked

A second danger lies in the exacting demands which the

Romantic outlook makes of its votaries It insists that a man must

exploit to the utmost what is charactensically his own, and espe-

cially his individual vision and special inspiration It places litde

trust m the forms and techniques which other poets have fash-

ioned for common use, and tradition means little to it This put

the Romantic poets at a disadvantage in comparison with such

men as Virgil and Milton, who were sustained in composition by

a commonly accepted theory of what poetry ought to be, and

approved by general consent m using means fashioned by other

men for this end Of course, their success and their fame came
from dieir masterly use of such means, but we cannot doubt that

Virgil was able, despite many misgivings, to write the Aeneid,

or Milton, after long years spent m public service, to compose

Paradise Lost, just because they had behind them a tradition

which gave them confidence and enabled them to attempt what

would otherwise have been insuperable tasks The Romantics

had no such support They relied mainly on inspiration, and in-

spiration, left to itself, is notoriously untrustworthy Those who
set all their hopes on it and shape their lives by it may find them-

selves suddenly robbed of its strength and unable to regain it

This happened to Colendge in one way and to Wordsworth m
another If Colendge’s collapse was more pathetic, Wordsworth’s

was more dismal Neidier their art nor their outlooks were of use

to them when the crisis came, and their efforts to continue as

before show how frail the roots of dieir inspiration were If they

had belonged to a w'ell-estabhshed tradition, things might have

been different, for tradition enables a poet to conserve Ins powers,
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to recruit Ins strength from other quarters when he is not able to

do everything from his own resources It even helps him to exert

himself in fields for which he is not ideally suited, hut in which

none the less he may be able to win noteworthy successes The
Romantics relied on what was most unlike others in themselves,

on their own peculiarly individual gifts The result was that, bj

too much concentration on diem, they exhausted these gifts and

had nothing to put in their place

A third danger which threatened the Romantics lay m their

conception of the Beyond, of that other world which they found

in vision by using the imagination In dealing with this they were

always vague, and such vagueness has its own penis It might be

argued that the poets could not but be indefinite about a matter

which was beyond the reach of descnptive words, that they were

too honest to claim for it a clanty which it did not possess for

them This is true, but the Romantic vagueness is such that its

exponents may convey so little to us that they fail in dieir main

task The problem hardly arose so long as the poets used or in-

vented myths adequate to their needs Though the issues pre

sented in “Kubla Khan” or Prometheus Unbound or Hyperion

are indeed vast, they are intelligible and stimng because they are

gwen m concrete forms which have a vivid appeal But the dan-

ger is more apparent when no myth is used, and the poet tnes to

say all that he can in direct, descriptive statement Despite their

revolt against the eighteenth century, the Romantics had not

completely abandoned its habit of abstract expression It is true

that the) do not fall into such inept pomposities as Victor Hugo

when they talk about “eternity” and “infinity,” nor need we doubt

that to them these w'ords meant more than they did to him But

there are times when at least Wordsworth and Shelley try to

present vast conceptions through direct statement, although

they are bejond its reach and can be adequately expressed only

in symbols The result is that m some moments which clearly

meant a great deal to these poets, their ideas are w'rapped in ob

scuntv and their sense of m\itery is ineffective because the\ lack
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the art to convey its full significance We see that something of

utmost import is afoot and that the poet is transported outside his

usual self, but we hardly know what has happened to him The
skies open, and lie soars on the wings of inspiration to explore the

infinite, but an impenetrable obscurity hides his goal from our

eyes

Both Coleridge and Poe insist that vagueness is necessary to

poetry, and both display its penis In their desire to secure it,

both at times rely more on sound than on visual impressions or

intelligible meaning Poe’s repetitions and invented words show

his trust that sound will do what is usually done by images

Sound is of course as necessary to poetry as sight or meaning, but

it is dangerous to give it too emphatic a place This Colendge too

seems at times to have done There are places m his poetry where

we feel that though there is a perfectly intelligible meaning, it is

there somehow by accident, and that Colendge did not quite in-

tend it to be what it is Take, for instance, the end of “Kubla

Khan”

For he on honey-dew hath fed

And drunk the milk of Paradise

If we insist that a poem should be understood, we ask what is

meant by honey-dew, and are disappointed to find that it is not

a very attractive substance So we suspect that Colendge has

used it because of its sound or because of the vague associations

which the combination of honey and dew starts m our minds

Again, a litde earlier, he says

A damsel with a dulcimer

In a vision once I saw

A dulcimer is not a very melodious or a very elegant instrument,

and die visual impression is not seductive But did Colendge

really intend to produce oner1 Did he not use the word “dulcimer”

for its sound, and especially for its consonants which correspond
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prettily with those of "damsel”? When Romantic poetry aspires

too ardently to become music, it tends to leave some of its sense

behind The result is often delightful, but, when we look more

closely at it, it reveals a frailty which we do not expect in great

poetry

A more serious danger in this vagueness is that it may come

\ery near to nonsense, as it sometimes does with Poe In his case

we can almost see what happens His discontent with the actual

world was so great that m his desire for escape he half visualized

an order of things which is beyond understanding In it the laws

of existence are annihilated, and even the bondage of words is

broken by making them serve a new purpose of hints and echoes

What Poe did shyly and solemnly, Edward Lear did with in-

spired confidence Like Poe, he was a prey to melancholy and a

haunting sense of failure, and, like Poe, he transmuted his misery

mto melodies m which the music of words is much more impor-

tant than their sense He is a master of glowing rhythms His

nonsense poems bewitch the ear, and compared with him even

Lewis Carroll has no more dian a logical or mathematical ele-

gance Nor are Lear’s subjects entirely alien to a Romantic taste

He too has a predilection for remote places and unusual happen-

ings, even something like Wordsworth’s interest in a primitive

simplicity of life Are not most elements of Romantic poetry to be

found m the strange situation of the Yonghy-Bonghy-Bd^3

On the coast of Coromandel

Where the early pumpkins blow,

In the middle of the woods

Lived the Yonghy-Bonghy-B6

Two old chairs and half a candle, —

One old jug without a handle, —
These were all the w'orldly goods,

In the middle of the woods,

These were all the worldly goods

Of the Yonghy-Bonghv-Bo,

Of the Yonghv-Bonghy Bo
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The accomplishment here is perhaps greater than anything m
Poe, hut the methods are the same as Poe’s, from the ingeniously

interrelated rhymes to the emphatic repetitions, and their origin

in Lear’s personal histor)' bears some resemblance to the sources

of Poe’s inspiration Again, the Romantics affected a poetry of

melancholy and often wrote songs of a melting sweetness, m
which images of grief are wedded to a haunting melody This

Lear often does, as for instance

Calico Pie,

The little birds fly

Down to the calico tree,

Their wings were blue,

And they sang 'Tilly-loo'”

Till away they flew, —
And they never came back to me'

They never came back'

They never came back'

They never came back to me'

In his emotions and his methods, Lear bears a startling resem-

blance to some of the Romantic poets, and his unprecedented art

raises awkward questions about their achievement

Lear’s nonsense poetry is literally a redvctio ad absurd-inn of

Romantic methods, and especially of the belief m vagueness He
differs from his grave models not m his means but m his end He
washed to write nonsense, and noth the insight of genius saw

that the Romantic technique was perfectly suited to it With him

the Romantic mdefimteness passes beautifully into absurdity, and

his own inchoate sorrows vanish m the divine light of nonsense

He has indeed his own kind of imagination which is accom-

panied by a special insight By transforming his state into that of

the Yonghy-Bonghy-Bo or the Quangle Wangle Quee or the

Dong with the Luminous Nose, he both invents enchanting fig-

ures of fancv and is able to have a clearer insight into his own
troubles by placing them in an unexpected perspective Lear
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The accomplishment here is perhaps greater than anything m
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which images of gnef are wedded to a haunting melody This

Lear often does, as for instance
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And they sang 'Tilly-loo'”

Till away they flew, —
And they never came bach to me 1

They never came back'

They never came back 1

They never came back to me 1

In his emotions and his methods, Lear bears a stardmg resem-

blance to some of the Romantic poets, and his unprecedented art

raises awkward questions about their achievement

Lear’s nonsense poetry is literally a redvctio ad absurduin of

Romantic methods, and especially of the belief m vagueness He
differs from his grave models not in his means but m his end He
Hashed to write nonsense, and with the insight of genius saw

that the Romantic technique was perfecdy suited to it With him

the Romantic indefiniteness passes beautifully into absurdity, and

his own inchoate sorrows vanish m the divine light of nonsense

He has indeed his own kind of imagination which is accom-
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showed how close the Romantic vagueness was to nonsense, and

exploited it for his own purposes The result is outside all literary

canons, but none the less miraculous and magical Lear chose

his means deliberately in a full knowledge of their worth It is a

different matter with poets who use not dissimilar means m all

seriousness, without seeing their menace to a sublime or a solemn

mood There are moments when Wordsworth and Coleridge and

Shelley come near to absurdity, because they try to say more than

words will carry This danger implicit in the Romantic outlook

was not always faced openly or surmounted with success

These dangers which threatened the Romantics must not be

confused with the limitations within which they worked, and

which gave to their poetry its distinctive character Those who
do not like this poetry may complain of the bounds which en-

close it, but it remains true that without these bounds it would

not he what it is Every successful achievement m the arts comes

from some limitation on the artist’s work In order to do one

dung he must eschew another Just as the Roman poets of the

Augustan age formed their grave and majestic harmonies by

abandoning the conversational ease of Catullus, or as the French

Symbolists perfected their subde and musical art by avoiding

anydung that savoured of realism or Parnassian objectivity, so the

Romantics won their triumphs by confining their art to certain

fields of experience and excluding much else which has often be-

longed to poetry but did not really concern them Such a process

seems inevitable to the progress of poetry The poet must do

something new, but he cannot do it without casting aside what

he thinks outworn More than this, he must find the right means

to say what concerns him most deeply, and, since he is after all a

limited human being, he nghdy works in a field u'here he is at

home and able to act freely This is true of the Romantics, who

began as revolutionaries in poetry and were determined not to

write like their predecessors of the eighteenth century The result

was that their art, despite its range and variety, is confined within
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certain limits, and a glance at some of these may help to illustrate

the nature of their achievement

In the first place, as the example of Christina Rossetti shows,

the Romantic outlook denied any real place to orthodox religion

It was too individualistic and in the widest sense too Protestant

to allow the kind of conformity' which she needed Each poet was

indeed concerned with a transcendental order, but it was m some

sense Ins own and shared with no one else Though all speak of

‘‘eternity,” they do not mean the same thing by it, and they in-

terpret its manifestations differently Nor, as we have seen, were

they able to give precise accounts of it It is essentially vague

This is not what the orthodox believer demands of the other

world Christina Rossetti had no doubts that the heaven of her

prayers would be as the Bible descnbes it, and this clarity was an

essential element in its appeal to her What is true of her is true

of other religious poets The celestial landscape of the City of

God, as Abelard or Dante or Vaughan sees it, is solid and lumi-

nous, and nodimg is more alien to their desires than that it should

be wrapped in obscurity Nor is this less true of religions other

than Christianity Homer sees Olympus as a perfect exemplar of

the most beautiful places on earth, bathed in a dazzling light and

untroubled by snow or ram or cloud Pindar’s vision of the Olym-

pian gods is singularly definite Their existence is gay with music,

a flawless counterpart to the intermittent and transitory joy which

men know m their fullest hours on earth These brilliant and

satisfying visions of a celestial world are possible only because

they are based on a common belief which men accept as true In

their advance into the unknown, the Romantics had no such

faith as this They had broken too violently with tradition to

accept literally its account of another world, and their own ideas

of such a world were not at all like those of orthodox faith Their

other world was not something which awaits the delivered soul,

but a mystery lurking behind visible things, and a m) stery it must

remain if it was to keep its hold on the poets When Wordsworth
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in later life enjoyed his "evening of extraordinary splendour” and

tncd to interpret it in terms of Christianity, he had forsaken his

most characteristic beliefs, and the result is an inferior version of

the "Ode on Intimations of Immortality ” There was something

in the Romantic oudooh which prevented it from bemg inspired

to its best poetry by the visions which had long obsessed other

men
Something also hampered the Romantics from transforming

their transcendental longings even into unorthodox religion It

is of course possible for a poet, who is haunted by thoughts of

another world but unable to accommodate them to conventional

beliefs, to create his own visible shape for it Virgil, for instance,

resembled the Romantics m his sense of the msoluble mystery

which encompasses human life He felt that this world is not

everything and is in many ways unreal or like a dream This mys-

tery he hardly dared to probe, but acquiesced in the impossibility

of finding any solid answers to his questions None the less, he

succeeds in producing a religious efFcct, in making us believe

that men are moved by spiritual forces and are the agents of a

supernatural destiny To some degree the English Romantics

tned to do the same thing They cast their thoughts on transcen-

dental matters into myths, like ‘The Ancient Manner” and Pro-

metheus Unbound But the results, however rich in inspired in-

sight and impressive vision, are not somehow religious They mav

have their own kind of faith and their own sense of the holy, but

the emotions which they arouse are not what we associate with

religious devotion, however unusual They are too explicit, too

emphatic, too tied to the limitations of their mythological setting,

to convey even anvthmg similar to Virgil’s sense of man labouring

towards some dimly descried and faintly apprehended goal The

fact is that the Romantics are concerned with a mystery which

belongs not to faith but to the imagination It is not something

outside themsehes which the) tty to realize, but something which

they create largely by their outi efforts Even when they feel

themselves in the presence of “eternity,” it is not entirely external
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but has many connections with their own selves Their approach

to the Beyond and to the invisible powers which enclose the visi-

ble is determined by their conviction that m the last resort the

only reality' is mind, and that even the universal mind is mani-

fested m individual human minds Religion seems to demand a

sharper dichotomy between the human soul and the divine, and

for this reason the Romantics were unable in the last analysis to

create a purely religious poetry

Secondly, the Romantics, who wished to extend the sphere of

poetry and succeeded m covering a much wider range than the

Augustans, were limited m their scope by their conception of the

beautiful The ideal of the beautiful, which was followed in dif-

ferent ways hy Shelley and Keats and Rossetti, inexorably exalts

one kind of experience at the expense of another The Romantics’

test of die beautiful was the effect which it made on them They
recognized it when it mastered their senses and exalted them to

some vision beyond In so complex a matter they are not m any

way to be blamed for this new It is certainly more objective than

modem news, based pardy on Poe, diat beauty' is haphazard and

subjective, an event which happens for no clear reason in our-

selves The danger of this is that the poet’s world may' become

sohpsistic and his work defeat the understanding of other men
Nor did the Romantics fall into the error, as some of their suc-

cessors did, of thinking that the beautiful is confined to certain

classes of expenence, known and acknowledged and respected

Such a view not only inhibits free creation but makes nonsense of

much older poetry' which was written from a very different out-

look The Romantics thought that beautv is a final quality' of

reality' revealed through visible things It was for them to seek

it, and they believed that diey knew it by' the enchantment which

it laid upon them In practice they might find, as Rossetti did

that it is confined to some single sphere like love, but that did

not make them think that it is necessanlv and always so con-

fined, and they were ready to recognize it wherever it might ap-

pear With their theory we need have no quarrel, but their prac-
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tice shows that their conception of beauty was limited by their

outlook

Indeed, we can hardly deny that the Romantics confined

poetry to a somewhat limited comer of existence Of course, m
this they discovered many unknown tracts The rural scene which

appealed to Wordsworth, Coleridge's moonlit mystery between

sleep and waking, Shelley’s ecstatic contemplation of ideas, and

Keats’ attempt to find the bliss of pure creation were subjects

which few, if any, poets had attempted before The same might

almost be said of Rossetti’s search for beauty through love and

of Swinburne’s feeling for the essential, indefinable poetry of

things But this very concentration on what stirred their imagina-

tions meant that the Romantics rejected or neglected many sub-

jects m which other men might find a wonderful magic, and it is

significant that Byron, who did not share their beliefs, was able

to compose a more varied poetry In the realistic passages of Don

Juan, he wrote about contemporary life without subservience to

conventional ideas of beauty, and found much to which others

were blind Byron deserves credit for having seen that m the

crowded panorama of contemporary life even the most prosaic ac-

tivities may provoke real poetry The great Five, and Rossetti and

Swinburne after them, were inspired only by the more exciting

and more mysterious aspects of man and nature Even Words-

worth’s simpler poems, which were at first so ridiculed for w'hat

looked like a too ardess simplicity, deal noth an isolated life in

special conditions which exclude the complexities of urban so-

phistication The modem revolt against the Romantics has been

pardy due to a conviction that they, with their cult of solitude

and strangeness, did not write a realistic poetry of the world

which thev knew Nor indeed could they have done so They

revived poetry by looking into themselves and isolating unusual

experiences in their inner biographies This turning inward was

their answer to the previous age, wath its insistence on the ex-

ternality of things and its lack of belief m the self From the in-

tensity of their concentration on the self, the Romantics gained
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some of their greatest successes, but the price paid was a neglect

of much which stared ordinary men in the eyes

None the less, we cannot complain that by their devotion to

the mysteries of life the Romantics failed to appreciate life itself

It is of course true that they do not belong to the company of

universal poets, like Homer and Shakespeare, m whom every

thing human touches some chord and passes into music But they

are closer to common life than Pope or Dryden, even than Milton

or Spenser It would be hard to think of another man who com-

bined, as Blake did, an extraordinary power of vision with the

tenderest compassion for the outcast and the oppressed, or who,

like Shelley, used his Platonic musmgs to unfold an enormous

scheme for the regeneration of the world Even the staid Words-

worth found a new source of profound poetry in the humble

creatures of fell and waterside, in leach-gatherers and old hunts-

men, small girls and idiot boys Even so devoted a lover of physi-

cal nature as Keats came to see that the poet must not detach him-

self from mankind, but live in compassionate understanding of it

And this understanding was m many ways new It has a new
tenderness which is far removed from the aristocratic dignity of

the Augustans or the pnncely splendours of the Elizabethans In

their attempts to understand man in the depths of his being, the

Romantics were moved by convictions which give a special hu-

manity to their poetry

A third limitation on Romantic poetry was set by their con-

ception of what a poet’s outlook ought to be The whole move-

ment has been called the rebirth of wonder, and there is justice

m the title To be sure, all poetry lives by wonder, by the delight

of discovery and the exaltation which it brings But the Roman-

tics certainly stressed the virtues of wonder and gave to it a spe-

cial prominence m their work Most of them believed that the

spmt must be quickened by releasing it from the bonds of habit,

from the conventional frame which stifles a man’s capacity, and

that this can be done by awaking a delighted amazement even at

familiar things It meant that a poet must regain a special sim-
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plicity, which Wordsworth and Coleridge compared to that of a

child What Wordsworth says so eloquently in the "immortal

Ode,” Coleridge announced in a lecture

The poet is one who carries the simplicity of childhood into the

powers of manhood, who, with a soul unsubdued by habit, un-

shackled by custom, contemplates all things with the freshness and

the wonder of a child 1

Shelley does not use the comparison with childhood, but in his

Defence of Poetry says what is m effect very much the same

thing

It purges from our inward sight the film of familiarity, which ob-

scures from us the wonder of our being It compels us to feel that

which we perceive, and to imagine that which we know It creates

anew the universe after it has been annihilated in our minds by the

recurrence of impressions blunted by reiteration

This view was developed by Wordsworth until he formed his

theory of the need for wonder and of the part which it ought to

play in our lives For him it is the same as “admiration,” and when

he speaks of “admiration,” he means a lively wakefulness which

liberates us from the deadening routine of custom and stirs in us

that awe which is the gateway to vision It is this which he praises

in his own Michael

In his thoughts there were obscurities,

Wonder, and admiration, things that wrought

Not less than a religion in his heart

Through wonder Wordsworth found that excited awe which

gave meaning to his worship of nature

This belief m wonder, which all the great Five held in some

degree, affected their poetry In their reaction against the idea

of a common world as the eighteenth century had believed in it,

they found their objects of wonder mainly in what is strange and

unusual This is true not merely of Coleridge and Keats but ol
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Wordsworth and Shelley Wordsworth rejected the life of cities

that he might live close to nature, but m his time nature was

strange enough to most people, and Wordsworth sought m it its

least familiar and less admired aspects In his desire for a re-

generated world, Shelley lived among strange ideas which were

at war with many accepted standards m his time and were

thought by most of Ins contemporaries to be mad or wicked or

both Time has accustomed us to these notions and dulled their

paradox But when the Romantics formed them, much of their

attraction lay in their strangeness And this, more than anything

else, determined the course of the Romantic spirit in the nine-

teenth century The love of the intrinsically strange because it

awakes wonder and creates a peculiar enchantment came to be

regarded as the primary task of poetry That is why Kipling,

speaking of Coleridge's “demon lover” and Keats’ “perilous seas,”

says

Remember that in all the millions permitted there are no more than

five — five little lines — of which one can say “These are the pure

Magic. These are the clear Vision The rest is only poetry
” 2

Today it is hard to see how anyone could give quite that praise to

Coleridge and Keats The lines are indeed wonderful, but they

are not the only pure magic or the only clear vision m all poetry

Yet for nearly a hundred years such a judgement would have

commanded wade assent, and this shows how the Romantics im-

posed their love of strangeness on the world

The element of wonder which meant so much to the Roman-
tics affected their work m a special way In their desire to restore

a lively vision of existence, they rejected the mechanistic phi-

losophy of Locke and went far in the opposite direction, finding

their metaphysics in an idealism in which the mind creates real-

ity But though they were much concerned with ultimate issues,

and though at least Coleridge and Shelley studied philosophy,

die result for most of them was a belief m a spiritual activity in
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which the strict reason plays only a subordinate part Though

Shelley enjoyed ideas, as few men do, for their own sake, m the

end what counted with him was less reason than the emotions

Though Coleridge played the philosopher all through his hfe,

his finest poetry owes little to his philosophical views and exists

almost in defiance of them But the greatest rebels against the old

concept of reason were Blake and Keats For Blake philosophy is

the enemy because it destroys our delight and wonder at exist-

ence He fights it with all his weapons and condemns its expo-

nents to Ulro, the lowest of his four states of being, where every-

thing is reduced to rule and line and the creative spirit is dead

For him intuition and vision are infinitely more important than

reason, and m “Auguries of Innocence" he proclaims that the

simplest things provide arguments which no philosopher can

refute

A Riddle or the Cricket’s Cry

Is to Doubt a fit Reply

The Emmet’s Inch and Eagle's Mile

Make Lame Philosophy to smile

He who Doubts from what he sees

Will ne’er Believe, do what you Please

If the Sun and Moon should doubt,

They’d immediately Go out

Blake wanted vivid, visionary experience, not the hesitations and

uncertainties of abstract thought In his own way Keats agreed

with him Though in a famous passage of Larnta he seems to

exalt sensations at the expense of intelligence, what he really does

is to insist that the imagination is more important than the ana-

Ijtical reason

Do not all charms fly

At the mere touch of cold philosophy^

There \\ as an awful rainbow once in heaven

We knew her woof and texture, she is given

In the dull catalogue of common things
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The Romantics were far from thinking that intelligence is un-

important or that thought is not necessary to poetry, but they

insisted that this thought must be imaginative and not abstract,

and that it must look at all the qualities of things and not at their

general natures

This is a reasonable point of view, but it limits a poet’s per-

formance In rejecting philosophy and natural science, the Ro-

mantics accentuated the isolation of poetry from the current

thought of their time It was not m this spirit that Aeschylus

created his magnificent myths about the great issues which faced

Athens, or that Dante put into the Divine Comedy all the phi-

losophy and political thought of the Middle Ages, or that Milton

justified the ways of God to man by presenting a vast scheme of

man’s history and place in the universe There is no eternal or

necessary quarrel between abstractions and imaginative vision

But in their distrust of reason, as the eighteenth century under-

stood it, the Romantics found themselves almost forced to con-

centrate on something which is not indeed irrational but might

become so in less powerful hands The result is that their poetry

lacks that element of strict, prolonged thought which gives an

additional strength not merely to the great Greeks but to such

writers as Racine and Goethe, whose strictly poetical power owes

a great deal to the hard thought which has preceded composition

and is indeed transcended m the poetry, but none the less is in-

visibly present and powerful The Romantics have their moments

of inspiring thought and wonderful insight, but they lack this

special strength which comes from uniting sustained mental ef-

fort to poetry, and their work is therefore limited m this respect

Within these limitations the Romantics worked, and we
should not wash that they had done otherwise, for by this they

were able to secure their own territory and make the most of it

They brought to poetry not merely surprise and wonder and vi-

sion, which after all may be found m much great poetry, but

something else which was more characteristically their own and

may perhaps be regarded as the central quality of their art In
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their vivid perception of sensible things, they were able almost

in the same moment to have a vision of another world, and this

illuminates and gives significance to sensible things in such a

way that we can hardly distinguish them from the mysteries

which they have opened and with which they are inextricably

connected The result is that they shed a celestial light on the

objects of sense and make them examples of something else much
more wonderful The most haphazard event may so strike them

that in a single moment they see both the individual object and

its eternal significance Just as a Greek poet like Pindar believed

that there are moments in life when a divine glory illuminates

earthly things and makes men partake of the timeless felicity of

the gods, so the Romantics believed that what matters most is this

interpenetration of the familiar scene by some everlasting pres-

ence which illuminates and explains it It is this which makes

Romantic poetry what it is, and this above all is due to the Ro-

mantic trust in the imagination, which works through the senses

to something beyond and above Blake understood this when he

said in the poem “Eternity’’

He who binds to himself a joy

Does the winged life destroy,

But he who kisses the joy as it flies

Lnes in etemitv’s sun nse

The essence of Romantic poetry is that in catching the fleeting

moment of joy it opens the doors to an eternal world

This characteristic differentiates the Romantic poets from

those of classical antiquity and all who have followed their ex-

ample The kind of difference may be illustrated in the treatment

of an age-old theme, the song of the nightingale Virgil is quite

straightforward when he uses it as a comparison for Orpheus’

lamentation for Eurydice

Qualis populea maerens philomela sub umbra

amissos quentur fetus, quos durus arator
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observans mdo implumis detraxit, at ilia

flet noctem, ramoque sedens rmserabile carmen

integrat, et maestis late loca queshbus lmplet 1

As the nightingale, sorrowing under a poplar s shade, laments the

young she has lost, whom a heartless ploughman has seen and dragged

unfledged from the nest All night long she weeps, and perched on

the hough renews her piteous song, and fills all the country round

with her sad laments

This is a fair record of the nightingale’s song as a classical poet

would interpret it Of course, Virgil introduces his humanizing

touches to make the situation more pathetic, but he is concerned

with an actual event and with nothing else He sees no mysteries

and is not concerned with any transcendental issues This is not

the way m which Keats listens to the nightingale For him its

song is much more dian a mere song, it is also an event m a time-

less order of things

Thou wast not bom for death, immortal Bird 1

No hungry generations tread thee down,

The voice I hear this passing night was heard

In ancient days by emperor and clown

Keats does two things at once He addresses the individual, living

nightingale which has inspired his poem, but he passes beyond

it to an ideal bird which is a symbol of unrestricted, timeless

song This method and the oudook which it presupposes arc

glonfied by the associations with an unseen world, and the un-

seen world is more vividly present because it is displayed in a

single actual case

This dual purpose gives a special character to Romantic poetry

By associating single sensible experiences with some undefined

supenor order of things, the Romantics have enriched our ap-

preciation of the familiar world and awakened a new aue and

wonder at it Such a poetry is, of course, only one kind among
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many, and it rises from an oudook not shared by all men If a

society has ever existed which is completely content with what it

has and asks for nothing else, it would not need such comfort as

the Romantics have to offer But to all who are dissatisfied with

a current order or a conventional scheme of things, this spirit

brings not an anodyne but an inspiration From discontent it

moves to a vision of a sublime state in which the temporal, with-

out losing its individuality, is related to the timeless, and the

many defects of the given world are seen to be irrelevant and

insignificant in comparison with the mysteries which enclose it

The Romantic poet appeals to us because he does something

which we cannot but respect He believes that m exercising his

imagination he creates life and adds to the sum of living experi-

ence He wishes to be not a passive observer but an active agent

m a w'orld which exists by a perpetual process of creation He
takes his part in this process by making men aware of the reality

w'hich sustains the changing visible scene and is the cause and

explanation of everything that matters in it We may not accept

all his assumptions and conclusions, but we must admire the

spirit in which he approaches his task, and admit that the prob-

lems which he seeks to solve must not be shirked by anyone who
wishes to understand the universe in which we live
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